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Model Number
Description

All standard Trane products ere
identified by a multiple-character model
number that preclsely identifies a
particular type of unit. An explanation
of the alphanumeric identification codes
used for CGAC units is provided on this

page. Its use will enable the
owner/operator, installing contractors,
and service engineers to define the
operation, components and options for
any specific unit.

1,2 3 4 5,607 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16,etc.

Digits 1,2
Umt Model
CG Cold Generator

Diqit 3
Umt Type
A Air-Cooled Condensing

Digit 4
Development Sequence

Digits 5, 6, 7
Nominal Capacity
c20 20 Tons
C25 25 Tons
C30 30 Tons
C40 40 Tons
C50 50 Tons
C60 60 Tons

Digit ’8
Electrical and Start
Characteristics

460/60/3 PW
2 575/60/3 PW
3 230/60/3 PW
4 460/60/3 XL
6 200/60/3 PW
A 380/5O/3 PW
B 415/50/3 PW
S Special

Digit 9
Compressor I,D.
K Model K Hermetic
S Special

Digit 10_
Design Sequence

Digit 11
Motors (Open Compressor Only)
N None
s Spatial

igit 12
vaporator

B 20 Ton
C 25 Ton
D 30 Ton
E= 40Ton
F 50 Ton
G 60 Ton
S Special

Digit 13
Condenser
B 20 Ton
C 25 Ton
D 30 Ton
E 40 Ton
F 50 Ton
G= 60Ton
S Special

Digit 14
Unloading Steps
2 2-Step (20-Ton Only)
3 3-Step (25 and 30-Ton)
4 4-Step (40 Ton Only)
6 6-Step (50 and 60-Ton)
S Special

Digit 15
Approval Agency
0 None
2 UL
3 CSA
S Special

Digit 16, etc.
Miscellaneous
3 Control Power Transformer
8 Totally-Enclosed Fan Motors
D Unit-Mounted Disconnect Switch
E Unit Neoprene Isolators
F Unit Spring Isoltora
G Pressure Cuges end Piping
H Hot Gas BYlSS
P Pedodtc Pumpout
V Copper Fins
W Low Ambient Dampers
Y No Evaporator Heat Tape

(Export Only)
S =Spedal
X Export

3 CGAC-IN-4



General
Information

Literature Change History
CGAC-IN-4 (January 1986)
Odginal issue of manual, providing
installation, pre-start end start-up
information for mode( CGAC-C20K thru
C60K air-cooled Cold Generator units of
"A" design sequence.

CGAC "Service Data"
Sheets
Use this Installation manual in
conjunction with the information
provided In the applicable CGAC "Service
Data" publications.

To insure proper CGAC installation and
start-up, the design sequence of the
unit (Refer to "Model Number
Description") must agree with the design
sequence pdnted on the front cover of
the "Service Data" publication.

Installation Checklist
An "Installation Checklist" is provided
at the end of the "Installation" section
of this manual. Use the checklist to
verify that all necessary installation
procedures have been completed. Do
not use the checklist as a substitute--
for readinq the detailed information
contained in the manual, Read the
entire manual before beginning
installation procedures.

Warnings and Cautions
"Wamings" end "Cautions" appear at
appropriate points in this manual.
Cautions indicate areas where special
attention is required to prevent
equipment or property damage. Warnings
focus attention on the personal safety
of installing and operating personnel,
The instructions given in each waming
that appears in this manual must be
followed carefully.

Unit Description
Trane 20 thru 60-ton Model CGAC
Air-Cooled Cold Generators are equipped
with either one or two Trane Model K
hermetic, reciprocating compressors.
All units are dehydrated, leak tested,
charged and tested for proper control
operation before shipment. A low
ambient lockout thermostat can be
customer provided.

Standard control for these units is a
microprocessor-based electronic
controller that governs unit operation
in response to chilled water temperature
leaving the evaporator, Compressor
unloaders are solenoid actuated and
discharge pressure operated.

The number of capacity or unloading
stages provided is:

CGAC-CZOK Z-Step Control.
cr.c-CZSK, C30K... 3-Step Control.
cr_AC-C40K 4-Step Control.
CBAC-CSOK, C60K... 6-Step Control.

The dual-compressor units (40, 50 and
60-Tons), feature two independent
refrigerant circuits-one for each
compressor.

Each refrigerant circuit is provided
with an operating charge of refrigerant
and refrigerant oil, a liquid line
solenoid valve, filter dder, sight
glass, thermostatic expansion valve and
service valve.

Note: The compressor suction and
discharge service valves are closed for
shipment to isolate the refrigerant
charge In the condenser.

The shell-and-tube type evaporator Is
manufactured in accordance with ASME
standards. Each evaporator is fully
insulated and equipped with a drain
connection. A bulbwell for the unit
temperature controller is located on the
evaporator water outJet.

A bag containing the unit wiring
diagrams, installation manual, and
operaton/maintenence manual is provided
in the control penal. Be sure to read
this literature before Installing and
operating the unit.

If pressure gauges are ordered for
field-installation on the unit, they
will be shipped in a separate carton
along with a cloth bag containing
connectors and gaskets.

Figure illustrates access panel
locations and other CGAC extedor
components.

Unit Inspection
When the unit is delivered, verify that
the correct one has been shipped and
that it is properly equipped by
comparing the Information that appears
on the unit nameplate with ordedng end
submittal information. Refer to
"Nameplates".

Inspect all extedor components for
visible damage. Report any apparent
damage or material shortage to the
carder and make a "unit damage"
notation on the carder’s delivery
receipt. Specify the extent end type of
damage found, and notify the appropriate
Trane sales office. Do not proceed with
installation of a damaged unit without
sales office approval.

CGAC-IN-4 4



Figure 1
Exterior Components of
Typical CGACUnit

Condenser

Control Panel
Access Door

Condenser
Air Intake
Grilles--
(Both Sides
Of Unit)

Access
Panel s

Lifting Bracket
(Both Sides Of Unit)

Inspection Checklist

To protect against loss due to damage
incurred in transit, complete the
following checklist upon receipt of the
unit:

] Inspect individual pieces of the
shipment before accepting the unit.
Check for obvious damage to the unit or
packing matedai.

] Check the unit for concealed
darnge before it is stored and as soon
as possible after delivery. Concealed
damage must be reported within 15 days.

[ ] If concealed damage is discovered,
stop unpacking the shipment, Do not
remove damaged matedai from the
receiving location. Take photos of the
damage, if possible. The owner must
provide reasonable evidence that the
damage did not occur after delivery.

[ ] Notify the carder’s terminal of
damage immediately by phone and by
mail. Request an immediate joint
inspection of the damage by the carder
and the consignee.

[ Notify a Trane sales
representative and arrange for repair.
Do not repair the unit until damage is
inspected by the carder’s
representative.

Nameplates
The nameplates on these machines
provide valuable information pertaining
to the Idencatlon of the unit and
its components.. Provide all pertinent
nameplate data when ordedng parts or
literature, and when making other
Inquiries.

Unit Nameplate

The unit nameplate for 20 thru 60-ton
CGAC units Is mounted In the upper left
comer of the control panel access
door. See Figure 2. Thls nameplate
(Figure 2) specifies control circuit
power requirements and power
requirements for the chiller heat tapes
and optional alarm package. It also
identifies the order number of the unit
Operation/Maintenance manual. The
owner should refer to this manual for
information regarding the proper
operation and maintenance of this
equipment.

S CGAC-INA



Figure 2
Typical CGAC Unit Nameplate
and Nameplate Location

iCal
it

Nameplate

CGAC-C20K, C25K, C30K

Sit
Nameplate

Control Panel/
Access Door

CGAC-C4OK, C50K, C60K

Unit
Nmplate

Ctl Panel
Ooor

X39560391-01
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Compressor Nameplate Evaporator Nameplate

The Model K compressor nameplate shown The evaporator nameplate Is mounted on
in Figure 3, is mounted on the the top of the evaporator supply-end
compressor lower housing, tube sheet. The word "nameplate" Is

applied to the Insulation just above the
nameplate (Figure 4); to view the
nameplate, remove the tape over the area
and spread the Insulation.

Figure 3
Typical Model K Compressor
Nameplate and Nameplate Location

Typical
Compressor
Nameplate

Mode/No.

Serial No.

Electrical Utilization L.R. Amp$
Characteristics Range

Use Trsne Approved Oils
Manufactured Under One More Of The Following U,$. Patents
2.869.775 2.955,750 2.955.75! 3.06,902 3.071.309
3.545.220 --4.100.934 4.382. 749

The Trne Coman le Cmsse WI 54601.7599 M,ee i U.$.A. X39510095-01

X39570095-01

Nameplate
Location

Figure 4
Evaporator Nameplate Location

Nameplate
(Under Insulation)
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Installation

Complete the "Installation Checklist"
during installation to verify completion
of all recommended procedures before
unit start-up.

Unit Dimensions,
Clearances and Location
Refer to "Service Data" for unit
dimensions. Provide a level mounting
surface strong enough to support the
unit’s weight. Unit operating weights
are provided In "Service Data’. An
isolated concrete foundation or
footings at each loading point will
minimize vibration and noise problems.
Install anchor bolts in the concrete to
secure the unit. For a detailed
discussion of base and foundation
construction, see Chapter VI of the
Trane "Reciprocating Reffigeration
Manuel". This manual Is avellable
through your local Trane sales office.

Provide suffident clearance around the
unit to allow unrestricted access to
control panel, evaporator, condenser,
compressor and any other service points.
Minimum clearances required to ensure
proper unit operation, elrflow, and
savlca access are provided in *Service
Data’.

Note: If the unit is installed in a
well, the depth of the well must not
exceed the height of the unit.

Rigging
Lifting brackets are provided along the
base rail on either side of the unit.
Pass lifting cables through the brackets
and Install spreader bars between the
cables above unit. A label on the unit
base rail illustrates proper lilting
procedure. See Figure 5. When dgged
properly, the unit will balance at its
center of gravity.

WARNING: To prevent injury,
death or equipment damage,
use cables strong enough to
sup.port unit weight. Test-lift
unit to ensure proper balance
and rigging.

Figure 5
CGAC Rigged for Lifting

CGAC-IN-4 8



Drainage
Locate a large-capacity drain near the
unit for system drainage dudng shutdown
or .repair. A 3/4-inch NPT drain
connection is provided st the leaving
chilled water end of the chiller.

Unit, Isolation

Mounting methods that will minimize
sound and vibration problems are:

1. Mount the unit directly on an
isolated concrete pad or on Isolated
concrete footings at each unit mounting
point.

2. Install the optional neoprene or
spdng mounting isolators at each
mounting location, Refer to "Neoprene
Isolators" or "Spdng Isolators".

Neoprene Isolators

Unit mounting locations and isolator
selection information are provided in
"Service Data". Proper isolator
placement instructions are also placed
the the control panel with other unit
documentation. Isolators are Identified
by color and by the Isolator part
number,

Install neoprene isolators et each unit
mounting point using the following
procedure:

1. Secure the isolator to the mounting
surface using the mounting holes in the
base of the isolator (Figure 8). Do not
fully tighten the isolator mounting
bolts at this time,

2, Align the mounting holes in the
base-rail of the unit with the holes in
the top of the Isolators and lower the
unit.

3. Install mounting bolts through the
unit base-rail into the threaded tap in
the isolator and tighten securely.
Maximum isolator deflection should be
approximatley 1/4-inch.

4. Level the unit carefully. Refer to
"Leveling the Unit".

Spring Isolators

Unit mounting locations and isolator
selection information are provided In
"Servlce Data". Proper isolator
placement instructions are also placed
the the control panel with other unlt
documentation. Isolators are Identified
by color and by the isolator part
number.

Install neoprene Isolators at each unit
mounting point using the following
procedure:

I. Bolt the isolators to the mounting
surface using the mounting slots in the
isolator base plate. Do not fully
tiqhten the iolator mountin.q bolts at
this time.

2. Set the unit on the isolators; the
isolator positioning pins (Figure 6)
must register in the unit mounting
holes.

3. Clearance between upper and lower
isolator housings should be 1/4 to 1/2
inch (Figure 6). A clearance of over
1/2 inch dictates that shims are
required to level the unit (See
"Leveling the Unit").

4. Make minor clearance adjustments by
tumlng the isolator levelling bolt
(Figure 6) clockwise to increase
clearance end counterclockwise to
decrease clearance.

5. If proper isolator clearance cannot
be obtained by tumlng the levelling
bolt, level the Isolators themselves. A
I/4-1nch variance In elevation is
acceptable.

Leveling the Unit

Before snugging down the mounting bolts,
level the unit carefully. Use the unit
base rail as a reference. Level the
unit to within 1/4 inch over its entire
length. Use shims if adjustable
isolators are not used.

Compressor Isolators

The Trane Model K hermetic compressor
is fully operational as shipped. The
compressor Is mounted on neoprene
grommet isolators that require no
special pre-oparatlonal adjustments.
The compressor receives a correct
operational oil charge before shipment.

Caution: To prevent compres-
sor damage, be certain that
auction and discharge valves
are open (back=seated) before
starting the unit.

Low Ambient Dampers
Operation

A set of dampers is used to extend
operation of these units from the
standard low limit operational
temperature to a minimum of 0 F. The
dampers modulate airflow across the
condenser coils to maintain condensing
pressure during low ambient operation.

Refrigerant-operated actuators control
damper modulation for each refrigerant
circuit in response to condensing
pressure, closing the dampers when
condensing pressure decreases due to a
fall in ambient temperature. Damper
operating setpolnts are given in
Service Data".

Installation

Dampers are available factory or
field-installed. If field installing
the dampers, mount them over the
condenser fans as shown in "Service
Data" and connect the actuator capillary
tube to the backseat port of the liquid
line service valve for each circuit.

Adjustment

Inspect the blades for proper alignment
and operation. If adjustment is
required, hold damper blades firmly in
dosed position, end slide the operator
to remove any slack in the actuating
linkage.

9 CGAC-IN4



Figure 6
Typical CGAC Unlt Mountlng
Isolators

Neoprene
Isolator

Top View

Side Vlew

CP1 Spring
Isolator

op

Side
View

1/2" Di a.

f Positioning PinUpper
Housing Level ng

__
Bolt

1/4"-1/2"|
C1earance |:;i] 5-7/B"
Lower 5/8" I
Housing

Col or
Marks

Neoprene
Pad
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Unit Water Piping
General Water Piping
Recommendations

Thoroughly flush all system water piping
before making final piping connections
to the unit.

Caution: If using an acidic
commercial flusling solution,
construct a temporary bypass
around the unit to prevent
damage to Internal components
of the evaporator.

Caution: To avoid possible
equipment damage, do not use
untreed-or Improperly
treated-system water.

Use thread sealant or Ton tape at all
water connections to prevent leakage.
To minimize heat gain and prevent
condensation, insulate all piping.

Caution: Avoid overtightening
to prevent damage to water
connections; the use of Teflon
tape makes overtightening more
likely to occur.

The "Trane Reciprocating Refrigeration
Manual" disusses proper piping practices
and sizing methods. This manual i$
available through Trane sales offices.

Evaporator Water Piping

Connections. Types, sizes and
IocaUons of water inlet and outlet
connections are provided in "Service
Data’.

Piping Components. Figure 7
shows typical evaporator water piping
components. Components and layout will
vary, depending upon the locations of
the connections and water source. A
vent is located on top of the evaporator
at the return end. Provide additional
vents at high points In the piping to
bleed air from the chilled water
system. Install pressure gauge(s) to
monitor entedng end leaving chilled
water pressure.

Caution: To prevent evaporator
damage, do not exceed 150
paig evaporator water pressure.

Provide shutoff valves in the pressure
gauge line(s) to isolate them from the
rest of the system when they are not in
use. Use pipe unions to simplify
disaesembly for system service, and
vibration eliminators to prevent
vibration transmission through the water
lines.

Install thermometers in the lines to
monitor evaporator entering end leaving
water temperatures, and a balancing cock
in the leaving water line to establish a
balanced water flow. Install shutoff
valves in entering and leaving water
lines to isolate the evaporator for
service, install pipe strainer in the
evaporator supply line.

Evaporator Drain. There is a 3/4-inch
drain connection under the leaving
chilled water end of the evaporator
(Figure 8) that can be piped to a drain
for emptying the evaporator dudng
shutdown or service. Install a shutoff
valve in the drain line. If drain Is
not piped, remove the drain plug from
the plastic bag in the control panel and
install it in the drain connection.

Evaporator Flow Switch. Use a
flow sensing device (i.e., flow switch)
to prevent or stop compressor operation
if evaporator water flow drops
drastically. Install it in the
evaporator chilled water outlet piping
as shown in Figure 7. See "Elecffical
Wldng" for the flow switch electrical
interlock diagram; a procedure for
measuring water pressure drop (along
with pressure drop chart) is provided
in the "Prestart Procedures" section of
this manual.

Freeze Protection

General Recommendations

Use the procedure described below to
ensure that the chilled water system is
adequately protected from freeze-up in
those applications where the unit
remains operational at subfreezing
ambient temperatures.

1. Install chilled water piping heat
tape along with a fused disconnect
switch; refer to the instructions
outlined under "Heat Tape’. Ensure that
all exposed piping Is adequately
protected.

Note: Heat tape is factory-installed
on the unit evaporator and all internal
water piping; this heat tape will
protect these components from freeze-up
at ambient temperatures down to -20 F.

2. Freeze-proof the chilled water
system by adding a non-freezing,
low-temperature, heat-transfer fluid to
the chilled water system. This solution
must provide protection against ice
formation at the lowest expected ambient
temperature.

Evaporator water capacities are provided
in "Seice Data". Follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations for the
use and testing of the anti-fresze
solution.

Note: Use of an ethylene glycol-type
antifreeze reduces unit cooling
capacity; this conditlon must be
accounted for dudng total system
design.

11 CGAC-IN-4



Figure 7
Recommended Piping Components
for Typical Evaporator Installation

Drain

Vents Valved
Pressure Gauge

Vibration
Eliminator

Unon / Thermometer

// //Water Gate Valve,Strain/

Valve Gte Valve

Art
F/CG-5000

Figure 8
Evaporator Drain for Typical
CGAC Units

Evaporator
Drain
Connection
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Heat Tape Installaton

Install heat tape on all external water
piping that may be exposed to freezing
temperatures. Be sure to use heat tape
that Is recommended for low-temperature
applications; it should be rated at
110/120 volts, thermostatk:ally
controlled, and dissipate 7 watts per
linear foot.

Heat tape selection should be based on
the lowest expected ambient temperature
-including any wind chill fctor. For
heat tapes not automatically (i.e.,
thermostatically) controlled, install an
accessory thecmostat.

Refer to Tables and 2 for typical heat
tape chsmctedca.

To install the heat toe pmpedy,
follow the instructions provided by the
heat tape manufacturer. If none ere
provided, use the recommendations

1. Wrap the heat/ape around the pipe
or apply it straight along the pipe
(’l’ablas and 2) as necassan/to provide
the required protection.

2. Use Yction tape to secure the
heat tape to the water pipe.

3. Fce the thermostat tightly
egalnat and parellei to the water
pipe; then tape it into plane at both
ends. Be sure to install the thamostat
on the most exposed (I.e., coldest)
portion of the pipe.

4. Wrap the pipe with weatherproof
tape. On vertical pipe runs, start the
wrap at the bottom and wod( up as
shown in Figure g. Be sure to ovedap
the tape so that it will shed moisture.

Note: If additional protection Is
required, insulate the pipe with
fiberglass wrap before Installing the
outer wrap.

Caution: To prevent heat
tape failure, frozen plpes:
and other unit damage, oo
not Install fiberglass
insulstion under outer pipe
wrap if non-thermostatic
heat tape is used.

If freezing is potential problem, all
exposed piping, pumps and other
components must be protected with heat
taps end Insulation.

Figure 9
_Typical Insulated Heat Tape
Installation (Spiralled Application)

Power Leads

Ptpe Strap

Friction Tape"
Heat Tape

v’Themostat

aterproof
Tape
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Table 1
lication of Non-Thermostatic

eat Tape w/Outer Wrap and
No Insulation

Table 2
Application of Non-Thermostatic
Heat Tape w/Outer Wrap and
Insulation

Heat Tape Req.
per Linear Ft. 12" 12" 12" 12"
of Pipe

Protection
Down to (F) 6 11 15 20 22

Spiralled:
Heat Tape Req.
per Linear Ft.
of Pipe

28" 31" 35" 47" 54"

Protection
Down to (F) -27 -23 -20 -17 -15

Note: Sp|ralled applications are tw|sted around pipe
3 turns per linear foot of pipe.

Heat Tape Req.
per Linear Ft. 12" 12" 12" 12" 12"
of Pipe

Protection
Down to (F) -6 0 3 12 16

Spit@lied:
Heat Tape Req.
per Linear Ft.
of Pipe

26" 31" 35" 47" 54"

Protection
Down to (F) -55 -50 -45 -40 -1

Note: Spiralled applications are twtsted around pipe
3 turns per linear foot of pipe.

CGAC-IN-4 14



Electrical Wiring
General Recommendations

WARNING: To prevent Inlury
or death, disconnect elecrical
power source before
completing wiring connections
to unit.

NI widng must comply with local and
national electrical codes. The
Installer must provide propedy sized
system interconnecting and power supply
wldng with with appropriate fused
disconnect switches. Type and
locations of disconnects must comply
with all applicable codes.

Caution: Use only copper
conductors for terminal
connections to avoid corrosion
or overheating.

Bectrlcal connection locations, minimum
dmult ampacltles, recommended fuse
slzea, and other unit electrical data is
provided in "Service Data" and on the
unit nameplate. Typical field widng
diagrams are shown In Figures 10 and 11.

Power Supply Wiring

Water Pump Power Supply.
Provide supply power wiring with
fused disconnect for the chilled water
pump (Figures 10 and 11).

Unlt Power Supply. Run
appropriately sized power widng through
the llne voltage access openings
provided on the side of the unit and up
through the openings in the bottom of
the control panel. Connect it to the
proper terminal block or unit-mounted
disconnect. Refer to Figures 10 and
11. Install fused disconnects as
required by local codes. Sizes and
locations of electrical access openings
are shown In "Service Data". Provide
proper equipment ground to the ground
connections in the control panel.

Note: For unit applications requiring
supply power wiring conductors exceeding
500 MCM, run parallel conductors through
the two line voltage electrical openings
provided.

A non-fused, unit-mounted disconnect
switch and the control power transformer
are optional.

Control Circuit Power
Supply, If the unit is equipped with
the optional control power transformer
it is not necessary to provide control
power voltage to the unit. If the
transformer is not provided, connect
control power (115V, 750VA, 15 amp
maximum fuse size) to terminal stdp
1TB7 as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Evaporator Heat Tape Power
Supply. The evaporator shell is
insulated from ambient air, and
protected from freezing temperatures by
a factory installed, thermostatically
controlled heat tape. Whenever ambient
temperature drops to approximately 37 F,
the thermostat energizes the heat tape;
this will protect the evaporator and
Internal water piping down to -20 F.

Provide an Independent power source with
fused disconnect switch for the heat
tape. Splice to the proper wires in the
heat tape junction box. See "sendca
Data" for junction box locations.

Heat Tape Power
upply. Provide power supply widng

with fused disconnect for any
supplemontm7 electrical heat tape
applied to the system water piping.
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Figure 10
Typical Field Wiring Diagram for
CGACoC20K, C25K and C30K

#1 II I,1 I-1

I,

WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY OR
DEATH FROM CTRICAL HOCK

CAUllON
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

2306-1929



Figure 11
Typical Field Wiring Diagram for
C13AC-C40K, C50K and C60K

WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY OR
DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUTION
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

2306-1929



Interconnecting System Wiring

WARNING: To prevent injury
or death, disconnect electrical
power source before
completing wiring connections
to unit.

Caution: Use copper
conductors only to pr.event
galvanic corros,on eno
overheating at terminal
connections.

Chilled Water Pump (7B1). The
installing contractor must provide
interconnecting wiring from the chilled
water pump (7B1) pushbutton station to
the proper terminals on terminal block
1TB7 in the control panel (Figures 10
and 11).

The water pump motor starter (7K7) must
have two normally-open auxiliary
contacts: one contact in sedes with
the pump START pushbutton, the other
wired in the flow switch circuit, See
Figures 10 and 11.

Flow Switch Interlock. To avoid
possible evaporator freeze-up resulting
from restricted water flow, install a
flow switch (or other flow sensing
device) in the evaporator water outlet
piping; see "Unit Piping: Evaporator
Flow Switch".

Whether field-supplied or a factory
option, this sensing device must be
adjusted to stop compressor operation if
water flow to the evaporator drops below
50 percent of the system design
full-flow rate.

The installer must provide
interconnecting wiring between the unit
control panel, the auxiliary contacts of
the chilled water pump motor starter
(7K7), and the flow sensing device in
the evaporator water supply line.
Connect the switch to the proper
terminals of terminal stdp 1TB7 in the
control panel; see Figures 10 and 11.
This interlock must allow compressor
operation only if the chilled water pump
is running and providing the minimum
acceptable water flow rate.

Low Ambient Lockout
Thermostat. The installer must provide
interconnecting widng between the
customer-provided low ambient lockout
thermostat (Figures 10 and 11), the
chilled water flow switch and the proper
terminals of ITB7 in the control
circuit panel. The thermostat should be
adjusted to prevent unit operation at
ambient temperatures below the minimum
unit start-up temperatures given in
"Service Data".

Installation of Optional
Setpoint Reset
A factory control option is available
that enables the leaving chilled water
setpoint (i.e., from the unit) to be
reset in response to either indoor zone
or outdoor air temperature.

Indoor Zone Temperature
To reset unit leaving chilled water
setpolnt based on indoor zone
temperature, a remote setpoint
potentiometer and a space sensor (both
iactory-provided) must be
field-connected to the proper terminal
stdp in the control circuit panel
(Figures 10, 11 and 12).

The potentiometer and Indoor zone sen-
sot are connected in sedes to Terminals
and 2 of terminal strip 1TB3 in the

control circuit panel. Refer to Figure
12. All wiring to and from these remote
input devices to the unit control panel
must be made with shielded, twlsted-pair
conductors; be sure to ground the
shielding at the unit. See Table 3 for
recommended conductor sizes.

WARNING: To prevent injury or
death, disconnect electrical
power source before completing
wiring connections to unit.

Caution: Use only copper
conductors to prevent galvanic
corrosion and overheat=ng at
terminal connections.
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Figure 12
Instaliation of Optional
Setpoint Reset Sensors

Field-Provided Wiring
(Reset Themostat
and Potentiometer to
Teminal Strip 1TB3)

Indoor Zone (Space)

Potentimter l] -I _._/_L_
Strip

n

Inset A

door Senso Factory Povded rng

/"l Note: See "Inset A" for
outdoor (ambient)

j tperature reset

/

11

" LP1 -P 3

’- LTC

e
"-] ALFS

;,’ SENSOR

"-""-I’-,

DESIGN AT,eF

NUMeE
OF STAGES

+ 2

Trane Chiller
Control (IU12)

Table 3
Recommended Wire Sizes for
Installation of Optional Setpoint Reset

22 Awg 30 Feet 60 Feet

20 Awg 50 Feet 100 Feet

18 Awg 75 Feet 150 Feet

16 Awg 125 Feet 250 Feet

14 Awg 200 Feet 400 Feet
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Once the indoor zone temperature input
devices for the setpoint reset option
are installed, adjust the potentiometer
setting to approximately 2 F above the
zone thermostat; this will provide
maximum reset of the chilled water
setpoint while continuing to maintain
the temperature of the controlled space.

A reset in the leaving chilled water
setpoint will occur over a 4.5 F change
in space temperature. The maximum
number of degrees of reset is equal to
the setting of the design delta-T knob
on the chiller control (1U12). See
Figure 13.

Note: Placement of a single zone
sensor in any one location may not
provide an accurate Indication of actual
building load. To more accurately
determine building load, install
multiple sensors and connect them to the
chiller control in a series-parallel
wiring configuration; refer to Figure 14
for a typical widng arrangement.

Outdoor Air Temperature
To reset the leaving chilled water
temperature setpoint in response to the
outdoor air temperature, a remote sensor
(factory-provided) must be field
connected to the proper terminal stdp
in the control drcuit panel (Flguras
10, 11 and 12).

The remote sensor must be connected to
Terminals and 2 of terminal stdp 1TB3
in the control circuit panel. (Figure
12). All wldng to and from this input
device must be made with shielded,
twisted-pair conductors. Ground the
shielding only at the unit. Apply tape
to the sensor end of the shielding to
prevent its contact with any surface.
Recommended conductor sizes are
provided in Table 3.

WARNING: To prevent Injury or
death, disconnect electrical

pw)r#; source before completing
connections to unit.

Caution: Use only copper
conductors to preventgelvanic
corrosion and overheating at
terminal connections.

Reset in the leaving chilled water
setpolnt will occur over a 30 F change
in outdoor air temperature. The maximum
number of degrees of reset is equal to
the setting of the design A T setpoint
dial on the chiller control (1U12).
Refer to Figure 13.

Multiple Unit Control
Panel Connections
Connection points are provided at
terminal strip 1TB3 in the control panel
(Figures 10 and 11) for Interface with
the available multiple unit system
control panel. Refer to the multiple
unit panel installation instructions for
details. If the multiple unit control
panel is used, chilled water reset is
provided at system level, and not at the
unit control panel.

Figure 13
Reset of Leaving Chilled
Water Setpoint vs. Input
Resistance

Setpoi nt Setpoi nt

4.5 F Change Indoor +4.5 FZone Temperature
(30 F Change in Outdoor Air Temperature)=l

1715

Input Resistance (Ohms; Terminals 6 & 7)
1782.5

CGAC-IN-4 0



igure 14
etpoint Reset from Sin{lie

or Multiple Indoor Zone’Sensors

Notes:

I. Remote setpoint potentiometer required
to permit adjustment of reset control
point. (Use only with indoor zone
sensors; do not use with outdoor air
sensors.)

2. All thermostats wired in serles-parallel
configuration.

Remote Potentiometer
(See Note I)

1-Zone Circuit

Remote Potenti ometer

See Note 2
(See Note I)

Zone Zone 4
T2 T4

4-Zone Averaging Reset Circuit

Remote Potenti ometer

See Note (See Note I)

Zone LZone 4C .Zone 7

Zone 5 Zone 8

Zone 3

9-Zone Averaging Reset Circuit

To ITB3 in
Control Panel

To 1TB3 in
Control Panel

To 1TB3 in
Control Panel
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Installation
Checklist

Complete this check,st as the unit is
installed to verify that all recommended
procedures are accomplished before the
unit Is started. This checklist does
not replace the detailed Instructions
(liven In the "Installation" section of
this manuall Read the entire section
carefully to become familiar with
Installation procedures before
installing the unit.

Receiving
] Verify that unit nameplate data

corresponds with ordedng information.

Inspect unit for shipping damage
and material shortage; report any
damages or shortages found to the
carder.

Unit Location end Mounting Electrical Wiring
] Inspect unit Installation location

for adequate service access clearances.

[ ] Provide drainage fadlitles for
evaporator water.

[ ] Remove and discard any shipping
rnatedals (e.g., cartons, crates, etc.).

Install optional spdng or
neoprene Isolators (’ required).

[ Secure unit to mounting surface.

[ ] Level the unit.

Unit Piping
[ Flush all water piping to unit
before making final piping connections
to unit.

Caution: If using an acidic
commercial flushing solution,
construct a temporary bypass
around the unit to prevent
damage to Internal components
of the evaporator.

Caution: To avoid possible
equipment damage, do not use
untreated or improperly
treated system water.

] Make evaporator water connections.

[ ] Vent chilled water system at high
points in system piping.

] Install pressure gauges with
shutoff valves, thermometers and shutoff
valves on water inlet and outlet piping.

[ ] Install water strainer In
evaporator supply line.

[ ] Install balancing valve and flow
switch on water outlet piping.

[ ] Install evaporator drain plug, or
Install drain piping with shutoff
valves.

[ ] Apply heat tape and insulation as
necessary to protect all exposed piping
from freeze-up.

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death, disconnect electrical
ower source before making
nal connections to unit.

Caut!on: Use only copper
conductors for terminal
connections to =wold corrosion
or overheating.

Power Supply Wiring

[ ] Connect unit (compressor) power
supply widng with fused disconnect to
terminal block (or unit-mounted
disconnect) In control panel.

[ ] On units without optional control
power transfomer, connect control power
supply widng with fused dlsccnnect to
terminal strip In control panel.

[ ] Connect power supply wiring for
chilled water (evaporator) pump.

[ ] Connect power supply wiring with
fused disconnect for factory evaporator
heat tape.

] Connect power supply wiring with
fused disconnect, to any auxiliary heat
tape installed on system water piping.

Interconnection Wiring

[ ] install wiring to connect remote
pushbutton station to chilled water
(evaporator) pump motor starter.

[ ] Connect auxiliary contacts of
chilled water pump starter to flow
switch and unit control panel.

[ Install wiring to connect flow
switch to unit control panel.

[ If unit is equipped with optional
setpoint reset, install widng between
remote sensor (and potentlometer, if
applicable) and the unit.
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Pre-Start
Procedures

Pre-Start Checklist
After the unit Is installed, complete
each step in the checklist that follows
and check off each step as completed.
When all are accomplished, the unit is
ready to run.

] Inspect all wldng connections.
Connections should be clean and tight.

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electrlca/disconnects.

Caution: To prevent over-
heating at connections and
undervoltage conditions at
the compressor motor, check
tightness of all connections
in the compressor power
circuit.

[ Check compressor crankcase oil
levels. Oil level with the compressor
not running should be at the one-haft to
three-quarters point on the oil level
sight glass. Refer to "Checking
Operating Conditions" in the ’Start-Up
Procedure" section.

[ ] Open (backseat) the liquid line
service valves and the compressor
suction and discharge service valves
(Figures 15 and 16).

Caution: Toprevent
compressor damage, be
certain that all refrigerant
valves are open betrore
starting the unit.

Check voltage to the unit at the
line power fused disconnect. Voltage
must be within the voltage utilization
range given in "Service Data’ (also
stamped on the unit nameplate). Voltage
imbalance must not exceed 2 percent.
Refer to "Unit Voltage".

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to contact with
rotating Iparts, open and lock
all electr,cal disconnects.

[ Check condenser fans. Fan blades
should rotate freely in fan orifices and
should be mounted securely on the motor
shafts.

WARNING: To prevent injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electricaldisconnects.

] Check the sensing bulb in the
bulbwell on the evaporator leaving water
outlet (Figure 17). It must be
installed securely in the bulbwell with
heat transfer compound.

[ Energize the compressor crankcase
heaters by closing the line power fused
disconnect. The unit-mounted disconnect
if used, must also be closed. The
compressor service switches, on the
operating panel should be in the Stand
By position. The unit service switch
should be in the Pump Down Or Reset
position.

Caution: Toprevent
compressor damage, energize
compressor crankcase heaers
a minimum of eight hours
before operating the unit.

[ ] Fill the chilled water system.
Refer to "Sendce Data" for evaporator
liquid capacities. Vent the system
while filling it and remove the pipe
plug from the vent located on the top of
the evaporator (Figure 18). Replace the
vent plug when the evaporator is filled.

Caution: To avoid possible
equipment damage, do not use
untreated or Improperly
treated system water.

[ ] Close the fused disconnect for the
chilled water pump starter.

] Start the chilled water pump by
turning the chilled water pump On/Off
switch at the pump remote pushbutton
station to On. With water drculating
through the chilled water system,
inspect all piping connections for
leakage. Make any necessan/repairs.

[ ] With water circulating through the
system, adjust water flow and check
evaporator water pressure drop. Refer
to "Water System’.

[ ] Adjust the flow switch on the
evaporator outlet piping for proper
operation.

[ ] Stop the chilled water pump.

[ ] Open all fused disconnects.

Unit Voltage
Electrical power to the unit must meet
stringent requirements for the unit to
operate properly. Total voltage supply
and voltage imbalance between phases
must be within the following tolerances.

Voltage Supply

Measure each leg of supply voltage at
the line voltage disconnect switch.
Readings must fall within voltage
utilization range shown on the unit
nameplate. If voltage of any leg does
not fall within tolerance, notify the
power company to correct this situation
before operating the unit. Inadequate
voltage to the unit will cause control
components to malfunction and shorten
the life of relay contacts and
compressor motors.
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Figure 15
_Tplcal Liquid Line Component
Locations

CGAC-C30K

Evaporator

\
Expans on
Valve

Filter Solenoid
Drier Valve

Sight
G1 ass

4401-0963C

CGAC-C60K

Service
Valve

Expansion
Valves

CGAC-IN$

Filter
Drl

Service
Valve

24

Sight
Glasses

lalves

4401-0969C



Figure 16
Typ.icsl Compressor Service Valve.anti Locations (CGAC-C60K Shown)

Compressor 1
Discharge Serv|ce

Valve
Suction
Lne Comressor 2

Suctton Servtce
Valve

Compressor
Side View

Suction
L|ne

Compressor 1
Suction Service
Valve

Discharge
Line

Discharge
L|ne

Compressor 2
Discharge Service
Valve

4401-0957A

Figure 17
Chlller Control (1U12) Sensing_Bulb
Location on Evaporator Water Outlet

ater
Outlet

Evaporator

Evaporator Side
View of Unit

Chiller
Heat Tape
Junction Box

1U12 Sensor
Bulbwell

4401-0957A
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Figure 18
Air Vent Location on Typical
Evaporator Shell

Air Vent

Voltage Imbalance

Excessive voltage Imbalance between
phases In a three-phase system will
cause motors to overheat and eventually
fall. Maximum allowable Imbalance Is 2
percent. Voltage Imbalance is defined
as 100 times the maximum devlatlon of
the three voltages (three phases)
subtracted from the average (wlthout
regard to sign), divlded by the average
voltage.

Example:
If the three voltages measured at the
line voltage fused disconnect are 221
volts, 230 volts and 227 volts, the
average would be:

221 230 227
226 volts.

3

The percentage of imbalance is then:

100(226 221)
2.2%.

226

The 2.2 percent imbalance that exists In
the example above exceeds maximum
allowable imbalance by 0.2 percent.
This much Imbalance between phases can
equal as much as 20 percent current
imbalance with a resulting increase In
winding temperature that will decrease
compressor motor llfe.

Water System
Water Flow Rates

Establish balanced water flow through
the evaporator. Flow rates should fall
between the mlnlmum and maximum values
given in "Sewlce Data’. Flow rates
below minimum values will result in
laminar flow, reducing heat transfer and
causing either loss of TEV control or
repeated nuisance low pressure cutouts.
Exoesslvely high water flow can cause
damage to the tube supports end baffles
in the evaporator.

Pressure Drop Measurement

Measure evaporator water pressure drop
at the pressure gauge(s) on the system
water plping. Pressure drop readings
should approximate those shown by the
pressure drop chart in Figure 19.
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EFlgure 19
vsp_orator Water Pressure Drop Chart

for CGAC-C20K thru C60K Units

10 15 2O 3O 4O 60 80 100

FLOW RATE (GPM)

Refer to "Model Number
Description" to determine
evaporator designation for
any unit.

40O 700 1000
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Start-Up
Procedure

Start-Up Checklist
To start the unit, complete each step of
this ohecldlet, In sequence. Check off
esch step ss completed. Do not start
the unit until II "Pre-Start
Procedures" are complete. Typical unit
oparetJng controls re IBuetrated In
Flgures 24 and 25 on pages and

[ ] Turn the unit servlce switch on
the operating panel to Pump Down Or
Reset.

[ ] Turn the compressor service
switches to the Operate position.

[ ] Adjust chiller control setpolnts
(1U12) for normal system operation.
Refer to "Chiller Control Setup’.

[ ] Close the evaporator water pump
fused disconnect. Energize the pump by
turning the pump On/Off switch at the
remote puahbutton station to On. The
chilled water (evaporator) circulating
pump will run.

] Check liquid line service valves
and compressor suction and discharge
service valves (Figures 15 and 16).
These valves must be open (backseated)
before starting the compressors.

Caution: To prevent
compressor damage, be
certain that all refrigerant
valves are open before
starting the unit.

[ ] Energize the compressor crankcase
heaters if they aren’t already energized
by closing the line voltage disconnect.
Also close the unit-mounted disconnect,
if used.

Caution: To prevent
compressor damage, energize
compressor crankcase heaters
a minimum of eight hours
before operating the unit.

[ ] Energize evaporator heat tape by
dosing the fused disconnect switch
provided by the installer.

[ ] Turn the unit service switch to
On. If the chiller control calls for
cooling and all safety interlocks are
closed, the unit will start. The
compressors load and unload in response
to chilled water temperature leaving the
evaporator as sensed by the sensing bulb
on the .evaporator water outlet.

Ambient temperature should be above
the recommended minimum start-up
temperatures given in "Service Data".
Use the minimum start-up temperatures to
establish proper setpoints for the
customer-provided low ambient lockout
thermostat, If used. Refer to the field
wldng dlagrems in Figures 10 and 11.

Checking Operating
Conditions

Once the unit has been operating for
about 30 minutes and the system has
stabilized, check operating conditions
and complete the checkout procedures
that follow.

[ ] Recheck evaporator water flow and
pressure drop. These readings should be
stable at proper levels. If pressure
differential drops off, clean all
evaporator water supply strainers.

[ ] Check suction pressure, discharge
pressure and oil pressure at the gauges
on the unit (Figure 20). If the unit Is
not equipped with gauges, install them
on the gauge valves provided on the unit
if so equipped. Use a reffigerent-tlght
thread seal such as teflon tape.

To read pressures, remove the cap from
the shut-off valve and open (back,seat)
the valve (Figure 21). Read the
operating pressure. Close (frontseat)
the valve to Isolate it from the
system. Replace and retighten the cap.

Caution: To minimize gauge
wear, close shut-off valves
to isolate the gauges when
pressure readings have been
taken.

Note: If the unit is not equipped
with pressure gauges, take operating
pressures using a manIfold gauge set at
these points:

Dischame Dressures take at
compressor discharge service valve
beckseat port (Figure 20). Normal
discharge pressure is 250 to 360 psig.
Refer to "Service Data" for more
specifc Information.

Suction pressures take at compressor
suction service valve bad<seat port
(Figure 20). Normal suction pressure is
55 to 70 pelg. Refer to "Service Data"
for more specific information.

] Check compressor oil levels. At
full load, oil level should be visible
about one-half of the way up on the oil
level sight glass on the compressor
(Figure 22). If it is not, add or
remove oil as required. Refer to
"Service Data" for correct oil charges
and recommended oils for these units.

[ ] Check and record compressor
amperage draw. Compare the readings
with the compressor electrical data
provided in "Service Data" and on the
unit nameplate.

] Check the liquid line sight
glasses (Figure 15). Refrigerant flow
past the sight glasses should be clear.
Bubbles in the liquid line Indicate
either low refrigerant charge or
excessive pressure drop in the liquid
line. Such a restriction can often be
identified by a noticeable temperature
differential on either side of the
restricted area. Frost often forms on
the outside of the liquid line at this
point also. Refrigerant charges for
CGAC units are provided in "Service
Data’.

Caution: The system may not
be properly charged although
the sight glass Is clear. Also
con.sider superheat, subcooling
and operating pressures.
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Figure 20
Location of Optional O,oerating
Pressure Gauges. (Typ,cal Dual
Compressor Unit)

CONTROL
PANEL SUCTION SERVICE VALVE SUCTION SERVICE VALVE

D,SCHARGE D,SC,ARGE
SERVICE II II SERVICE II

DISCHARGE GAUGE SUCTION DISCHARGE GAUGE SUCTION
PRESSURE VALVE CAP PRESSURE PRESSURE VALVE PRESSURE
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE CAP GAUGE

Figure 21
T_./pical Operating Pressure
L,auge

Valve Stem
(Open to read
pressure)

Gau(

Valve

Cap
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igure 22
odel K Compressor Oil Level

Sight Glass and Oil Charging
Valve Locations

01 Level
Stght Glass

Low
Oi Charging
Valve

[ ] Once oll level, amp draw and
operating pressures have stabilized,
measure system superheat. Refer to
"System Superheat’.

[ ] Measure system subcooling. Refer
to "System Subcooling".

[ ] ff operatin9 pressure, sight
glass, superheat and subcooling readings
Indicate refrigerant shortage,
gas-charge refrigerant into each
cimuIt. Refrigerant shortage Is
indicated if operating pressures are low
and subcoollng Is also low.

Caution: If suction and
discharge pressures are low
but aubcoollng la normal, no
refrigerant shortage exists.
Adding refrigeran|, will result
in overcharg]ng.

Add refrigerant vapor with the unit
running by charging through the
compressor suction service valve
back,seat port until operating conditions
are normal.

Caution: Toprevent compres-
sor damage, do not allow liquid
refrigerant to enter the suction
line. Liquid charge st the
liquid line service valve omy.

Caution: To prevent compres-
sor damage and Insure full
cooling capacity, use refrlger-
ants specified on the unit
nameplate only.

[ If operating conditions Indicate
an overcharge, slowly (to minimize oil
loss) remove refrigerant at the liquid
line service valve. Do not discharge
refrigerant into the atmosphere.

dWARNING: To prevent Injury
ue to frostbite, avoid skrn

contact with refrigerant.

] ff the unit is equipped with hot
gas bypass, check regulating and
solenoid valve for proper operation,
Valve operating setpointa are provided
in "Selca Data".

[ ] If the unit is equipped with low
ambient dampers, check for proper
actuator and blade travel in relation to
condensing pressure. Refer to "Service
Data" for damper operating setpolnts.

Once proper unit operation is
confirmed, inspect for debds, misplaced
tools, etc. Secure all extedor panels
in place.

System Superheat

Normal superheat for each circuit is
12-15 F at full load. ff superheat is
not within thla range, adjust expansion
valve superheat setting. Refer to
Figure 23. Allow 15-30 minutes between
adjustments for the expansion valve to
stabilize on each new setting.

System Subcooling

Normal subcooling for each circuit is
17 to 20 F at full load. If aubcooling
for either drcuit is not In this range
check superheat for the drcuif and
adjust, ff required, ff superheat is
normal but subcoollng i$ not, contact a
qualified service technician.
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Control Operation
and Setup

Unit Operating Panel
CGAC unit operating switches and fuses
are located on the switch panel Inside
the control panel (Figures 23 and 24).

Operating Switches

Unit Service Switch (lS41).
Two-position toggle switch used for
unit pumpdown or reset and to stop unit
operation. Switch to On position to
energize chiller control 1U12. If 1U12
calls for cooling and safety interlocks
are complete, the compressor(s) will
run. Switch to Pump Down Or Reset
position to deenergize 1U12. If unit is
operating, compressor(s) will go through
pumpdown cycle, then stop.

Note: After tuming 1S41 to On, allow
a minimum of 4 minutes to elapse before
turning the switch back to Pump Down or
Reset, to allow the low ambient time
delay function of the chiller control to
elapse.

If the unit must be shutdown within 3
minutes of either compressor start, stop
t.he compressor by tuminq the compre,-
sot service switch (1S5, 1S6) to
Standby=. This is necessary because,
dudng this three-minute pedod, the low
ambient delay function of the chiller
control is energized (low pressure
switches bypassed). Tuming the unit-
off by switching the unit service switch
(1S41) to Pump Down or Reset may allow
a compressor to operate at excessively
low pressure conditions.

Caution: To prevent possible
damage to the evaporator or
compressor, atop compressor
using switch 1S5 or 1S6 if
within 3 minutes of compressor
start.

Compressor Service Switches
(lS5, lS6). Two-position toggle
switches used to deactivate compressor
control circuit for compressor service.
On dual compressor units, this allows
continued operation of the remaining
compressor during service procedures.
Turn to Operate for normal compressor
operation. Tum to Stand-By to
deactivate the compressor for service
procedures. If the compressor is
operating when switched to Stand By, it
will not go through a pumpdown cycle.

Fuses

Control Circuit Fuse (1F1).
125V/10A fuse used to protect unit
control circuit. Check If unit cuts out
for unknown reasons.

Motor Protector Fuses
(1F2, 1F3). 125V/6A fuses used to
protect compressor control circuits.

Power Supply Fuse (1FI0).
24V/3A fuse to protect low voltage
control components (microprocessor IU12,
auxiliary relay module IU13, etc.).

Evaporator Heater (4HR1)
The evaporator shell on all standard
60-cycle CGAC units Is insulated from
ambient air end protected by
factory-installed, thermostatically
controlled heat tapes for operation
during low ambient conditions. The
thermostats close to energize the heat
tapes when evaporator shell temperature
drops to approximately 37 F.

The installer must provide an
independent 115V/60HZ/1PH power source
with fused disconnect switch to the
proper terminal strip in the control
panel.

Chilled Water (7B1) Pump
and Interlocks
The chilled water pump is typically
operated by a start/stop pushbutton
(7S). If the chilled water pump
ovedoad (TK7-OL) is closed, the
magnetic starter (7K7) is energized to
run the chilled water pump when the
pushbutton (7S) is pressed. Once the
chilled water pump is running, the
auxiliary contacts of the pump starter
(7K7-Aux.) provide a holding circuit for
the pump magnetic starter. A set of
auxiliary contacts installed in sedes
with the flow switch contacts
establishes an interlock that keeps the
unit from starting when the chilled
water pump is not operating.
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Figure 23
Unit Operating Panel for Typical
CGAC Unit with Single Mofel K
Compressor
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Figure 24
Unit Operating Panel for _Typical
CGAC Unit with Dual Mode[ K
Compressors
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Electrlcal Control System
Controls for CGAC units are classified
either as "operational controls" or
"unit safety" controls. Figures 25 and
26 Identify the locations of all unit
control devices.

Refer to "Service Data" for control
operating setpoints.

Safety Controls
Safety controls for CGAC units Include
the high pressure switches, compressor
motor overloads and customer-provided
flow switch. All, except the flow
switch stop unit operation at the
setpolnts given in "Service Data" and
require manual control circuit reset to
continue unit operation.

To restart the compressor, correct the
malfunction that caused the safety
control to cut out and turn the unit
service switch (1S41) to Pump Down Or
Reset and back again to On. There will
be a 4-5 minute time delay before
compressor restart.

Caution: To prevent unit
damage, do not reset the
control circuit until the
cause of the sety lockout
is identified and corrected.

Operational Controls
Chiller Control and Auxiliary
Relay Module (1U12, 1U13)
The solid-state, microprocessor-based
chiller control (1U12) and auxiliary
relay module (1U13) are used to maintain
leaving chilled water temperature within
a desired range. Multiple-stage
capacity control of each unit is
accomplished by loading and unloading
each compressor.

The chiller control and auxiliary relay
module, located in the control section
of the unit control panel (Figures 25,
26 and 27), also provide the special
operating and safety features described
below:

Evaporator Freeze Protection
Compressor Anti-Recycle Protection
Load Limiting
Automatic Compressor Lead/Lag
Sequencing
Low Ambient Time Delay and
Loss-of-Charge Protection
Timed Pedodic Pumpout (Optional)
Timed Hot Gas Bypass (Optional)
Setpoint Reset (Optional)

Refer to the unit operation and
maintenance literature for a more
detailed description of these features.

Chiller Control Setup

There are three setpoint adjustment
dials on the face of the chiller control
(Figure 27). They are: Leaving Fluid
Setpolnt, F; Design A T, F; and Number
of Stages.

The number of stages setpolnt Is
factory-set at the number of capacity
control steps provided on the unit. It
is not necessary to change this setting
for normal unit operation.

The design A T setpoint and the leaving
fluid setpoint are factory-set at ARI
rating conditions. It may be necessary
to reset either or both of these
setpolnts to satisfy job requirements.

Set the design/ T setpoint (Figure 28)
at the desired chilled water temperature
drop through the evaporator. This
setpoint is adjustable from 4 F to 20 F
in two-degree F increments.

The leavinq fluid setpoint dial (Figure
27) has two calibration scales. The
inside scale is used for low temperature
applications. The range of this scale
is minus 20 F to plus 40 F in
five-degree F increments. The outer
scale is used in all normal comfort
cooling applications where there is no
requirement for glycol or an unusually
low leaving chilled water temperature.
The range of this scale is plus 40 F to
plus 100 F in five-degree F Increments.
Set this dial for the desired leaving
chilled water temperature at the
evaporator water outlet.

Chiller Control Operation

Each time chiller control (1U12) is
energized, it will initiate a
four-minute start mode. Dudng this
start delay, the "start mode" LED on the
face of the chiller control will be
energized (Figure 28). If leaving
chilled water temperature (as sensed by
the chiller control sensing bulb In the
evaporator water outlet) is below the
chiller control leaving fluid setpoint
at the ed of this four-minute timing
pedod, the start mode LED will
deenergize without starting the
compressor.

When leaving chilled water temperature
dses above the leaving fluid setpoint,
the chiller control first-stage contacts
close. This will provide power to the
compressor contactors. When the
chiller control first stage contacts
close, the number LED for Compressor

will energize (Figure 28).

Once the unit is operating normally, the
chiller control will load, unload and
cycle the compressors on and off in
response to the perceived cooling load
at the evaporator water outlet. The
rate at which the chiller control loads
or unloads the unit is determined by two
factors: the temperature change rate of
the chilled water leaving the
evaporator, and the temperature
differential between actual leaving
water temperature and the leaving fluid
setpoint as set on the chiller control
(Figure 27).
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Figure 25
Ty-pic,,I Component Locatlona for
CGAC-C20K, C25K and C30K Unlta

ntrol Panel
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(Continued On
Next Page)
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WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY OR
DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUTION
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

(Continued From
Previous Page)
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Figure 26
)ical Component Locations for
AC-C40K, CSOK and C60K Units
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Figure 27
Chiller Control (1U12) Components and
Auxiliary Relay Module (1U13)

Diagnostic
LED Label

Auxiliary
Relay Module
(IU13)

Leaving
Setpoint Dial

Design /T
Setpoint Dial

Number of
Setpoint Dial

Compressor
LED’s

Compressor 2
LED’s

Chiller Control Operating
Indicators

The operating mode of the unit Is
indicated at all times by the red LED’s
on the face of the chiller control
(Figure 28). Operating modes include:

Compressor Step Loaded
Compressor Steps end 2 Loaded
Compressor Full Load
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Step Loaded
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Steps and 2 Loaded
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Full Load
Load Umit Operation.

Chiller Control Diagnostic
Indicators

The red LED’s on the chiller control
also display He different diagnostic
states which can occur dudng
operation. A label mounted on the front
of the control above the leaving ituid
setpolnt dial (Figure 27) Identifies the
diagnostic conditions. These
conditions, Illustrated In Figure 28,
include the following:

Start Mode
Setpoint/Low Temperature Control
Overlap
Compressor Low Pressure Lockout
Compressor 2 Low Pressure Lockout
Low Temperature Control Lockout.

Start Mode. The start mode diagnostic
Indicator (Figure 28) will light
Immediately when the chiller control is
energized. This indicates that the
control Is functioning normally,
proceeding through its four-minute start
time delay. The start mode diagnostic
will also energize any time that the
chiller control Is repowered when the
unit is reset after a safety lockout, or
when power is removed from the control
for any other reason.

Setpoint/Low Temperature
Control Overlap. If this diagnostic
energizes (Figure 28), the minimum
permitted leaving water temperature is too
close to the low water temperature
(freezestat) cutout setting for the
unit. No unit operation is allowed
under these conditions.

To correct this condition and allow
normal unit operation, slowly adjust
the leaving fluid setpoint to a
temperature until the control setpoint
ovedap diagnostic lights go off.

Note: Tum the setpoint dials on the
chiller control slowly. Once the
setpolnts ere established, allow the
chiller control a minimum of 10-15
seconds to compute the value of the new
setpoints end compare this to the low
temperature cutout limit.

If the desired leaving fluid setpoint or
design A T setpolnt cannot be selected
due to the low water temperature limit
(35 F), contact The Trane Company for
information on special applications.

Compressor 1/Compressor 2
Low Pressure Lockout. The
diagnostic lights for Compressor or
Compressor 2 low pressure lockout
(Figure 28) will energize and lock out
the compressor if either low pressure
control (2B1S4, 3B2S5) opens dudng
normal operation. This condition for
one compressor does not affect the
operation or loading of the remaining
compressor which may continue to operate
normally. The compressor and chiller
control are prevented from further
operation until the unit control circuit
is manually reset.

Low Temperature Lockout, The
low temperature lockout diagnostic
(Figure 28) will energize any time
leaving water temperature falls to the
low water temperature limit for the
unit. This diagnostic indicates that a
potential freeze condition was detected
during operation. The chiller control
is locked out from further operation and
the diagnostic will remain energized
until the condition Is corrected and the
unit manually reset.
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Figure 28
Chiller Control LED Operational
Functions
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Model Number
Description

All standard Trane products are
identified by a multiple-character model
number that predsely Identifies a
particular type of unit. An explanation
of the alphanumeric identlficatlon codes
used for CGAC units Is provided on this

page. Its use will enable the
owner/operator, installing contractors,
and service engineers to define the
operation, components and options for
any specific unit.

CG AC- C60 1 KANG G 6 0 DFGPW
1.2 3 4 5,6,7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16,etc.

Digits 1,2
Umt Model
CG Cold Generator

Dilit 3
Un,t Type
A Air-Cooled Condensing

Digit 4
Development Sequence

Digits 5, 6, 7
Nominal Capacity
C20 20 Tons
C25 25 Tons
C30 30 Tons
C40 40 Tons
C50 50 Tons
C60 60 Tons

Dlgit 8
Electrical and Start
Characterltics

450/6o/3 PW
2 575/60/3 PW
3 230/60/3 PN
4 460/60/3 XL
6 200/60/3 PW
A 380/50/3 PW
B 415/50/3 PW
S Special

igit 9
ompressor I.D.

K Model K Hermetic
S Special

Digit 10
Design Sequence

Digit 1 1
Motors (Open Compreseor Only)
N None
S Special

Digit 12
Evaporator
B 20 Ton
C 25 Ton
D 30 Ton
E 40 Ton
F 50 Ton
G 60 Ton
S Special

Digit 13
Condenser
B= 20Ton
C 25 Ton
D= 30Ton
E= 40Ton
F= 50Ton
G= 60Ton
S SI
Digit 14
Unloading Steps
2 2-Step (20-Ton Only)

3-Step (25 and 30-Ton)
4-Step (40 Ton Only)
8-Step (50 and 60-Ton)
Spedal

Digit 15
Alprovsl Agency
0 None
2-UL
$=CSA
S Specl

Digit 16, etc.
Mi-lcellsneous
3 Control Power Transformer
8 Toty-Endosed Fan Motors
D Unit-Mounted Disconnect Switch
E Unit Neoprene Isolators
F Unit Spdng Isolators
(3 Pressure Gauges and Rping
H Hot Gs Bypass
P Pedodic Pumpout
V Copp Rne
W Low Ambient Damper(s)
Y No Evaporator Heat Tape

(Export Only)
S Spedal
X Export
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General
Information

Literature Change History
CGAC-M-4 (January 1987)

Odginal issue of manual, providing
operating, maintenance and trouble
analysis information for model CGAC-C20K
thru C60K air-cooled Cold Generator
units of "A" design sequence.

CGAC-M-4A (September 1987)

Manual reissued to update electrical
diagrams and revise "Chiller Control
(1U12) Checkout Procedure". All units
remain at "A" design sequence.

CGAC "Servlce Data" Sheets
Use this operation manual in conjunction
with the information provided in the
applicable CGAC "Service Data"
publications.

To insure trouble-free operation and use
of proper component information, the
design sequence of the unit (Refer to
"Model Number Description’) must agree
with the design sequence printed on the
front cover of the "Service Data"
publication.

Warnlnge and Cautlons
"Wamings" and "Cautions" appear at
appropriate points in this manual.
Cautions indicate areas where special
attention is required to prevent
equipment or property damage. Wamings
focus attention on the personal safety
of service and operating personnel.
The instructions given in each warning
that appears in this manual must be
followed carefully.

Unit Description
Trane 20 thru 60-ton Model CGAC
Air-Cooled Cold Generators are equipped
with either one or two Trane Model K
honnetlo, recipming compressors.
AI units are dehydrated, leak tested,
charged and tested for proper control
operation before shipment. A low
ambient lockout thermostat can be
customer provided.

Standard control for these units is a
microprocessor-based electronic
controller that governs unit operation
in response to chilled water temperature
leaving the evaporator. Compressor
unloaders are solenoid actuated and
discharge pressure operated.

The number of capacity or unloading
stages provided is:

CGAC-C20K 2-Step Control.
CSAC-C25K, C30K... 3-Step Control.
CGAC-C40K 4-Step Control.
CGAC-CS0K, C60K... S-Step Control.

The dual-compressor units (40, 50 and
80-Tons), feature two independent
refdgenmt drcuits-one for each

Each refrigerant dmuit is provided
with an operating charge of refrigerant
end refrigerant oli, a liquid line
sonotd vefve, filter cider, sght
glass, thermostatic expansion valve and
service vive.

The sheCand-tube type evaporator is
manufactured in acoordance with ASME
standards. Each evaporator is
Insulated end equipped with a drain
connection. A bulbwel for the unit
temperature conlner is located on the
evaporator water outlet.

A beg containing the unit wiring
diagrams, instellation m|nuel, and
operation/maintenance manual is provided
in the control panel. Be sure to reed
this literature before opamting the
unit.

Rgure 1 illustrates access panel
locations and other CGAC extedor
components.
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Figure 1
Exterior Components of
Typical CGACUnit

Condenser

Control Panel
Access Ooor

Condenser
Air Intake
Grilles
(Both Sides
Of Unit)

Access
Panels

Lifting Bracket
(Both Sides Of Unit)

Nameplates
The nameplates on these machines pro-
vide valuable information pertaining to
the identitiction of the unit and its
components. Provide ell nameplate data
when ordedng parts or literature, end
when making other Inquiries.

Unit Nameplate

The CGAC unit nameplate is mounted in
the upper left comer of the control
circuit panel access door. See Figure
2. This nameplate (Figure 2) specifies
control circuit power requirements and
power requirements for the chiller heat
tapes. It also identifies the order
number of the unit Operation/Maintenance
manual. Refer to this information if it
becomes necessary to replace the
operation end maintenance literature for
this equipment.

Compressor Nameplate

The Model K compressor nameplate is
mounted on the compressor motor hous-
ing es shown in Figure 3.

Evaporator Nameplate

The evaporator nameplate is mounted on
the top of the evaporator supply-end
tube sheet, The word "nameplate" is
applied to the insulation just above the
nameplate (Figure 4); to view the
nameplate, remove the tape over the area
and spread the insulation.
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Figure 2
Typical CGAC Unit Nameplate
and Nameplate Location

OTRANLr

OPERAllON ,IAINTENANCE MANUAL

tjYnpicalit
Nameplate

CGAC-C2OK, C25K, C30K

Unit
Namepl ate

’Contro] Panel
Access Door

CGAC-C4OK, C50K, C60K

Unit

Control Panel
Access Door

X39560391-01
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Figure 3
T/pical Model K Compressor
Nameplate end Nameplate Location

Typical
Compressor
Nameplate

Mode/ No.

Serial No.

.I
Electrical Utilization

L.R. Amp$

Use Trane Approved Oils
Manufactured Under One or More Of The Following U.S. Patents
2,869,775 2,955,750 2.955,751 3,065,902 3.071.309
3,545,220 --4,100.934 4,382,749

The Tnne Comp*ny. La Crosse WI 50t.759 M# in U$.A X39570095I
X39570095-01

Nameplate
:ion

RF/CG-2736

Figure 4
Evaporator NImeplate Location

Namepl ate
(Under Insulation)
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Unit Operation

Unit Operating Panel
CGAC unit operating switches and fuses
are located on the switch panel inside
the control panel (Figures 5 and 6).

Operatlng Switches

Unit Service Switch (lS41).
Two-positlon toggle switch used for
unit pumpdown or reset and to stop unit
operation, Switch to On position to
energize chiller control IU12. If IU12
calls for cooling end safety interlocks
are complete, the compressor(s) will
run. Switch to Pump Down Or Reset
position to desnergize 1U12, If unit is
operating, compressor(s) will go through
pumpdown cycle, then stop.

Note: After tuming 1S41 to On, allow a
minimum of 4 minutes to elapse before
turning the switch back to Pump Down or
Reset, to allow the low ambient time
delay function of the chiller control to
elapse.

If the unit must be shutdown within 3
minutes of either compressor start, stop
the compressor by tuminq the compres-
sor service switch (1S5, 1S6) to
Standby. This is necessary because,
during this three-minute pertod, the low
ambient delay function of the chiller
control is energized (low pressure
switches bypassed). Tuming the unit off
by switching the unit service switch
(1S41) to Pump Down or Reset may allow
a compressor to operate at excessively
low pressure conditions.

Caution: To prevent possible
damage to the evaporator or
compressor, stop compressor
using switch 1S5 or 1S6 if
with=n 3 mlnutes of compressor
start.

Compressor Service Switches
(1S5, lS6). Two-position toggle
switches used to deactivate compressor
control circuit for compressor service.
On dual compressor units, this allows
continued operetioh of the remaining
compressor dudng service procedures.
Tum to Operate for normal compressor
operation. Turn to Stand-By to
deactivate the compressor for service
procedures. If the compressor is
operating when switched to Stand By, it
will not go through a pumpdown cycle.

Fuses

Control Circuit Fuse (1F1).
125V/10A fuse used to protect unit
control circuit. Check if unit cuts out
for unknown reasons.

Motor Protector Fuses
(1F2, 1F3). 125V/6A fuses used to
protect compressor control circuits.

Power Supply Fuse (1F10).
24V/3A fuse to protect low voltage
control components (mkroprocessor 1U12,
auxili7 relay module 1U13, etc.).

Evaporator Heater (4HR1)
The evaporator shell on 11 standard
60-cycie CQAC units is Insulated from
ambient air and protected by
factory-inst==lled, thermoatatically
controlled heat talOeS for opemtio
during low nblant conditions. The
thennoststs dose to energize the heat
tapes when evaporator shell tampomure
drops to approximately 37 F.

The installer must provide an independent
115V/80H7_./1PH power source with a fused
disconnect switch to the proper termlnl
strip In the control panel.

Chilled Water (7B1) Pump
and Interlocks

The chilled water pump la typically
operated by a start/stop pushbutton
(7S). ff the chilled water pump ovedoad
(7KT-OL) Is dosed, the mgnetic starter
(7K7) Is energized to run the chilled
water pump when the puahbutton (7S) is
pressed. Once the chlled water pump is
running, the auxiliary contacts of the
pump starter (TKT-Aux.) provide a holding
circuit for the pump magnetic starter. A
set of auxiliary contacts Installed in
sedes with the flow switch contacts
establishes an interlock that keeps the
unit from starting when the chilled water
pump is not operating.
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Figure 5
Unit Operating Panel for Typical
CGAC Unlt wffh Slngle Model K
Compressor

Unit Unit
Operating Control
Panel Panel

Reset
Re1 ay
(IK16)

Chi er IT/"- Control
Fuse (1F10) IIII r-- {[] o o’-- III
Unit Service

Control
Ci rcui t
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FiQure 6
Unit Operating Panel for Typical
CGAC Unit wffh Dual Model K
Compressors
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Panel Panel
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{use
(1FI)
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Compressor 1()= Service Switch
Circuit 2 (lS5)
Reset Relay
(IK17) I) Compressor 2

Service Switch
(ISB)

4401-09750
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Start-Up Procedure
To start the unit, complete each step of
this procedure, In sequence. Typical unit
operating controls are illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6.

1. Turn the unit service switch on the
operating panel to Pump Down Or Reset.

2. Tum the compressor service switches
to the Operate position.

3. Adjust chiller control setpoints
(1U12) for normal system operation.
Refer to "Chiller Control Setup".

4. Close the evaporator water pump
fused disconnect, Energize the pump by
tuming the pump On/Off switch at the
remote pushbutton station to On. The
chilled water (evaporator) circulating
pump will run.

5. Check liquid line service valves and
compressor suction and discharge service
yah,as (Figures 7 and 8), These valves
must be open (backseated) before start-
ing the compressors.

Caution: To prevent
compressor damage, be
certain that all refrigerant
valves are open before
starting the unit.

6. Energize the compressor crankcase
heaters if they aren’t already energized
by closing the line voltage disconnect.
Also close the unit-mounted disconnect,
if used.

Caution: To prevent
compressor damage, energize
compressor crankcase heaters
a minimum of eight hours
before operating the unit.

7. Energize evaporator heat tape by
closing the fused disconnect switch
provided by the installer.

8. Tum the unit service switch to On.
If the chiller control calls for cooling
and all safety interlocks are closed, the
unit will start. The compressors load
and unload in response to chilled water
temperature leaving the evaporator as
sensed by the sensing bulb on the
evaporator water outlet.

Ambient temperature should be above
the recommended minimum start-up
temperatures given in "Service Data’.
Use the minimum start-up temperatures
to establish proper setpoints for the
customer-provided low ambient lockout
thermostat, if used. Refer to the field
widng diagrams in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 7
_Typical Uquid Une Component
Lbbationa

CGAC-C30K

CGAC-C60K

Evaporator

Cmpressr -"[/JJJ vS:;ve

Compressor

Service
Valve

Filter
Or|ers

Valve

Expansion
Valve

Filter Solenoid
Drier Valve

Sight
Gl ass

4401-0963C

Expansion
-Valves

Sight
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Solenoid

Valves

4401-0969C
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Figure 8
_Typical Compressor Service Valve
Lbcations (C(3AC-C60K Shown)

Compressor
Side View

Suction
Line

Compressor I
Suction Service
Valve

Discharge
Line

Compressor
Discharge Service
Val

Discharge
Line

Suction
Line

Compressor 2
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Figure 9
Typical Field Wiring Diagram for
C13AC-C20K, C25K and C30K

WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY (Hi

DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUllON
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

2306-1929



Figure 10
Typical Field Wiring Diagram for
CGAC-C40K, C50K and C60K

I-I’l’ll’l’l+l’l’l’+l"I"l-"l;l:l’l’l-’l-’l=l’l=l=l+"l

J_!
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WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY OR
DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUllON
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

L
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Checking Operating
Conditions

Once the unit has been operating for
about 30 minutes and the system has
stabilized, check operating conditions
and complete the checkout procedures
that follow.

[ ] Recheck evaporator water flow and
pressure drop. These readings should be
stable at proper levels. If pressure
differential drops off, dean all
evaporator water supply strainers.

[ Check suction and discharge
pressure at the gauges on the unit
(Figure 11). If the unit is not equipped
with gauges, install them on the gauge
vanes provided on the unit if so
equipped. Use a refrigerant-tight thread
seal such as teflon tape.

To read pressures, remove the cap from
the shut-off valve and open (backseat)
the valve (Figure 12). Read the
operating pressure. Close (frontsest) the
valve to isolate it from the system.
Replace and retighten the cap.

Caution: To minimize gauge
wear, close shut-off valves
to isolate the iauges when
pressure readings have been
taken.

Note: If the unit is not equipped
with pressure gauges, take operating
pressures using a manifold gauge set at
these points:

Discharqe pressures take at compres-
sor discharge service valve backseat port
(Figure 11). Normal discharge pressure
is 250 to 360 pslg. Refer to "Sewice
Data" for more specific Information.

,Suction pressures take at compressor
suction service valve backseat port
(Figure 12). Normal suction pressure is
55 to 70 psig. Refer to "Service Data"
for more specific information.

[ Check compressor oil levels. At
full load, oil level should be visible
about one-half of the way up on the oil
level sight glass on the compressor
(Figure 13). If it is not, add or remove
oil as required. Refer to "Service Data"
for correct oil charges and recommended
oils for these units.

[ Check and record compressor
amperage draw. Compare the readings
with the compressor electrical data
provided in "Service Data" and on the
unit nameplate.

] Check the liquid line sight glasses
(Figure 7). Refrigerant flow past the
sight glasses should be clear. Bubbles
in the liquid line indicate either low
refrigerant charge or excessive pressure
drop in the liquid line. Such a
restriction can often be identified by a
noticeable temperature differential on
either side of the restricted area.
Frost often forms on the outside of the
liquid line at this point also.
Refrigerant charges for CGAC units are
provided in "Service Data".

Caution: The system may not
be properly charged although
the sight g|sss is clear. Also
consider superheat, subcooling
and operating pressures.

[ ] Once oil level, amp draw and
operating pressures have stabilized,
measure system superheat. Refer to
"System Superheat’.

] Measure system subcooilng. Refer
to "System Subcooling*.

[ ] If operating pressure, eight
glass, superheat and subcoollng readings
indicate refrigerant shortage,
gas-charge refrigerant into each
drcuit. Refrigerant shortage is
indicated if operating pressures ra low
and subcooiing is also low.

Caution: If auction and
discharge pressures are low
but sulooling is normal, no
refrigerant shortage exists.
Adding refrigerant, will result
in overcharg]ng.

Add refdgamnt voor with the unit
running by charging through the
compressor suction service valve
backseat port until operating conditions
are normal.

Csutton: Toprevent compres-
sor damage, do not allow liquid
refrigerant to enter the auct|on

line. Uquid charge at the
liquid line service valve only.

Caution: To prevent compres-
sor damage and Insure full
cooling capacity, use refriger-
ants sp.ecified on the unit
nameplate only.

[ ] ff opomg conditions indicate
an overcharge, slowly (to mlnlmlze oil
loss) remove refrigerant at the liquid
line service valve. Do not discharge
refrigerant into the atmosphere.

/ARNING: To prevent Injury
ue to frostbite, avoid skin

contact with refrigerant.

[ ] If the unit is equipped with hot
gas bypass, check regulating and
solenoid valve for proper operation,
Valve operating sstpoints are provided

[ ] If the unit is equipped with low
ambient dampers, check for proper
actuator and blade travel in relation to
condensing pressure. Refer to "Service
Dsta" for damper operating astpoints.

[ ] Once proper unit operation is
confirmed, inspect for debds, misplaced
tools, etc. Secure all extedor panels
in place.

System Superheat

Normal superheat for each circuit is
12-15 F at full load. If superheat is
not within this range, adjust expansion
valve superheat setting. Expansion
valve locations are shown in Figure 7.
Allow 15-30 minutes between adjustments
for the expansion valve to stabilize on
each new setting.

System Subcoollng

Normal subcooiing for each circuit is
17 to 20 F at full load. If subcooling
for either drcuit is not in this range
check superheat for the circuit and
adjust, If required. If superheat Is
normal but subcooilng is not, contact a
qualified service technician.
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Figure 11
Location of Optional Operating
Pressure Gauges (Typrcal Dual
Compressor Unit)

--"--CONTROL
PANEL SUCTION SERVICE VALVE SUCTION SERVICE VALVE

PRESSURE VALVE CAP PRESSURE PRESSURE VALVE PRESSURE
GAUGE GAUGE GAUGE CAP GAUGE

Figure 12
Typical Operating Pressure
Gauge

Valve Stem
(Open to read
pressure)

Gauge

Valve
Stem
Cap
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Figure 13
Mdel K Compressor Oil Level
Slght Glass_and Oil Cherglng
Valve Locations

0il Level

/SightGlass

Oil Charging
Valve

Temporary Shutdown and
Restart

To shut the unit down for a short time,
use the following procedure.

1. Tum the unit service switch (1S41)
to Pump Down Or Reset. The compres-
sor(s) continue to operate, pumping down
the system and stopping as the low
pressure switch(as) open to deenerglze
the compressor contactors. The conden-
ser fans will deenerglze at this time.

2. Leave the unit disconnect switch and
the unit-mounted disconnect 1S1 (if used)
dosed to keep the compressor crankcase
heater(s) energized.

WARNING: Do not use this
procedure to shut unit down for
service or repairs. To prevent
injury or death due to elect-
rlcal shock, service the unit
only with electrical disconnects
locked open.

3. Stop chilled water pump operation by
tuming the pump On/Off switch to Off.

To restart the unit after a temporary
shutdown, restart the chilled water pump
and turn the unit service switch (1S41)
to On. The unit will operate normally
provided the following conditions are
met:

1. The chiller control (1U12) must call
for cooling.

2. All system operating interlocks and
safety circuits must be satisfied.

Extended Shutdown
Procedure

If the system is taken out of operation
for long pedods of time for any reason
(seasonal shutdown for example), use
this procedure to prepare the system for
shutdown,

1, Perform "Manual Pumpdown"
procedure. Be certain to perform this
procedure for both circuits.

2. Test condenser and high side piping
for refrigerant leakage.

3. Open electrical disconnect switches
for evaporator water pump. Lock the
disconnect in open position.

Caution.." Lock evaporator water
pump oisconnect open to pre-
vent pump damage.

4. Close all evaporator water supply
valves. Drain water from the evaporator.
If unit will be exposed to sub-freezing
low ambient conditions, flush evaporator
with antifreeze solution or energize
evaporator heaters by closing the fused
disconnect provided by the installer.

Caution: To prevent freeze
damage to evaporator i_n_ternal
components, protect with
adequate strength snt_i_freeze
or b certain to energize
the evaporator heater.

5. Open the unit main dect.cal
disconnect and unlt-mounted disconnect
IS1 (if used) and lock In open position.

Cautlon: Lock unlt maln
disconnect open to prevent
compressor damage .d..ue to
sccidentsl start-up wn.e system
is in "shutdown" condition.
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System Restart After
Extended Shutdown

Use this procedure to prepare the system
for restart after an extended shutdown.

1. Open (bad(seat) the Hquid llne,
service valves and the compressor suction
and discharge service valves shown in
Figure 11.

Caution: To prevent com-
pressor damage, be certain
that all refrigerant valves
are open be-fore starting the
unit.

2. Close the unit main disconnect and
the unit-mounted disconnect 1S1 (if used)
to energize the compressor crankcase
heater(s).

Caution: To prevent com-
pressor damage, energize com-
pressor crankcase heaers s
minimum of eig hours before
operating the unR.

3. Check compressor crankcase oil
levels. Oil should be visible in the
compressor oil level sight glass. Oil
level with the compressor not running
should be one-half to three-quarters of
the way up the glass.

4. Fill the chilled water (evaporator)
circuit if drained dudng shutdown.
Refer to "Service Data" for evaporator
liquid capacities, Vent the system while
filling it. Remove the pipe plug from
the vent located on the top of the
evaporator (Figure 14). Replace the vent
plug when the evaporator is filled.

Caution: To avoid possible
equipment damage, do not use
untreated or Improperly
treated system water.

5. Close the fused disconnect switch
that provides power to the chilled water
pump starter (7K7).

6. Start the chilled water pump by
turning the chilled water pump On/Off
switch (7S) at the pump remote
pushbutton station to On. With water
circulating through the chilled water
system, inspect all piping connections
for leakage. Make any necessan/repairs.

7. With the circulating pump operating,
adjust chilled water flow and check water
pressure drop through the evaporator.
Refer to "Water System’.

8. Adjust the flow switch on the
evaporator outlet piping for proper
operation.

9. Stop the chilled water pump. Unit
is now ready for normal operation. Refer
to "Start-Up Procedure’.

Unit Voltage
Electrical power to the unit must meet
stringent requirements for the unit to
operate properly, Total voltage supply
and voltage imbalance between phases
must be within the following tolerances.

Voltage Supply

Measure each leg of supply voltage at the
line voltage disconnect switch. Readings
must fall within voltage utilization
range shown on the unit nameplate. If
voltage of any leg does not fall within
tolerance, notify the power company to
correct this situation before operating
the unit. Inadequate voltage to the unit
will cause control components to
malfunction and shorten the llfe of relay
contacts and compressor motors.

Figure 14
Air Vent Location on Typical
Evaporator Shell

Air Vent
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Voltage Imbalance

Excessive voltage Imbance between
phases in a three-phase system wl
cause motors to overheat and eventually
fail. Maximum allowable imbalance is 2
percent. Voltage imbalance is defined as
100 times the maximum deviation of the
three voltages (three phases) subtracted
from the average (without regard to
sign), divided by the average voltage.

Example:
If the three voltages mcesured at the
line voltage fused disconnect are 221
volts, 230 volts and 227 volts, the
average would be:

221 230 + 227
=226volts.

The percentage of imbalance is then:

oo(22e 22)
2.2%.

226

The 2.2 percent imbalance that exists in
the example above exceeds maximum al-
lowable imbalance by 0.2 percent. This
much imbalance between phases can
equal as much as 20 percent current
imbalance with a resulting increase in
winding temperature that will decrease
compressor motor life.

Water System
Water Flow Rates

Establish balanced water flow through
the evaporator, Flow rates should fall
between the minimum and maximum val-
ues given in "Service Data". Flow rates
below minimum values will result in
laminar flow, reducing heat transfer and
causing either loss of TEV control or
repeated nuisance low pressure cutouts.
Excessively high water flow can cause
damage to the tube supports and baffles
in the evaporator.

Pressure Drop Measurement

Measure evaporator water pressure drop
at the pressure gauge(s) on the system
water piping. Pressure drop readings
should approximate those shown by the
pressure drop chad in Figure 15.

Manual Pumpdown for
Service or Extended
Shutdown
1. If the unit is running, tum the
unit service switch (1S41) to Pump Down
or Reset and allow the compressors to
go through s normal system pumpdown.
If the unit is not running, proceed to
Step 2.

2. Open the unit main power disconnect
switch and the unit-mounted disconnect
1S1 (if used) and adjust the chiller
control (1U12) leaving fluid setpoint low
enough to insure a call for cooling when
the unit starts.

WARNING: To prevent injury
or death due to electrical
shock open and lock all
electricaldisconnects.

5. Close the unit main power disconnect
and the unit-mounted disconnect 1S1 (if
used).

6. Tum the compressor service switches
(1S5 and 1S6) to the Operate position.

7. Turn the unit service switch (1S41)
to On. The designated lead compressor
will start, followed by the lag
compressor.

8. Carefully observe the suction
pressure gauge for the drcult(s). When
pressure drops to 2-3 psig, turn the
compressor service switch (1S5 or 1S6))
for the drcuit being pumped down to
Standby and dose (frontseat) the
compressor suction and discharge service
valves (Figure 7).

9. Turn the unit service switch (IS41)
to Pump Down or Reset.

Note: If suction pressure dses, repeat
steps 6 through 9 until pressure holds at
2-3 psig.

10. Once suction pressures are stable,
open all disconnect switches and remove
the jumpers from chiller control
terminals 9, 10 and 11.

WARNING: To prevent injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electrica/disconnects.

1 1. Lock the unit main disconnect or
unit-mounted disconnect in open (Off)
position to prevent acddental compressor
operation while drcuit Is pumped down.

Caution: To prevent damage
due to compressor operation
during pumped down condition,
lock dlsconnect switches open.

3. Install a jumper across the
terminals 10 to 11 (for circuit 1) and 10
to 9 (for circuit 2) of the chiller
control (lU12). Install jumpers only for
the circuit being pumped down.

4. Manually close the liquid line
service valve for the circuit being
pumped down. If both drcults are being
pumped down, dose both liquid line
sevlce valves (Figure 7).
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Figure 15
Evaporator Water ’ressure urop Chart
for CGAC-C20K thru C60K Units
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Refer to "Model Number
Description" to determine
evaporator designation for
any unit.

400 700 1000
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Electrical Control
System

Controls for CGAC units are classified
either as "operational controls" or "unit
safety" controls. Figures 16 and 17
Identify the locations of all unit
control devices. Refer to "Service Data"
for control operating setpoints.

Safety Controls
High Pressure Switches (2BIS2,
3B2S3)

The high pressure switches (2BIS2 and
3B2S3), located in the compressor
terminal junction boxes (Figure 16 and
17), prevent compressor operation at high
discharge pressures which can result from
insufficient condenser air flow.

If discharge pressure Increases to a
point higher then the cut-out satting of
the high pressure switch, the switch
contacts open, stopping compressor
operation. The contacts automatically
reset once the system pressure falls
below the cut-in setting of the control.
If the contacts of the high pressure
switch open, the reset relay is

To restart the compressor, Insure that
the high pressure switch contacts have
closed and reset the reset relay by
tuming the unit service switch (1S41) to
Pump Down Or Reset and back again to
On. There will be a 4-5 minute time
delay before compressor restart.

ompressor Motor Overloads
U1, 1U2)

The compressor motor overloads (1U1
and 1U2) are located In the unit control
panel. These devices prevent compressor
operation if compressor motor current
draw exceeds the setting of the over-
loads. If compressor motor current draw
exceeds the "must tdp" setting of the
overload, its normally dosed contacts
open, stopping compressor operation. If
compressor motor ovedoad contacts open,
the reset relay is energized. To restart
the compressor, reset the reset relay by
turning the unit service switch (1S41) to
Pump Down Or Reset and beck again to
On. There will be a 4-5 minute time
delay before compressor restart.

The "must hold" and "must trip" setpoints
of the overloads are set at the factory.
A label showing these values is affixed
to the face of the overload. These
setpoints are given in "Service Data".

Reset Relays (1K16, 1K17)

The reset relays are located in the unit
control panel as shown in Figures 16 and
17. They are used to prevent repeated
compressor cycling if a high pressure
switch ((2B1S2, 3B2S3), compressor motor
ovorload (1U1, 1U2) or low water
temperature protection contacts (1UK29)
open. This is necessary since the high
pressure switches, the compressor
overloads end low water temperature
contacts located In the compressor safety
circuit, reclose automatically. If the
contacts of one of these devices open
durtng compressor operation, sufficient
voltage Is developed across the reset
relay coil to open the relay contacts.

There is not enough voltage, however,
for the rest of the unit control
circuit. Compressor contactors (1K3,
1K4) end the liquid line solenoid
valves (4L1, 4L2) are deenergized.

To restart the compressor, correct the
malfunction that caused the safety contol
to cut out and turn the unit service
switch (1S41) to Pump Down Or Reset
and beck again to On. There will be a
4-5 minute time delay before compressor
restart.

Caution: To prevent unit
damage, do not reset the
control circuit until the
cause of the safety lockout
is Identified and corrected.

Chilled Water Flow Sensor

A flow sensor (flow switch or pressure
differential switch) should be installed
In the chilled water piping. The sensor,
in conjunction with the chilled water
pump motor starter interlock, prevents
chiller operation If water flow through
the evaporator is interrupted or becomes
restricted. If a mechanical flow sensing
device is used, it should be installed in
the evaporator chilled water outlet
piping.

Operational Controls

Chiller Control and Auxilia_ry
Relay Module (1U12, 1U13)

The solid-state, microprocessor-based
chiller control (1U12) and auxiliary
relay module (lU13) are used to maintain
leaving chilled water temperature within
a desired range. Multiple-stage capacity
control of each unit is accomplished by
loading and unloading each compressor.

The chiller control and auxiliary relay
module, located in the control panel
(Figures 16 and 17), also provide the
special operating and safety features
described below:

Evaporator Freeze Protection.
The low temperature cutout feature
prevents the unit from operating if the
leaving chilled solution temperature
approaches its freezing point as sensed
by 4RT1 located in the evaporator water
outlet. This is accomplished through the
1UK29 contacts of the auxiliary relay
module lU13. The standard setpolnt for
low water temperature control cutout is
35 F. If a setpoint other than 35 F is
required, contact The Trane Company.

Compressor Anti-Recycle Pro-
tection. The anti-recycle timing
feature of the chiller control limits
individual compressor starts to one start
per compressor each five minutes. The
timing pedod begins at compressor
start-up. This feature also requires a
minimum off-time of one minute. This
timing pedod begins at compressor
shut-down.

Load Limiting. Load-limiting prevents
nuisance compressor tripouts by pre-
venting full load operation of either
compressor whenever excessive evapor-
ator loading may cause the high pressure
controls, (2B1S2, 3B2S3), compressor
motor overloads (1U1, 1U2) or compres-
sor winding temperature sensors (2BIRT1,
3B2RT1) to open.

On decreasing water temperature, full
load operation is not permitted until
leaving water temperature falls to 56 F.
On increasing water temperature, part
load operation is required when leaving
water temperature increases to 64 F.

Note: The setpoints above are valid
only if the leaving fluid setpoint of the
chiller control is 60 F or lower. If
leaving fluid setpoint is greater than 60
F, load limit is energized on decreasing
water temperature at 94 F and on rising
leaving water temperature at 100 F.
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Figt+_re 16
Typical Component Locations for
CGAC-C20K, C25K and C30K Un|ts

Control Panel

(Continued On
Next Page)
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WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT iN3URY OR
DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUTION
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment damage

(Continued From
Previous Page)

2306-2443B
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Figure 17
Typical Component Locatlons for
CGAC-C40K, C50K and C60K Unlts
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(Continued from
previous page)
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WARNING
DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER
SOURCE TO PREVENT INJURY OR
DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK

CAUTION
Use copper conductors only
to prevent equipment denge
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Automatic Compressor Lead-
Lag Sequencing. Any time both
compressors are shut down due to no
call for cooling from the chiller
control, the compressor lead/lag
sequencing is reversed to equalize
operating time for each compressor.
When the unit shuts down, the first
compressor to stop will be the first
to start on the next operating cycle.

Low Ambient Time Delay and
Loss-of-Charge Protection.
On a call for a compressor start, the
chiller control provides a three-minute
bypass of the low pressure control (2B1S4
or 3B2S5) to allow enough pressure to
build in the evaporator to close the low
pressure control. If, at the end of the
three-minute delay, the low pressure
control contacts have closed, the
compressor will run.

Caution: To prevent possible
damage to the evaporator or
compressor, stop compressor
usini switch 1S5 or 1S6 if
with,n 3 minutes of compres-
sor start.

If the low pressure control does not
close by the end of the three-minute
delay, the chiller control will
deenergize the compressor but keep the
liquid line solenoid valve (4L1 or 4L2)
energized (open) for one minute.

If the low pressure control does not
close during the one-minute period, the
chiller control will close the liquid
line solenoid valve, lock out compressor
operation and energize a diagnostic
indicating light on the face of the
chiller control.

If, during the one-minute pedod, the low
pressure control contacts close, the
chiller control will start the
compressor. The chiller control will
allow the compressor to cycle five times
(dudng a constant call for cooling) in
response to low pressure control
operation. The chiller control maintains
a ten-second minimum off-time between
each attempted compressor start.

After five attempted restarts on the low
pressure control, the chiller control
will close the liquid line solenoid
valve, lock out compressor operation and
energize a diagnostic indicating light on
the face of the control. This feature
prevents continued compressor operation
if there has been a loss of refrigerant
charge from either circuit.

Timed Periodic Pumpout
(Optional). This feature is used to
pump refrigerant out of the evaporator at
regular intervals during the compressor
Off cycle. This is permitted only when
there is no call for cooling from the
chiller control and chilled water is
flowing through the chiller (water
flow-sensing device closed). Pedodic
pumpout will occur whenever either com-
pressor has been off for a minimum of
one hour and the low pressure switch
closes.

The chiller control checks for low
pressure switch closure every 60
minutes. If evaporator pressure builds
enough during the unit off-cycle to close
the low pressure control of either
circuit, the chiller control will start
and run the compressor until the low
pressure control re-opens.

Timed Hot Ga Bypm (Option-
al). The hot gas byss option allows
unit operation below the minimum step of
unit unloading, pulling In 1UK28 In the
auxiliary relay module and energizing the
hot gas bypass solenoid valve (4L9 or
4L10). The chBer control energizes hot
gas bypass when the cooling load falls
below the compressor minimum stage of
unloadIng (1 U12 first-stage contacts
remain dosed).

The unit will operate for 30 minutes In
the hot gas bypass mode. If there is no
call for cooling dudng this time, the
unit will pump down and atop. The
chiller control will restart the unit
immediately on a return call for
cooling. These units are equipped with
hot gas bypass on both drcuits to allow
lead-Ig sequencing.

Setpoint Reset (Optional). This
feature provides continuous monitoring
and reset of the leaving chBed water
setpoint In response to changes In
outdoor air temperature or to temperature
changes In a selected zone, The
rrmgnitude of reset is determined by
system design conditions and by how
much ambient or zone temperature dev-
iates from these conditions.

Chiller Control Setup

There are three setpoint adjustment dials
on the face of the chiller control
(Figure 18). They am: Leaving Fluid
SetpoInt, F; Design L T, F; and Number
of Stages.

The number of stages setpoint is
factory-set at the number of control
steps provided on the unit. it is not
necassaW to change this setting for
normal unit operation.

The design/ T setpoint and the leaving
fluid setpoint are factory set at ARI
rating conditions. It may be necessary
to reset either or both of these
setpoints to satisfy job requirements.

Set the/T setpoint (Figure 18)
at the desired chilled water temperature
drop through the evaporator. This
setpoint is adjustable from 4 F to 20 F
in 2 F increments.

The leavin,q fluid setpoint dial (Figure
18) has two calibration scales. The
inside scale is used for low temperature
applications. The range of this scale is
-20 F to +40 F in 5 F increments. The
outer scale is used in all normal comfort
cooling applications where there is no
requirement for glycol or an unusually
low leaving chilled water temperature.

The range of this scale is +40 F to +100
F in 5 F increments. Set this dial for
the desired leaving chilled water
temperature at the evaporator water
outlet.
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Figure 18
Chiller Control (1U12) Components and
Auxiliary Relay Module (1U13)

Diagnostic
LED abel

Auxiliary
Relay Module
(iU13)
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Compressor
LED’s

Compressor 2
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Chiller Control Operation

Each time chiller control (IU12) is
energized, it will initiate a four-minute
start mode. Dudng this start delay, the
"start mode" LED on the face of the
chiller control will be energized (Figure
19). If leaving chilled water
temperature (as sensed by the chiller
control sensing bulb in the evaporator
water outlet) is below the chiller
control leaving fluid setpoint at the end
of this four-minute timing pedod, the
start mode LED will desnerglze without
startlng the compressor.

When leaving chilled water temperature
dses above the leaving fluid setpoint,
the chiller control first stage contacts
close. This will provide power to the
Compressor contactors. When the
chiller control first stage contacts
close, the number LED for Compressor

will energize (Figure 19).

Once the unit is operating normally, the
chiller control will load, unload and
cycle the compressors on and off in
response to the perceived cooling load at
the evaporator water outlet. The rate at
which the chiller control loads or
unloads the unit is determined by two
factors: the temperature change rate of
the chilled water leaving the evaporator,
and the temperature differential between
actual leaving water tampemture and the
leaving fluid setpolnt as set on the
chiller control (Figure 19).

Chiller Control Operatlng
Indicators

The operating mode of the unit is
indicated at all times by the red LED’s
on the face of the chiller control
(Figure 19). Operating modes include:

Compressor Step Loaded
Compressor Steps and 2 Loaded
Compressor Full Load
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Step 1 Loaded
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Steps and 2 Loaded
Compressor Full Load, Compressor
2 Full Load
Load Limit Operation.

Chiller Control Diagnostic
Indicators

The red LED’s on the chiller control also
display f’we different diagnostic states
which can occur dudng operation. A
label mounted on the front of the control
above the leaving fluid setpoint dial
(Figure 19) identifies the diagnostic
conditions.

These conditions, illustrated in Figure
19, include the following:

Start Mode
Setpoint/Low Temperature Control Ovedap
Compressor Low Pressure Lockout
Compressor 2 Low Pressure Lockout
Low Temperature Control Lockout.

Start Mode. The start mode diag-
nostic indicator (Figure 19) will light
immediately when the chiller control is
energized. This indicates that the
control is functioning normally,
proceeding through its four-minute start
time delay. The start mode diagnostic
will also energize any time that the
chiller control is repowered when the
unit is reset after a safety lockout or
that power is removed from the control
for any other reason.

Setpolnt/Low Temperature Con-
trol Overlap. If this diagnostic
energizes (Figure 19), the minlmum
permitted leaving water temperature is
too close to the low water temperature
(freezestat) cutout setting for the
unit. No unit operation Is allowed
under these conditions.

To conect this condition and allow
normal unit operation, slowly adjust the
leaving fluid setpoint to a high
temperature until the control setpoint
overlap diagnostic lights go off.

Note: Tum the setpoint dials on the
chiller control slowlv. Once the
setpointa are established, allow the
chiller control a minimum of 10-15
seconds to compute the value of the new
setpoints and compare this to the low
temperature cutout limit.

If the desired leaving fluid setpoint or
design A T setpoint cannot be selected
due to the low water temperature limit
(35 F), contact The Trane Company for
information on special applications.
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Flgure 19
Chiller Control LED Operstlonal
Functions
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Low Temperature Lockout.
The low temperature lockout diagnostic
(Figure 19) will energize any time
leaving water temperature falls to the
low water temperature limit for the
unit. This diagnostic indicates that a
potential freeze condition was detected
dudng operation. The chiller control is
locked out from further operation and the
diagnostic will remain energized until
the condition is corrected and the unit
manually reset. Refer to "Evaporator
Freeze Protection’.

Compressor 1/Compressor 2
Low Pressure Lockout. The diag-
nostic lights for Compressor or
Compressor 2 low pressure lockout
(Figure 19) will energize and lock out
the compressor if either low pressure
control (2B1S4, 3B2S5) opens dudng
normal operation. This condition for one
compressor does not affect the operation
or loading of the remaining compressor
which may continue to operate normally.

The compressor and chiller control are
prevented from further operation until
the unit control circuit is manually
reset. Refer to "Reset Relays" and "Low
Ambient Time Delay and Loss of Charge
Protection ".

Part Winding Start Timers
(1DL1, 1 DL2)

The part winding start timer is used on
each compressor that utilizes a part
winding starter. When compressor
contactor K3 or K4 closes, a set of K3
or 1K4 auxiliary contacts also clQe to
energize the timer and provide a
0.5-second time delay before pulling in
the second contactor. When the
0.5osecond time delay has elapsed,
contactors 1K5 or 1K6 are energized and
held in through an auxiliary contact on
the contactora.

Compressor Unloader Solenoid
Valves

The compressor unloader solenoids for
the model K compressor deenergize to
load the compressor and energize to
unload. Unloader solenoids for CGAC
units with model K compressors are
2B1L3 and 2B1L5 for compressor and
3B2L4 and 3B2L6 for compressor 2.

Low Pressure Switches (2BIS4,
3B2S5)

The low pressure switches (2BIS4 and
3B2S5) prevent compressor overheating
due to extended periods of operation at
extremely low suction pressures and are
used to provide a pumpdown cycle and
loss of charge protection for each com-
pressor circuit. The normally closed
contacts of the low pressure switches
close on a dse in suction pressure and
open on a drop in pressure at the
setpoints given in "Service Data".

Hot Gas Bypass Regulating
Valve

The hot gas bypass regulating valves
(Figure 20) are adjustable modulating
control valves located on a branch hot
gas line off the compressor discharge
line. The valves act as evaporator
pressure regulators by opening on a
decrease in suction pressure to maintain
a desired minimum evaporating pressure
regardless of a decrease in evaporator
extemal loading. When evaporator
(suction) pressures are above the valve’s
setpoints, they remain closed. As
suction pressures fall below the valve’s
setpoints, the valves begin to open. If
suction pressures continue to drop, the
valves open proportionally to keep
evaporating pressure up.

Valve Setpoint. Hot gas bypass
valves are adjustable through a 0-80
pslg range. They should be set to
begin opening at 69 psig suction
pressure. The valves should be full
open at 61 psig. The hot gas bypass
system should be set up to maintain a
net/ T across the evaporator of 0 F
at minimum step of unloading (dudng
hot gas bypass operation).

Condenser Fan Operation
Condenser fan locations are shown in
"Secvice Data’. Fan sequencing is as
follows;

20-Ton Unit

Fan 2 starts wlth compressor start, stops
when the compressor stops. Fan starts
when ambient temperature dses above 73
F, stops when ambient temperature falls
to65 F.

25 end 30-Ton Unit

Fan 2 starts with compressor start, stops
when the compressor stops. Fan 1 starts
when ambtent temperature dses above 73
F, stops when ambient temperature falls
to 65 F. Fan 3 starts with second stage
call for cooling from the chiller control
(1U12) when ambient temperature is above
53 F, stops when ambient temperature
falls below 45 F.

40-Ton Unit

Fan 2 starts and stops with compressor
1. Fan 5 starts and stops with
compressor 2. Fan starts when ambient
temperature is above 73 F, stops when
ambient temperature falls below 65 F.
Fan 4 starts with compressor 2 when
ambient temperature is above 73 F, stops
when ambient temperature falls to 65 F.

50 and 60-Ton Unit

Fan 2 starts and stops with compressor
1. Fan 5 starts and stops with
compressor 2. Fans and 3 start with
compressor when ambient temperature
dsea to 73 F, stop when ambient
temperature falls to 65 F. Fans 4 and 6
start with compressor 2 when ambient
temperature reaches 53 F, stop when
ambient falls to 45 F.
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Figure 20
Typical Hot Gas Bypass
Regulating Valve

Top View

Setpoi nt
Adjustment
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81de View
Assembly
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Connctng

Valve Valve
Outlet Inlet

*Turn screw clockwise (in) to increase valve setpoJnt

and counterclockwise (out) to decrease setpoint.
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Maintenance

Periodic Maintenance
Perform all maintenance procedures and
inspections at the recommended
intervals. This will prolong the life of
the equipment and reduce the poesiblity
of costly equipment failures.

Use an "Operator’s Log" such as the one
at the back of this manual to record a
weekly "operating conditions history" for
this unit. The operating log for this
unit can be a valuable diagnostic tool
for service personnel. By noticing
trends in the operating conditions, the
operator can often foresee and prevent
problem situations before they become
serious.

If the unit does not operate propedy
duflng maintenance Inspections, refer to
"Trouble Analysis’.

Weekly Maintenance

Once the unit has been operating for
about 30 minutes and the system has
stabilized, check operating conditions
and complete the checkout procedures
that follow.

[ ] Check compressor oil levels. Oil
should be visible In the sight glass when
the compressor is running. Refer to
Checking Operating Conditions".

Operate the compressors at full load for
a minimum of three to four hours when
checking oil level, and check level every
30 minutes, if oil is not at proper
level after this pedod, have a qualified
service representative add or remove oil
as required. Refer to "SeIce Data" for
recommended refrigerant oils and correct
oil charges for these units.

[ Check suction pressure and
dlscherge pressure at the gauges on the
unit. Refer to "Checking Operating
Conditions".

[ ] Check the liquid llne sight
glasses. Refer to "Checking Operating
Conditions". Refrigerant charges for
CGAC units are provided in "Service
Data".

] If operating pressures and sight
glass conditions seem to indicate
refrlgerant shortage, measure system
superheat and system subcooling. Refer
to "System Superheat" and "System
Subcooling".

[ ] If operating conditions indicate an
overcharge, slowly (to mlnimlze oil loss)
remove refrigerant at the ,quid line
service valve. Do not discharge
refrigerant into the atmosphere.

WARNING: To prevent injury
due to frostbite, avoid sk=n
contact with refrigerant.

Monthly Maintenance

[ ] Perform all weekly maintenance
procedures.

[ ] Measure and record system
superheat. Refer to "System Superheat".

[ ] Measure and record system
subcooling. Refer to "System
Subcooling".

[ ] Manually rotate condenser fans to
insure proper orifice clearance.

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electricaldisconnects.

Annual Maintenance

[ ] Perform all weekly and monthly
maintenance procedures.

[ ] Have a qualified service technician
check the setting and function of each
control end inspect the condition of and
replace compressor and control contactors
if needed.

[ ] ff chiller is not piped to drain
facilities, make sure drain is dear to
carry away system water.

[ ] Drain water from evaporator and
associated piping systems. Inspect all
piping components for leakage, damage,
etc. Clean out any in-llne water
strainers.

[ ] Clean and repaint any corroded
surface.

[ ] Check low ambient dampers for
proper operation.

[ ] Clean condenser coils. Refer to
*Coil Cleaning*.

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to electrical
shockz open and lock all
electr,ca/disconnects.

[ Inspect the expansion valve sensing
bulbs for cleanliness. Clean if
required. Sensing bulbs must make good
contact with suction lines and be
properly insulated.

[ Clean condenser fans. Check fan
assemblies for proper orifice clearance
and for motor shaft rnisalignment,
abnormal end-play or vibration and noise.

WARNING: To prevent inJ.u.ry
or death due to contact with
rotating Iart$, open and lock
all electr,cal disconnects.
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Maintenance Procedures
This section describes specific
maintenance procedures which must be
performed as a part of the normal
maintenance program for this unit. Be
certeln that electrical power to the unit
Is disconnected before performing these
procedures.

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electrical disconnect

COil Cleaning

Clean the ret1 at lasst once
each year (or more frequently if the unit
is located In a "dirty" environment) to
help main proper unit operating
efficiency. Follow the detergent
manufacturer’s instructions as closely as
possible to avoid potential dnage to the
coEs.

To dean the refrigerant coil, a soft
brush and sprayer (i.e., either garden
pump-up type or high-pressure) must be
used. In addi6cn, a high-quality
detergent is required; suggested brands
Include "SPREX A.C.’, "OAKITE 161 ",
"OAKITE 166", and "COILOX’.

Note: If the detergent is strongly
alkaline (i.e., has a pH value greater
than 8.5) after mixing, an inhibitor must
be added.

Chemically Cleaning the Evap-
orator

The chilled water system is a dosed
loop. It should not accumulate an
appreciable amount of scale or sludge.
If the chiller Is fouled, first try to
dl$1odga foreign material by back’flushing
the system several times. If this does
not work, chemically dean the chiller.

Chemical cleaning is the most
satisfactory method of dcanlng scale
from water vessels. With this treatment,
scale Is dissolved and flushed away by
droulating a chemical solution around
the tubes and headers.

CAUTION: Do not use an
acidic type cleaning agent that
will damage the steel, lalvan-ized steel and copper ,nternal
evaporator components.

With this information, water treatment
firms will be able to recommend a
suitable chemical for this purpose. If
water treatment is not available, consult
a chemical supply house.

Figure 21 illustrates a typical chemical
cleaning arrangement. All materials used
in the chemical (extemal) circulating
system, quantity of cleaning material,
duration of cleaning and any safety
precautions relative to the handling of
the cleaning agent must be provided or
approved by the supplier of the cleaning
agent.

Water Treatment

The use of untreated or improperly
treated water in these units may result
in the formation of scale, erosion,
corrosion, algae or slime. It is
recommended that the services of a
qualified water treatment specialist be
engaged to determine what treatment, if
any, is required. The Trene Company
assumes no responsibility for equipment
failure that results from the use of
untreated or improperly treated water.

Figure 21
Typical Circulating Arrangement for
Chemical Cleaning of Evaporator

( From Evaporator
.q--I] Water Outlet

/] tTo Evaporator
/....,’" Water Inlet

Shutoff m)

Circulating II
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Trouble
Analysis

Preliminary Trouble
Inspection

If operational difficulties are
encountered, be sure to perform these
preliminary checks before referring to
the troubleshooting charts:

[ ] Check the chiller control (1U12) to
ensure that all setpolnts ere set
correctly, and that it is getting control
power.

[ Verify that the unit Is receiving
electrical supply power, and that the
fuses in the fused disconnect switches
are intact.

] Check the evaporator for proper
water supply and condenser for proper air
flow. Check the flow switches for proper
operation, and take pressure drop
readings across the evaporator and A T
readings across the condenser coils.

After completing the preliminary checks
described above, be sure to inspect the
unit for other obvious problems such as
leaking water connections, broken or
disconnected wires, etc. If everything
appears to be In order, but the unit
still fails to operate properly, refer to
the following troubleshooting charts and
contact a qualified service technician.

Troubleshooting Charts
The troubleshooting charts that follow
are provided to sere as an aid for
identifying malfunctions that may occur.
W’hin each chad are three columns: (1)
the SvmDtom column describes what the
unit is doing; (2) the Probable Cause
column identifies the most likely sources
of the problem; and, (3) the Recommend-
ed Action column describes what should
be done to correct the problem.

Note: The troubleshooting charts that
follow are provided onlv to help identify
the cause of an operating malfunction.
If this happens, The Trane Company
recommends that qualified service
personnel be contacted to ensure proper
diagnosis and repair procedures.

WARNING: To avoid injury or
death due to electrical shock
never open access panels to
Inspect or service the unit
without fir opening all dis-
connect switches.

Normal operation except too fre- Intermittent contact in electrical Repair or replace faulty control.
quent starting and stopping, control circuit.

L.L. solenoid valve hisses when Leaky liquid line solenoid valve. Repair or replace solenoid valve.
closed. High temperature differen-
tial on each side of valve.

Rapid cycling on low pressure con- Refrigerant shortage. Repair refrigeant leak and recharge.
trol. Bubbles in liquid line
sight glass,

Compressor will not load or un- Inoperative compressor unloading sys- Repair or replace faulty control.
load. tem.

Compressor Runs Continuously

Low temperature in conditioned
area.

Chiller control malfunction or set in-
correctly.

Reset or test and replace chiller
control.

"Welded" control contacts in motor Replace contacts.
starter circuit.

Liquid line solenoid valve stuck open. Repair or replace solenoid valve.

Compressor noisy. Discharge pres-
sure too low. Suction pressure too
high.

Leaky valves in compressor. Repair or replace compressor.

Leaving chilled water temperature
too high.

Excessive system load.. Reduce load. Reduce water flow if
needed.

Chiller control malfunction or set
incorrectly.

Reset, or test and replace chiller
control.
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Compressor Fails to Start

Chiller control (IU12) "Start Chiller control has not completed Allow 1U12 to complete "Start Mode"
Mode" LED energized. 4-minute "Start-Mode" time delay. LED will deenergize after 4 minutes

and unit will run.

Chiller control (IUI2) "Setpolnt/
Low Temp. Overlap" LED energized.

Minimum allowed leaving chilled water
temperature too close to low temper-
ature cutout (freezestat) setpoint.

Adjust "leaving fluid setpoint" of
1U12 to higher temperature.

Chiller control (iU12) "Low Temper-
ature Lockout" LED energized.

Leaving chilled water temperature
below low temperature control (freeze-
stat) setpoint.

Allow leaving chilled water temper-
ature to rise. Operate at higher
"leaving fluid setpoint" or install
proper "low temperature resistor".

Chiller control (1U12) "Low Pres-
sure Lockout" LED energized.

Suction pressure too low due to re-
frigerant loss.

Check system charge. Repair leak and
recharge.

Suction pressure too low due to oper- Add low ambient damper kit.
ation below minimum operating ambient.

Suction pressure too low due to in- Repair or replace solenoid valve.
operative liquid line solenoid valve.

Suction pressure too low due to in-
operative low ambient damper(s).

Repair or replace low ambient damp-
er components.

No current on line side of motor
starter.

Power failure. Check for blown line fuse or broken
lead.

Disconnect switch open. If system is in working order, close
disconnect.

Voltage present on line side of Fuse blown. Replace fuse. Check load on com-
fuse. No voltage on motor side. pressor.

Improper voltage reading. Low voltage. Call power company.

Full voltage at motor terminals. Motor burned out. Replace or repair compressor or
Motor will not run. motor.

Motor starter inoperative. Motor starter contacts or holding Repair or replace motor starter.
coil burned out.

Motor starter holding coll not Open control circuit. Locate control, determine cause and
energized, correct.

Compressor will not run. Frozen compressor. Locked-up or in- Repair or replace compressor.
ternally damaged.

High pressure switch open. Discharge pressure too high. Refer to "Discharge Pressure Too
High".

Motor starter will not pull in. Motor overload contacts open. Determine cause and correct. Reset
overload.

Flow switch contacts open. Restricted or no water flow. Flow Restore water flow. Test flow
switch melfunction, switch and repair or replace.
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ompressor Is Noisy

Compressor knocks. Too frequent Internal compressor damage. Repair or replace compressor.
starting and stopping.

Excessively cold suction line due
to liquid floodback to compressor.

TEV set incorrectly. Check and adjust superheat.

TEV sensing bulb dirty, not properly Inspect sensing bulb. Clean, tighten
insulated or loose on suction line. or reinsulate as needed.

TEV stuck open. Clean, repair or replace TEV.

System Shod of Capacity

Superheat reading high. Suction Flash gas in liquid llne. Check refrigerant charge and add re-
pressure unstable, frigerant f needed.

High temperature differential on Restricted drier core or solenoid Replace drier or clean/replace sol-
either side of filter drier or valve orifice, enoid valve.
solenoid valve.

Compressor short-cycling. TEV sticking or partially blocked. Repair or replace TEV.

Oil foaming in compressor. Leaving TEV adjusted incorrectly. Check and adjust superheat.
chilled water temperature too high
or too low.

Insufficient water pressure drop Reduced water flow. Water supply pro- Restore water supply or remove ob-
across evaporator, blem or obstruction in water line. struction from water line.
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Suctlon Pressure Too Hlgh

Excessively cold suction line due TEV overfeeding. Check and adjust superheat. TEV sen-
to liquid floodback to compressor, sing bulb must be clean, insulated,

have good contact with suction line.

TEV stuck open. Clean, repair or replace TEV.

Compressor runs continuously. Evaporator overloaded. Refer to "Compressor Runs Continuous-
ly

Compressor noisy. Leaving chilled Compressor suction valves damaged. Remove head, inspect valves and re-
water temp. too high or too low. place damaged valves.

Suction Pressure Too Low

Bubbles in liquid llne sight Refrigerant loss. Check system charge. Repair leak and
gl ass. recharge.

High temperature differential on Restricted drier core or solenoid Replace drier or clean/replace sol-
either side of filter drier or valve orifice, enoid valve.
solenoid valve.

No refrigerant flow through TEV. TEV power element charge lost. Replace TEV.

Loss of system capacity. TEV sticking or partially blocked. Clean/repair or replace TEV.

Insufficient water pressure drop Reduced water flow. Water supply pro- Restore water supply or reve ob-
across evaporator, blem or obstruction in water line. structlon from water line.

Discharge Pressure Too High

Excessively cold air leavlng con- Refrigerant overcharge. Slowly remove refrigerant to obtain
denser. Insufficient T through proper subcooling reading.
condenser. Good air flow.

Air or non-condensible gas in system. Remove contaminant from the system.

Air leaving condenser too cold. Condenser coil blocked. Clean condenser coil.
Insufficient T through conden-
ser.

Leaving chilled water temperature Excessive system load. Reduce load. Reduce water flow if
too hot. needed.
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Discharge Pressure Too Low

Insufficient /. T through conden- Low temperature condensing air. Provide adequate head pressure con-

set coi I. trol s.

Bubbles in liquid line sight Refrigerant loss. Check system charge. Repair leak and
glass, recharge.

Suction pressure rise exceeds 5 Damaged or leaking compressor dis- Remove head, inspect and replace dam-
psig/mlnute after system shutdown, charge valves, aged or worn valves.

Compressor Loses 011

Excessively cold suction line due
to liquid floodback to the compres-
sor.

TEV set incorrectly. Refrigerant car- Check and adjust superheat.
ries oil out of compressor.

TEV sensing bulb dirty, not properly
insulated or loose on suction line.
Refrigerant carries oil out of com-
pressor.

Inspect sensing bulb. Clean, tighten
or replace as needed.

TEV stuck open. Refrigerant carries
oil out of compressor.

Clean, repair or replace TEV.

Oil level too low. Insufficient oil charge. Add oil to proper system charge.

Oil level gradually drops. Plugged liquid line filter drier. Replace filter drier or drier core.

Compressor stops and starts too Compressor short-cycling. Refer to "Compressor Short Cycles".
often. Low oil level.

Oil evident on and around compres- Compressor crankcase fittings leak. Repair leaks and recharge system
sor. with proper oil charge.

Oil leaves sight glass rapidly. Defective unloader "O" rings. Repair or replace compressor.
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Chiller Control (1U12)
Test Procedure
To determine whether or not the chiller
control module (1U12; sea Figures 16, 17
and 18) is functioning properly, obtain
TOL-101 (which includes a diagnostic
plug and necessary resistor) from Trene
LaCrosse and perform the checkout
procedure outlined below:

1. Deenergize the CGAC unit.

WARNING: To prevent injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electricaldisconnects.

2. Disconnect wires 116A and 116B from
terminal 2 of relay 1K45, all wires
connected to the terminals on the left
side of the chiller control (1U12) and
all extemal connections to the auxiliary
relay module (1U13) for the 24 VAC
supply power wires to each control,
ground wire and the five wires which
connect the chiller control and auxiliary
relay module. See Figures 22 and 23 for
electrical schematics of the widng
connected to these controls.

3. Insulate the exposed ends of all of
the leads removed in Step 2; this is
important since some of these leads will
be "hot" when the panel is re-energized.

WARNING: Use care when
measurements or adjustments
must be made with the power
on to prevent Injury or death
due to electrical shock.

4. Remove the red diagnostic pod cover
from the bottom of the chiller control
module and insert the diagnostic plug
from TOL-101.

5. Energize the unit control panel and
observe the LED indicator lights; none of
the LEDs should be illuminated at this
time.

6. Measure the power supply voltage
between the 24 VAC input terminals (I.e.,
Terminals TR and TR) on the chiller
control module; the reading obtained
should be 25 _* 5 VAC,

If the power supply voltaqe does not fall
within the acceptable ranqe, check for e
defective fuse or 24 VAC transformer.

7. Measure the power supply voltage
between Terminals TR and TR (i.e., the 24
VAC input terminals) on the auxiliary
relay board; again, the reading obtained
should be 25 _+ 5 VAC.

If the power supply volta.qe does not fall
within the acceptable range, check for a
defective fuse or 24 VAC transformer.

8. At this time all output relays on
the chiller control and the auxiliary
relay module should be in their
deenergized state; measure the resistance
across all relay contact terminals to
verify that this is true. (On the
auxiliary relay board all contacts should
be open except between terminals 12 and
13.)

If any of the relay contact are not in
the correct state the component on which
that relay is mounted must be replaced.

Caution: Complete the follow-
Ing procedure in the sequence
given. Any step completed out
bf sequence wgl require a re-
start f the entire test.

9. Tum the "Leaving Fluid Setpoint"
knob on the chiller control (1U12) to the
full counterclockwise position.

10. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals P1 to T1; the No. LED of
"Compressor 1" should light.

if this does not occur., remove and
reinsed the diagnostic plug (TOL-101);
then repeat Step 10. If the "Compressor
1, No. LED still fails to energize,
replace the chiller control (1U12)o

11. Slowly rotate the "Leaving Fluid
Setpolnt" knob clockwise, pausing at
least 10 seconds at each setting given
below. As the dial is rotated up
through the "Leaving Fluid Setpoint"
temperature settings, the remaining LEDs
will light at the following points (the
Compressor 1, No. 1" LED is already on;
see Step 10):

Dial Settinq Enerqizes LED
46+2 F Comp. No. 2
58+2 F Comp. No 3
70+_2 F Comp. 2 No.
82+_2 F Comp. 2 No. 2
94_+2 F Comp. 2 No. 3

If the LEDs fall to liqht as indicated
above, replace the chiller control
(lU12).

12. Slowly rotate the "Leaving Fluid
Setpoint" knob counterclockwise, pausing
at each setting given in Step 11. Each
LED will go off in turn, reversing the
sequence in Step 11. The "Compressor
1, No. 1" LED will not .qo out, however,
even when the dial is retumed to full
counterclockwise position,

13. Turn the "Design/ T" knob to the
full counterclockwise position.

14. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals P2 to T1; the No. LED of
"Compressor 1" should remain lit.

If this does not occur, replace the
chiller control (1U12).

15. Slowly rotate the "Design/ T"
knob clockwise, pausing at least 10
seconds at each setting given below. As
the dial is rotated up through the
"Design/ T" temperature settings, the
remaining LEDs will light at the
following points (the "Compressor 1, No.
1" LED is already on; see Step 14):

Dial Settlnq Enerqizes LED
5.6_*1 F Comp. No. 2
8.8_+1 F Comp. 1 No. 3
12.0+1 F Comp. 2 No.
15.2_+1 F Comp. 2 No. 2
18.4_+1 F Comp. 2 No. 3

If the LEDs fall to liqht as indicated
above, replace the chiller control
(lU12).

16. Slowly rotate the "Design/ T’
knob counterclockwise, pausing at each
setting given in Step 15. Each LED will
go off in turn, reversing the sequence in
Step 15. The "Compressor 1, No. 1" LED
will not .qo out, however, even when the
dial is returned to full counterclockwise
position.

17, Turn the "Number of Stages" knob
to the full counterclockwise position.

18, Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals P1 to T1; the "Compressor 1,
No. 1" LED remains lighted and the
"Compressor 1, No. 2" LED should also
light.

If this does not occur, replace the
chiller control (1U12).
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Figure 22
Electrical Schematic Control Module
Section for Units w/2-Step Or 4-Step
Control
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Figure 23
Electrical Schematic Control Module
Section for Units w/3-Step Or 6-Step
Control
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19. Slowly rotate the "Number of
Stages" knob clockwise, pausing at least
10 seconds at each setting given below.
As the dial is rotated up through the
"Number of Stages" settings, the
remaining LEDs will light at the
following points (the "Compressor 1, No.
and No. 2" LEDs are already on; see

Step 18):

Dial Settinq Enerqizes LED
3 Comp. No. 3
4 Comp. 2 No.
6 Comp. 2-No. 2&3

If the LEDs fall to function in this
.manner, replace the chiller control
(1U12).

20. Slowly rotate the "Number of
Stages" knob counterclockwise, pausing
at each setting given in Step 19. Each
LED will go off in tum, reversing the
sequence in Step 19. The "Compressor
1, No. and No. 2" LEDs will not qo
oust, however, even when the dial is
returned to full counterclockwise
position.

21. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals T to T1; the "Compressor 1,
No. LED" remains lighted, but the
"Compressor 1, No. 2" LED should go
out.

Measure voltage between terminals and
4 on the chiller control. The reading
should be 9 to 13 VDC.

If the LEDs do not function properly, or
if the voltage reading Is not within the
specified range, replace the chiller
control (1U12).

22. Momentarily short chiller control
Terminals 6 to 7; the shod must be held
for 5 seconds. The No. 2 and 3 LEDs
of "Compressor 2" should light, and the
"Compressor 1, No. 1" LED should tum
off.

If this does not occur, replace the
chiller control (1U12).

23, Momentarily connect a resistor
(rated between 100 and 1000 ohms sup-
piled in TOL 101) across chiller con-
trol Terminals 7 and 8; maintain this
connection for at least 5 seconds. All
six of the main control LEDs should
light.

All of the control relay contacts should
switch; measure the resistanoe across
the relay contact terminals to verify
this has occured.

If this does not occur, replace the
chiller control (1U12).

24. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals 9 to 10; the shod must be held
for 5 seconds. All except the No. 3 LED
of ’Compressor 2" should tum off at this
time.

Measure voltage between terminals and
2 on the chiller control. The reading
should be 9 to 13 VDC.

If the LEDs do not function properly, or
if the voltage reading is not within the
specified range, replace the chiller
control (1 U12)o

25. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals 10 to 11; the shod must be
held for 5 seconds. The No. 3 LED of
"Compressor 1" should light and the
No. 3 LED of "Compressor 2" should turn
off at this time.

Measure voltage between terminals and
3 on the chiller control. The reading
should be 9 to 13 VDC.

If the LEDs do not function properly, or
if the voltage reading is not within the
specified range, replace the chiller
control (lU12).

26. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals 12 to 13; the short must be
held for 5 seconds. The No. 2 LEDs of
both "Compressor 1" and "Compressor
2" should light and the No. 3 LED of
"Compressor 1" should rum off at this
time.

Measure voltage between terminals and
5 on the chiller control. The reading
should be 9 to 13 VDC.

If the LEDs do not function properly, or
if the voltage reading Is not within the
specified range, replace the chiller
control (1U12).

27. Momentarily shod chiller control
Terminals 13 to 14; the shod must be
held for 5 seconds. The No. LED of
"Compressor 2" should light and the
No. 2 LEDs of both "Compressor 1" and
"Compressor 2" should turn off.

If this does not occur, replace the
chiller control (1U12).

All of the relays on the auxiliary relay
module (1U13) should also pull in at this
time; measure the resistance across the
relay contact terminals to verify that
this has occurred.

If the resistance measured across the
relay terminals indicates that any of the
relays have not pulled in, measure the
DC voltage between Terminals
(Common) and 2 (LP2), Terminals and 3
(LP1), Terminals and 4 (LTC), and
Terminals and 5 (HGB) on the auxiliary
relay module. Each of the readings
obtained should be 9 to 13 VDC.

a. If any of the voltages measured is
higher than 13 VDC, replace the chiller
control (1 U12).

b. If all of the voltages measured are
lower than 13 VDC but one or more of
the relays have not closed, replace the
auxiliary relay module (1U13).

Test Procedure for Chiller

Control Sensing Bulb (4RT1)

WARNING: To prevent Injury
or death due to electrical
shock, open and lock all
electrica/disconnects.

Disconnect the leaving water sensor
(4RT1) leads from Terminals T and T1 on
the chiller control (1U12). See Figures
22 and 23.

To determine whether or not the sensor
is functioning properly, measure the
resistance across the sensor leads; then,
compare the reading obtained with the
resistance-to-temperature conversion
chart provided below:

Temperature Resistance

90 F 3516.2 Ohms
80 F 3498.2 Ohms
70 F 3450.0 Ohms

60 F 3401.8 Ohms
50 F 3353.4 Ohms
40 F 3304.8 Ohms

30 F 3256.3 Ohms
20 F 3207.5 Ohms
10 F 3159.7 Ohms
0 F 3109.7 Ohms

If the resistance measured across the
sensor leads does not correspond to the
actual leaving water temperature, replace
the sensor.
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1. Perform each inspection once per week with the unit operating.
2. Record operating pressures in psig. Available only if the unit is equipped with pressure gauges.
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MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Trane products are identified by a multiple character model number that precisely identifies a particular type of unit.

An explanation of the multiple character number is shown below. It will enable the owner or Service Engineer to

define operation, components and accessories.

MODEL TYPE
A Vertical Concealed
B Vertical Cabinet
C Horizontal Concealed
D Horizontal Cabinet
E Horizontal Recessed
H Vertical Recessed
K Low Vertical Concealed
L Low Vertical Cabinet

OUTLET
Vertical

Integral Top Grille
2 Quadrifuser Top Grille
3 Top Duct Collar

Horizontal
Integral Front Grille

2 Quadrifuser Front Grille
3 Front Duct Collar
Low Vertical

Integral Top Grille
2 Quadrifuser Top Grille
3 Top Duct Collar

UNIT SIZE
02
03
04
06
O8
10
12

AUXILIARY COIL TYPE
0 None
E Electric
L Water

MAIN COIL TYPE
A Standard Water
D High Temperature Rise Water

INLET
Vertical
2 Return Air Toe Space
3 0 to 25% Fresh Air Back
5 0 to 100% Fresh Air Back-

Mixing Base
Horizontal

Integral Back Grille
2 Exposed Fan
4 Back Duct Collar
6 Integral Bottom Grille
Low Vertical
2 Return Air Toe Space
3 0 to 25% Fresh Air Back

NOTE: All High-Capacity Fan-Coil units will have an "H" as the last character (i.e. B25ALO4H).
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GENERAL INFORMATION
UniTrane(R) Fan-Coil units are room air conditioners designed for
cooling and heating load capabilities of 200 to 1400 cfm. Horizon-
tal models, in concealed, recessed, or cabinet installations, are
suspended from the uppermost ceiling by installer-supplied
threaded rods or lag screws. Vertical floor units are also available
in concealed, recessed orcabinet models. Low Vertical floor units
are concealed or cabinet models that can be installed under low
windows or other wall obstructions.

Basic unit components, as shown in Figure 1, consist of a water
coil, an auxiliary water or electric coil, flat filters, a condensate
drain pan, one or two fans, and a fan motor. A variety of motor
controls, valve packages and other options are available for spe-
cial units.

To determine specific options, refer to the unit model number and
the Model Number Description given here. The sales order will
further identify unit details and accessories.

An Installation Checklist is given atthe end ofthe Installation sec-
tion of this manual. Complete the checks after installation is ac-
complished to ensure proper and safe operation of the unit.

Fan-Coil units which are equipped with any steam applications
are considered "special." The installer is responsible for the
piping connections for these units.

DRAIN
PAN

COIL

AIRFLOW

DISCHARGE
GRILLE OUTSIDE

END PANEL

FAN

FAN HOUSING

CONTROL
BOX

INSIDE END
PANEL

END BASE

AUXILIARY
DRAIN PAN

FRONT PANEL

FIGURE 1 Typical UnlTrane Components (Vertical Cabinet Model Shown)



INSTALLATION
RECEIVING AND HANDLING
UnWrane(R) Fan-Coil units are packaged in individual cartons for
maximum protection dudng shipment, as well as for easy han-
dling and storage on the job site. Tagging information is provided
on each carton to propedy locate the unit in the floor plan.

To protect against loss from in-transit damage, complete the fol-
lowing upon receipt of the units:

1. Inspect individual pieces of the shipment before accepting it.

Check for rattles, bent corners on cartons or other visible in-
dications of shipping damage.

2. If a carton has apparent damage, open it immediately and
inspect the contents before accepting the unit. Do not refuse
the shipment. Make specific notations concerning the
damage on the freight bill. Check the unit casing, fan rota-
tion, coils, condensate pan, factory-wired conduit, filters and
all options or accessories.

3. Inspect the unit for concealed damage before it is stored and
as soon as possible after delivery. Concealed damage
mustbe reported tothe delivering carderwithin 15 days.

4. Do not move damaged material from the receiving location if
possible. It is the receiver’s responsibility to provide reason-
able evidence that concealed damagewas not incurred after
delivery.

5. If concealed damage is discovered, stop unpacking the ship-
ment. Retain all intemal packing, cartons and crates. Take
photos of the damaged material if possible.

6. Notify the carrier’s terminal ofdamage immediately by phone
and mail if any damage is found. Request an immediate joint
inspection of the damage by the carder and consignee.

7. Notify the Trane sales representative of the damage and am-
range for repair. Do not repair the unit, however, until
damage is inspected by the carder’s representative.

Refer to the Installation Considerations in this manual before set-
ting the unit in place. For approximate shipping weights, see
Table 1.

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS
For proper installation and operation, check each of the following
before mounting the units:

TABLE Approximate Shipping Weights (Pounds)

03 80 65

04 95 80

06 115 100

08 185 125

10 215 150

12 235 170

1. Allow adequate space for the unit and free air or service
clearances. See Figures 2 through 14 for unit dimensions.
For specific unit dimensions, refer to the sales submittals.
For servicing and routine maintenance, leave the area clear
around the front panels, end panels and toe space in accord-
ance with local or national electric codes. Provide removable
panels in the ceiling for horizontal units. See Table 2 for grille
minimum free air areas.

2. Before installing any unit, make sure proper allowances
have been made at each unit location for piping and elec-
trical connections. Refer to the sales submittals.

3. Check that the floor is strong enough to support unit weights,
as given in Table 1. For ceiling units, adequate support rods
must be supplied by the installer.

4. All units must be mounted level. For vertical or low vertical
floor units, prepare the floor to be level before mounting. Use
threaded rods to level ceiling-suspended units.

5. Set unit level by checking the casing. Do not use coils or
drain pan for checking level asthey are pitched as shipped to
provide proper drainage.

6. The Trane Company (and the industry in general) recom-
mends a condensate connection line pitch of 1" drop per
foot.

7. Before installing a concealed or recessed unit, be sure the
opening is the correct size. For recessed units, the front
panel must attach properly to the unit and conceal the wall
opening. Generally, the recess opening should be 2 inches
less than the overall width and height of the front panel. Refer
to specific submittals for dimensions.

8. The installation of Model C32-U units (horizontal concealed,
with duct collar outlet and exposed fan inlet) must meet the
requirements of N.F.P.A. Standard 90A or90B with regard to
the use of concealed ceiling spaces as retum air plenums.

9. Normal painting practice dictates that the surface should be
free of oil, grease and dirt and should be scuff sanded prior to
painting.

If latex paints are to be used, an intermediate alkyd primer
coat must be used for best adhesion after proper preparation
of the surface. In lieu of the intermediate alkyd primer coat,
other surface preparation methods for latex paint such as
liquid sandpaper or hand sanding results in good adhesion in

some cases. This is true only when a high grade latex paint is
used.

TABLE 2 Grille Free Air Area Minimums (Square Inches)

NOTE: ARI capacities are obtained with grille free areas in this table.
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MOUNTING
VERTICAL AND LOW VERTICAL UNITS

All floor models are attached to the wall with the brackets provid-
ed, through the mounting holes in the rear of the unit. Mounting
fasteners are to be supplied by the installer.

NOTE: Before installing the vertical recessed unit (Model H),
check the recess opening to be sure that the front panel will
attachproperly to the unitand will conceal the wallopening. The
recess opening should be two inches less than the overall width
and height of the front panel.

To install vertical and low vertical models, completethe following:

1. For unit sizes 08 to 12, mark and prepare the mounting holes
in the wall. For unit sizes 02 to 06, install the mounting
bracket that is supplied with the unit, as shown in Figure 15.
NOTE: The mounting bracket is found attached to the inside
endpaneleitherabove orbelow the auxiliary drainpan. The
bracket anchoring belts should be selected according to wall
construction and supplied by the installer.

2. Set the unit in place on the mounting bracket.
3. Remove the unit front panel. For cabinet models, the front

panel will drop forward after It has been pulled upward ap-
proximately 1/2-inch. For the recessed unit, loosen two
Allenhead screws before lifting the panel up. On concealed
units, the panel is removed by loosening the sheet metal
screws.

4. Remove the unit end panel. For cabinet unit sizes 02 to 06,
release the two screws on the front edge of the panel and
slide it forward. For cabinet unit sizes 08 to 12, remove the
four screws and lift off panel. All other vertical units have
open end pockets.

5. Level the unit casing and attach the unit to the wall (08 to 12
unit sizes).

6. Remove the shipping brace from under the fan beard and
place the filter, if ordered, in the filter channel.

7. Complete piping and wiring to the unit, as instructed in the
next sections of this manual. Always replace the unit front
and end panels before starting the unit.

CAUTION: Failure to replace the end panels and filters
before starting the unitmay result in equipmentdamage
due to motor overload and dirty coils.

HORIZONTAL UNITS

Horizontal units are designed to be suspended from the ceiling on
threaded rods or lag screws fumisbed by the installer. Holes are

BACK OF UNIT

WALL BRACKET
W/1/2 DIA. HOLE

LAG SCREW AND
WASHER BY OTHERS

WALL

RGURE 15 Mounting Bracket Installation

lS

provided at the top of the unit. The ceiling opening must be large
enough for the unit installation.

NOTE: When installing Model C32-U units, the requirements of
NFPA Standard 90A or90B mustbe followed, regarding the use
of concealed ceiling spaces as return air plenums.

To install a horizontal model, complete the following:

1. On cabinet models 02-06, remove the shipping screw
through the access hole and in the top panel, as shown in
Figure 9. Lower the hinged bettom panel by tuming the Alle-
nhead locks at the front edge of the bettom panel.

2. Install the suspension rods or suspension device, as fur-
nished by the installer.

3. Hoist the unit into position. See Table for unit weights.
4. Level the unit on its casing and tighten the mounting belts or

lag screws.
5. If supplied, remove the shipping brace from under the fan

beard and install the air filter (optional).
6. Complete piping and wiring connections, as given in this

manual. Replace all unit panels before starting the unit.

CAUTION: Failure to replace end panels and filters
before starting the unitmayresultin equipmentdamage
due to motor overload and dirty coils.

DUCT CONNECTIONS
The Trane Company recommends 24 gauge galvanized sheet
metal duct to be supplied by the installer. Duct collars are pro-
vided at the unit air outlet of all concealed and recessed units,
except for horizontal concealed sizes 02-08 as shown in Figure 6.
A duct connection is provided for the 02-08 horizontal concealed
units. See Figure 16 for horizontal unit duct dimensions and con-
figuration. To attach, slip the duct into the unit and fastenthe duct
and unit flange together with screws.

To use the optional bettom duct connection on horizontal units,
remove the bettom access panel and cut it along the break as
shown in Figure 17. Re-install the panel piece A on the bettom of
the unit. Remove the filter and attach ductwork at the new duct
location. Install the access panel piece B on the back duct collar
and attach securely. Use holes provided.

NOTE: The original filter cannot be used when the bottom duct
connection is used on horizontal units. A special filter arrange-
ment must be provided by the installer.

FLOW UNIT SIZE! A
SIDE VIEW DETAIL

/. 45 DEGREE

’ BREAK

02 181/2
03 261/2

O4 301/2
O6 421/2

DIMENSIONS IN.

FIGURE 16- Duct Dimensions and Configuration
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CUT AT BREAK

A
DRAIN PAN

FIGURE 17- Filter Access Panel Removal

PIPING
COIL CONNECTIONS

Before connecting pipes to the piping package, remove the valve
support shipping brackets in the end pocket. To complete piping
connections, open the stop valves and attach the piping package
to the coil, with any necessary accessories. Coil connection sizes
are given in Tables 3 and 4. See Figures 18, 19 and 20 for coil
connection locations. Refer to sales submittals for specific con-
nection locations.

NOTE: When specialpiping packages are furnished on Horizon-
tal Cabinet Models D and E, knockouts may not match up with
the piping connections.

CAUTION: Failure to open the stop valves before brezing or
soldering to the coil mayresult in damage to the valve seats.

NOTE: The valve stem packing may require tightening.

CAUTION: Remove theauxiliary drainpen fromboth horizon-
tsl and vertical 02 to 06 units before soldering. Failure to do
so may result in damage to the plastic pen from dripping
solder or from excess/re temperature.

If desired, steam may be used in auxiliary watercoils in horizontal
and low vertical units of 02 to 06 size. To prevent water hammer,
do not use a modulating steam supply with single-row coils. In
orderto obtain rated capacity, propercondensate removal, and to
avoid freeze-up when using atmospheric pressure return, make
sure that the following conditions are met:

1. Entering steam pressure to the coil should not be less than 2
psig.

2. Entering air temperature to the coil should be above 32 F.
3. Coil should be installed with the tubes level not pitched.

CONDENSATE DRAIN CONNECTIONS

The neoprene drain connection will accept a 7/8-inch OD copper
tube. Insert the tube into the drain connection for 2-7/8 inches.
Attach a 5/8-inch OD copper tube to the safety drain, if provided.
Hose clamps must be provided by the installer. The supply and
return piping should not interfere with the auxiliary condensate
drain pan. Auxiliary drain pan should be installed as shown in
Figure 22.

TABLE 3 Coil Connection Siz for Vecal
and Low Vertical Models (Inchea)

VERTICAL MODELS

02-06 AO 12" Water

08-12 AO 101/2" Water 2

02-06 DO 12" Water 2
High Temp. Rise

08-12 DO 12" Water 2
High Temp. Rise

02-06 L 9" Auxiliary
Hot Water

08-12 L 10" Auxiliary
Hot Water

02-06 AO 7V2" Water 2

% O.D.

7/ O.D.

% O.D.

7, O.D.

!/= O.D.

1/= O.D.

% O.D.

Y, O.D.02-08 L 31/3" Auxiliary
Hot Water

O.D. dimension of tubes to be connected to UniTrane coil.

TABLE 4 CoIl Connection Sizea for Horizontal Modell (Inches)

02-08 AO 71/2" Water

08-12 AO 9" Water

02-06 DO 71/z Water
High Temp. Rise

08-12 DO 9" Water
High Temp. Rise

02-06 L 6%" Auxiliary
Hot Water

08-12 L 6%" Auxiliary
Hot Water

O.D. dimension of tubes to be connected to UniTrane coil.

2 % O.D.

2 / O.D.

2 % O.D.

3 7 O.D.

1/= O.D.

!/= O.D.

CAUTION: Insertion of a condensate line larger than speci-
fied above may result in damage to the drain connector. In-
sartion ofa condensateline smallerthan specifiedmayresult
in leakage.
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TYPE AO COIL- MODEL C

TYPE AO COIL- MODEL D
171Slle,

RETURN

21%" ------ ,=,- "

SIZES 02 TO 06

SIZES 08 TO 12

SIZES 02 TO 06

AIRFLOW

SIZES 08 TO 12

TYPE AO AND DO COILS MODEL E

TYPE DO COIL-- MODEL C

SUPPLY

TYPE DO COIL- MODEL D
17.s/+6,

RETURN

SUPPLY /

SIZES 02 TO 06

SIZES 08 TO 12

SIZES 02 TO 06

AIRFLOW

SIZES 08 TO 12

TYPE L COIL WHEN USED WITH TYPE AO OR DO COIL- MODEL E
181/4"

1 SIZES 02 TO 06
SUPPLY

TYPE L COIL WHEN USED WITH TYPE DO OR AO COIL- MODEL C

SIZES 02 TO 06

SUPPLY

1/4 123/4" 211/,"

7/e" 13V" 211/2"

SIZES 02 TO 08

SUPPLY

SIZES 08 TO 12

TYPE L COIL WHEN USED WITH TYPE AO OR DO COIL-MODEL D

6TO 08
SUPPLY

jI SIZES 08 TO 12

FIGURE 18 Coil Connection Locations for Horizontal Modl+l (C, D, E)
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DO

TYPE AO AND DO COILS

MODELS A AND B

SUL
C

AO
DO

RETURN--
SUPPLY"-

MODEL H

TYPE L COIL WHEN USED WITH TYPE DO OR AO COIL

MODELS A AND B MODEL H

RETURN

SUPPLY

FIGURE 19 Coil Connection Locations for Vertical Models (A, B, H)

TYPE AO COIL

/6

RETURN

TYPE L COIL WHEN USED
WITH TYPE AO COIL

121,
RETURN

FIGURE 20 Coil Connection Locations for Low Vertical Models
(K,L)

AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER THERMOSTAT

To install the optional Automatic Changeover Thermostat, locate
the thermostat on the supply runout as shown in Figure 21. For
use with a two-way valve, install the bulb on the supply line within
12 inches of the riser. For use with a three-way valve, install the
bulb on either side of the supply line stop valve. The two typos of
bulbs and their installations are shown in Figure 21.

COIL FREEZE PROTECTION

Care should be taken with all systems to prevent coil freeze-up
during winter oporation when cold outdoor air is brought directly
to the fan-coil unit. This can usually be accomplished by inter-
locking an automatic outdoor air dampor with the fan-motor
switch. The air dampor must close when the switch is in the OFF
position. Entering air temperature should be above 32 F.

TWO-WAY VALVE

RETURN

SUPPLY

INSTALL THERMOSTAT

L-RISER
THREE-WAY VALVE

SUPPLY

INSTALL AT EITHER ARROW

BULB TYPE STAT (TIE WRAPPED)

SADDLE TYPE STAT (CLIP ON)

FIGURE 21 Automatic Changeover Thermostat Installation
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WIRING

WARNING: DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCE
AND SECURE IN THAT POSITION BEFORE SERVICING THE
UNIT. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

CAUTION: Use only copper conductors for wiring con-
nectione. Unit terminals are not designed to accept other
types of wiring. Aluminum or other conductors may cause
overheating and unit damage.

For widng and installation, refer to the wiring diagrams supplied
with the unit inside the control box cover for specific connections
and connection requirements. Supply voltage connections are
made at the junction box in the unit end pocket or in the com-
bination motor control/junction box. (The bottom end pocket is
open.) Wiring connections to a remote thermostat or fan motor
switch must also be made at this box. All intemal widng is com-
plete to this point. Refer to Table 5 for junction box location. See
Table 6 for electric coil characteristics. Someelectdc coil units will
require separate power leads for the coil and fan motor control
circuits.

TABLE 5 Junction Box Location for Electric Connections

Horizontal W/O Electric Heat
2-Pipe Electric Piping Package
4-Pipe Electdc Piping Package
Pneumatic Piping Package
W’hout Piping Package

X

02-06 Horizontal W/Electric Heat X
02-06 Low Vertical W/Auxiliary Coil X
02-06 Low Vertical W/O Auxiliary Coil X

Vecal08-12

08-12

NOTE:

X

Electric junction box is fumished by Trane unless otheNise specif’md.

TABLE 8 Electric Coil Data

02 3 3 1.0
6 3 2.5

03 3 3 1.5
6 3 3.75

04 3 3 2.0
6 3 5.0

06 3 3 2.4
3 3 3.0
6 3 7.5

08 3 3 4.0

10 3 3 5.0

12 3 3 6.0
3 3 5.4

NOTE:
Electric Heating Coils are not
Low Vertical Units.
08 to 12 size
08 to 12 size
02 to 08 size

12.0 10.4 9.0

24.0 20.8 18.0

10.8

available as standard with the following units:

Horizontal Cabinet units with quadrifuser grilles.
units with type D coils.
high KW units with type D coils.

! 0.4 9.0 4.5

13.9 12.0 8.0

20.8 18.0 9.0

13.9 12.0 6.0

16.7 7.2
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INSTALLATION CHECKLIST
The following checklist is provided as an abbreviated guide to the
detailed installation procedures given in this manual. This list
should be used by the installing contractor to ensure that all nec-
essary procedures have been completed. For more complete in-
formation, refer to the appropriate sections in this manual.

WARNING: DISCONNECTELECTRICAL POWER AND ALLOW
ROTATING EQUIPMENT TO STOP BEFORE SERVICING THE
UNIT. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK OR ENTAN-
GLEMENT IN MOVING PARTS.

[] 1. Units are checked for shipping damage.
[] 2. Unit location is prepared for weight, level, service

access and cutouts.
[] 3. Unit is mounted securely to the floor and wall or ceiling

support rods.
[] 4. Unit casing is level.
[] 5. Drain line has a drain line pitch of 1" drop per foot.

[] 6. Ductwork connections are complete.
[] 7. Valve shipping brackets are removed.
[] 8. Coil connections are complete.
[] 9. Condensate drain pan connections are complete.
[] 10. Automatic Changeover Thermostat is installed

(optional).
[] 11. Coil freeze protection is provided.
[] 12. Electrical supply power is connected according to wiring

diagrams provided on the unit.

CAUTION: Useofconductors other thancoppermay
result in overheating and damage to the unit.

[] 13. Start-Up preparation is complete and unit is in the
proper operating mode.

[] 14. Owner-operator is instructed on unit operation.

RETAIN THIS INSTALLATION/MAINTENANCE MANUAL
WITH THE UNIT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

START-UP
PREPARATION
Before starting the unit, complete the following checks:

[] 1. Make sure the valve support shipping brackets are
removed.

[] 2. Check that the unit is level on the casing.
[] 3. Ensure that the auxiliary drain pan pitches toward the

drain lip from all directions. Piping must not touch the
auxiliary drain pan or force it out of position.

[] 4. On horizontal units of 02 to 06 size, check that the drain
pan liner insulation fits into the 1/4-inch wide groove
under the auxiliary drain pan lip. See Figure 22.

[] 5. Secure all electrical connections at their terminals.
[] 6. Ensure that all filters and unit panels are in place.

OPERATION
Fan-Coil UniTrane(R) operation is controlled by a motor speed
switch, athermostat, and a summer-winter switch (optional). Ver-
tical units have unit or wall-mounted controls. Horizontal unit con-
trols are wall-mounted.

AUXILIARY
DRAIN PAN

MAIN
DRAIN PAN

FIGURE 22- Auxiliary Drain Pan on Horizontal Units of 02

to 06 Size

The motor speed switch controls the fan and is one of two types.
The switch labeled OFF-HI-MED-LOW provides additional cool-
ing by turning the switch to a higher speed. The switch type la-
beled MAN-OFF-AUTO provides continuous operation in the
MANUAL position and operates only to meet the thermostat set-
point in the AUTO position.

Unit-mounted thermostats are labeled COOL-WARM and should
be adjusted on the range according to the arrows on the knob.
Wall-mounted thermostats usually have a dial to select an ap-
proximate temperature.

The optional summer-winter switch may be manual or automatic.
The manual switch is labeled SUMMER-WINTER or HEAT-
COOL. The automatic type of changeover switch is an integral
part of the control circuit which reverses the thermostat action in
accordance with water temperature changes.

On units with electdc heat, the coil contactors are interlocked with
the motor speed switch, so electric heat is possible only when the
fan is in operation. The electric heat operating circuit includes a
high temperature cut-out switch with automatic reset. When coil
temperature exceeds the setpoint ofthe cut-out (210 F), the heat-
ing coil will de-energize and the fan will continue to run. The con-
trol circuit may also include a fan override thermostat to provide
fan operation to cool the heating coil after manual shutoff.

Care should be taken with all systems to prevent coil freeze-up
during winter operation, when cold outdoor air is brought directly
to the fan-coil unit. On single-coil units, this can usually be accom-
plished by interlocking an automatic outdoor air damper with the
fan-motor switch. The air damper should close when the switch is
in the OFF position. On two-coil units, the heating coil should be in
the preheat position and the automatic damper operator inter-
locked with the fan switch.



MAINTENANCE
PERIODIC MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST
The following checklist is provided as a recommended mainte-
nance schedule. Detailed instructions for specific maintenance
procedures are given after the checklist.

WARNING: DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWERAND AI.LOW
ALL ROTATING EQUIPMENT TO STOP BEFORE SERVICING
THE UNIT. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK OR ENTAN-
GLEMENT IN MOVING PARTS.

EVERY MONTH

[] 1. Inspect the unit air filters. Clean or replace clogged filter
element.

[] 2. Check the primary and auxiliary drain pans to be sure
that they are clean and free to carrythe flow of condens-
ate through the drain line.

EVERY SIX MONTHS

[] 1. Oil the fan motor.

EVERY YEAR

[] 1. Inspect the unit casing for chips or corrosion. Clean or
repair to protect unit protection.

[] 2. Inspect the fan wheel and housing for damage. Rotate
the fan wheel manually to be sure no obstructions block
its movement.

[] 3. Inspect the coil fins for excessive dirt or damage.
Remove dirt and straighten fins.

[] 4. Clean and tighten all electrical connections.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
WARNING: DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL POWER AND ALLOW
ALL ROTATING EQUIPMENT TO STOP BEFORE SERVICING
THE UNIT. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK OR ENTAN-
GLEMENT IN MOVING PARTS.

FILTERS

Change or clean air filters at least twice a year. Filters will require
more frequent care under high load conditions or dirty air. A
clogged air filter reduces airflow, causing the high temperature
cutout on electdc heat units to shutoff the unit.

Table 7 lists filter sizes. Filters are available in 1/2-inch or 1-inch
widths. Disposable, permanent (cleanable), or replaceable

media filters are acceptable for all units. To replace disposable
filters, remove filter from the unit and dispose of entire filter and
frame. Replace with new filter in the proper direction. To replace
filters with replaceable media, remove the filter and frame from
the unit, replace media in the frame, and re-install the filter frame
facing the proper direction.

To clean permanent filters, remove the filter and wash it in water
to remove dust, dirt and lint. Then wash the filter with a mild alkali
solution to remove the old filter oil. Rinse in clean, hot water and
allow to dry. Recoat both sides of the filter with Air Maze Filter
KoteWor an equivalent, using immersion or a spray gun. Allowto
drain and dry thoroughly before re-installing the filter.

TABLE 7 Filter Sizes (Inches)

02
03
04
06
08
10
12

197/8 x 81/4

27/a x
317/ x 8V4
437/8 x
454 x 11
57/4 x 11
69% x 11

19/2 x 8
27/2 x 8
35V2 x 8
47/2 X 8

DRAIN PANS

The primary and auxiliary drains should be cleaned to allow con-
densate flow. On 02 to 06 horizontal units, ensure that the drain
pan liner insulation fits into the 1/4-inch groove provided for it
under the auxiliary drain pan lip, as in Figure 22. To remove the
auxiliary drain pan from vertical 02 to 06 units, first slide the pan
up, then pull it away from the unit.

CAUTION: Failure to proceed with caution when removing
the auxiliary drain pan may result In damage to the unit by
breaking the pan’s plastic mounting tabs.

MOTOR OIL

Beadng oilers are provided on the fan motor. It is recommended
that motors be oiled twice a year with six to eight drops of SAE
Number 10 non-detergent oil.

CAUTION: Do not operate the fan motor without the air filter
or front panel In place. Excessive air handledby the fan may
cause equipment damage due to motor overload.
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REPAIR
FAN BOARD REMOVAL
When servicing fans or motor, follow these procedures to remove
the fan board.

WARNING: DISCONNECTELECTRICAL POWERANDALLOW
ALL ROTATING EQUIPMENT TO STOP BEFORE SERVICING
THE UNIT. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN PERSONAL
INJURY OR DEATH FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK OR ENTAN-
GLEMENT IN MOVING PARTS.

VERTICAL MODELS

1. Remove the front access panel.
2. Disconnect the motor lead quick-connect plug at the junction

box in the end pocket.
3. Pull the lower half of the red plastic drain tube from the upper

half (02-06 only).
4. Remove the fan board mounting screws.
5. Lower the front edge of the fan board assembly about two

inches and pull assembly out of the unit.

HORIZONTAL UNITS

[] Open the bottom panel on recessed and cabinet models
(Model ’E’ sizes 02-06, Model ’D’ all sizes).

[] C32 Models
1. Disconnect the motor wiring at the control box.
2. Remove fan board mounting screws.
3. Remove fan board assembly through the bottom of unit.

[] C34 Models
1. Disconnect motor wiring at control box.
2. Remove bottom access panel.
3. Remove fan board mounting screws.
4. Remove fan board assembly through the bottom of

access opening.

MOTOR REPLACEMENT
The special motor in the 02 to 06 size fan-coil units cannot be re-
paired or rewound. If the motor fails, order a replacement from
The Trane Company. Use the unit serial number and unit size
when ordering a new motor.

With the fan board assembly pulled out of the unit, motor replace-
ment procedure will be evident upon inspection of the assembly.
For most units, the clips which hold the fan housing together must
be removed in order to get at the fan wheel-to-motor shaft allen
screws. Fan housing-to-fan board mounting clips and screws
should be removed. All clips may be reused for reassembly. Be
careful not to spring them out of shape when removing.

When reassembling, make sure the fan wheel is centered in the
fan housing and not rubbing on either side.

NOTE: Controls such as thermostats may be repaired locally;
repair should be supervised by the control manufacturer’s
representative.

PRINTED BY PRODUCTION SERVICES LA CROSSE
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WALL-FIN COMPONENTS
For proper wall-fin installation, the components should be
installed in the sequenceoutlined in this manual. Note that
some items are optional a may not be required for each
specific job.

Figures and 2 identify the components used in a typical
wall-fin installation. Detail drawings of mounting locations
are shown on page 3.

INSIDE CORNER

CORNER
ENCLOSURE EXTENSION

END PANEL (LEFT-HAND)
LEFT-HAND)

FIGURE Exterior Component Identification

NYLON ELEMENT
CRADLE GUIDE

CHALK LINE FOR
ALIGNING AND ATFACHING

MOUNTING STRIP

"--- ENCLOSURES,.--ENCLOSURE ’,
BRACKET OUNTING

/DAMPER STOP CLIP STRIP

_MOUNTING
ENCLOSURE"

GROOVE"
LE DAMPER

TIONAL)
FORMED CHANNEL
FOR HANGING

ENCLOSURE BRACKET

ELEMENT

ELEMENT
CRADLE

FIGURE 2 Interior Component Identification
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S-Enclosure

LAG SCREW
(BY OTHERS)

Detail B

BACK PANEL
WHEN ORDERED

Detail A/’ i

Enclosure Bracket

SLOTS FOR
ELEMENT
AND PIPE
SUPPORTS

Detail A

Front panel enclosure
bracket connection.

LAG BOLT
HOLE

Detail B

Element support to enclosure
bracket mounting.

TA-Enclosure

Detail D Detail E

Detail A

Detail C

Deteil D

LAG SCREW
(BY OTHERS)

BACK PANEL
WHEN ORDERED

TA Front panel mounting to
extruded aluminum grille,

Panel to panel connection showing slide bolt.

Detail E

TA Extruded aluminum grille
and mounting strip connection.
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MULLION CHANNELS
Mullion channels are used on panel walls or curtain walls
where the wall studs (or mullions) are more than four feet
apart and project into the room. Because of the weight of the
wall-fin unit and the lack of strength in the wall construction,
mullion channels are used to provide support between the
wall studs. The channels fill the space between the wall-fin
cabinet and the panel wall or curtain wall.

MULLION CHANNEL

WALL STUD OR MULLION

FIGURE 3 Installing Mullion Channels

The top and bottom edges of the mullion channels should
be notched to fit the wall studs or mullions. Attach the
channels to the wall studs and fasten the wall-fin mount-
ing strips to the channels. Suitable fasteners must be pro-
vided by the installer. See Figure 3.

Attach the bottom of the enclosure brackets to the mullions,
to furring strips, or to additional mullion channels.

SILL EXTENSIONS
Sill extensions are used to extend the top of the cabinet back
to the wall or window sill. They can add up to 14 inches of
continuous surface to the top of the unit.

MOUNTING STRIP I/2" TO 14"

1"’]{ JPS ORDERE)I

__t _J \
SILL EXTENSION

FIGURE 4 Installing the Sill Extension

The sill extension is a separate angle piece and is to be in-
stalled at the same time as the mounting strip. The front 90-
degree edge of the sill extension should be butted up to the
back side of the mounting strip, as shown in Figure 4.

Both the sill extension and the mounting strip are secured at
the same time, using the installation procedure outlined in
the "Mounting Strips" section of this manual.

MOUNTING STRIPS
NOTE: Before cutting the mounting strips for a specific job,
make sure that the dimensions ofthe accessories have been
taken into consideration. The mounting strip shouldbe long
enough to mount the wall-fin enclosure, plus endpanels and
any other accessories that are required.

The straight-edge mounting strip assures a proper fit, re-
gardless ofthe condition ofthe wall. Mounting strips s(Jpport
the entire wall-fin radiation assembly. Be sure the mounting
strips are mounted level and butt up to each other properly.
Enclosures, enclosure brackets, and accessories attach di-
rectly to the mounting strip.

Begin by "snapping" a chalk line on the wall to which the
rear, top edge of the mounting strip will be aligned and fas-
tened (see Figure 2). The distance from the chalk line to the
floor should equal the height of the enclosure, plus an allow-
ance of either four, five, or six inches, depending on the en-
closure height. Mounting heights are shown in Figure 5. For
example, with a 12-inch high enclosure the chalk line should
be 18 inches above the floor line, and with a 16-inch high en-
closure the chalk line should be 21 inches from the floor line.

Drill 5/16 inch holes in the grooved guide provided on the
mounting strip. The holes should be spaced to match the
wall studs. Align the rear, top edge of the mounting strip
flush with the chalk line. Attach the mounting strip to the wall
using the rectangular washers provided (see Figure 6) and
1/4-inch lag bolts. Lag bolts or other suitable fasteners are to
be provided by the installer.

FLOOR
4" 4" 4"

FIGURE 5 Wall-Fin Mounting Heights

The rectangular washers must be used to provide a stiffening
effect and help prevent any distortion of the strip should ex-
cessive weight be applied to the installed unit.

Mounting strips may be butted together or cut as necessary
to provide the required length of run along the wall.

WF-IN-3C 4



MOUNTING STRIP

GROOVE

WASHER

/,,,

WALL LAG BOLT ...._._1|
(PROVIDED BY
INSTALLER)

MOUNTING DETAIL

FIGURE 6 Mounting Strip Installation

END PANELS
Install end panels at the same time as the mounting strip. Each
end panel requires 3/4-inch on the mounting strip for proper
mounting. Slide the formed tongue on the top back of the end
panel (shown in Figure 8) into the space formed by the top and
bottom channels of the mounting strip (shown in Figure 6).

Each end panel should be nailed to the wall through the nail ho;es
provided in the rear flange. See Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, a hole is provided in the bottom flange for a
sliding bolt. If the end panel is attached next to an enclosure or
next to 6-inch or 12-inch access panels, engage the slide bolt into
the end pane slide bolt hole for proper alignment.

WALL-TO-WALL INSTALLATION WITH END PANELS

End penes are one inch wide and take up 3/4-inch on the mount-
ing strip. (See the "End Panels" section of this manua for proper
mounting procedure.) Allow 1/4-inch clearance at the wall so
there w,I be enough room to properly mount each end panel.
Make sure the mounting strip is 1/2-inch shorter and the en-
closure is two inches shorter than the wall-to-wall dimension.
Refer to the example in Figure 7.

The mountingstrip can be cut if necessary to provide the required
length of run.

1/,=,, WALL
CLEARANCE

FIGURE 7 Wall-to-Wall Installation with End Panela (Front View)

MOUNTING STRIP LENGTH

ENCLOSURE LENGTH

i/," WALL
CLEARANCE
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FORMED
TONGUE

NAIL HOLES FRONT
GROOVE

SLIDE BOLT HOLEJ
(FOR ENCLOSURE
& ACCESS PANELS)

FIGURE 8 End Panels

BACK PANEL
Install the back panel, if required, by hooking it overthe channel at
the lower edge of the mounting strip. See Figure 9.

ENCLOSURE BRACKETS
Enclosure brackets are required to mount the element and
secure the bottom of the enclosure. Additional element and pipe
supports can be installed on the enclosure brackets for support-
ing a second tier of element and/or supply or return piping.

Install the enclosure brackets by hooking them over the channel
at the lower edge of the mounting strip as shown in Figure 10.
Two enclosure brackets are provided for each enclosure 2 to 6
feet long, and three enclosure brackets are supplied for 6-1/2 to 8
foot long enclosures.

MOUNTING STRIP

_L

BACK PANEL
(OPTIONAL)

FIGURE 9 Back Panel

FIGURE 10 Hanging the Enclosure Bracket

When possible, space the enclosure brackets on stud centers. To
ensure that enclosures fit properly, it is suggested that the en-
closure brackets be about three inches from the ends of each en-
closure panel, with no more than five feet between the enclosure
brackets.

If the enclosure brackets are on stud centers, attach them to
the wall with 1/4-inch lag bolts or other suitable fasteners
(supplied by the installer). Use the mounting hole provided, as
shown in Figure 11.

Install element cradles in the nylon guides by sliding them into
place. Refer to Figure 12.

FIGURE 11 Hole for Fastening Enclosure Bracket to Wall

WF-IN-3C 6



PIPE SUPPORT

FIGURE 12 Installing the Element Cradle In Nylon Guides

ELEMENT AND PIPE SUPPORTS
ELEMENT SUPPORTS

Element supports are used to pitch the heating element on steam
installations, or to mount a second tier of element if required. The
element supports provided will clip and lock into the graduated
slots in the enclosure brackets. Referto Figure 13. Install element
cradles in the nylon guides by sliding them into place.

ELEMENT SUPPORT

FIGURE 13 Installing the Element Support

PIPE SUPPORTS

For installations with supply or return piping with one ortwo pipes,
use the pipe supports provided. These pipe supports clip and lock
into the graduated slots in the enclosure brackets. See Figure 14.
Pipe supports do not have nylon guides and element cradles.

FIGURE 14 Enclosure Bracket with Pipe Support Installed

ELEMENTS
Set the element in the cradles with the fin louvers facing down-
ward (aluminum fins only). Refer to Figure 15.

NOTE: If the elements include dampers, the elements shou/d be
level front-to-back to avoid damper hang-up during operation.

On one row installations, the element should be mounted at the
bottom of the enclosure on the enclosure bracket to obtain cata-
log capacity ratings.

Complete the installation of all elements and make the required
piping connections. Nonferrous elements have one tube end
belled for ease of sweat connection to the adjacent element.
Steel element tube ends may be chamfered or threaded, as or-
dered, for welded or screwed connections.

With the elements in place, install the enclosures, enclosure ex-
tensions, access panels or access extensions. If the installation
includes dampers, refer to the "Dampers" section of this manual
before attaching the enclosures.

ELEMENT ) !

CRADLE _.

ELEMENT LOUVER

FIGURE 15 Element end Cradle in Position
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ENCLOSURES
TYPES S, F, AND T ENCLOSURES

Hold the enclosure panel at a 45 degree angle as shown in
Figure 16. Insert the back edge into the top channel of the
mounting strip, and bring the front edge down into position.
See Figures 17 and 18.

Place the formed bottom edge of the enclosure panel in the
formed lip of the bracket (shown in Figure 19).

Bring the slide lock on the enclosure bracket as far forward as
possible to lock the enclosure panel in place. See Figure 20.

The lower, front edges of adjacent enclosures lock into each
other with the sliding bolts. With enclosures installed and locked
in enclosure brackets, slide the bolts into the spring steel clips of
the adjacent enclosures. See Figure 21.

ENCLOSURE

MOUNTING STRIP

FIGURE 18 Enclosure Locked to Mounting Strip

FIGURE 16 Inserting the Enclosure Panel

-LLI

!L’-

FIGURE 17 Enclosure in Position

FIGURE 19 Enclosure Bracket and Slide Lock

FIGURE 20 Enclosure Locked to Bracket

WF-IN-3C 8



DE._AIL.OF SLIDING BOLT

FIGURE 21 Enclosure Sliding Bolt

TYPE TA ENCLOSURES

Type TA enclosures consist of an extruded aluminum grille and a
separate front panel. In addition to the enclosure bracket, a rod
loop is used to support the grille and front panel at the upper, front
edge. See Figure 22.

Remove the enclosure bracket and insert the rod loop in the hole
provided at the top of the bracket. Reinstall the bracket on the
mounting strip as shown in Figure 23.

ROD MOUNTING STRIP
LOOP

SLIDE
LOCK

FRONT PANEL

FIGURE 22 Type TA Enclosure Mounting Detail (View from Reer

Hold the grille in an upward position, 45 degrees from vertical,
and insert the back edge of the grille into the top channel of the
mounting strip. Bring the front edge of the grille downward and
engage the rod loop. The front edge of the grille is formed to
accept the rod loop.

If the installation includes dampers, attach the damper control
mechanism at this time (see the "Dampers" section of this
manual).

Insert the formed top edge of the front panel into the channel pro-
vided at the top, front edge of the grille. See Figure 24.

Bring the lower edge of the front panel down against the en-
closure bracket and place the formed panel edge over the top of
the bracket. Slide the slide lock as far forward as possible to lock
the panel to the enclosure bracket.

Lock adjacent enclosures to each other with the sliding bolts as
described for Type S, F, and T enclosures. Refer to Figure 21.

/

FIGURE 23 Inserting Type TA Rod Loop Support

FIGURE 24 Attaching Type TA Front Panel to the Grille

WF-IN-3C



ACCESSORIES
ENCLOSURE EXTENSIONS

Enclosure extensions, shown in Figure 25, are designed to pro-
vide additional length to standard enclosures on wall-to-wall in-
stallations or when additional length is required to fully cover ele-
ments and piping.

The enclosure extension should lay over the top of the installed
enclosure, with the flanged end positioned to butt up to the next
enclosure, end cap, or corner piece.

Allow one inch overlap for a satisfactory joint. Remove the en-
closure, place the enclosure extension over the edge of the en-
closure, and snap the lower edge of the extension over the lower
edge of the enclosure to form an asser:nbly. Hold the assembly at
an angle, insert it in the mounting strip, and bring the lower, front
edge down into position. Lock the enclosure to the enclosure
brackets (see Figure 20).

NOTE: On Type TA enclosures the enclosure extension is to be
inserted in the grille (in the same manner as enclosures are in-
serted) instead of in the mounting strip.

FIGURE 25 Enclosure Extensions (Left-hand and Right-hand)

6-INCH AND 12-INCH ACCESS PANELS

Access panels in 6-inch or 12-inch lengths are mounted in the
same manner as enclosures. Insert the top edge of the panel in
the mounting strip and bring it downward into position. If an en-
closure bracket has been placed at this point, lock the panel to the
bracket with the slide lock on the bracket. See Figure 26.

When an access panel is used next to an end panel, the end
panel must be nailed to the wall to provide rigidity. Slip the formed
front edge of the access panel into the groove at the front of the
end panel (Figure 8) or the corner piece (Figure 27).

FIGURE 26 Installing Access Panel

FIGURE 27 Access Panel

ACCESS EXTENSIONS

The 12-inch access extension with a 4 x 6 ihch access door is
shown in Figure 28. A front support bracket is provided for mount-
ing purposes when the extension is next to an adjacent wall.

Determine the proper mounting position and attach the support
bracket to the adjacent wall. Set the bracket to accept the flanged
front edge of the access extension. Mounting hardware is to be
provided by the installer.

FIGURE 28 Access Extension

WF-IN-3C 10



Remove the adjacent enclosure and lay the extension over the
edge of the enclosure. Snap the lower edge of the extension over
the lower edge of the enclosure. Hold the access extension and
enclosure assembly in an upward position 45 degrees from verti-
cal and insert the formed top edge of the extension into the top
channel of the mounting strip.

Allow at least one inch overlap on the adjoining enclosure to pro-
vide a satisfactory joint. The flanged front edge of the extension,
however, must fit in the support bracket or an adjacent wall-fin
end panel, inside corner, or outside corner.

Bring the lower front edge of the extension down into position and
snap the formed lower edge over the bottom, front edge of the
adjoining enclosure. See Figure 29.

BRACKET

BRACKET

FIGURE 29 Access Extension next to an Adjacent Wall

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE CORNERS

When an outside or inside corner is to be used, the mounting strip
on both sides should be brought to within 1/2-inch of the corner.
Place locking clamps (two provided with each corner piece) on
both mounting strips at the corner. Set the corner piece on the
mounting strip with the slots of the corner piece fitting into the
mounting strip.

Slide the two locking clamps along the mounting strip until they
are tight against the flange of the corner piece. Tighten the
thumbscrews. Refer to Figures 30, 31, and 32.

Insert the formed flange on the edge of each adjacent enclosure
into the grooves at either side of the corner piece. Install sliding
bolts in the front, bottom edge of the adjacent enclosures and
engage the bolt holes provided in the corner piece.

FIGURE 30 Inside Corner, Mounting Strip, and Locking Clamp
(Front View)

FIGURE 31 -Locking Clamp in Position (Rear View)

FIGURE 32 Locking Clamp and Outside Corner
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PILASTER COVERS

Pilaster covers effectively cover one, two, or three rows of piping
and include two L-shaped comer covers, support clips to hang
the covers on the pilaster, one joiner piece, and rubber trim to
gasket the pilaster cover joints at the enclosure. See Figure 33.

Position and mount the pilaster support clips. Trim the ends of
beth pilaster covers to fit the pilaster and enclosures. Attach the
rubber trim to the edge of both covers that will abut the en-
closures. Hang the covers on the support clips and attach the
bottom flange of the covers to the pilaster.

Lay the joiner piece over the joint where the covers meet at the
middle of the pilaster. Drill 3/16-inch holes in the covers and
fasten the joiner piece to the covers with metal cutting screws or
rivets.

RUBBER TRIM JOINER PIECE

PILASTER COVER

SUPPORT
CLIP

FIGURE 33 Pilaster Assembly

INVERTED ENCLOSURES
Inverted enclosures are installed in a manner similar to the up-
right enclosures, except that the bottom of the inverted mounting
strip is aligned to the chalk line. Since the inverted enclosure
brackets cannot hang from the mounting strip, fasten them to the
wall with lag bolts.

Tamper-proof fasteners are provided to secure and lock en-
closures to the enclosure brackets. Use element supports to
mount the element cradles and elements as shown in Figure 34.

TAMPER-PROOF
FASTENER

/

FIGURE 34 Inverted Enclosure Assembly

TAMPER-PROOF FASTENERS
Tamper-proof fasteners are supplied to fasten the enclosures to
the enclosure brackets for tamper-proof and inverted enclosure
installations. Slide the lock forward as far as possible and tighten
the socket head screw. See Figure 35.

"J" NUT

\\
ENCLOSURE

FIGURE 35 Tamper-proof Fastener

WF-IN-3C 12



FRONT AND BOTTOM INLET GRILLES
FRONT INLET GRILLES

Figures 36 and 37 illustrate two suggested methods of installing
enclosures with front inlet grilles.

FIGURE 36 Front Inlet Enclosure with Floor Clips

In the first method, two inch long metal clips are attached to the
floor, and the enclosure formed edge slips over the clips. In the
second method, a continuous sheet metal angle is used at the
floor line and the enclosure is attached to the angle with sheet
metal screws.

BOTrOM INLET GRILLES

Bottom inlet grilles are separate pieces that attach to the wall and
the enclosure bracket. As shown in Figure 38, the "J" Nut (A) is
factory installed and contains threads for the screw (B). To install,
attach the front edge of the grille to the bracket with the bolts and
washers provided and secure the back of the grille to the wall.

FRONT PANEL

WALL BRACKET
j

Il fl ll fl

..j,, NUT (A)

SOCKET HEAD SCREW
& WASHER (B)

EI’ SCREW
(PROVIDED

BY INSTALLER)

FIGURE 38 Bottom Inlet Grille

DAMPERS
Dampers are shipped attached to the elements, except for the
3/4-inch Copper/Aluminum Series 60 element. The damper for
a 3/4-inch element must be field installed. (See Figures 54
and 55 for installing the field mounted damper.) The damper
control assembly is shipped separately in a cloth bag. Refer
to Figure 39.

DAMPER INSTALLATION WITH TYPE S, F, AND
T ENCLOSURES

Place the enclosure ahead of and below the element, as shown in
Figure 40.

FIGURE 37 Front Inlet Enclosure with Sheet Metal Angle
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NOTE: Before installing the damper control knob cog mech-
anism on the enclosure, make sure there will be 24 inches be-
tween the cog mechanism and the chain guide, which is se-
cured to the mounting strip. (See Figure 41.) This distance is
necessary to provide a proper angle for the chain for damper
operation.

Set the metal retainer of the cog mechanism so that it will not ob-
struct the four slots, two at the top and two at the bottom of the
plastic part. Be sure the enclosure is face downward with the top
toward the installer. Position the cog mechanism so that the shaft
is pointed toward the grille. See Figure 42.

COG MECHk
CHAIN BELL .

CONTROL KNOB
BARBED CLIP

FIGURE 39 Damper Control Components

FIGURE 40 Enclosure Position for Installing Damper

DAMPER CONTROL KNOB

CHAIN

FIGURE 41 Damper Control Knob, Cog Mechanism, and Chain
Guide Position

COG MECHANISMO
SHAFT CHAIN BELL DRAWN UP

NEAR COG MECHANISM

FIGURE 42 Cog Mechanism
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With the shaft of the cog mechanism pointed toward the en-
closure grille, insert the shaft between the center segments of the
grille. See Figure 43.

Hold the cog mechanism in place and insert the barbed clip
through the grille from the outside of the enclosure. Place it over
the shaft and into the four slots of the plastic part. The barbed clip
usually slips into the slots easily, locking the cog mechanism into

position. On the stamped grille, the second set of barbs from the
end should be engaged. See Figure 44.

If the barbed clip will not slip into place easily, spring it open slight-
ly. If difficulty is still encountered, insert the barbed clip through
the grille and guide the slots of the cog mechanism over the
prongs of the clip. See Figure 45.

Figure 46 shows the cog mechanism and barbed clip properly
mounted on the enclosure grille.

43 Inserting Cog Mechanism FIGURE 45 Inserting Cog Mechanism into Barbed Clip

FIGURE 44 Inserting Barbed Clip FIGURE 46 Position of Installed Control
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Install the control knob on the shaft now projecting through the
grille, as shown in Figure 47. Tighten the set screw to secure the
control knob to the shaft.

Extend the chain, without crossing the cog mechanism, either to
the right or left for at least two feet. Be sure the chain guide is cor-
rectly placed on the chain. It may be necessary to removethe bell,
slip the chain guide off, reverse it, return it to the chain, and re-
fasten the bell. Remove the bell from the long end of the chain.
Insert the end ofthe chain through the nearest hole on the outside
edge of the damper and reinstall the bell. Allow sufficient slack in
the chain so that it can be fastened in place. Refer to Figure 48.

Position the chain guide with the plastic guide down and outward,
and snap it into place on the mounting strip. See Figure 49.

The chain guide should be located between the cog mechanism
and the point where the chain is attached to the damper. The lo-
cation must be no more than two inches from the point
where the chain is attached to the damper. See Figure 50.

Place the damper stop clip over the front edge of the damper, ex-
actly in front of one of the enclosure brackets. In operation, the
stop clip should rest against the enclosure bracket when the
damper is fully open.

Be sure the damper is operating properly after the enclosures are

I ’--"
in place. See Figure 51.

FIGURE 47 Installing Control Knob

CHAIN GUIDE

FIGURE 49 Installing Chain Guide

NOT MORE THAN 2"

FIGURE 48 Control Chain Inserted in Chain Guide FIGURE 50 Chain Guide Position
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CHAIN GUIDE.......
COG MECHANISM

ENCLOSURE

/’11
CONTROL KNOB-[-I:,

l /ENCLOSURE
BRACKET

FIGURE 51 Ahing Bamr Stop Clip

DAMPER INSTALLATION WITH TYPE TA ENCLOSURES

For Type TA enclosures, install the damper control mechanism
as described for Type S, F, and T enclosures, except with the ex-
truded aluminum grille in place on the mounting strip. Only the
first set of barbs on the barbed clip should be engaged in the cog
mechanism. See Figure 52.

Position the chain guide with the plastic guide down and outward,
and snap it into place on the mounting strip. The chain guide
should be located between the cog mechanism and the point
where the chain is attached to the damper. The location must be
no more than two inches from the point where the chain is at-
tached to the damper. See Figure 53.

FIELD-MOUNTED DAMPERS

To field install the damper blade, a simple utility hook with a
threaded end will be needed. The utility hook is to be furnished by
the installing contractor.

First install the mounting strip, the enclosure brackets, and the
heating element according to the instructions in this manual.

The damper blade is furnished with pre-punched holes. Lay the
damper blade on top of the heating element. Drill a small hole in
the wall, in the same location as each damper blade hole, for the
installation of the utility hooks. Remove the damper from the top
of the heating element. Install the utility hooks just above the
heating element. Make sure the open ends of the utility hooks are
in the upright position. Position the damper blade on each utility
hook and close the open end of the hook to keep the damper
blade secure when it is in operation. See Figures 54 and 55.

FIGURE 52 Attaching Barbed Clip (Type TA Enclosures)

FIGURE 53 Installing Chain Guide (Type TA Enclosures)
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COG MECHANISM

BARBED CLIP
CONTROL KN,

STOP

CHAIN

ENCLOSURE
BRACKET

UTILITY

TYPE X AND CS ENCLOSURES
On Type X enclosures, attach the enclosure bracket to the wall,
insert the element cradles in the nylon guides, and set the ele-
ments in place on the cradles. Complete the necessary piping
connections. Place the enclosures over the elements. Enclosure
bracket mounting hardwareis to be provided by the installer. See
Figure 56.

Scissor-type hangers are used to ceiling suspend the Type CS
enclosures and elements. Attach the hangers to the ceiling and
close the hanger arms as the piping is completed. Place the en-
closures over the installed elements. See Figure 57.

EXPANDED METAL
ENCLOSURE

CRADLE

ENCLOSURE
BRACKET

FIGURE 56 Type X Enclosure

RGURE $4 Field-Mounted Damper

UTILITY HOOK
(PROVIDED BY INSTALLER)

FIGURE 55 Utility Hook

HANGEREXPANDED METAL
ENCLOSURE

FIGURE 57 Type CS Enclosure

FIELD PAINTING
Special surface preparation may be required when field painting
the unit. The surface should be free of oil, grease, and dirt and
should be scuff sanded prior to painting. This surface preparation
is sufficient when alkyd enamels are used.

If Latex paints are used, an intermediate alkyd primer must be ap-
plied after proper surface preparation to improve adhesion. In lieu
of the intermediate akyd primer coat, such surface preparation
methods as liquid sandpaper or hand sanding will provide good
adhesion in some cases. However, this is true only when a high
grade Latex paint is used.
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Instruction Sheet

Heat Exchangers

INSTALLATION

fl. Allow sufficient clearance for removal of tube bundle.
2. After initial staff and run at operating temperatures and pressures, shut down and tighten head

bolts.
3. Make certain that tubing is full of water before introducing steam or hot water into shell,

otherwise flashing or noise may occur.

CLEANING

Shell and tube bundle should be flushed out periodically. If cleaning is necessary, remove head and
bundle to clean inside of shell and outside of tubes. Replace gaskets if necessary.

If unit is installed in a hard water area, inside of tubing can be cleaned as follows:

ft. Break water connections and plug bottom opening.
2. Fill the tubes with a solution of I part muriatic acid to 10 parts of water and allow to stand

for 2 hours:
CAUTION: A longer period may cause damage to the copper tubing.

3. Drain off and flush thoroughly with clean water.
4. Re-assemble unit.

NOTE

Commercially available cleaners may also be used.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

When ordering replacement parts specify

fl) Complete Model Number
2) Date of Manufacture
3) Special Materials if Required

Normally, the only replacement parts required would be:

I Tube Bundle
Set of Gaskets

NOTE: When ordering replacement tube bundles care must be take to insure correct construction
and proper materials. Units manufactured prior to 1974 should have the prefix RUX.
Example: A replacement bundle for a BI02fl2-L built in 1970 would be a RUX10212-L.

Replacement heads are also available if required.

Quality Through Design COMPARE.
T,&CO, INC. 1160 Cranston St. Cranston. RI 02920 (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627 CoDyr,ght 983

TACO (Canada) Ltd. 3090 Lenworth Drive. Mississauga. Ontario. Canada Telex 06-961179 TACO rNC

Form No, F2024301 Effective 5/I/81 SupeF:des IS200-1
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INSTALLATION AND
OPERATION MANUAL

SUBMERSIBLE SUMP PUMP

MODEL : CPS 33

PeabyBaRnes
651 North Main Street. Mansfield, Ohio 44902
Phone 419/522-1511

FORM N 79570-286



Float---"

crew

check E
valve 1" 1/4 Pipe

Minimum Sump size

GENERAL INFORMATION
A CPS submersible sump-pump is de-
signed to pump basement drainage water,
washing machine water or wastewater
from a softner. Any model may be used
to drain a tank or a basin, for example.
The pump can be operated fully or par-
tially submerged. All components are
made of non-corrosive materials, pump
is equipped with a patented automatic
switch which activates a built-in contac-
tor.

INSTALLATION
1. A model CPS pump can be installed in
an open or closed sump with a minimum
diameter of 11 inches. Where possible,
a 12" x 18" diameter basin is recom-
mended.

2. The discharge system for a sump
application should be 1-1/4" plastic,
PVC or steel pipe. If desired a swing
check valve should be installed in line to
prevent water from running back into

the basin.

NOTE :.If required, a 1-1/2" discharge
coupling is available. Consult factory for
P/N 79565.

3. The model CPS sump is rated 115
volt, single phase, 60 cycle electric ser-
vice. The motor is a permanent split
capacitor type designed to pump water
in domestic application.

OPERATION

1. The float must be assembled in the
upward, vertical position as indicated in
the illustration above. Make sure that
the float moves freely in the sump basin
without touching the basin wall. Adjust
the position of the pump in the basin as
required. Do not overtighten the threa-
ded nut that holds the float in place. The
float should move freely on the float axis
switch. Do not overtighten the supplied
coupling.

2. The motor is equipped with thermal
overload protection. The motor will tem-
porarily stop if overloaded or overheated.
If this occurs, the pump must be allowe
to cool before attempting a restart.

3. The motor in your CPS pump is fac-
tory sealed and cannot be serviced in the
field. In the event of a motor failure,
contact your nearest dealer or authorized
Peabody Barnes Service Station.

4. Run water into the sump basin until
pump is activated about 9" of water.
Continue to fill the sump, allowing pump
to operate several times (on-off) to

insure a satisfactory installation. If unit
does not operate properly, see "Trouble
Shooting" information.



TROUBLE SHOOTING

Trouble Possible Cause Remedy

1) Pump does not
run.

2) Pump runs but
does not
empty basin.

No power at receptacle.

Poor connection at
receptacle.

Level control defective.

Suction screen or
impeller clogged.

Discharge line clogged.

Discharge head too
high.

Pull plug and check with a tester to be
sure that current is available at
receptacle. Correct as required.

Check the prongs of the plug.

Disconnect pump from power and
remove from service. Place pump on
work bench-plug into receptacle and
gently lift the float until switch.either
clicks or pump starts. If the pump does
not start when the switch clicks the
switch is defective and must be
replaced.

Clean out suction screen. Impeller may
be cleaned by removing screen.

Clean out discharge line.

Move pump closer to discharge outlet.
Pump will not discharge water if the
head, vertical distance from the pump
to discharge outlet is more than
2 5 feet.

WARNING

TO REDUCE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, DISCONNECT THE PUMP FROM THE
POWER SOURCE BEFORE HANDLING OR SERVICING THIS PUMP.

TO REDUCE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK OR DEATH, THIS PUMP MUST BE
PROPERLY GROUNDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC
CODE AND ALL APPLICABLE LOCAL CODES AND ORDINANCES.

THIS PUMP HAS NOT BEEN INVESTIGATED FOR USE IN SWIMMING POOL
AREA.



ITEM

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

DESCRIPTION

Suction Casing Kit

Hydraulic Kit

Motor Kit

Capacitor Kit

Micro Switch Kit

Delivery Casing Kit

Cable Kit

Handle Kit
Float Kit
External Float Switch

PIN

79554
79555
79556
79557
79558
79559
79560
79561
79562
79563

3.4.5

4.3

OPTIONAL ITEMS

1-1/4" Coupling P/N 79564
1-1/2" Coupling P/N 79565
25’ Cord Kit P/N 79566

4 08066 040



SUMP PUMP LIMITED WARRANTY

eabody Barnes Inc., warrants each sump pump, when used in a domes-
tic application (i.e. not continuous duty) against defective workmanship
and materials for a period of one (1) year after date of installation or

thirty-six (36) months from the date of manufacture, whichever date
occurs first. The last three or four digits of the serial number which
appear on your pump determines your manufacturing date. The Com-
pany’s obligation under this Warranty is limited to furnishing or replacing
any product returned at the expense of the user in order to establish the
claim.

The cost of labor, such as for the removal and reinstallation of the pro-
duct, are not covered under this warranty.

The Company assumes no liability for incidental and consequential
damages which may result from the use or misuse of its products. Some
states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or conse-
quential damages, however, so this limitation or exclusion may not

apply to you.

Peab" ay BaRnes
PEABODY BARNES INC.
651 N. MAIN ST.

kNSFIELD, OH 44902

AFFIX
STAMP
HERE

PEABODY BARNES INC.
651 N. MAIN STREET
MANSFIELD, OHIO 44902



WARRANTY REGISTRATION NO.

Your pump is warranted to the effect of the guarantee shown on the
reverse side of this page. This guarantee becomes effective only upon
receipt by Peabody Barnes Inc., of the warranty registration below.

FOR YOUR RECORDS

Model Purchased

Date of Purchase

Purchased From

Address

WARRANTY REGISTRATION NO.

To validate your warranty, supply all information requested on this cardl
and return it to the address on the reverse side within 15 days after the
purchase date.

Owner’s Name Date Purchased

Address

City State Zip

Dealer’s Name

City State Zip

Pump Model Code Date



21/2", 3" & 1600 Series Pumps
Plant I.D. No. 001-329

APPLICATION

Allwater.pUmps coered by this instruction sheet are designed for pumping
,.ll ,_,

Working Pressure: 175 PSIG with cold water and
125 PSlG at rated temperature.

Temperature: 250F Standard
300F with Hi-Temp Seal

INSTALLATION:
J

Install horizontally only and with the two bracket ribs pointing to the ceiling. Do not support, suspend or brace
motor and/or bracket. Support provided by casing is sufficient for structural integrity of the pump.

The casing can be rotated relative to the bracket for installation in vertical or horizontal pipe.

The pump must be installed far enough away from ceiling and walls to permit lubrication of bracket and
motor.

"CAUTION": UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANY PART OF BRACKET OR MOTOR BE COVERED WITH
iNSULATION.

START UP:

Before operating the pump for the first time check the following:

I. Is motor correctly wired for voltage in use?
Warranty is void if motor is damaged due to improper electrical hook-up.

2. If a magnetic starter is used, seethatthe heaterelement is sized forthe Service Factor load ofthe motor; other-
wise, nusiance tripouts may occur.

3. Motor and pump are properly oiled at the factory. However, as a matter of precaution it is recommended
that the oil level in the pump bracket be checked as specified on pump nameplate. An oil level slightly
above the "full" mark on the dip stick can be tolerated.

4. Motors are properly aligned with pump at the factory and normally require no attention. If due to rough
handling, the mater base becomes bent, realign by shimming between cast iron and steel section of motor

5. Before starting motor, ascertain that pump is filled with waterto lubricate the seal. Do not operate pumpdry
for motor checkout.

LUBRICATION:
Pump must never be operated with oil level in bracket below low limit on dip stick. For replenishing, use
premium grade SAE No. 30 oil only (see pump nameplate). Lubricate motor per instruction lapel attached to
motor.

(!uality Throu lh Design COMPARE.
Printed U S A

TACO, INC. 1160 Cranston St., Cranston, RI 02920 (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627 ColDyr,ght

TACO (Canada) Ltd. 3090 Lenworth Dre. Mississauga, Ontario, Canada Telex 06-96179 TACO NC

F302-001 Effective 8/I/83 Supersedes: IS 300-I
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SEAL REPLACEMENT:
To replace the water seal, the following steps must be observed:

I. Disconnect electrical connections, Relieve system pressure and drain waterfrom
body.

2. Remove motor assembly from bracket and bracket from pump body.

3. Place bracket in vertical position, impeller up and loosen screw at center of
impeller two turns, (7/16 Hex Head) This screw has a left-hand thread. Tap impeller
at its outside diameterwith handle of hammertofree tapered fit between shaft
and impellerand completely remove screw, washer, and impeller. (see Figure 2)

4. RemovecadDon assemblyand ceramic seal by prying them loosewith a screw-
ddver. (see Figure 3)

5. Thoroughly clean shaft and seat cavity.

6. Insert newseal seat. ForeasyassemblycoatODOfseal rubber(eithera cuporan
O-ring) with special grease provided in small container, Do not use anyother oil
or grease. Push seat all thewaydown into cavity. Seat must not becocked rela-
tive to shaft. Be sure face of seal stays absolutely clean- wipe surface with soft,
clean cloth if necessary. (see Figure 4)

7. Install newcarbon assembly. Coat inside of rubber bellows with special grease
provided (do not use any other oil or grease) and slide assembly (carbon first)
over shaft until carbon meetsseat, Push on rubber insertonveryend ofassembly
and noton outside diameterofcarbon retainer. Be sure carbonface stays abso-
lutely clean. (see Rgure 5)

8, Install spdng and spring retainer with raised face inside spring. (see Figure 6)

9. Replace impeller using new impeller screw and washer provided. Make sure
cones of both impeller and shaft are clean.

10, Reassemble bracket into pump casing new gosket provided. Clean gasket
surfaceof both casing and brocket if necessary.Be surethatthe longerofthetwo
outside bracket ribs is on top. (see Rgure 1)

11. Reinstoll coupler and motor.

12. Follow procedure outlined under section Start Up where required.

IMPELLER REPLACEMENT:

Followsteps I through 3 and8 through 12 outlined undersection Seal Replacement.

BEARING (CARTRIDGE) REPLACEMENT:

If for some reason the bracket bearings should fail, it is not necessary to replace the
entire bracket.

A pre-lubricated cartridge containing bearings and shaft is available. To change
the cartridge, follow this procedure:

-Follow steps 1 through 4 as outlined under section SealReplacement.

-Rip bracket around so that motor end is on top.

-Remove the two outermost socket head screws. (see Figure 7)

-Pull out old cartridge. If necessary tap cone end of shaft with a hammer to
accomplish this.

--Insert newcartridge and refasten with socket head screws. Make sure shaft sleeve
is in place with cone on sleeve resting against cone of shaft.

--Follow steps 5 through 12 outlined under section Seal Replacement.
Note: It is recommended that when changing the cartridge the water seal be re-

placed also. However, if you plan to re-use the water seal it is not necessaryto
remove the seal seat, The carbon assembly may be lubricated with water to
make reinstallatlon easy.



NUMBER

IS 300-2.2

INSTALLATION AND
OPERATION

INSTRUCTIONS

Effective: September 1, 1982
Supersedes: IS300-4

dated 3/31/68

Plant ID No. 001-922

TACO BASE MOUNTED PUMPS

(SLEEVE AND BALL BEARING)

A-INSTALLATION

AI-LOCATION
Locate pump in an easily accessible place with suf-

ficient space around it for maintenance and servicing. On
larger pufnps allow head room for the use of hoists or
overhead cranes. Locate pump on a dry.and clean place
so that motor will be protected from moisture and dust.
On closed heating systems place compression tank at

the suction side of the pump. When pump head is less
than 20 feet, it is permissible to connect compression
tank to discharge side of pump.
On open systems, install pump close to liquid supply

and make suction piping as short and as straight as

possible.

A2-FOUNDATION

The foundation serves to carry the pump weight and
to absorb vibration. Normally, the foundation is made of
concrete block, preferably fled in with the floor or ground.
Make the foundation block about 4" longer and 4" wider
than the base of the frame. Height of the block may vary
from 2/3 to times the width of the foundation (Fig. I).
When foundation is poured, provide a hole near each of
the four (4) corners. To simplify installation and malnte-
nance use lead Anchors. Place the front Anchor about 2"
from the edge of the foundation to dear overhanging
casings (Fig. 2).

A3-PIPING

Correct piping is of prime importance for the proper
operation and long life of the pump. Stresses induced by.
piping will cause excessive wear of seals, bearings, and
couplings that could ultimately destroy these elements.
Both suction and discharge piping should be suspended

close to the pump connections, so that n._.o pipe weight
rests on the pump. Pipe flanges and pump flanges should
align perftly before connections are made, piping
should never be drawn by force into place.
Thermal expansion of piping requires special attention

on heating installations. If no room is provided for pipe
expansion, stresses are induced in the piping that will ex-
ert a load on the pump. Forces created by pipe stresses
can exceed by far the load exerted through pip and
water weight. Stress forces can distort pump, bend shafts,
wear out seals, and impeller wear rings, and ultimately
burn out bearings. To protect pump from thermal pipe
stresses, provide spring hangers and flexible connectors
that are suitable to compensate for pipe expansion.
( See Fig. 3 ).

Install gate valves on both suction and discharge side
of the pump to allow servicing without draining the sys-
tem. Also provide a flanged nipple spool ) between gate
valve and suction end of the Dump toenable vci11 in r

the pump apart without disturbing piping (Fig. 3). In
order to have them easily accessible, the pump and flange
nipples should not be covered with insulation.

Un open pumping systems drawing water from a level

below the pump (suction lift install a foot valve with

= strainer. On open systems where the pump is located be-
low the suction water level suction head ) install a check
valve in the discharge line close to the pump.

FOUNTI
WIDTH.I-F

TIBOLT

Fig. 2-Foundation Bolt Fig. 3-Typical Installation-Vertical Piping



A-INSTALLATION-Continued

Fig. 3-Typical Installatlon-Horizontal Piping

A4-PUMP SETrlNG

,’hen pump is se! on its foundation, make ure

bare it properly levelled. Place baseplate over foundation
bolts provided for it. place shims at corners of baseplate
when required and hwcl with a spirit gauge. Tighten

basclhtte firmly t, I flmndatitms. Check also level of
suctitm and discharge

A5-COUPLING ALIGNMENT
Proper alignment of pump and driver will aSStllle

trouble-free operation and long life of the pump. Mis-

alignment will eause rapid wear of seals, couplings, and

bearings. All pumps are carefully aligned before leaving

the factory. However, experience indicates thatalignment

invariably changes in shipping and handling. Therefore,

it is of utmost importance that alignment be checked a!

various steps of the installation process, i. e., after level-

ing, after piping, and after first few weeks of operation.

Check alignment by placing a slotted straight edge

across the coupling halves at top, bottom, and at the

sides. If any light is seen between the straight edge and

one of the coupliug flanges, it means the unit is out of

alignment. Fig. 4

If light is seen at top and bottom position of the

straight edge, alignment is out of height. Usually shims

are placed under the motor feet. Loosen the four motor

bolts, remove or add shims as required tocorrect proper

height. Tighten the motor bolts and check to make sure

alignment was corrected properly.

If alignment is out on the sides of the coupling, loosen

the four motor bolts and lightly tap the motor in the di-

rection required. Tighten the four motor bolts and check

to make sure alignment was corrected properly.
As alignment in one direction may alter the alignment

in another, be sure to check all alignments made.

Fig. 4-Coupling Alignment

A6-CONNECTING PIPING
l’iping may now be connected to pump. Make sure that

pump and pipe flanges are strictly parallel and proper.y
spaced for the gasket that will be used. Also check that

pipes are supported properly and do not rest on pump

flanges. Never draw pipes by force to pump flanges. Re-

check alignment after piping connections are made. If

misalignment was caused by piping, it isasign that pipe

stresses distorted the pump. Correct piping to relieve

stresses.

Boll Betting pumps are greased at the lactory. Grease
.,dl not Ih,w out during shipment, so nochecking will be

required at startup.
Rcgrease ball bearings every two years or 3,000hours

of operation. Initial filling is LUBRIKO-grease, Density
M31, manufactured by Master Lubricants Company,
Philadelphia.
Any general purpose ball bearing grease No. 3 NLGI
National Lubricating Grease Institute) hardness may

be used.
To grease bearings open side covers Fig. 5 ), slide

um SAE Grade 20 Non-Detergent Motor Oilcan be used.

Motor bearings also might loose oil during shipment.
Check oil level as indicated on motor instruction. Electric
motors have either an oil cup or a pipe plug for filling.
An overflow is located at the side of the bearing area.
Before starting unit, fill motor bearing with an oil can
until oil flows out of overflow.
them about 1/2" to the side and introduce grease thru
the opening with a putty knife. Fill grease chamber 2/3
high. Excessive grease causes unnecessary friction and
will overheat bearing. If’bearings run hot after regreas-
ing, stop pump, open side cover, and wipe out excessive
grease. Overheating will then cease.

Motor ball bearings also are greased at the factory.

Grease should be replaced as indicated by motor manu-

facturer’s instruction. Normally greasing is required
every two years. On electric motors grease is usually
introduced through a grease fitting with a grease gun.

Drain and refill oil well once a year. Initial filling is

Socony Mobil I)TE Heavy Medium Oil, but any__premi-

Sleeve Bearing pumps a,v tilled with oil at the factory

but s,,me ml nngnt be lost during shipment. As a matter
,ff precauti-n, check oil level before starting up pump.

Proper level is at the center of the sight glass. If oil level

is t,o h,w. remove i.op cover Fig. 5 and refill.

B-PUMP START-UP & OPERATION
Before starting up pump for the first time several items

B1-LUBRICATION are to be checked to avoid damaging pump.



B-PUMP START-UP & OPERATION-Continued

Fig. 5-Lubrication Points

B2-MOTOR WIRING & SENSE OF ROTATION
Check wiring of motor before starting h, make sure

that connections are wired properly for tht, voltage ill use.

Overvoltage can burn out nmtov windirg.-. (’hock heater

element ill magnetic starter to scc that il is ratt’d lhu ,ame

as the motor.

AMP RATING
FOR

3 PHASE SQUIRREL CAGE INDUCTION MOTORS

Motor 220 Volt 440 Volt

HP 1750 RPM 3450 RPM 1750 RPM 3450 RPM

/a 1.4 .7

72 .8 .9

s, 2.4 2.2 1.2 I.I
3.6 3.4 1.8 .7

1/2 4.8 4.6 2.4 2.3

2 6.2 5.6 3.1 2.8

3 9.0 8.0 4.S 4.0

5 14.4 13.4 7.2 6.7

7/2 20.0 19.2 I0.0 9.6

I0 26.4 25.6 13.2 12.8

15 39.0 38.0 19.5 19.0

20 51.0 50.0 25.5 25.0

25 62.0 60.0 31.0 30.0

30 74.0 72.0 37.0 36.0

40 96.0 48.0

50 120.0 60.0

Before attempting to check

pump, fill pump with water to

seal. Do not operate pump

out sense of rotation of
provide lubrication of the
dry for motor checkout.

Next throw the switch and see if direction of rotation

corresponds with arrows on frame of pump. The direc-

tion of rotation is counterclockwise facing the suction end
of pump. Direction of rotation of three phase motors can

be easily reversed by interchanging two ofthethree wires

at the terminal board of the motor. Reversing of single
phase motors is done by interchanging some internal
wires or clamps. Instructions for revers;rag are found
either on the motor nameplate or inside the motor term-
inal cover.

B3-PUMP START-UP
After you have checked lubrication and wiring you are

ready to start the pump.
Open the gate vah’e in the suction side and close the

valve on the discharge side. Start motor, wait until unit

has come to full speed and then open discharge valve
slowly. Do not run pump for more than a few minutes

with completely shut valves. If system conditions call for

part-time operation against shut valves, install a bypass
line from discharge to suctiop..

B4-MECHANICAL SEAL
AND STUFFING BOX CARE

Mechanical Seal (See caution below)*

Xle-hanical seals are the most deli,"’te component of
flw pump. Special care has to be given to them to assure
t, lie-free operation.

h, sealing element of a mechanical seal consists of a
(,tllllltl washer rotating against a stationary ceramic

rin.
Surlaces of both are highly lapped to assure sealing.
Any dirt that penetrates between the two mating parts

will cause a rapid wear of the seal faces and will

ultimately result in seal leakage.
New heating systems are usually contaminated by var-

ious materials such as construction debris, welding slugs,
pipe joint compound, mill scale, etc. It is of utmost im-

portance that such systems be cleaned out thoroughly
before putting pump into continuous operation.
Cleaning of a heating system is simple and easy. First

flush out system with cold water at city pressure to re-

move all loose foreign matter that penetrated into the

system. Afterwards boil out system with chemicals to re-

move dirt adhering to pipes.
Chemicals most commonly used for this procedure are

sodium triphosphate, sodium carbonate, or caustic soda,
but any nonfoaming detergents as used in dishwashers
can be applied.

Fill system with clean water, add cleanhg chemicals
lb. for every 40 to 50 gallons of water, (or Mfrs.

Instruction start pump and heat up system. Let system
run for a few hours, then drain and refill with fresh
water. Your pumps are now ready for continuous duty.
See caution behm’ /:

Stut]ing bxc> are less d,licate in operation than me-

clanical seals. No chemictl cleaning g necessary as on

mechanical seal pumps, but flushing out with cold water

is beneficial on this type of pump too.

After pump is started up adjust gland of stuffing box

evenly so that it drips from one to thr drops of water

per minute. This drip is absolutely essential to pre,mu
damage to p;tcking and shaft sleeve. It also prevcnls

overloading of motor. Excessive dripping may cause
air to enter pump under certain conditions.

Sump ofpump should be piped to any convenient

sewer or drain. A pipe tapping is provided for this pur-
pose at the side of the sump. Never plug this drain

tapping.

::’(’AI.’TI(IN The addition ,,t" certa, chemical additives

systems utili::inlz TA(’O l:quipme,fl. ,/llllis the war, anty.



INSTALLATION OF EXTERNAL CIRCULATION TUBE

IMPORTANT
Before fillincj system with water, assemble external circulation
tube to pump casincj as follows:

I. Screw nut into body until hand tight.
2. With a wrench continue tightening for about one and one-

half full additional turns. (It is not necessary to tighten nut
all the way down)

INSTALLATION OF PUROCELL FILTER

IMPORTANT
I. Affech Filter to the pump loosening the top bolt on the

frame and casing and slip ket under bolt and ticjhten.
2. If Recirculatincj line is installed remove from frame and

insert this end into inlet of Filter.

3. Attach llne from outlet ofthe filter to seal retainer cap.

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627
Utho in USA

Taco (Canada) Limited 1310 Aimco Blvd., Mississauga, Ontsrio L4W 1B2 Telephone: 416-625-2160 Telex: 06-961179
Copyright 1983 TACO, INC.



NUMBER

304-001

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Effective: December 1, 185
Supersedes: PL300-1

dated: 12/1/84

121 """ 138 PUMPS
1600 SERIES PUMPS

IMPORTANT: When ordering, always specify
part number, part name, and complete model
number ofpump.

CARTRIDGE DESIGN PUMPS

121 138 SERIES PUMPS

1600 SERIES PUMPS

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
Lto U S A

Form No. F304-O01 Taco (Canada) Limited 1310 Aimco Blvd., Mississauga, Ontario L4W B2

Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627

Telephone: 416-625-2160 Telex: 06-961179



REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR (-9) AND SERIAL NUMBER CARTRIDGE DESIGN PUMP

1600 4.25 C

SERIAL NUMBER CODE

FLANGE TYPE
MOTOR FRAME SIZE

WATER SEAL

BRACKET DESIGN

MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

X O O O O
A CAST IRON PUMP AND IMPELLER (3)
B ALL BRONZE PUMP AND IMPELLER
C CAST IRON PUMP AND BRONZE IMPELLER

BRACKET DESIGN

O X O O O
ALL CURRENT STYLE PUMPS

WATER SEAL TYPE, ITEM #29

O O X O O
N 1600 170RP NI RF1,qT

H 1600- 170HRP TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
E 1600 170ERP CERAMIC

ITEM #8 REPLACEMENT BODY

PUMP MOD. NO. CAST IRON BRONZE

MOTOR FRAME SIZE*

O O O X O
48 FRAME (1/4, 1/3, 1/2HP)

2 56 FRAME (3/4,1 HP)
3 56 FRAME (1 1/2,&2HP)
4 56 FRAME (3HP)

Refer to standard motors only. See nameplate for other motors.

FLANGE TYPE

O O O O X
N NPT (STANDARD)
D DIN (EXPORT)

ITEM #36 REPLACEMENT FLANGE SET

PUMP MOD. NO. CAST IRON BRONZE

121
122
131,32,33 & 38
1600,10,111
1602,16042
1612,14,15
1616,18,19
1620,22,24
1630.1632
1634,1635
1636,1638
1640,1641

121 018RP

133- 150RP
1610 001RP

N/A
1614 001RP
1618 004RP
1634 001RP

1640 -002RP

121 -018BRP

133 150BRP
1610- 001BRP

N/A
1614 001BRP
1618 004BRP
1634 001BRP

1640 002BRP

121
122

131,32,33, 38
1600,10,11
1602,16042
1612,14,15
1616,18,19
1620,22,24
1630,1632
1634,1635
1636,1638
1640,1641

1600 033RP
1600 034RP

1600 031RP

1600 -032R P

1600- 174RP

1600 033BRP
1600 034BRP

1600 031BRP

1600 032BRP

1600- 174BRP

Note (1) When replacing Item #8 body on 131. 132, 133, 138 and 1600C l& --9, you must also order current style impeller.

Note (2) Body for the 1602 & 1604 are no longer available. Consult factory.

Note (3) 121 thru 138 only.



ITEM#15 REPLACEMENT BRACKET
ITEM # 161

PUMP MOD. NO, MOTOR FRAME SIZE (48) MOTOR FRAME SIZE (56) GASKET KIT

121,122
1600,10,11
1602,1604

CAST IRON
1600 155RP

1600 175RP

BRONZE
1600- 156RP

1600 176BRP

RON
NA

BRONZE
NA 1600 -050RP

1612,20,30
131,132
1615"
133,138 NA N/A
1614,22,24
1632,34
1635"
1616,36
1619"
1638 40.41
sizecodeins

1604 023RP
1604 023 R P
1604 023RP

1604 025RP

1604 025RP

1604 024RP
1604 024RP
1604 024RP

1604 026RP

1604 026R P

1600 050RP
1618 006RP

ITEM #25 REPLACEMENT IMPELLER ASSEMBLY
DIA.

PUMP NO. (-9) PUMPS CURRENT PUMP NO. (-9) PUMPS CURRENT -9 CUR.

121,122
131
132
133
138
1600
1602
1604
1610
1611"
1612
1614
1615"
1616
*When

121 142BRP
131 075BRP
132 063BRP
133 0758RP
138 037BRP
1600 179BRP
1602 025BRP
1604 028BRP
1610 019BRP

N/A
1612 019BRP
1614 018BRP

N/A
1616 002BRP

121 142BRP
1630 023BRP
1630 022BRP
1632 022BRP
1634 023BRP
1610 020BRP

N/A
N/A

1610 019BRP
1611 001BRP
1612 -019BRP
1614 018BRP
1615 001BRP
1616 002BRP

ordering, please advise diameter of impeller.

DIA.
-9 CUR.

4.7514.50
5.500
6.200
4.750

5.750
6.350

7.100

1618
1619"
1620
1622
1624
1630
1632
1634
1635"
1636
1638
1640"
1641"

1618 001BRP
N/A

1620 022BRP
1622 020BRP
1624 040BRP
1630 022BRP
1632 022BRP
1634 023BRP

N/A
1636 001BRP
1638 001BRP
1640 001BRP

N/A

N/A
1619 001BRP

N/A
N/A
N/A

1630 0228RP
1632 022BRP
1634 023BRP
1635- 001BRP
1636 001BRP
1638 001BRP

N/A
1641 001BRP

ITEM #31 REPLACEMENT MOTOR ASSEMBLY*

HP 115/60/1 115/230/60/1 200/60/3 230/460/60/3

7.900

5.100
5.850
6.500
4.90O
5.650
6.150

6.400
6.900
7.900

1/4
1/3
1/2
3/4

11/

2
3

When

121 151RP
131 143RP

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

132 096RP
133 119RP
138 119RP
1636 013RP
1638 012RP

N/A

ordering other than standard, refer to nameplate, then consult factory.

121 148RP
131 115RP
132 066RP
133 140RP
138 148RP
1636 019RP
1638 015RP
1640 013RP

121 137RP
131 137RP
132 097RP
133 134RP
138 142RP
1636 010RP
1638 010RP
1640 010RP

ITEM #34 SHAFT SLEEVE 1600-205

ITEM #56 COUPLER 1624-053RP

ITEM #56 COUPLER 1624-041RP

ITEM #111 RUBBER INSERT 1624-004RP

ITEM #111 RUBBER INSERT 1624-020RP

ITEM #111 RUBBER INSERT 900-512

ITEM #269 CARTRIDGE ASSY. 1600- 160RP

All -9 and Serial Number Pumps.

All Inline Pumps 1/= thru 2 HP.

All Inline Pumps 3 HP.

All 4J Couplers.

All 3J Couplers.

All 5J Couplers.

All -9 and Serial Number Pumps.



REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR OLD STYLE PUMPS AND CIRCULATORS*

"121+122-3-7; 131, 132+133-3-6; 138-1+2; 1600, 1602, 1604, 1610, 1612, 1614, 1620, 1622, 1624, 1630, 1632,

1634-1+-C1.

ITEM # 8

ITEM # 25

BODY

IMPELLER AND SHAFT ASSEMBLY

ITEM #29 SEAL KIT
ITEM #31 MOTOR ASSEMBLY
ITEM #36 FLANGE SET

ITEM #56 COUPLER

ITEM #111 RUBBER INSERT
ITEM # 161 GASKET KIT

Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.
No longer available. Must purchase Item #74 Modern-
ization Kit listed below, Plus -9 IMPELLER
Part No. 1600- 055RP

Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.

Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.
Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.

Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.

Same as -9 and Serial Number Pumps.

ITEM #74 MODERNIZATION KIT*

PUMP NO. MOTOR FRAME SIZE (48) MOTOR FRAME SIZE (56)

121,122
131,1322
133,138
1600,1610
1602,16042
1612.16202
16302
1614,1622
1624,1632
1634

CAST IRON
121 154RP
131 144RP

N/A
121 154RP
131 144RP

N/A
N/A
N/A

BRONZE
122 002RP
132 145RP

N/A
122 022RP
132 145RP

N/A
N/A
N/A

CAST IRON

N/A
133 147RP

N/A
133 147RP
133 147RP

BRONZE
N/A

138 153RP

N/A
133 147RP
138 153RP

Note (1) When replacin9 1/3 or 1/2 HP 56 Frame (old) motor with new 48 Frame motor, adapter kit 1600- 194RP must be ordered.

Note (2) Select modernization kit per motor frame size. Select impellers per selection chart on previous page, under --9 column

*Change



NUMBER

IS-100-1.3
Plant ID. No. 001-322

INSTRUCTION
SHEET

Effective: May 1, 1981
Supersedes: IS 300-1-1

dated 11/25/68

1. Motor and bracket have been properly lubricated
at the factory and should not require additional
lubricant. Before starting, check oil level in
bracket thru sight oil gauge. Level should be be-
tween top and center of window. If, for some
reason, lev_el is below center of window, :see in-

.s.tructions on oil well cover.’

PUMP SERVICING INSTRUCTIONS- NOS.

121-7 1600-1 1620-1
122-7 1602-1 1622-1
131-6 1604-1 1624-1
132-6 161 0-1 1630-1
133-6 1612-1 1632-1
138-2 1614-1 1634-1

ITEMS TO CHECK BEFORE STARTING

2. Check motor and power supply for proper wiring
connections and voltage. If motor is damaged due
to improper wiring hook-up, guarantee is void.

3. The casing is rotatable and may be installed in a
vertical or horizontal pipe. The motor and bracket
must be hgrizontal in. all cas wlt]a nil well cover
acing the ceiling-

LUBRICATION- Itor is well oiled before shipment in accord- Pump- (For best results TACO-LUBE #12 is recom-
anee with manufacturer’s recommendation and should mended. Maintain oil level at all times within limits
not require any oil upon arrival. When oil is required,
follow instructions attached to the motor end shield specified on oil well cover.

plates.

MOTOR ALIGNMENT
All circulator motors are aligned within required cast iron and steel sections of the motor base and
tolerances when shipped. They normally do not re- place shims between the two sections until the motor
quire any attention. If due to rough handling the shaft is properly aligned with the pump shaft.motor base becomes bent, loosen screws connecting

TO REPLACE WATER SEAL AND/OR IMPELLER

Stop pump and close suction and discharge valves. Plated) SIDES facing the Thrust Collar. While
holding this 3 Part Assembly (,Thrust Collar andDrain water from casing.

Remove pipe plug on opposite side of oil gauge
and drain oil (water may have gotten into oil reser-
voir).

two Washers) in the oil reservoir with grooves on
OD of Collar facing the Impeller, slide Impeller
and Shaft into bracket so that hole in Shaft is
directly in line with screw hole in Thrust Collar.
Insert and tighten set screw until it bottoms in the
hole in the shaft, then turn hack I/I6 of a turn.
This automatically adjusts the spring tension on
seal. THIS LAST OPERATION MUST BE AC-
COMPLISHED IMMEDIATELY AFTER OP-
ERATIONS IO AND l. IF TOO MUCH TIME
ELAPSES, THE OIL MAY BE SQUEEZED
OUT FROM UNDER SHAFT SEAL, PRE-
VENTING THE RUBBER PART OF SEAL
FROM SLIDING ON SHAFT WHICH IS NEC-
ESSARY WHEN PERFORMING OPERATION
12.

13. Re-assemble motor and coupling assembly to
bracket and bracket to casing, making certain that
casing gasket is in good condition and properly lo-
cated. Engage teeth of rubber coupling insert with
those in the metal ends. Bring all three parts .o-
gether, then back off one end about 1/32"" r,nd
tighten. Do not squeeze rubber insert, some p,mp
sizes use A "FIGURE-8’" shaped one piece cou-
pler. Install without stretching or compressing.

14. Open valves in suction and discharge lines and vent
air thru vent holes, if provided. Start motor for
TWO SECONDS, then stop and inspect for water
leaks. If any leaks occur, one or more previous op-
erations must be repeated.

15. If no leaks occur, re-fill oil reservoir as previously
indicated under LUBRICATION-PUMP and re-
place oil well cover.

16, Start pump and again check for leaks. (Note: if
pump is operated longer than 30 SECONDS with-
out being primed, the mechanical seal could be
damaged).

4. Remove motor assembly from bracket.
5. Remove bracket from pump body. Loosen set

screw and pull out pump end of drive coupling. DO
NOT BEND SHAFT.

6. Remove oil well cover, loosen set screw in inside
Thrust Collar and while holding Thrust Collar, re-
move impeller and Shaft, Thrust Washers and
Thrust Collar.

7. Clean bearings and bracket and inspect for possible
damage. Clean sight oil gauge.

8. Remove stationary seal from bracket, clean recess
and apply a film of light oil to OD of new station-
ary seat rubber cup, press firmly in place with
thumbs. Be certain it is "’bottomed" equally, other-
wise it might leak.

9. Gently remove old seal parts from shaft with a ro-
tating motion and clean entire shaft with soft clean
cloth (Do not use much pressure). Drop new spririg
and holder onto the shaft.

10. Apply a good film of oil, from the very end of the
shaft right down to, and slightly beyond the end of
the spring. With the seal in the palm of the hand
(seat facing the hand) and with an oscillating mo-
tion, press seat over end of shaft then down to free
length of the spring. Line up seal, spring and spring
holder.

I.Thoroughly clean both seal faces with a soft clean
cloth.

12. Remove set screw from Thrust Collar. Apply a
film of oil to each side of Thrust Collar, then place
a Thrust Collar Washer on each side of the Thrust
Collar with the LIGHT COLORED (Cadmium

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 Telephone: (401) 9424]000 Telex: 92-7627

Taco (Canada) Ltd. 3090 Lenworth Drive, Mississauga, Ontario Telephone: (416) 625-2160 Telex: 06-961179





NUMBER

IS300-2.3

MAINTENANCE AND
SERVICING

INSTRUCTIONS

Effective: October 1, 1982

Supersedes: IS300-2.3
dated 4/1/81

TACO "LP" SERIES
BALL & SLEEVE BEARING BASEMOUNTED

AND CLOSE COUPLED

Plant ID, No. 001-359

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING
GENERAL

Before starting any service work on the pump, read
these instructions carefully.

A step by step procedure of the most common
service jobs is given to assist you in performing the
service required. Follow each step on the exploded
views on the replacement parts list. Item numbers,
part numbers and quantities required for any re-

placement part is provided on the replacement
parts list.

Be certain to stop pump and close suction and
discharge valves before starting any service work.

To gain access to internal parts of pump, remove
flanged nipples (spool piece) or flex connectors that
have been provided on suction and discharge sides of
pump.

If no freely removeable piece is provided on

suction side of pump, you can service the pump by

disconnecting both suction and discharge flanges and
remove the frame hold-down bolts. The pump end

can now be moved for convenient servicing. On close
coupled pumps with anchor blocks, the above applies.
For close coupled pumps not using anchor block an
alternate method will have to be used.

1. REPLACING IMPELLER

Fig. 1 Disassembly

Reassembly
Fig. 2 Removing and Replacing Impeller Bolt

Required Replacement Parts
Item No. 6 Impeller
Item No. 3 Suction Cover O Ring,

Pipe Flange Gaskets

DISASSEMBLY

Remove suction cover bolts and remove suction

cover from pump. Loosen impeller bolt (right hand
thread) with socket or offset box wrench. Remove
impeller bolt, belleville washer and impeller washer.
Remove impeller and impeller key.

Fig. 3 Hitting on Drift Impeller Bolt



MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING
REASSEMBLY

Be certain that shaft and key way are clean and
free of burrs. If grease is applied to shaft end, key
way and impeller bolt, use only silicon grease.

Replace impeller key and slide impeller on shaft
end. Reassemble belleville washer and impeller washer
on impeller bolt and then tighten down firmly.

Replace suction cover o ring and reassemble
suction cover to pump. Be certain that boss for gauge
on suction cover flange be up. Replace flange gasket
and reconnect flange. Tighten suction cover and
flange bolts evenly.

2. REPLACING SEAL

Required Replacement Parts
Item No. 3 Suction Cover O Ring
Item No. 9 Impeller Spacer (If badly worn)
Item No. 91 Seal Kit

(Includes Items No. 28, 29, 35 & 67)

CAUTION: Be certain that during entire process
of replacing seals, its rubber parts
do not come into contact with any
regular oil or grease. Silicon Grease
is provided with all seal kits and this
is the only grease that should be
used to lubricate rubber parts.’

DISASSEMBLY

Follow disassembly steps for impeller replacement,
however you must also disconnect the discharge
flange. Remove external re-circulation line if one is
provided. Remove seal retainer cap bolts. Tap the seal
retainer cap lightly with hammer to loosen it and
sli it back on shaft. Remove casing bolts and
remove casing from frame. Slide impeller spacer,
sleeve with water seal on it, seal retainer cap and
sleeve gasket off shaft. Remove stationary seal seat

from seal retainer cap. Clean if necessary, with fine
emery cloth, shaft, impeller spacer, seal retainer cap
and casing which mates with seal retainer cap.

REASSEMBLY

For ease of assembly lubricate o.d. of o ring of seal
seat with light film of silicon grease. Place the seal
retainer cap on a horizontal surface and place new
seal seat in retainer cap. Be certain that your fingers
or thumbs do not come into contact with seal seat
face. Use a clean rag for protection of seat face when
pressing seat into seal retainer cap. After seat is
pressed into the cap, check on back side of cap
to be sure that seat is properly seated against the cap
shoulder.

Apply a light film of silicon grease to shaft. Slide

sleeve gasket on shaft and butt shoulder, slide sleeve
on shaft and butt to sleeve gasket. Chamfered end of
sleeve should point toward impeller end of shaft.
Slide seal retainer cap with seat pressed into cap on
shaft as far back as it will go. Place cap gasket on seal
retainer cap.

Lubricate i.d. of rubber on rotating seal with

silicon grease and slide on shaft sleeve, carbon washer
facing seal seat. Push seal all the way back until it

gently touches the seal seat. Slide the seal spring over
the sleeve followed by the spring retainer with raised
portion toward the spring. Place impeller spacer on
shaft so it butts the seal sleeve. Assemble casing to

frame and firmly tighten casing bolts alternately.

Reassemble impeller, after impeller bolt has been
firmly tightened, insert the two side bolts through the
seal retainer cap and cap gasket and slide seal retainer

toward casing. Start the two side bolts and take bolts
up evenly. When seal retainer comes into contact with

casing insert top & bottom bolts and tighten all four
bolts alternately. Replace external recirculation line if

one is provided. Reassemble suction cover with new O
ring. Connect suction and discharge flange. Firmly
tighten all flange and suction cover bolts.



MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING

3. REPLACING PACKING

Replacement Parts Required
Packing Set

Remove packing gland nuts and slide gland back as

far as it will go. Remove old packing rings.

Pump numbers, quantity of packing ring and

packing ring sizes are as follows:

Pump Number Quantity of Ring

1205 (1-1/4-5),
1206 (1-1/4-6),
1505 (1-1/2-5), 4

1506 1-1/2-6),
1508 (1-1/2-8),
2006 (2-6) 4
2505 (2-1/2-5),
2506 (2-1/2-6),
3005 (3-5)
3006 (3-6) 4
2oo8 (2-8),
2508 (2-1/2-8),
2510 (2-1/2-10) 5
3OO8 (3-8),
4OO6 (4-6) 5
3010 (3-10),
4O08 (4-8),
4010 (4-10) 6
4012 (4-12),
5oo8 (5-8),
5010 (5-10) 6
5012 (5-12),
6010 (6-10) 6
6012 (6-12) 5

Ring Size
I.D.O.D.
Thickness

1-1/4 x 1-3/4 x 3/8

1-1/4 x 1-3/4 x 3/8

1-1/4 x 1-3/4 x 3/8

1-1/4x 2 x 3/8

1-1/4 x 2 x 3/8

1-1/2 x 2-1/4 x 3/8

1-1/2 x 2-1/4 x 3/8

1-1/2 x 2-1/4 x 3/8
2x3x1/2

If a solid ring or a length of packing is used be

certain that all rings be cut diagon.ally. You are now

ready to start reassembling packing rings.

Open first ring sufficiently to place around shaft

with opening at the top of packing chamber. Push

into chamber with packing gland. Pull gland back and

insert another ring with opening on right hand side

and push into chamber with packing gland. Repeat

this procedure with opening at bottom and left hand

side until all rings have been installed.

Slide gland squarely up to last packing ring and

hand tighten nuts. (Do not use a wrench at this time).

Open suction and discharge valves. If packing does

not leak, loosen nuts until there is a slight leak. If

packing leaks excessively tighten nuts with a wrench

until there is a slight leak, pump may now be started.

lormal leakage for packed pumps is three (3) to

sevn (7) drops per minute.

l?uring running in period of approximately 30 to

60 =ninutes take up on nuts one half (1/2) turn every

5 minutes, or until at the end of the running in period

you are getting normal leakage of three (3) to seven

(7) drops per minute. While tighteni.ng nuts make

certnin that gland is being pulled up evenly.



INSTALLATION OF EXTERNAL CIRCULATION TUBE

IMPORTANT
Before filling system with water, assemble external circulation
tube to pump casing as follows:

I. Screw nut into body until hand tight.
2. With a wrench continue tightening for about one and one-

half full additional turns. (It is-not necessary to tighten nut
all the way down)

INSTALLATION OF PUROCELL FILTER

IMPORTANT
I. Affech Filter to the pump by loosening the top bolt on the

frame and casing and slip bracket under bolt and tighten.
2. If Recirculating line is installed remove from frame and

insert this end into inlet of Filter.
3. Aftech line from outlet of’the filter to seal retainer cap.

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627

Taco(Canada) Ltd. 3090 Lenworth Drive, Missistauga, Ontario Telephone:(416) 625-2160 Telex:06-961179



NUMBER

PL300-2.3

REPLACEMENT
PARTS
LIST

Effective: June 1, 1983
Supersedes: PL300-2.3

dated 2/1/81

FOR FOLLOWING MODEL NUMBERS:

BMorCC: 2-8 21/2-8 21/2-10 3-8 & 4-6
BM or CC: 2008 2010 2012 2508 2510 3008 & 4006
SB or BB: 2008 2010 2012 2508 2510 3008 & 4006

WHEN SELECTING AND ORDERING PARTS, ALWAYS REFER TO SERIAL NUMBER ON NAME PLATTE
-Example-

FLANGE SIZE

NOMINAL IMPELLER DIAMETER

ACTUAL IMPELLER DIAMETER

+/- +/-
2008 7.9 B5B2

FRAME SIZE & STYLE

MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

SEAL OR PACKING DESIGN

.BASIC PARTS FILTER KIT (900-1)
Repl. Cartridge for above (900-439)
Filter Cap Gasket (900783)

All items above not shown on this sheet.

Itm No.
No. Rlltd.

2 8

3

4

5

6

7

8

16 4

17

34

66

222

PART NO. PER PUMP SIZE REMARKS
DESC R IPTION 2-I 2.12 2vI .| 2v:. 10 3 -| 4 -s

200| 20t: 2S01 2s10 3ool 40os

Suction Cover 920-003 88403 928-003 922-003 934-003 938-003 Add ’B’ for Brz,

Suction Cover Bolts 10-216 10-211 10-216 10-211 10-216 10-230

Suction Cover ’O’ Ring 912-005 868-004 912-005 862-005 91205 918-005

Impeller Bolt (SS) 10-257 10-259 10-257 10-257 10-257 10-257 3/8-16xl 1/2 SS

Impeller Walher 926-004 926-004 926-004 926-004 926-004 926-004

Impeller 92002 884-002 92802 922-002 93405 938-002 Add ’B’ for Brz.

Impeller Key (SS) 13-104A 13-105A 13-1 04A 13-104A 13-104A 13-104A

Casing 920-001 884-001 928-001 92201 934-001 938-001 Add ’B’ for Brz.

Casing Bolt 10-201 10-201 10-201 10-201 10-201 10-201 3/8-16xl -1/8

Drain Plug 16-102 16-104 16-102 16-102 16-102 16-102 3/8 NPT

Slinger Ring 900-044 900-044 900-044 900-044 900-044 900-044

Belleville Washer- 900-053 900-053 900-053 900-053 900-053 900-053

Fitting 900-566 900-566 900-566 900-566 900-566 900-566

Fitting 900-798 900-798 900-798 900-798 900-798 900-798

900-728 900-728 900-728Tube 900-728 900-728

(1) Throttle Bushing (Item 10), found in Seal Section, must be ordered with each casing,

F304-004

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627

Taco (Canada) Ltd, 3090 Lenworth Drive, Missi$$aua. Ontario Telephone: (416) 625-2160 Telex: 06-961179



FRAME SIZE & STYLE 0000-00-XX00

B1

B2

B3

B6

BALL BEARING DESIGN:

SLEEVE BEARING DESIGN:

SLEEVE BEARING DESIGN:

SLEEVE BEARING DESIGN:

Update pump with 840-124RP Complete Frame Assembly. Please furnish all name-
plate data to insure proper updated nameplate.

Update pump with 840-124RP Complete Frame Assembly. Please furnish all name-
plate data to insure proper updated nameplate.

Update pump with 840-124RP Complete Frame Assembly. Please furnish all name-
plate data to insure proper updated nameplate.

Update pump with 840-124RP Complete Frame Assembly. Please furnish all name-
plate data to insure proper updated nameplate.

B4 CLOSE COUPLED (CC)

NEMA
FRAME
Size "T’"

143

145

182

184

213

215

254

256

284

NEMA ITEM 13 ITEM 15 ITEM 15 ITEM 15 ITEM 15
FRAME FR. BOLT PUMP FR. PUMP FR. PUMP FR. PUMP FR.
Size "’U" Part No. 1750 "T" 3450 "T" 1750 "U" 3450 "U’"

48 10-201 920-004 920-004

56 0-201 920-004 920-004

182 0-201 920-004 920-004

184 10-201 920-004 920-004 920-004

213 10-223 928-004 928-004 928-004

215 10-223 926-004 928-004 928-004
254 10-223 926-004 928-004 926-004 928-004

256 10-223 928-004 928-004 928-004 928-004

285 10-223 928-004 900-126

286 10-223 928-004 900-126

10-223 900-126

B5 BALL BEARING DESIGN:

Item No. No. Req.

74

15

42

50

52 4

59 2

63

82

191

289

290 2

297

D E S C R P T O N PART NO. REMARKS REMARKS
Frame Assembly (complete) 840-124RP

Frame 840-111

Shaft 840-113 Add SS for Stainless Steel

Bearing Plate Gasket 840-123

Bearing Plate Bolt 10-230 3/8 16 x

Drain Plug 16-111C 1/8 NPT Brass
Ball Bearing 840-114

Ball Bearing 840-071

Retainer Ring 15-105

Bearing Cover Plate Assembly 840-120

Lubrication Fitting 15-200

End Cap 820-368



SEAL OR PACKING DESIGN 0000-00-00X_.0

MECHANICAL SEAL

3 9 10 29 28

PACKING [--

3 10 21 20 23 24

TYPE B STANDARD. TYPE D HI-TEMP. TYPE P PACKED. TYPE E CERAMIC.

Item
No.

3

9

10

20

21

22

23

24

28

29

91

30

32

35

67

2

2

1

4

DESCRIPTION

"O’ Fing

Impeller Spacer

Throttle Bushing

Packing Set

SEAL OR PACKING DESIGN

Type ’B’ Type ’D’ Type ’P’ Type ’E"

See Page

900-026RP

920-016

900-026RP

920-016

Not Used

92008

900-241 RP

900-026RP

920-016

REMARKS

Studs 900-029

Filler Ring (Not shown) Not Used Not Used 900-030

Gland 920-015 Add ’B’ For Bronze

Hex Nuts 12-129

920-014RP920-014RP 920-014RP

900-215RP

Retainer Cap Gasket

Water Seal 900o024RP 900-087RP

WATER SEAL KIT 840-128BRP 840-128DRP Not Used 840-128ERP

Retainer Cap Bolts 10-208 10-208 10-208

Seal Retainer Cap 920-020 920-020 920-020

Sleeve 900-027BRP 900-027BRP’ 920-006 900-027BRP

Sleeve Gasket 920-007RP

3/8 16

Incl. Items No. 28, 29, 35 & 67

3/8- 16x7/8

920-007RP 920-007RP 920-007RP



MOTOR PARTS NOT PART OF SERIAL NUMBER
-Motor Frame Sizes Must be Specified When Ordering Parts Shown Below-

Itom No. MOTOR FRAME SIZE (NEMA STDo)’T"
DESCRIPTION REMARKSNo. Reqd. 143-145T te2T 184T 213T 215T 254T 256T 284T 2|4TS 2|6TS

65 Base Plate (1) 820-957 820-957 820-957 840-418 840-418 840-418 840-418; 84.0-419 840-419 840-419
77 2 Spacer 840-098 840-003 840-004 840-005 840-006 840-041 840-040 N/A N/A N/A

78 2 Frame Spacer N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 840-106 840-106 840-106
56 Coupler 900-193 900-206 900-206 900-195 900-195 900-197 900-197 900-538 900-197 900-199
38 4 Mtr. Lck. Wshr, 14-104 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 5/16

38 4 Mtr. Lck, Wshr. N/A 14-101 14-101 14-101 14-101 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3/8

38 4 Mtr. Lck. Wshr. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 14-100 14-100 14-100 14-100 14-100 7/16

62 4 Frm. Lck. Wshr. 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 14-102 1/2

13 4 Mtr. Hx. Hd. Bit. 10254 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 5/16-18x1’

13 4 Mtr. Hx. Hd. Bit. N/A 10-221 10-221 10-221 .10-221 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3/8- 16x1V=

13 4 Mtr, Hx. Hd. Bit. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10-209 N/A N/A N/A N/A 7/16-14x11/2

13 4 Mtr. Hx. Hd. Bit. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10-202 10-202 10-202 10-202 7/16-14x 1V,

61 4 Fr. Hex. Hd. Bit. 10-238 10-238 10-238 10-238 10-238 10-238 10-238 N/A N/A N/A 1/2-13xl-5/8
61 4 Ft. Hex. Hd. Bit. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A !N/A N/A 10-217 10-217 10-217 1/2-13x2’

79 4 Spr. Hx. Hd. Bit. 10-230 10-230 10-23’0 10-230 10-230 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3/8-16xl

55 Coupler Key 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 13-100 l/4x1/4x 11/2

47 Coupler Guard 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796 820-796
48 4 CG. RdHd. Scw. 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 10-400 1/4-20x318

111 Coup. Insert 900-512 900-512 900-512 900-513 900-513 1900-514 900-514 900-515 900-514 900-515

(1) Add ’*A" to base plate number when coupler guard is to be ur,ed.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 0000-00-000X

1 2 3 4
D ESCR PT ON STANDARD BRONZE ALL ALL R EMAR KS

CONSTRUCTION FITTED BRONZE IRON

Casing Iron Iron Bronze Iron Add Suffix ’B’ for Bronze

Suction Cover Iron Iron Bronze Iron Add Suffix ’B’ for Bronze

Impeller Iron Bronze Bronze Iron Add Suffix B" for Bronze

Wear Ring Bronze Bronze Bronze Only When Required

Seal Retainer Cap Iron Iron Bronze Iron Add Suffix ’B’ for Bronze

Packing Gland Iron Iron Bronze Iron Add Suffix ’B’ for Bronze

Throttle Bushing Bronze Bronze Bronze Iron Add Suffix "C’ for Iron

Sleeve Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

Shaft Steel Steel Steel Steel Add ’SS" for St. Steel



Horizontal Circulators thru 120

Plant I.D. No. 001-318

APPLICATION:
1. Maximum recommended working pressure Is 125 psi (862 K Pa).
2. Maximum water temperature must not exceed 240F.
3. Cast iron Circulators should be used for closed systems only.
4. Bronze circulators must be used in open or fresh water systems and potable water systems.

INSTALLATION:
I. Mounting position Circulators must be mounted with motor in a horizontal position.
2. Rotating casing Casing has an aowon front which indicates direction of flow. To rotate casing remove the

casing bolts, rotate casing and replace bolts. Make sure gasket is propedy located before tightening bolts.

3. Electrical connections Observe all applicable codes when connecting to power supply. The motors do
not require overload protection.

4, Fill system It is good practice to flush a new system of foreign matter before starting circulator.

TO REPLACE MOTORS:

I. Disconnect widng.
2. Loosen the two set screws at pump end of spring coupling, remove bolts between bracket and motor
and separate.

3. Loosen other set screw of coupling and remove coupling from old motor.
4. Slide coupler with single set screw over new motor shaft and tighten against fiat surface of shaft.

5. Place new motor assembly into bracket and replace bolts.

6. Extend pump end of spdng coupling over impeller shaft 3/16" and tighten both set screws. If impeller and shaft
move into body during this operation, water will flowfrom weep hole in bracket. If this does occur, extend spring
coupler a little more or until water stops flowing. CAUTION: UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD IHE WEEP HOLE
BE PLOD.

7. Rewire motor.

TO REPLACE SPRING COUPLING
Follow same procedure outline above.

LUBRICATING INSTRUCTIONS
Re-oil pump and motor annually with SAE No. 30 oil.

*CAUTION: Theadditionofcertalnchemlcal additivestosystems utilizingTACOEquipment,voidsthewannly.

COMPARE. YOU’LL TAKE TACO.
TACO, Inc., 1160 Cranston St. Cranston. RI 02920 (401) 942-8000 Telex 92-7627
TACO, (Oanada) Ltd., 1310 Aimco Btvd. Mississauga, Ontario L4W !B2 (416) 625-2t60 Telex: 06-961179 ACO

FI02-052 Effective 2/1/86 Supersedes: IS 100-1.2



REPLACING SEALS
Waterflowingfromweephole in bracketnormallyindicatesdirtontheseatorseal needsreplacement. Beforetaking
pump apartextend spring coupling and impeller shaft Into bodyas faras it will go. This will separate the seal halves
and permita greaterflowthru theweeping holeandwashanyforeign matteroffthe seats. Releaseand ifflowstops,
it indicates that the seals do not require replacement. If the flow does not stop, loosen the two set screws on the
coupling and extend as far as it will go, If leak stops it means there was Insufficient tension on the coupling. If leak
continues, Indications are that the seal needs replacement. Proceed as follows:
1. Disconnect wiring.
2. Valve off or drain system.
3. Remove body bolts and pull entire assembly out of body.
4. Loosen the two set screws at pump end of spring coupler, file off any burrs on shaft and pull Impeller and shaft

from bracket.
5. Pry out old seal seat from bracket with a screwdriver and old part from impeller shaft with a pair of pliers.

6. Clean shaft and seal bearing surfaces thoroughly with clean cloth.
7. Dip CARBON part of seal in waterto lubricate, place on top of Impeller shaft with carbon facing up. Push down
on shaftwith palm ofhand asfaras Itwill go. Then with both thumbspush all thewaydown making certain that
prongsengagethe two holes in the impeller. Ifthere are no holes in the impeller, break offthe prongswith a pair
of pliers and smooth burrs with a file.

8. Separate rubber from ceramic part, wet it and set Into recess in bracket. Set ceramic seal Into rubber with
seat facing out by starting ata slight angle first, then pushing awayand down simultaneously. The rubber rings
should not be folded over during the operation. Make certain that both the rubber and ceramic are
"bottomed" squarely.

9. Clean both seal surfaces with a clean lintiess cloth.

I 0. Placeafewdrops ofoil along the Impellershaftand push slowiywitha twisting motionthrough ceramic part into
bracket and spring coupling.

11. While holding impellerand shaft with seal faces mating, insert an Allen wrench into one ofthe set screws In the
coupling, extend spring 3/16".

12. Remove old body gasket, clean surfaces and replace with new gasket.
13. Place entire assembly into body, replace and tighten bolts gradually and evenly all around.

14. Refill system. If water leaks from weep hole in bracket increase tenslon on spring coupling slightly more or until
leak stops.

15. Rewire motor.



NUMBER

104-003

REPLACEMENT
PARTS
LIST

Effective: April 15, 1987

Supersedes: PL100-1.2
dated 6/1/83

REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR 110 Through 120

REFER TO 103-012 for LIST PRICES

PARTS FOR 110 to 120 CIRCULATORS

ITEM 8 ITEM 25 ITEM 31 ITEM 74 ITEM 161

NAMEPLATE IMPE LLER BEARING
MODEL NO. BODY & SHAFT MOTOR BRACKET GASKETS

CAST RON

HC, 110, 110C 110-226RP 110-207RP 110-223RP 110-361RP 110-127RP

HDH, 111,111C 111-004RP 111-053RP 110-185RP 111-058RP 110-127RP

112 110-226RP 112-043RP 112-074RP 112-120RP 110-127RP

113

120-1 to 120-5

120-6 to 120-12

113-001 RP

N/A

120-083RP

113-009 RP

120-056RP

120-038RP

110-185RP

120-105RP

120-105RP

113-013RP

120-076RP

120-067 RP

110-127RP

120-073RP

120-073RP

ITEM 29
Water Seal 110’275RP

CAST IRON WITH NON-FERROUS IMPELLER

110-226RP 112-055RP 112-074RP 112-103BRP 110-127RP

113-001RP 113-009RP 110-185RP 113-013RP 110-127RP

N/A 120-060RP 120-105RP 120-078RP 120-073RP

120-105RP 120-069RP 120-073RP

112C

113C

120C-1 to 120C-5

120C-6to 120C-12 120-083RP 120-054RP

BRONZE

HCB, 110B

111B

112B

113B

117B

117B-$2, -$3

120B-1 to 120B-5

120B-6 to 120B-12

110-226BRP

111-004BRP

110-226BRP

113-001BRP

N/A

N/A

N/A

120-083BRP

110-207RP

111-053RP

112-055RP

113-009RP

110-207RP

110-207 RP

120-060RP

120-054RP

110-223RP

110-185RP

112-074RP

110-185RP

110-223RP

110-223RP

120-105RP

120-105RP

110-362BRP

111-059BRP

112-103BRP

113-012BRP

110-362BRP

110-362BRP

120-077BRP

120-068BRP

110-127RP

110-127RP

110-127RP

110-127RP

110-127RP

110-127RP

120-073RP

120-073RP

ITEM 56
Coupler, 110-009RP

ITEM
Flange Set
3/4", 1", 1", & 11/2"

Interchangeable.

Refer to Price Sheets
103-003. For 120
models with 2 holes,
specify 1600-032BRP
for Bronze, 1600-032RP
for Cast Iron.
For 120 models with 4
holes, specify 120-O44RP
for Cast Iron, 120-044BRP
for Bronze.

Taco, Inc. 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
limbo in u.s.,

Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627

F 104-003 Taco (Canada) Limited 1310 Aimco Blvd., Mississauga. Ontario L4W B2 Telephone: 416-625-2160 Telex: 06-961179





for quality, effi:ien(:y, dependability...

EINM
TYPES

CONDENSATE RETURN AND
BOILER I=EED UNITS

ACV, ACKV, AEV, AEKV, ADV

N
and AI=V

m

INSTALLATION and OPERATING

INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions are important. Please read them thoroughly be-
fore installing your Weinman Unit. Quiet, trouble-free operation
depends on proper installation and operation procedure. By care-
fully following the procedure outlined you will insure top perform-
ance from your Weinman equipment over a long period of time.
Keep these instructions on hand for future reference, along with

the enclosed parts list which will be of help to you should you need
replacement parts.

A MU|LLER COMPANY

P.O. Box 1364 Commerce & Exchange
Conway, Arkansas 72032 501-329-9811

Section Nos. 900 and 910



How to Install, maintain and operate
WEINMAN Condensate Return and Boiler Feed Units

Your Weinman Condensate Return and Boiler Feed Units are precision designed
and built with quality materials and fine workmanship to warrant superior per-
formance under the toughest operating conditions. To insure continued success-
ful operation it is essential the following installation, maintenance and operation
instructions be followed in every detail.

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

STEP 6:

INSTALLATION
STEP 1: Choose a clean, dry, well ventilated area in

which to install your unit. This not only assures
proper operation and increased service life, but
speeds maintenance.
Install the unit in a position that will permit
the condensate to flow by gravity into the re-
ceiver. This eliminates the possibility of the
return lines becoming moisture laden, thus pre-
venting the system from freeing itself of air.
After installation, be certain the unit is per-
fectly level. Shim it when necessary to level.
Connect the discharge piping carefully. Be
sure that it is supported independently to pre-
vent pipe strain from being transferred to the
pump casing. It’s good to install a union, gate
valve, and check valve in the discharge line.
Hook up the return piping making certain that
it slopes slightly toward condensate receiver.
Install the vent piping. Be sure it is open to the
atmosphere at all times.

WIRING
Check the motor nameplate for specific wiring require-
ments. For safe and proper operation, fuses installed in
the safety switches and all wiring must conform to recom-
mendations of the National Electrical Code.

PUMP ROTATION
Pump rotation is clockwise as you look down on the pump.
Single phase motors are wired so that they rotate clock-
wise automatically. Three phase motors, however, should
be checked carefully for proper rotation prior to opera-
tion. To do this:

1. Connect wiring leads to pump motor in the usual
manner.

2. Start the motor the first time by just touching the
starter button and then stopping the motor im-
mediately. When you do this check the pump shaft
for proper clockwise rotation.

3. If pump rotation is counter-clockwise, switch any
two of the motor wires to obtain proper rotation.

TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

FLOAT SWITCH

SINGLE PHASE
MANUAL STARTER

When using manual
starter with three posi-
tion selector switch
(Hand-Off-Auto), connect
line LI to "Hand" ter-
minal of switch, and
float switch in series to
"Auto" terminal and to
line L1.

SINGLE PHASE
MAGNETIC STARTER

r.+./---n

When using magnetic
starter with three posi-
tion selector switch
(Hand-Off-Auto), connect
float switch to terminals
and 2.
For low voltage, con-

nect terminals TI to T2,
and T3 to T4.

For high voltage, con-
nect terminal T2 to T3.

THREE PHASE
MAGNETIC STARTER

When using magnetic
starter with three posi-
tion selector switch
(Hand-Off-Auto), connect
float switch to terminals
and 2.

MECHANICAL ALTERNATOR

SINGLE PHASE MAGNETIC STARTER

When using mag-
netic starter with
three position selec-
tor switch (Hand-
0ff-Auto), connect
alternator to termi-
nals and 2.

For low voltage
connect term nals
T1 to T2 and T3 to
T4.

For high voltage
connect term nal T2
to T3.

THREE PHASE MAGNETIC STARTER

Ii L_: L

When using mag-
netic starter with
three position selec-
tor switch (Hand-
Off-Auto), connect
alternator to termi-
nals and 2.

2



LUBRICATION
Under normal condensate service requirements, lubricate
motor bearings about once a year. WARNING EXCES-
SIVE GREASING DAMAGES BEARINGS JUST AS
QUICKLY AS INSUFFICIENT GREASING. It is es-
sential to use a good grade of grease. Any of the following
brands are acceptable for Weinman Pumps:

American Oil Company Amolith No. 2
Cities Service Oil Company Trojan H2
Humble Oil & Refining Company..Nebuia EP No. 2
Shell Oil Company Alvania No. 2
Sinclair Refining Company Litholine 2
Texaco Inc Muitifak 2
Union Oil Company UNOBA No. 2

OPERATION
Operation of Weinman Condensate Return and Boiler
Feed Units is simple and easy, if you observe these rules
in keeping them in proper condition.

New or repaired water systems must be flushed for
several days to eliminate all impurities and make
sure the entire system is clean. This simple precau-
tion will give you years more of maintenance-free
service.
Heating systems should be flushed thoroughly at
the start of each heating season for the same rea-
son.

To flush your Weinman Unit remove the drain plug
at the receiver and drain the system water into the sewer.
If the system water remains dirty after flushing
operate it for several days, draining the water into the
sewer until it becomes clean.

DISASSEMBLY
Whenever it is necessary to repair the motor or replace
the mechanical seal, the pump can be removed from its
casing quickly and easily without disturbing the piping.

INSTALLING A NEW
MECHANICAL SEAL

CAUTION: This seal is a precision product and
should be handled accordingly. Be especially
careful not to scratch or chip the lapped seal-
ing faces of the washer and floating seat. If
reinstalling a used seal, both sealing faces
should be relapped.

INSTALLIN(5 STATIONARY ELEMENT
The seat must be seated securely in the seat ring with the
lapped face out. The untapped face is marked and cor-
rectly assembled when shipped. Oil the seat ring with
light oil and seat it firmly and squarely. If this cannot be

CARDBOARD done with the fingers,
SHIPPING Use a sleeve as shown
DISC

in Fig. 1, inserting the
cardboard shipping
disc between the sleeve
and the lapped face to
prevent scratching
sealing face.

FIGURE

INSTALLIN( ROTATIN( ELEMENT
Oil shaft with light oil. Shaft should be clean and pol-
ished smooth. Slide seal body on shaft (washer end first)
and seat firmly. A sleeve as shown in Fig. 2 will facilitate
this operation and
prevent the rubber
driving ring from
pulling out of place
as the seal body is
slid along the shaft.
Assembly of im-
peller automati-
cally sets seal in
proper position.

Make sure at all tithes, and particularly before final as-
sembly, that both sealing faces are absolutely clean. Seal-
ing faces should be oiled with clean, light oil.

NEVER RUN THE SEALING FACES DRY. The liquid being
handled insures proper lubrication unless other methods
of lubrication have been specified. In some cases a short
period of operation is required to clear up slight leakage.

REVERSING FLOAT POSITION WHEN
USING MECHANICAL ALTERNATOR

TYPES EG nEtiMount float
position for vertical
mounting, sump op-
eration (Contaccs

JJk ill close on liquid rise).

/’/] //TYPES



PUMP TROUBLES AND THEIR CAUSES

A= Failure to Pump
1. No water in the receiver
2. Rotation in wrong direction
3. Speed too low
4. Return water too hot

5. Total head too high
Overloaded Driving Unit
1. Total head too low
2. Unit misalignment (check for piping

strains)

BOILER

MOTOR
STARTER

i CONTROLS PUMPS

FROM SYSTEM

PUMP CONTROLLER
& FUEL CUTOFF

r /-MAGNETIC r
I/ StArTER LJ ’..__ FLO.T SW,TC.-- i

_
/-INLET
(MAKE-UP)

’-RETURN
FROM SYSTEM

4

A MU|LLER COMPANY

P.O. Box 1364 Commerce & Exchange
Conway, Arkansas 72032 501-329-9811

Printed in U.S.A.



IUWLIOINV

P.O. Box 1364 Commerce& Exchange
Conway, Arkansas 72032 501-329-9811

Section No. 900
Page 501
August 1, 1973

WEINMAN

REPAIR PARTS LIST
TYPES "ACV & AEV" VERTICAL CONDENSATE UNIT

CAST IRON RECEIVERS
(With Type 6 Mechanical Shaft Seal)

174

8C

Material of
Item Construction
No. Name (St’d Fitted)

CASING CAST IRON
2 IMPELLER BRONZE

I1 CASING COVER CAST IRON
*26 IMPELLER SCREW STAINLESS
*28 IMPELLER SCREW WASHER STAINLESS
*32 IMPELLER KEY STAINLESS
40 DEFLECTOR (Liquid) NEOPRENE

" *65 MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL (Stationary Element) CERAMIC
"73 CASING GASKET ASBESTOS

" *80 MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL (Rotating Element) CARBON

Materiel of
Item Construction
No. Name (St’d Fitted)

127 SEAL VENT PIPING COPPER
172 RECEIVER CAST IRON

"173 RECEIVER GASKET RUBBER
174 FLOAT SWITCH Sq. D. #9037
174A MECHANICAL ALTERNATOR Sq. D. #9038
175 FLOAT (Float Switch) COPPER
175A FLOAT (Alternator) COPPER
176 FLOAT SWITCH GASKET RUBBER
190 WATER GAUGE BRASS
191 MAKE-UP VALVE (When Specified) McDonnell #101

FOR DOMESTIC SERVICE WE RECOMMEND THESE PARTS BE CARRIED IN STOCK AS SPARES.
t FURNISHED ONLY IN PAIRS AS COMPLETE UNIT.

WHEN WRITING THE FACTORY REGARDING YOUR PUMP-ALWAYS INCLUDE SERIAL NUMBER
Supersedes Section No. 900, Page 501

Dated January 1972



Section No. 900
Page 502
January 1972

WEINMAN
IVlUIELL|II COMPANY

PO Box 1364 Commerce& Exchange
Conway, Arkansas 72032 501-329-9811

REPAIR PARTS LIST
TYPES "ACV & AEV" VERTICAL CONDENSATE UNIT

CAST IRON RECEIVERS
(With Type 21 Mechanical Shaft Seal)

191

176

40 14

28 26 32 172

Material of
Item

Construction
NO; Name (St’d Fitted)

CASING CAST IRON
2 IMPELLER BRONZE

*]4 SHAFT SLEEVE BRONZE
"26 IMPELLER SCREW STAINLESS
"28 IMPELLER SCREW WASHER STAINLESS
32 IMPELLER KEY STAINLESS
40 OEFLECTOR (Liquid) NEOPRENE

"t" 65 MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL (Stationery Element) CERAMIC
"73 CASING GASKET ASBESTOS

Material of
Item Construction
No. Name (St’d Fitted)

127 SEAL VENT PIPING COPPER
172 RECEIVER CAST iRON

"173 RECEIVER GASKET RUBBER
174 FLOAT SWITCH Sq. D. #9037
174A MECHANICAL ALTERNATOR Sq. D. #9038
175 FLOAT (Float Switch) COPPER
175A FLOAT (Altern,tor) COPPER
176 FLOAT SWITCH GASKET RUBBER
190 WATER GAUGE BRASS"" "80 MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL (Rotating Element) CARBON 191 MAKE-UP VALVE (When Specified) McDonnell #101

FOR DOMESTIC SERVICE WE RECOMMEND THESE PARTS BE CARRIED IN STOCK AS SPARES.

" FURNISHED ONLY IN PAIRS AS COMPLETE UNIT.
WHEN WRITING THE FACTORY REGARDING YOUR PUMP-ALWAYS INCLUDE SERIAL NUMBER

Supersedes March 26, 1962 lue
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NUMBER

IS-40(F1.1(281)

INSTRUCTION SHEET

Effective: March 1, 1981
Supersedes: IS400-2-1

dated 7/30/76

AIR

CONTROL

Select proper size based on flow (GPM) thru System

Taco Air Control

Less Strainer

AC2
AC25-
AC3
AC4
AC5
AC6
AC8
AC10
AC12
AC14
AC16

Maximum Flow

GPM

130
190
330
550
900
1500
2600
3400
4700
6ooo

Taco Air Control

With Strainer

AC2F
AC25F
AC3F
AC4F
AC5F
AC6F
AC8F
AC10F
AC12F
AC14F
AC16F

AC18 8000 AC18F
AC20 10000 AC20F

2 Install Air Control in Supply Line between boiler and pump(s) as indicated in

Diagram on reverse side.

3 Install Expansion Tank (s) as close to Air Control as possible with horizontal pipe
(if any) pitching up to tank.

4-- If a shutoff valve is installed in Expansion Tank line, use a Gate Valve and make
certain it is fully open when system is in operation.

5 A connection for a Vent is provided at the fop of the Air Control.

When the system is first filled, all you have fo do is Vent heating units and high
points if necessary for quick lling. Thereafter, any entrained air is separated con-

tinuously as water is pumped thru the Air Control.

Taco, Inc, 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 Telephone: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92-7627

Taco (Canada) Ltd. 3090 Lenworth Drie. Missi$$auga, Ontario Telephone: (416) 625-2160 Telex: 06-961179
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NUMBER

IS-100-2.2A

INSTRUCTION SHEET

Effective: May 1, 1983
Supersedes: IS100o2.2A

dated 8/1/81

TACO REDUCING
VALVE PRESSURE
REGULATORS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING

ASME
RELIEF VALVE

FEEDWATER PRESSURE REGULATOR

SUPPLYI
DUAL CONTROL SERVICE

The installation of a separate Feed Water Pressure
Regulator and an ASME Pressure Relief Valve
provides the dual service accomplished by a dual
control Hot Water Heating Regulator (see reverse
side) and, in addition conforms to the ASME
requirements for low pressure heating boilers.
(Many state and local regulations are based on

ASME boiler codes.) Where local or state codes
are in effect, installations must be in compliance.

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

r
HOT WATER
BOILER

MINIMUM
SAFE WATER
LEVEL

GATE TYPE
DRAIN VALVE

*The use of a low water cut-off is stroJg-om- DRAIN
mended for protection against a low water level

condition in the boiler which could result from

continuous firing should controls become inoper-

ative or a break occur in the return piping.

FEED WATER PRESSURE REGULATORS
These regulators must be installed in the cold water supply line to the boiler and in a horizontal position. When piping is
ready to receive the regulator, flush out the supply pipe to clear it of chips scale, dirt, etc. before installing regulator. Install

regulator with the supply line connected to the inlet. Install a shut-off valve ahead of the regulator. Regulator is set to

feed water at approximately 15 Ibs. pressure. To readjust regulator, follow instruction No. 7 on reverse side of this ’sheet.

These regulators have a strainer screen which should be removed and cleaned at least twice a year.

SERIES WITH FAST FILL AND PURGE LEVER
These valves are equipped with a unique and simple "fast fill and purge lever" which permits rapid filling of the

system and sustained flow for air purging.

This advanced design incorporates a removable "push" rod which is actuated by the position of the "purge lever." When

the lever is raised to the vertical position, it presses the "push" rod down which manually forces the valve wide open for

maximum flow. Returning the lever to its normal position releases tension on the rod permitting the valve to maintain

normal pressure in the system automatically.

*LOW WATER CUT-OFF

Install a low water cut-off so that the raised line cast on float chamber body is on a level with the top of the boiler. Top of

switch box should be reasonably level. Piping to the top and bottom float chamber connections should conform to that

shown on installation diagram. Keep the float chamber clean by periodically opening the valve below the float chamber to

flush out mud and sediment. Do this at least once each month.

IMPORTANT:
When water main pressure exceeds 100 Ibs. or is variable, a domestic service type water pressure reducing valve should also

be installed in addition to this feed valve regulator. This reduces the pressure for accurate, longer life feed valve performance,

as well as providing quiet, economical service pressure to the domestic fixtures.

Inc. 11e0 Cnsto Stet, CrotOn, Rhode Island 02920 TeleOhoete: (401) 942-8000 Telex: 92.7627

T (Canada) Ltd. Llemmrttt Oive, Mimssag. Otaio Tetelll:me: (416| 6-2100 Telex:

F102-006





TACO HOT WATER
HEATING DUAL CONTROLS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING

1. These TACO DUAL CONTROLS
must be installed in the cold water

supply line to the boiler and in a

horizontal position above the top

of the boiler as shown on diagram.

2. When the piping is ready to receive

the Regulator, flush out the supply

pipe to clear it of chips, scale, dirt,

etc. before installing the Regulator.

3. Install the "Regulator" with the

supply line connected to the inlet.

Install a shut-ofP valve ahead of

the Regulator.

4. Connect a pipe from the "DRAIN" tapping in the relief

valve to above some convenient open drain such as a

floor drain or set tubs. Always obey local regulations.

Do not install a valve of any kind in this line. This

dain must always pitch down from the regulator.

No portion of the drain line should be above the

regulator. Drain pipe must not be smaller than the

drain tapping provided. The relief valve is non-adjustable

and set to relieve at 30 Ibs.

INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

TANK

,- TO RADIATIONz
HOT WATER
BOILER

DUAL CONTROL
HOT WATER

HEATING REGULATOR

-,------ CO LD WATER

DRAIN
This dran must

always extend down.

RETURN

IMPORTANT
Please Note Footnote at Bottom
of Reverse Side of This Sheet

. To fill the system, open the shut-off valve ahead of the Regulator. This valve must always be kept open when the

system is in operation. Water will flow into the system until it is full and under pressure.

The pressure reducing valve of the Regulator is set to deliver water to the boiler at approximately 15 Ibs. pressure.

This pressure is sufficient for a 3-story building.

7. To reset the reducing valve for higher pressure (when the pressure is not sufficient to lift the water to highest

radiation), calculate the number of feet from the regulator to the top of highest radiation. Multiply this by .43

and add 3 Ibs. This will give the pressure needed to raise the water to the highest radiator and keep it under pressure

loosen lock nut. Turn adjusting screw clockwise slowly until the gauge indicates the pressure calculated. Then

lock adjustment.

8. The regulator screen should be cleaned at beginning of each heating season.

The air cushion tank sometimes becomes filled with water (waterlogged). This is usually indicated by dripping of the

relief valve when the burner is running. To recharge with air, close gate valve between tank and system and open

gate valve in drain pipe. Allow tank to completely drain (this requires from 10 to 15 minutes), then close drain

valve and open valve between tank and system.





CA & CAX Expansion Tanks
Plant I.D. No. 001-378

ft. Note location on the tank of the system connec-
tion, charging valve enclosure, and the drain
plug. Note labels on the tank or refer to Diagram
#I Location of Tank Fittings.

2. Carefully staff to unscrew the shipping pipe-plug
in the system connection coupling located atthe
center of the cover flange. Pause before com-
pletely removing to allow any trapped air to
escape without "popping" the plug. There should
not be much, if any, air pressure under this plug.

3. Removethe 11/2" pipe plug covering the charging
valve enclosure.

CA Tanks
CHARGING
VALVE
ENCLOSURE
flI/2 NPT

ALLOW 18’"
OVER COVER
FLANGE FOR
SYSTEM
CONNECTION
SYSTEM
CONNECTION
11/2" NPT

CAUTION: DO NOT REMOVE THE PIPE PLUGS
LOCATED ON THE SIDE AND BOTTOM OF THE
TANK (TANK DRAINS). THESE PLUGS SHOULD
NEVER BE REMOVED UNLESS NECESSARY AND
THEN ONLY AFTER THE AIR PRESSURE IN THE TANK
HAS BEEN BLED OFFTO ZERO GAUGE PRESSURE.
BEFORE BLEEDING OFF ANY OF THE AIR CHARGE
ALWAYS ISOLATE THE TANK FROM THE SYSTEM
WITH A SHUT-OFF VALVE.

LIFTING
RING

Diagram . I-- ’ar- 3’’ NPT DRAIN

4, Ifore making any connections to the tank, chek the tank air charge. Use an accurate automotive or similar
type gauge on the airvalve located underthe pipe plug in step #3. The air charge pressure must be equal tothe
pre-charge pressure specified for the system. Referto the label on thetankforthe specified tank pre-charge pres-
sure. In most cases the specified tank pre-charge pressure is equal to the system fill pressure at the tank location.
Use Diagram #3 Air ChargeCheck Chaff to correct thevalue read on the pressure gaugeforthe ambienttemper-
ature at the tank location.

5. After making sure that the air charge pressure is correct, replace the pipe plug over the charging valve for
protection.

6. The pipe connection to the system maynow be made. The piping requirements for captive airtanks are different
from those of plain steel expansion tanks, note the Captive Air Tank Piping Diagrams. Piping and air elimination
devices should be arranged so that air will not be trapped in the tank, above the tank, or in the nozzle. Pitch the
piping connection upawayfrom thetank and use automatic airventswhere necessary, notethepiping diagram.

7. Locate the CA tank connection as close as possible to the suction side of the pump. This ensures that the pres-
sures realized from the pump head will be additive in the system. Acombination shut-off and drain valve should
located in the connection piping to provide for tank isolation during the initial hydrostatic test.

r-4o2-oo2 Effectl 11/1/83 Supersedes IS 400-1.2



CAX TANKS

I. Note location ofthetankofthesystem connection,
charging valve enclosure, coupling and the
drain plug. Note laPels on the tank or refer to
Diagram #2 Location of Tank Fittings.

Carefully staff to unscrew the shipping pip,cap
on the system connection located in the center
ofthetank head. Pause beforecompletelyremov-
ing to allow any trapped air to escape without
"poping" the cap. There should not Pe much, if
any, air pressure under this cap.

3. Removethe 11/2 pipe plug covering the charging
valve enclosure.

’STEM
CONNECTION

" NPT
CHARGINGVALVE (13MM)
CLOSURE IW’ NPT

(38MM

LIFTING
RING

CAUTION: DO NOT REMOVE THE PIPE PLUGS
LOCATED ON THE SIDE AND BOTTOM ON THE
TANK (TANK DRAINS). THESE PLUGS SHOULD
NEVER BE REMOVED UNLESS NECESSARY AND
THEN ONLYAFTER THE AIR PRESSURE IN THE TANK
HAS BEEN BLED OFFTO ZERO GAUGE PRESSURE.
BEFORE BLEEDING OFF ANY OFTHE AIR CHARGE
ALWAYS ISOLATE THE TANK FROM THE SYSTEM
WITH A SHUT-OFF VALVE.

DRAIN
3" NPT

(19MM)

Diagram 2.

4. Before making any connections to the tank, check the tank air charge. Use an accurate automotive or similar
type gaugeon the airvalve located underthe pipe plug in step #3. The air charge pressure must pe equal to the
pre-charge pressure specified forthe system. Refer to the lapel on the tank forthe specified pre-charge pressure.
In most cases the specified tank pre-charge pressure is equal to the system fill pressure at the tank location.
Use diagram #2 Air Charge Check Chaffto correct, value read on the pressure gauge for the ambienttempera-
ture at the tank location.

5. After making sure that the air charge pressure is correct, replace the pipe plug over the charging valve for
protection.

6. The pipe connection tothe system maynowPe made. The piping requirements for captive airtanks are different
from those of plain steel expansion tanks, note the Captive Air Tank Piping Diagrams. Piping and air elimination
devices should Pe arranged so that air will not Pe trapped in the tank, above the tank, or in the nozzle. Pitch the
piping connection upawayfrom thetank and use automatic airventswhere necessary, notethe piping diagram.

7. LocatetheCAtankconnection ascloseas practicable tothe suction side ofthepump.Thisensuresthatthe pres-
sures realizecl from the pump head will Pe additive in the system. Acombination shut-off and drain valve should
be located in the connection piping to provide for tank isolation during the Initial hydrostatic test.



AIR CHARGE CHECK CHART

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, F

Specified
Pre Charge
Pressure,
P.S.I.

(at 68F)

12

20

30

40

5O

60

7O

36

10.4

17.9

27.3

36.7

46.1

55.5

64.9

44

10.8

18.4

28.0

37.5

47.1

56.6

66.1

52

11.2

18.9

28.6

38.2

48.0

57.7

67.4

60

11.6

19.5

29.3

39.2

49.0

58.9

68.7

68

12.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

76

12.4

20.5

30.7

40.8

51.0

61.1

71.3

84

12.8

21.1

31.4

41.6

52.0

62.3

72.6

92

13.2

21,6

32.0

42.5

52.9

63.4

73.9

Diagram 3

100

13,6

22.1

32.7

43.3

53.9

64.5

75.1

HOW TO USE THE CHART

I. Determine abmient air temperature where the tank is being checked.

2. Locate the specified pre-charge pressure in the left hand column.

3. Follow across horizontally to the number under the ambient air temperature.

4. The numberfound under Step 3 is the temperature corrected air charge pressure in p.s.i, and should agree with
the gauge reading observed at the tank.

5. If thetemperature corrected aircharge pressure differs by morethan I p.s.i, from the pre-charge pressure specified
for the system then correct it by bleeding pressure through the air chargevalve, or byadding pressurewith an air
compressor.



CAPTIVE AIR TANK
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r’lEATING
Sales Engineers

AIR CONDITIONING EOUIPMENT
AIR POLLUTION SYSTEMS

VENTI LATING
ENERGY CONSERVATION

April 7, i88

MAINTENANCE AND OPEITING INST;JCTIONS

Project:

Contractor:

P.O.#

Architect:

Engineer:

Sales Rep:

Manufacturer:

Headquarters & Maintenance Facility
New River, Jacksonville, NC

Sneeden, Inc.
Wilmington, NC

Blackwell/Hoke

Buffaloe, Morgan & Associates

Cbet Adams Company
Cary, NC

Ilg Industries

EXHAUST FANS

EF-I

EF-2

EF-3

l CRF 135 Centrirugal direct drive PRV, 2482 CFM @ 5/8" SP,
l BP, 208/3/60, with birdscreen, backdraft damper,
disconnect, and prefab curb.

l QA 330 Inline centrifugal ceiling ventilator, 268 CFM @ I/4" SP,
1/20 HP, 120/I/60, with inline adapter, backdraft damper,
disconnect, and wall cap.

1 CRF 122 DITTO EF-I except 947 CFM @ 3/8" SP, I/8 HP, 120/I/60.

CARY, N.C. 2"r811 OREN21tO, N.C. 2"t4 CHARLOI"rE, N.C. 282 COt.UIIBIA, S.C. 10 CHARLESTON, S.C. 241





HEATING
Sales Engineers

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
AIR POLLUTION SYSTEMS

VENTI LATING
ENERGY CONSERVATION

April 7, 1988

MAINTENANCE AND OPEPATING INSTRUCTIONS

Project:

Contractor:

P.O.#

Arch i tect:

Engineer:

Sales Rep:

Manufacturer:

Ground Support Equipment Facilities
New River Air Station
Jacksonville, NC

Sneeden, Inc.
Wilmington, NC

Thomas P. Turner, Jr.

Richard Crockford

Chet Adams Company
Cary, NC

Ilg Industries

FANS

EF-I l CRF lO0 Centrifugal direct drive PRV, 570 CFM @ I/4" SP,
I/lO HP, 120/I/60, with birdscreen, backdraft damper,
disconnect switch and speed control.

EF-2

EF-3

EF-4

1 CRF 82 DITTO EF-I except 360 CFM @ I/4" SP, 1/25 HP and
DOES NOT include speed control.

l CRF lO0 DITTO EF-I except 476 CFM @ I/4" SP.

1 CRF 122 DITTO EF-I except 924 CFM @ I/4" SP, I/8 HP.

EF-5,6 2 CRB 12 Centrifugal belted PRV, lllO CFM @ I/4" SP, I/4 HP,
120/I/60, with birdscreen, backdraft damper and disconnect.

EF-7 l CRF lO0 DITTO EF-I except 421CFM @ I/4" SP, I/4 HP, with
explosion .proof motor and DOES NOT include speed control
or disconnect.

EF-8,9,10 3 CRB 18 DITTO EF-5 except 3798 CFM @ I/4" SP, l HP, 460/3/60.

l CRF 82 DITTO EF-I except 200 CFM @ If4" SP, 1/25 HP.
,N. 0,N.C. I,I.C.0 ,S.C.1

tlt’- 704/7. 803f72-1048





Ground Support F.quipment Faci I i ties
New River Air Station
Jacksonvl le, NC

Page 2

FANS (.continued)

EF-12

EF-13

EF-14

EF-15

I CRF 67 DITTO EF-I except 150 CFM @ I/4" SP, 1/70 HP.

l CRB 12 DITTO EF-5 except 590 CFM @ I/4" SP, I/4 HP.

l CRF lO0 DITTO EF-I except 421CFM @ I/4" SP, I/4 HP,
with explosion proof motor and DOES NOT include speed
control or disconnect.

l CRB 12 DITTO EF-5 except 640 CFM @ I/4" SP, I/4 HP.





CRF 122 TO 150 ROOF VENTS.
--BASE MOUNTED MOTORS--

DRAWN BY: AL. LUTZ
DATE: MAY 1985

APPROVED BY: G.R.I.

2850 NORTH PULASKI ROAD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60641





DRAWN

LUTZ
CHECKED

DATE

MAY 1985 CRF 122 TO 150 ROOF VENTS.--BASE MOUNTED MOTORS--
SHEET 2 OF 2

AN 23741-1

NO.
1
2
2A
3

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

122 135 150
NAME OF PART PART NO.

INLET BASE CN 21147 2112-1807B 2113-1807B 2115-1805B
MOTOR SUPPORT
BRACKET

A2112-5214A
A2113-5210A

CONDUIT & CONNECTOR A2112-0412A A2113-0405A
B2112-9406C

CN 23417
WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

BORE
BORE
BORE

BUSHING 8000-0108

2113-9311B
8000-0107
8000-0108

2115-9306C
8000-0107
8000-0108
8000-0109

C2113-1115BMOTOR PLATE C2112-1117A
MOTOR MOUNT C2112-1116B
DISCONNECT SWITCH SELECTION SHT. AN 16512
MOTOR AS SPECIFIED
BIRDSCREEN BN 20461 8500-4807
ROOF CN 20448 2112-2412B 2113-2406B
DOME B2106-2413B





CRF 67 TO 150 ROOF VENTS.
DFACE MOUNTED MOTORSD

DRAWN BY:
DATE:

APPROVED BY:

AL. LUTZ
MAY 1985
G.R.I.

20NORTH PULASKI ROAD, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 0641





DRAWN

LUTZ
CHECKED

DATE

MAY 1985

CREATED MAY 1985

CRF 67 TO 150 ROOF VENTS. --FACE MOUNTED MOTORS--

SHEET 2 OF 2

AN 23740-1

NO.
1
2

2B

67 82 100 122 150

NAME OF PART PART NO.
INLET BASE CN 21147 2106-1803B 2108-1803B 2110-1803B 2112-1807B

A2106-5206A
MOTOR SUPPORT
BRACKET A2112-5214A

CONDUIT & CONNECTOR A2106-0405A A2112-0412A
2106-9010B

WHEEL ASSY. /e" BORE

AN 16771 /" BORE
1/2" BORE

CN 23417
4A WHEEL ASSY.

SET SCREW, SQ. HD.
BUSHING
MOTOR PLATE
OUTLET BOX & COVER
DISCONNECT SWITCH SELECTION SHT.
MOTOR

5
6
7
8
8A
9
10
11
12
13

2108-9006A
2106-9011B 2108-9005A 2110-9005B

]/4-20 x 4"

C2106-1107A
A2106-1601B & A9919-1700A

AS SPECIFIED
AN 21152

8500-4807
2106-2414B

B2106-2413B

RECEPTACLE & TERMINAL ASSY.
BIRDSCREEN BN 20461
ROOF CN 20448
DOME

B2112-9406C

2115-1805B

A2113-5210A
A2113-0405A

2115-9306B

8000-0107
C2112-1117A C2113-1115B

AN 16512

2112-2412B 2113-2406B





ACHIEVER
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

1. ALL ELECTRICAL WORK MUST BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE 6.
WITH LOCAL AND/OR NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE AS
APPLICABLE. FOR SAFETY, THIS PRODUCT MUST BE
GROUNDED. IF YOU ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH METHODSOF
INSTALLING ELECTRICAL WlRING, SECURETHE SERVICES 7.
OF A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN.

2. TURN OFF POWER AT SERVICE ENTRANCE BEFORE IN-
STALLING, WIRING OR SERVICING THIS PRODUCT.

3. Use only metal duct. DO NOT USE PLASTIC DUC Tape all 8.
duct connections.

4. CAUTION: Always vent this product to the outside NOT
into spaces within walls or ceilings, attics, crawl spaces,
garages, etc. 9.

5. To avoid motor bearing damage and noisy and/or unbalanced
impellers, keep drywall spray, construction dust, etc. off power
unit.

Fireplaces, gas furnaces, water heaters and the like, require
proper flow of combustion air and exhaust. Make sure this
flow is not altered when using any exhaust fan.

Your ventilator was designed to be instelll in family rooms,
offices, bathrooms, conference rooms, and other locations
where quiet ventilation is required. When ventilating near
cooking equipment, install a range hood or other suitable
exhaust fan.

This unit is designed to adapt to many different installation
requirements, Plan your installation carefully. Forvarious duct-
ing, mounting, and wiring options, see pages 2 and 3. This page
shows the most common installation.

Please read specification label on product for furlher informa-
tion and requirements.

1. Provide Frame This unit is designed to fit within joists
on 16" centers. If ceiling joists are on larger centers, frame
in housing location. Provide a solid frame to assure lowest

installation.sound levels. See Figure for typical

eiling thicknem. Make mrs that J, II

:::::.’:::.. "

2. Trace Keyhole Slots Hold unit against joists and trace
keyhole slots in mounting brackets onto joists. Start screws
provided in same end of all traced keyhole openings. Leave
about 3/8" of screws projecting from joists. (Fig. 2)

Figum 2

3. Flng Unit Tighten mounting screws as firmly as
possible to assure lowest sound levels. For additional
support, fasten unit to joists with nail or screw through
hole in center of each mounting bracket.

SAFETY WARNING
TURN OFF PROPER 120 VOLT CIRCUIT AT THE
SERVICE ENTRANCE BEFORE WIRING THE
VENTILATOR.
ALL ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS MUST BE
MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL CODES,
OROINANCES, AND NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
CODE. IF YOU ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH
METHOOS OF INSTALLING ELECTRICAL
WIRING, SECURE THE SERVICES OF A QUALI-
FIED ELECTRICIAN.

4. Wire Unit Remove wiring adapter plate, which is
located on top of housing (See Fig. 9), and attach

electrical cable with appropriate electrical connector.
Fasten incoming ground wire (bare or green wire) to
adapter plate with green ground zcrew provided. Connect
white wire to white, black wire to black. (Fig. 3) Replace
wiring adapter plate so that tab on housing slides through
slot on plate. (See Fig. 9)

TO
MOTOR
PLUG

PLATE

Figure 3



5. Connect Ductwork. Connect ductwork to damper/duct
connector. Tape all joints with duct tape. (Fig. 4)

Damper/Duct

Connector",=

NOTE
MAKE SURE THAT BLOWER DISCHARGE
OPENING MATCHES DAMPER POSITION ON
VENTILATOR HOUSING.
HOUSING SHOULD BE FLUSH WITH FINISHED
CEILING. SEE "1"o adjmt bracket=" IN "INSTAL-
LATION OPTIONS" SECTIOIL

GRILLE MOUNTING

6. Install grille using screws provided. Do not over-tighten.

INSTALLA’" ON OPTIONS
Mounting brackets may be adjusted and/or moved for
various types of installations shown below.

To adjust bracket position, loosen 7/16" hex nuts and
move brackets up or down. Re-tighten hex nuts securely.
(Fig. 5)

Figure 5

To move brkets, remove 7/16" hex nuts. Re.position
brackets on different set of slots. Replace hex nuts and
tighten securely. (Fi; 6)

8-3/8""

Instllation from above finiml oIiling.

Figure 6A

Imtlllafion with ductwodc running cm= joits.

Figure 68

Rever=e brackets to give approximately 1" morn
clearance. Remove hex nuts, flip brackets over, and replace
hex nuts. Tighten nuts securely. (Fi; 7)

I I
In,trillion with reminded cilin

Filum 7A

Figure 7B

For in-line instMletiom, remove 7/16" hex nu. Re-
Ixition brackets =o the" housing opening is at the side
instead of the bottom. (Fig. 8)

Figure 8



If you do not have adequate access to wiring compartment
from outside housing

h
wire unit from, inside. Remove

blower (described in Vertical Ducting section below.)
Wiring compartment cover is fastened with two sheet
metal screws.

Wiring may enter the unit from top or side. To change
wiring adapter plate position, remove sheet metal screws,
flip plate over, and replace screw. Make sure that tab on
housing slides through slot on plate. (Fig. 9)

Figure 9

Unit may be installed with a v-,dable speed switch to contr
fan speed and noise levels. Use a Solid State switch and
single-gang switch box. Wire unit as shown in Figure 10.

WIRING
APTER

TO = PLATE
MOTOR

PLUG

LINE "-’---’ Fum 10

DUCTING OPTIONS
To duct ventilator vertically, change blower as follows:

a.) Remove and install damper on top of unit with
damper bushings as shown. (Fig. 11)

DAMPER WIRING ADAPTER,,
J BUS_HING ,PLATE

Vertical DuctingHorizontal Ducting
(Unit is IhipOed in this position)

Figure 11

b.) Unplug electrical connector from blower. Do not
pull on plug wires. (Fig. 12)

c.) Remove 7/16" hex nuts holding blower in place.

01
II

Figure 12

d.) Lift out blower and line up blower dishcarge with
vertical opening. See Figure 13. Do not grasp blower by
blower wheel, as wheel may be damaged.

e.) Replace hex nuts and tighten securely.

f.) Plug in blower.

Figure 13



PART8 MST QA220 & 330

,KEY NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
g
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

97005594
99170245
97006018
99420466
98005512
99150471
97006039
97006061
99260477
9942047(;
98005513
99400035
99500317
99500316
99150417
98006714
199020014
i98005533
!97007314
199100412
99080151
99080152
99020015
97008164
99150472
99150480

Damper Assembly
#8B x %" Screw 14
Housing Assembly
Insulation Mounting Clip 4
Widng Adapter Plate
#10-32 x 1/2" Ground Screw (Green) 2
Widng Harness
Mounting Bracket Assembly 2
1/4--20 Whiz Nut 6
Grille Nut 2
Outlet Box Cover
Strain Relief Bushing
Wrapper Insulation
Side Insulation 2
#8A x Y4" Screw 6
Venturi Ring 2
Blower Wheel, Clockwise
Motor Cup 2
Blower Assembly
Motor Mounting Rubber 2
Motor QA220
Motor QA330
Blower Wheel Counterclockwise
Grille Assembly
#8-18 x lye" Screw 2
#10 x .875 Screw* 4

*Standard Hardware, may be purchased local’

WARRANTYAND UMrrATNI OF UABILrY
8LLER WARRANTS THAT THE GOOD8 8HALL BE FREE FROM DEFECTS IN MATERIALSOR
WORKMANSHIPFORAPERK)O OFONE(t)YEAR FROM THE DATEOFINITL INSTALLATION
OR FOR A PERX) OF EK3HTEEN (18) MONTHS FROM DATE OF HIPMENT, WHHEVER
PERIOD FIRST EXPIRES. NO WARRANTY 18 MADE OR OFFERED WITH RESPECT TO ANY
PROTEC11VE COATINGS APPLIED TO THE GOODS. SELLER’S WARRANTY OHtlGAIONS
WITH RESPECT TO GOOD8 NOT MANUFACTURED BY SELLER SHALL NOT EXCEED THE
OBLK3ATN8 UNDERTAKEN BY THE MANUFACTURER THEREOF UNDER kXPRESS
WARRANT’f TO SELLER.
If, i Bu’s Judgment, the dO no( mee lhe wrrantles exlxessed 3ve, and Ihe Buyer
ncltselrofthe defect lffin reasonerS time ite loveryo the defeot and within the
wrmnty porfod, Sailor agreel to corot the defect by repairing lloing. F.O.B point of
mnuacture,nyI:mlorcomponentsothe goodl detormlned by Seller to be
olNkmby laulrmdl!forthe defective perle or oamponentl. Seller
other chee ots or xpse rstsd to the remind,

THE EXPRE8 WARRANTIES ’T FORTH ABOVE ARE GIVEN BY ELLER IN LIEU OF ANY
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUOING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILrPf OR FrrNE88 FOR A PARTICULAR PURFOSE. IT IS EXPRELY AGREED
THAT BUYER’S EXCLUSNE REMEDY AND SELLER’S LBILrPr SHALL BE LJMITED TO THE
REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF, OR THE ISSUANCE OF CREDIT FOR, OEFECVE PARTSOR
COMPONENTS.
8EIJ.ER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY FOR AND SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTALORCONSEQUENTLAL DAMAGESOR LOSSESRESUL]NG FROM
OR ARING FROM OR OUT OF OEFECTWE GOODS. SELLER’S NEGLIGENCE, BREACH OF
WARRANTY,BREACH OF CONTRACT, ANY TORT, ORLAIMS BASED UPON STRICT LIABILITY
OFTHE ELLEFL IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FORCONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
OR LOSE8 COMMEBOIAL IN NATURE.

I1 toiMfoe to. 2850 Nol Pu,.sd Road, Chkag, IIIInds 60641

i3

99040973C



CRB 12 TO 18 ROOFV
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DRAWN BY: AL. LUTZ
DATE: FEB. 1985

APPROVED BY: G.R.I.

2IS! 0111 PJLASI[I lOAD, IBICAll;O, ILLINOIS





CHECKED

DATE

FEB. 1985

CREATED

NO.

2A

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

II
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

FEB. 1985

SHEET 2 OF 2

12 TO 18 ROOF VENTILATOR  --PARTS CA. DRG.-_AN 23736

INLET

i2 15 18
NAME OF PART PART NO,

BASE CN 23462 2112-1808A 2115-1806A 2118-1802A

A2112-5224A A2115-5208A
-DISC SUPPORT BRACKET

BUSHING CN 21851

WHEEL ASSY.

CONDUIT

CN 23457 2112-93068

AN 23446 2112-0413A

8000-0063

2115-9307B

2115-0404A

A2118-5210A

2118-9304B

2118-0401A

2118-2602B

ROOF SKIRT

COMPARTMENT DISC CN 23454 2112-2606A

VIBRATION ISOLATOR A8500-6325

DRIVE PAK BASE
.i-...,.. A2112- 1121A A2118-1113B

ISOLATOR SCREW A7442-3037

DISCONNECT SWITCH AS REQUIRED

BEARING FRAME C2112-1120A

MOTOR PLATE ASSY. A2112-9032A

BEARINGS BN 23478 8000-1367

SHAFT BN 21131 2113-25008

KEY 7851-0004

MOTOR AS SPECIFIED

DRIVE A5 REQUIRED

BN 23449 2112-2415A

ROOF SKIRT BRACKET

SPACE R

ROOF

A2112-1122A

C2112-2413A

2112-5223A i2115-5207ABIRDSCREEN AN 23445

Z118- 2404B
A2118-1114A

CN 23450
2118-2405A
2118-5204A





STANDARD TERMS AND CONDI’T3NS OF SALE
Nolmision, t._ or c.ma..’on of_Buy’s oNerwhh is ince.J...’stent wflh, diff.erent frem or i tost c11 nuu a in by

IIIL Chicao, mmms. elers quotation dsall be considered as an mvatlon to trade id skill l n n "8-

(i"E are F.O.B. poiM pmeat.
Z"Rices set forth on Sdler’s quotaSe are firm for a period of thidy (30) days W.In in ii s , my

Z. If, at Buyer’s request, shipned is exteled beymd sx (6) mezdhs from date Sellor’s xittan queMjeo, Salter may incase Me Z (]%) .
PAYMENT TERMS

3. No POymis made to repmeotaves or aEents adH be vatid. Payateids slmll be made direcUy to Segor, ,115.

& Sdler droll not be 5aide for any liqukbted damaEes or peoaitks MMseevor udess oUwaise aBreed to in vn’itj

DELIVERY ANO ACCEPTANCE

WN:AND UMFTATIONS OF lLrW
SS.U WARRANTS]HATTHEGOODSSHALL BE FREEFROM Df..FECTS IN MA]-3LS FOR APERIOD OF ONE (]) ETE INfl FAp E(]

FROM DATE OF SHIPMENT, WHICHEVER PERIO0 FIRST EOIES. NO WA,qtANIY IS MAE.R OFFERED WITH RESPECT TO ANY PROTECllVE COATINGS APPUED TO 11t6 GOODS. SELLER’S WA,RNITY
O006A,OaS MTH ICT TO GOOOS NOT INUFAqtlIEI) eY SiZLEX SILL aOT EXCEE]) mE OBLIGATIONS UNOESTAXB eY THE kWlOFAclum THEXE UNI)EX EXSS WAXP.ATY TO SELLUL

qrescon-,s,.W,p.[s,or _.o.e..pod,, oco,points of .the ..s .Ser be def..e, or.,o,.isinS cretfort,epor or

]HE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE GIVEN 9Y SELLER iN LIEU OF Ally OTHER WAJANTIES, PRESSE[ OR IMJED, INCLUDING ANY IMPLJED WAiIMIT OF MERCHNITADILII OR FITNESS FOR A
PAIH1CULARPURPOS.ITIS XPIIESL.YAGREED1HATDUYEREXREMEDYAND SELLER’S LiABIUTY SHALLBE LIMITED TOTHE REPAIR ORREPLACEMENT OF, QR1HE ISSUAACE OF CRDITFOR, DEFEC11VEPARTS OR COM)I
SELLER EXPII[SSLY DISCL.4111S ANY AND ALL LIABILIIY FOR AND SHALL NOT BE UADLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIN. DAMAGES LOSSES RESLILllNG FROM OR AAIS1NG FROM OR OUT OF

,i[ECTNE GOODS, SBIB HEGUGENCE, BREACH OF WARP,NITY DREACH OF CONTRACT ANY TORT OR CLAIMS BASED UPON SIiCT LiABILiTY OF THE SELLER. iN NO EYENT SHALL SELLER BE LIABLE FOR
ISEQUNllAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES COMMERCIAL IN NATURE.’
"IIOCLEAR USE
I .comlts,. relxesents and .,.vants.that neither nor aw/Udrd party shall use, re-sell.or otherwise dispose of amy 8onds or part thereof in comtedo wi any activity or process involving nuclear

nsson.orup ,or ae/.u.se or .no,eS o a...sprce, special mdear or ,by,-Fpct mateal, as mose materials are deSeed in the U.S. Atomic Erersy Act of ]954 (as ameeded), with Seller’s prior itten
,,u!,su t]m yer, .nr.sucn.mj.N, pa., at no ex]ense o .S..ier, .shall have arranged for..ins.ranc, coveraBe, indemnities, and waivors of liability, recourse and subroption, all acceptable to

,.am..a, nJ!y ao..eguaze Jn .me mon . ,.eier, to protec.,Sell ,or its .s..ontractors a sapplers, amnst liability of any kind whether in coTact, tod (indudins neliBence), strict liability or
ootorvase, me aToresao covenants, relxesentat]ons and wanantJes sna# smvive this coeb’act ano sae.

2. Seller skail not be oblipted to iver the So(ds until sudt insurance, indemdes and waivers Ive been procured and are legally oporatJve in Seileds favnr. Buyw’s failure to comply with any provisiocs of this
pratled ’?ludeor Use’ shall be cause for Sefler to cancel this coWeact without liability to Seller, and porsue ally remedies provided in law or equity by this conb’acL the Uniform Commercia| Code,

EXCUSAOLE DELAY,,actsl.ni, be to..be in dd.au.lt acr.nt .d de !a Ue dd.Lvery of 6eods or in the.peo. of this cent., or a. othm" at to be.pelf,ormed by Sei d,e to any of .the follo.’n ca,m: acts of
or yor; !nsmTecooos n6ts; n.res; Tioons.; explosms; .earfua ,. seeus cci.eem:s; qddemi ., _qua.’ne.rest.".’os; a,y act oT I.ovornment affe,Sni[ wi.’,..cs., ums, rrmze.als, facilities or

TERMINATION ANO RETURNEO GOOOS
1. Temina’do of the ordor by 6uyer, or any pa thereof, will nt be effecSve mdess assed to in witing by Seller. Accepted teminations will be sbject to all harles inked by ller for material consumed,

2. Gonds,.aited f rebJm and .credit bject to a pceot (20%) charie for 5andling and/nr reoiit]oni,, .nless othevse asreed by etlor. Transportatio charges for returned go(ds must be

aorretrninl,copy Ii’fLanmg,oroerbt"n nunmerSeil" and mceauthi.."z.’
date.
..aN attach Seller’s "Reurn MateriaITaK" to all shipments. Notice of shipmegt must be iven ,o Selier on be day of sipment

3. Gms.. .muf.amred _slc.ifically .to order or to specifications of Buyor may net be returned for cediL Chanses requested by Buyer in non-stok go(xls after concerned of manufacturer will be subject to a

4. _Use of materials, parts or equipment furnistd by Buyer wll subject the order to termination without any liability on the part of Seller if the sdid materials, parts or eqeipment are defective or will not perform to
Sdler’s requiremed However, 8oyor shall be liable to pay Seller’s costs and exp throu6h date of termination.

P.TENTS AND "fTtN:)EMARKS

Sdbr sltall indemnify the Buyer ai.nst liability for infringement o# any Uaitad S1ztes Letters Patent arisin8 oet of th maiadac’mre, sale or ,se of any of Setler’s 6oods furnished, provided that the B,yer shall
IlIl.y n05fy Selef agy so daZll.al, give1 ..n.to dof.oll ap,n .suchclai.m. ,, shall be .ensib. f.or. aH 10SS whon, palcolar Woce or system, m" UR sods of a pslCUlI
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3. M drain,s, aml/or .tshrc... and e,sineednI srices icb _Sd.ler may furnish respect., to .a..ta or ,se .. .Ipods are ..frnis.hl....s.y for 5e reiew and approval of the Buyer. Seller
makes no representden or ,mrTanty th rest0’t to the accacy or sufT’eacy of any soch mformatien and desdaims dl liaMity m connection with tSek use or application.
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A CHECK IN THE APPROPRIATE SOJARE INDICATES THE TYPE OF BEARINGS USED IH THE MOTOR PO’/ERING THIS E(UIPMEtlT

GENERAL INS]RUC]IONS FOR FAN IOTORS

E] RELUBRICATABLE BALL BEARINGS- instruction tag from the manufacturer is included with the motorand the reconmendations Do,rained
therein should be followed.

SEALED BALL BEARINGS The bearincs are factory-packed with a general purpose bearing lubricant and require no further attention.
The life of the grease is dependent upon the nber of operatin hours and teaperature, Under normal conditions of operation
(8 hours per day, 5 days per eek and average ambient temperature of 80 de.. F) the expected grease-i fe will be approximately
sevm years. The life may be greater or less depending upon the inclosure of the motor, RPM, type of mounting, variation in
anbient tperature and operating duty cycle. In terms of hours of operation, expected life may be stated as approximately 30,000
hours for opm motors and 20,000 hours for enclosed motors hen orking in an avera anbient temperature of 80 de9.. F,

SEALED SLEEVE BEARIIIGS Bearings of this type are provided with a larce lubricant reservoir and require no attention. Because of the
extremely ]iht loads on motors with this type of bearing, the life will compare favorab]y with ]arger motors having sealed ball bearings,

RELUBRICATABLE SLEEVE BEARIIIGS The bearing is essentially the same as the sealed sleeve bearing with the exception that it may be
relubricated to secure extended life, To obtain maximum ]ife, 5 or 6 drops of SAE20 Motor Oil or Electric Motor Bearing OR] should
be added after every 1,000 hours of operation.
NOTE: THE STATB41ITS REGARDING EXPECTED LIFE DO rIOT CONSTI]UTE A OUARRITEE, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED BUT SERVE ONLY AS /1 INDICATION

OF J4AT MAY BE EXPECTED OF THE E(UIPMT. (REFER TO STR(DARD TES tO CONDITIS OF SALE.)
GENERAL NO’(ES REGARDING FAN EQUIPMEN’I"

1. OVERLOAD PROTECTION Some motors are provided with built-in overload protection. This fact is so noted on the Motor Rating Plate.
If the motor does not contain built-in overload protection, it is mandatory that this protection be provided by starters in the
motor circuit. The starters are to be equipped with overload protection devices of a rating suitable for the current rating of
the motor.

2. PERIODIC CLEWING Periodic cleaning of all fan equipment is strongly recmmended. Dirt and grease accumulations on the impeller
cause vibration ich greatly increases stresses and loads on the motor bearings. A prram of preventive maintenance will greatly
increase fan and motor re.

3. CHECKING DIRECTION OF ROTATION Care should be taken to insure the proper direction of rotation. This is particularly true in the
case of centrifugal type roof venti]ators. This type of equipment will deliver air hen running, in either direction; however, the
]Red is greatly increased hen operation is in the wrong rotation. This is a very commn cause of overload tripping in centrifugal
type roof ventilators. Uhen this trouble is experienced, try reversing fan rotation before increasing the size of the overload
protect on.. MOTOR OVERLOAD Forward-curve and radial-bladed fans consume maximum horsepower at 0 in. Static Pressure. Some fans of this type
are Ixered so that operatio at O in. Static Pressure will overload the motor. Check Cata]og Ratings to determine minimum
Static Pressure operation if overloading is experienced with this type of equipment.

3. CHECKING RUttlNG CLEARCE To achieve maximu performance and efficiency, fans are precision-built machines. Upon occasion, parts
will shift sl ightly-due to mishandl ing in shipment. This can cause binding of the rotating assembly. Before placi any fan in
operation, the impeller should be turned by hand to ensure that no binding or interference is present.

2050 IfOrlt rillaskl Road, Chicago, Illinois
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PREFACE

1phe consulting engineer has been provided with

formation on what to expect from the PERMA-
IPE Poly-Therm system once it is installed. How-

ever, the true operating success of the system

is greatly dependent upon the proper installation.

PERMA-PIPE is committed to providing a complete

system of the highest possible quality, including

clear and concise installation instructions and
expert field supervision.

The objective of this text is to guide the installer
and provide both the engineer and installer with

additional technical information on the installa-
tion. In order to satisfy this dual role, the installa-
tion manual has been divided into two sections.

SECTION is a set of step-by-step instructions
which will guide you through the installation pro-
cess.The instructions are supported by close to 100
illustrations. These illustrations will help to visualize
a procedure before actually doing it. Section is
further divided into the five phases of installation
for easy reference.

SECTION II offers the reader a more detailed
description and a technical explanation of the
installation. The design of our system is also
explained to help the consulting engineer and
the installer understand the reasons behind our
recommendations. This section will answer many

estions about the "critical" periods of installa-
and can prove to be a useful guide when

comparing the installation and key features of our
product with that of another manufacturer.
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INTRODUCTION
ly_Therm

brings versatility to preinsulated fluid

nsportat on systems. Complete application flexi-

ty is enhanced by Perma-Pipe’s totally integrated,

engineered system design. Typical applications

include collection and distribution of hot and chilled

water, cryogenic liquids, fuel oil, and chemicals.

Providing exceptional reliability in all climates and

environments, Poly-Therm’s fiberglass reinforced

plastic (FRP) jacket is completely non-corrosive

and resists installation abuse. Excellent thermal
efficiency is also standard with Poly-Therm’s void-

free poly-urethane foam spray process.

The optional PermAlert leak detection system is

capable of constant monitoring of the pipeline

for service pipe or jacket leaks.

The Poly-Therm system has been designed with

the installer in mind. Poly-Therm arrives at the

project site virtually assembled. Our in-plant fabri-

cation means less field work and fewer complica-

tions. This significantly reduces the installation
cost, and at the same time maintains the integrity
of the system.

The features that make Poly-Therm unique extend
beyond the product itself. An experienced field

service staff will assist you to help assure a quick

and smooth installation.

,ur expert project design staff tailors each system
the customers’ needs. PERMA-PIPE’s use of

computers for system design is unequaled in the
industry. You can also be sure that Poly-Therm
has been engineered to the high standards found
in all products bearinc the PERMA-PIPE label.
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When installed according to the recommendedpractices of this manual and PERMA-PIPE FieldService, Poly-Therm will give you the performar
you require. ce
We are sure you will complete a successful installa.tion and join our growing list of satisfied customers.

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

SECTION

vi



the following check list when receiving each

lerm shipment:

As soon as you are contacted by the common

carrier, notify your PERMA-PIPE representative

of delivery time.Your PERMA-PI PE
representa-

tive must be present during receiving of each

shipment.

Check all shipped materials against the packing

slip for shortages.

Visually inspect the shipment as it is unloaded:

1. Poly-Therm assemblies
2. Field joint closure materials

3. Fittings and accessories

List all damages and/or shortages on the packing

slip and the bill of lading. These claims should

be submitted to the common carrier.

Notify your PERMA-PIPE representative of

these claims if assistance is required. PERMA-
PIPE terms are F.O.B. our plant, full freight

allowed to project site.

ff Locate the part drawing layout (PDL). A PDL
is included with each shipment.

REC



Support each Poly-Therm assembly with two nylon
slings. Space the slings about 20 feet apart.
PERMA-PIPE recommends using a spreader bar.

Do not use steel cables or chains for handling
any Poly-Therm assemblies.

If a spreader bar is not available, choke the slings
together as shown. Do not drop the Poly-Therm assemblies or strike

against hard surlaces at any time.

2j
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Storage

When storing the Poly-Therm assemblies, restackthem in the same fashion they were received.
For long term storage of Poly-Therm, see SectionII-page 56.

Stacking Poly-Therm:
[] Stack on the wooden shipping braces.

Use foam or other padding between layers.
[] Locate the Poly-Therm on high ground.

Storage

WATERPROOF TARP

Keep all field materials in their shipping containers.

Store the materials in a trailer or mechanical room.

Stack the field materials off the ground, covered

with a waterproof tarp.

CAUTION: Store all field materials away from
extreme heat, flames, or sparks.The resin, catalyst,
and insulation components are highly flammable.
Wear proper safety clothing when handling the
field materials, see Section II-page 71.

4, ,_G RECEIVING



Storage

_:4oo

MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURE

;RECOMMENDED RANGE

Store the resin and catalyst at 60’-85OF.
CAUTION Do not store the resin, catalyst, orinsulation components above 100F.

Minimize the trench width as much as possible.

Allow at least 3" between adjacent assemblies.

The total trench depth must allow for a 4" bedding,

the assembly diameter, and a minimum 24" cover-
age above the assembly.

Check the project drawings for burial depths. For

depths less than 241’ see Section II-page 58.



Trench Dimensions

Compact a minumum 4’ bedding evenly alongthe entire length of the run
Use bedding soil that fits the 1 description onpage 49.

:IELD JOINT
AREA OF
TRENCH

Digging bell holes at field joint locations allows

room for welding, field joint closure, and testing.

Field joint locations are marked on the part drawing

layout (PDL).

A common way to dig bel holes is to cut across
the trench with a backhoe. Cut into the side of

the trench and 11/2--2 feet below the system grade
Big the bell holes before lowering Poly-Therm
into the trench.

8 -XCAVA



Trench Conditions

FIRMSOIL OR
GRAVEL

Cover a rocky or uneven foundation with firm soilor gravel before the bedding is laid.

RD.L

\ _EXPANSION

The Part Drawing Layout (PDL) shows the loca-

tion for each Poly-Therm assembly.

When excavating in unstable soil shore up the
trench walls. Do not lower any Poly-Therm assem-
blies into the trench until the walls are stabilized.

P.D.L. NUMBER

L ASSEMBLY

Each assembly is marked with a
matches a number on the PDL.

number that

IO/EXCAVATION ;EMBLY/11



Layout

PERMA-PIPE recommends laying assembliesorder next to the trench for easier installation.
Remove all free standing water from the trench

Ifore lowering any Poly-Therm assemblies into it.

Follow the handling guidelines on pages 2-3 for all
moving and lowering of the Poly-Therm assemblies

t2, ASSEMBLY



Lowering nections

Make sure that expans=on loop and elbow legsare perpendicular to tile main run and that theloop legs are parallel to eaci other.

W1en you are ready to connect the carrier pipes,

omplete the following steps in order:

1. Weld all straight assembly joints.

2. Weld all non-straight assembly joints.

PLASTIC

TAP/,, /SHEET

ERMA-PIPE strongly recommends covering any

open field joints. Wrap plastic sheeting around the

open joint. Seal both the edges and the seam with

heavy, water-proof tape.

14 115



Pipe Connections

@)=COUPLING
SOCKETWELD

/

"COUPLING

Anchor Blocks

Socketweld couplings are required at field joints
for steel pipe, 2" and smaller. The couplings are
supplied by others. Table A gives the required
gap between service pipes when using socketweld
couplings.

Pour concrete blocks at each anchor location,

TABLE A

Socketweld Coupling Gap
x (In.)

NOMINAL NOMINAL
PIPE PIPE
SIZE X SIZE X

1/4 1/4 1

X 11/4

2

EARTH

The concrete anchor blocks should extend into
undisturbed earth in the trench walls or beneath
the bedding material into the foundation.

16 ;EMBLY 7



Anchor Blocks

:, o.-
HEIGHT . ’:" :’."’:, ."

Minimum Anchor Block Dimensions

The following are the recommended dimensions
for concrete anchor blocks.

LENGTH IS ALWAYS
TO BE A MINIMUM OF

30 INCHES

Single pipe:
Length: 30"
Height: NOMINAL CASING SIZE* + 14"
Width: Same as Height
*NOMINAL CASING SIZE: Outer diameter of the
Poly-Therm assembly in inches.

For more than one pipe in a trench:
Height: Largest NOMINAL CASING SIZE + 14"
Width: Foreach additional pipeadd its NOMINAL

CASING SIZE + 3"

Hydrostatic Test

After the service pipes are welded, connect
pipe test caps at the end of the run. Pipe test
caps are supplied by others.

Set all valves so the entire line can be tested.

Fill the pipe completely with water.

Vent the service pipe of all air.

Pressurize the service pipe to 11/2 times the
operating pressure, unless otherwise stated.

Maintain the pressure for two hours, allowing
for temperature change, unless otherwise stated.

Repair and retest any faulty welds.

If the Leak Detection option is being used,
go to the PERMALERT ! Installation Sup-
lement.



Field Closure

After the service pipes have been welded and
hydrostatically tested, a field closure is requirec

The field closure is completed in two parts:

A. Insulating
B. Hand Lay-up

PERMA-PIPE furnishes:

I’ Insulation components A & B
i’ Metal mold
i’ Fiberglass bi-ply
I Pre-promoted resin

6" wide laminating roller
Catalyst

The customer furnishes:

Disposable paper mixing pails (see page 63)
Acetone (1 pint/field closure)
Heavy-duty rubber gloves
Wooden mixing paddles
60 grit sandpaper
Dry rags
Plastic drop cloths (5 mil minimum)
Sheet of plywood
Paintbrushes (3")
Banding wire or rope
Mold release (see page 61)
Cardboard
Safety clothing (see page 71)
Tin snips
Shears

A. Insulating

Using tin snips, cut the metal mold material to the
length given in Table B.

Clean off any dirt or foam from the inside of the
mold.
Apply mold release to the entire inside surface
of the mold.

LY /21



Insulating

Spread the mold apart and center it around the
field joint.

The mold should extend 4" past each edge of the
field joint.

Insulating

Using tin snips, cut 3 holes in the top of the mold
between the banding. Make each hole about 3"
in diameter.

Tie a wire or rope band around the mold 2" from
each edge.
Use two more bands in the middle, evenly spaced
from the first two.

15 ONMINUTES

Keep the insulating components at a minimum
60F for several hours before using.
Turn the shipping containers upside down for about
15 min. before each day’s use.

22 ;EMBLY
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Insulating

3 31/2
3/4 18 23

20

Refer to Table C for the insulation component
amounts. Use a 1:1 mixing ratio. For example, if
the amount given is 20 oz., the mixture requires
20 oz. of Type A and 20 oz. of Type B.

Insulating

Immediately begin stirring the mixture. Stir vigor-
ously for about 15 seconds. The insulation will
begin rising in 15-30 seconds.

PART A PART B

Pour the required amount of Type A into a mea-
suring cup. Pour an equal amount of Type B into
a second measuring cup. Combine the contents
of both measuring cups into a mixing pail.

After 15 seconds of stirring, pour the mixture into
the three holes at the top of the mold.
The mixture will turn to foam and rise to the top
filling the entire mold.
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Insulating

The excess foam will push out through the top
holes. If the mold does not fill completely, remix
small amounts of foam until it does. Also, adjust
the amount for the remaining field closures of that
particular size.

Insulating

Remove the banding and carefully peel the mold
off the insulation.Tearing the mold off may rip the
insulation and require a repair procedure.

After the foam stops rising, cut the excess foam
from the top of the mold.
Discard the paper mixing pail.
Let the mold cool for several minutes.

Patch any voids in the surface of the insulation by
mixing another small batch of foam. As soon as it
begins to rise in the container, apply to the void areas.

/27



I B. Hand Lay-up

SAND EDGES

San6 the ends of the Poly-Therm iacket.
t.ightly sand clown any insulation that is not level
with the top of the iacket.

Wipe off any rain, dew or other moisture from
the ends of the jacket.These surfaces must remain
dry during the fiberglass hand lay-up.



r

Hand Lay-up Insulating

PERMA-PIPE provides the fiberglass bi-ply in
covered rolls. Do not remove the bi-ply from the
plastic bag, until you are ready to use it.
Do not use wet glass.

PLASTIC

A plastic sheet, 36 wide and 12 longer than the
bi-ply, is needed for the field closure. Place a piece
of plywood larger than the sheet, near the field
joint and lay the sheet on it.

TABLE B
Metal Mold Length Per Field Joint

BI-PLY LENGTH IS THE SAME AS
THE MOLD LENGTH

If the NOMINAL CASING SIZE is:

LESS THAN 5 USE 11/2 FEET
5
6
71/4
8
9
9-5

21/2
2
23/4
3

101/2 31/4
111/4 31/2
12 3
123/4 4
14 41/2
16 5
171/2 51/2
191/4 6
203/4 61/2
221/2 7
24 71/2
251/2 8
271/4 81/2
283/4 9
301/4 91/2
32 10
331/2 10
35 11

30



Insulating

TABLE C
Insulation Quantities (oz.) per Component

NOMINAL INSULATION SIZE IIN)
PIPE
SIZE

11/4
11/2
2

2
3
4
5
6

8
10
12
14
16

18
20
22
24
26

28
30
32

4 7 10 14
5 7 11 15
5 8 12 16
6 9 13 17
6 10 14 19

7 11 15 21
8 12 17 23
10 15 20 26
12 17 23 30
13 20 26 34

16 24 32 41
20 29 39 49
23 33 44 56
25 36 48 60
28 41 54 68

32 45 60 75
35 50 66 82
38 54 71 89
41 59 77 96
45 64 83 103

48 68 89 111
51 73 95 118
54 77 101 125

Insulating

TABLE C (Cont.)
Insulation Quantities (oz.) per Component

NOMINAL INSULATION SIZE (IN)
PIPE
SIZE

2

21/2
3
4
5
6

8
10
12
14
16

18
20
22
24
26

28
30
32

18 23 29 36
2O 25 31 38
21 27 33 40
22 28 35 42
24 30 37 45

26 33 4O 48
29 36 43 52
33 41 49 58
38 46 55 64
42 51 61 71

51 61 72 83
60 71 84 96
68 81 95 109
74 87 102 117
82 97 113 129

90 107 124 141
99 117 135 154
107 126 146 166
116 136 157 179
124 146 168 191

133 156 179 203
141 165 190 216
150 175 201 228
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Hand Lay-up

TABLE D
Resin Quantities per Hand Lay-up

If the NOMINAL CASING SIZE is:

LESS THAN 5 USE QUART(S)
7 1
10 2
121/2 21/2
15 3
171/2 31/2
20 4
221/2 4
251/2 5
28 51/2
301/2 6
33 61/2
351/2 7
38 71/2
401/2 8

The NOMINAL CASING SIZE is the
outer diameter of the Poly-Therm as-
sembly in inches.

For sizes greater than 401/2, special in-
structions will be provided.

Hand Lay-up

TABLE E
Catalyst Quantities

TBSP. OF CATALYST/QUART OF RESIN

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG. F)

60 70 80 90

8 6 4 2

Using shears, cut the bi-ply material to the length
given in Table B.
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Hand Lay-up Hand Lay-up

SHIPP NG "
DISPOSABLE MIXING PAIL

Pour resin from the shipping container into a dis-
posable mixing pail.The quantity required is given
in Table D.
NOTE: Keep the resin at a minimum of 60F for
several hours before use.

Begin stirring the mixture immediately. Stir until
the white specks of catalyst disappear (approx,
30 seconds).

Do not add catalyst until after you have followed
the instructions on pages 32-35.

Add the catalyst quantity given in Table E to the
resin, see page 35. Use a standard measuring
spoon.

PLASTIC SHEETING

Pour a fouh () of the resin onto the plastic sheet.
Spread the resin over the entire sheet with a roller
or brush.

36 ;EMBLY ASSEMBLY/



and Lay-up Hand Lay-up

MAT SIDE f:

tl
\ WOVEN ROVINGS % 7-P’> ’

Lay a piece of bi-ply onto the sheet, with the Pour the remaining resin onto the hi-ply.

woven roving side facing down. Spread the resin over the entire bi-ply surface

Center the hi-ply on the sheet, using the metal roller.

TRANSPAREN BI-PL

I

Move the metal roller baok and forth on the hi-ply Move the roller baok and forth on the hi-ply. Oon-

until most of the resin is absorbed. Use only a tinue until the hi-ply ppears transparent.

finned, metal roller.

38
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Hand Lay-up Hand Lay-up

Roll out the excess resin. Push the resin from the Peel the corners of the hand lay-up off the sheet.
middle of the bi-ply out over the edges. Lift the hand lay-up at all four corners and center

Begin rolling at one end and gradually move to it about the field joint. The hand lay-up should

the other end, making sure all excess resin is extend 4" past each jacket edge.

removed.

Lift the plastic sheet at all four corners and place
it under the field closure. Use two people when
lifting the hand lay-up.

EDGE 2

Lay one edge of the hand lay-up (Edge 1) onto
the field joint surface.
Continue to hold the other edge (Edge 2) in place.

MBLY ASSEMBLY



Hand Lay-up

Move the roller (Roller 1) along the hand lay-up
from Point A to B pushing out any trapped air.
Repeat from A to B along the entire hand lay-up
width.

Hand Lay-up
D

ROLLER 2

c j

The other person moves Roller 2 up from Point

C to D pulling any air to the top.

c

Lay down Edge 2, overlapping Edge 1.

Move Roller down along the hand lay-up from
Point A to C pushing any air to the bottom.

ROLLER

D

Move Roller from Point D to E pulling any air
out of the hand lay-up.

ASSEMBLY



Hand Lay-up

Repeat the last three steps along the entire width
of the hand lay-up. Begin in the middle and move
out to the side edges.

Hand Lay-up

Let the hand lay-up cure for at least 24 hours

before backfilling.

Contact your PERMA-PIPE representative about
any field joint closure problems.

Remove any remaining air bubbles using the same
procedure. Roll any excess resin off the side edges
of the hand lay-up

Place the metal roller and any other resin-covered
tools in a pail of acetone after each field joint
closure. Clean the tools thoroughly at the end of
the day.
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Jacket Repair

A casing has been severely scratched if fiber-

glass strands are exposed or the casing wall has

been chipped or penetrated.
Consult your PERMA-PIPE representative and

perform the following repair procedure if necessary.

Jacket Repair

Cut a piece of bi-ply large enough to cover the

repair area.
Prepare one quart of resin, see page 34. Pour a

fourth (1/4) of the resin onto the repair area and

spread with a brush.

Sand a 6" radius area around the damage, using

sandpaper or emery cloth. Wipe the area clean

with acetone.

Lay a piece of bi-ply, woven roving side facing

down, onto the repair area.
Pour the remaining resin onto the bi-ply. Roll out
the bi-ply until it appears transparent.

46 ;S tLY
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Jacket Repair

Let the hand lay-up repair cure for at least 24

hours before backfilling.

ackfill soil description:

1. Sand or a sand-gravel mixture in which the

gravel is either pea gravel or crushed stone

without sharp edges.

2. Particles not larger than 1/2!’

3.90% of the soil passing a No. 4 sieve.

4.90% retained by a No. 200 sieve. Separate all

unsuitable soil from the backfill soil.

" .L,: 6" LAYERS

Remove any foreign material like shoring, braces
or support blocks. Carefully compact the area
around the pipe in 6" layers.

48 MBLY
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1st Stage

RAISE IN
6" LAYERS

2nd Stage

Use the described backfill soil to at least 12" above

the top of the pipe. Compact in 6" layers to 90-95,%

modified proctor density.

RAISE IN
12" LAYERS

RAISE IN
6" LAYERS

J

If there are no surface loading conditions over
the system, backfill to grade and compact to 85%
modified proctor density. Native soil can be used.

If there are surtace loading cond tons. backfill to

surface grade in this manner.

WATER SATURATION

.’ SQUARE
DIRT
TAMPERS

Hand tamping and/or water saturation is recom-

mended for compaction. Contact your PERMA-
PIPE representative for approval of any other

methods.

2ND STAGE

BACKFILlj
PERMA-PIPE recommends using mechanical
compaction equipment to complete the 2nd Stage
of backfill.
Do not use mechanical compactors until the pipe
is covered with at least 12" of firm ly compacted soil.
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RECEIVING

nloading
#isually inspect each Poly-Therm assembly for

damage during unloading. Your PERMA-PIPE
representative must be present during receiving

of each shipment.

Poly-Therm assemblies must be handled carefully

during installation to avoid damaging the corrosion-

proof fiberglass jacket.

PERMAoPIPE’s unique fiberglass Poly-Therm is

designed to be impervious to corrosion and strong
enough to withstand heavy soil loads and system
pressures. The FRP jacket is extremely durable,

however, if damage does occur due to improper
handling the jacket must be either repaired or
replaced at the customer’s expense. Proper hand-
ling, as described in this manual, will result in a
successful installation at a minimal cost.

Support each Poly-Therm assembly with two nylon
slings during all phases of handling. The nylon
slings serve two important purposes. First, they
prevent severe scratching and/or chipping of the
jacket. Steel cables or chains are not acceptable
because they tend to cause this type of damage.
Nylon slings are loaned free of charge by PER MA-
PIPE.

ilore control of the pipe movement. A 40 foot
econdly, the use of two slings provides much

Jction of pipe suspended by a single line is
extremely likely to swing out of control. This greatly
increases the chances of damaging the pipe against
trucks, buildings, and equipment.
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PER MA-PIPE recommends that even more control Do not use fiberglass bi-ply that has been wet,
be exercised by choking the slings around th,l,
pipe or using a spreader bar if one is availabt, .en

f attempts are made to dry it out. Water can

Iever be fully removed from the bi-ply. Using dried
These practices are shown in Section I-pages 2-:, out bi-ply will usually result in a defective hand
and should be used for all the handling phases, lay-up.

Storage

If the storage of the Poly-Therm assemblies
requires field stacking, stack the assemblies in the
same fashion that they were received.

Poly-Therm assemblies can be considerably
damaged from improper storage.

If the Poly-Therm assemblies will be stored out-
doors longer than 6 months, cover them with a
dark tarp as a shade against the sun.

Store all field materials in a dry area. Stack the
materials on wooden pallets, covered with a tarp to
prevent water contamination from flooding or rain.

Keep the field materials in their shipping containers.
Store the resin, catalyst, and insulation components
in a cool location. Separate the resin and catalyst
by several feet to prevent any chemical interaction.

Keep all chemicals away from heat, flames and
sparks. Sprinklers should be provided in storage
areas. Have fire extinguishers and water readiJ,:,
ava able. See Page 71 for further nformat

Recommended Storage Temperature
60-85OF (18-29oc)

Maximum Storage Temperature
lO0OF (38oc)

In addition, water affects the proper curing of the

resin. Resin that has been contaminated by rain,

oil or any other foreign substance must not be

used. Contact your PERMA-PIPE representative

about purchasing additional resin.
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EXCAVATION
All types of flexible pipe derive some of their
strength from the passive soil resistance on tt-
sides of the pipe.Therefore, the proper excavatid.’.)
of the trench is very important to ensure a struc’’turally sound system.

Usually the centerline dimensions for the place-
ment of the pipe in the trench can be found in
the submittal drawings.

Poly-Therm pipe is designed to handle normal soil
and H-20 loading. If PERMA-PIPE’s recommended
procedures are followed, a minimum burial depth
of 2 feet is allowed. Note that shallower burial
depths increase heat losses slightly.

Special analysis of minimum burial depths is
required at taxiways, runways, railroads, and other
areas of high surface loading conditions. It is recom-
mended that the customer contact both PERMA-
PIPE and the local authority for more specific
instructions.

PERMA-PIPE recommends that the trench width
be minimized as much as possible, leaving only
enough room to position the pipe.

The trench should be considerably wider at field
joint locations to allow room for welding and field
joint closure. Additional room should be provided
by digging bell holes. Bell holes are simply small
ditches dug in the base of the trench at field joint
locations. Experience shows that be holes abo"?
3 ft. across and 1]/-2 ft. below grade permit tl
most freedom at a minimum additional excavation
cost. After completing the field closure, fill the
bell holes and compact the soil to a 90-95% modified
proctor density.

The trench floor should be completely cleared of

iddtones
and rocks and covered with a 4" bedding.

he bedding soil should correspond with the soil

escription in Section I-page 49.

An unstable soil condition is occasionally en-

countered during excavation, usually with deep

burials. Shore the trench walls before lowering

any Poly-Therm assemblies into the trench.

State and Federal regulations for shoring should

be followed where applicable. As the shoring is

removed, it should be replaced with backfill soil.

Organic soils or plastic clays and silts with high

liquid limits may be encountered that are incap-

able of supporting the pipe. Remove the poor soil

and replace it with the proper bedding soil to a

depth that will provide a firm stable foundation.
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ASSEMBLY

Layout

After excavation is complete, the Poly-Therr,,
should be distributed along the trench. Installa-
tion can be simplified by laying the assemb!ies
in order along the trench according to the PD.L.

If the project includes PermAlert, consult the
PermAlert Installation Supplement.

Lowering

Poly-Therm field joint closures must not be fabri-
cated before the assemblies are in their final
position in the trench. Even if the lowering equip-
ment is sufficient to lift more than one section,
PERMA-PIPE cannot certify a system installed in
this manner. Contact your PERMA-PIPE repre-
sentative if a special problem arises.

Pipe Connections

Before continuing, check to see if the legs of the
expansion loops are perpendicular to the rest of
the run and parallel to each other. If the legs of
the loop are not positioned correctly, it may affect
the length of the run.

Field Closure

el:iRMA-PIPE provides enough materials to com-

plete the field joint closures under normal work

conditions. Using more than the prescribed quanti-

ties or excessive waste might result in shortages

on the overall project. If you feel you are running

short of materials, contact your PERMA-PIPE
representative for the purchase of additional

materials.

Insulating

The metal molds provided by PERMA-PIPE can
be used in insulating at least ten field joints given
proper maintenance. Prior to each use the mold
must be coated with Mold Release. This is com-
monly found in fiberglass supply houses. Non-
stick coating sprays such as PAM’M can also be used.

The entire inside surface of the mold must be
coated. Insulation tends to stick to uncoated por-
tions of the mold and will damage both the insulation
and the mold upon removal from the joint.

After each use clean the inside of the mold with
acetone or a similar cleaning solvent to remove
any dirt or insulation.
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It is important to fasten the mold tightly around
the field joint. Gaps between the mold and
FRP jacket will allow some of the rising insulatio
to escape. This could result in an incomplete
pour and require mixing another small batch of
insulation.

Each day before using a shipping container, turn
it upside down for about 15 minutes.This ensures
that each component is properly mixed prior to
being used.

Table C lists the quantity for each insulation com-
ponent.Two containers, each large enough to hold
the given quantity are required. Mark one of the
containers A and the other B. Pour the given quan-
tity into each container. DO NOT combine the two
mixtures until you are ready to begin insulating
the field joint.

Once the components have been combined it is
extremely important to mix them well. If they are
not mixed well enough the resulting foam will not
expand at its specified rate and the field joint will
not fill completely. This requires mixing an addi-
tional batch. Experience with one or two pours
and assistance from our representative should
solve any problems.

A small amount of foam will expand in the bottom
of the pail after a pour, requiring disposal of the
pail. It is recommended to use disposable pap
pails large enough to accommodate both comp!’’

nent volumes.

Let the mold cool for about five minutes after the

am rises out the top holes. The mold will be

temely hot. After removing the banding, peel

the mold carefully off the insulation. If this is not

done, the mold and the insulation will probably

get damaged. It the mold sticks repeatedly, use

more mold release.

If the fiberglass hand lay-up is not completed

immediately after either the service pipe connec-

tion or insulating, plastic sheeting should be sealed

around the field joint. If any of the insulation in

the field joint or preinsulated assembly becomes

wet it must be removed and replaced. Water con-

taminated insulation cannot be dried out. This

may require replacement of the entire assembly

at the customer’s expense.

Hand Lay-up

CATALYST
It is very important to use exactly the correct amount
of catalyst for each hand lay-up. Heat controls the
reaction of the catalyzed fiberglass hand lay-up
The catalyst quantities given in Table E are based
on specific temperatures. The temperature of a
hand lay-up varies considerably, depending on
the amount of sunlight, the humidity level, and the
ork surlace.
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If the field joints are not cured in 30 minutes,
add an additional 1/4tablespoon of,catalystfo
every quart of resin used. Subtract lj4 per quar
of resin if the curing takes less than 30 minutes.
Adjust this amount depending on the weather
conditions.

Avoid adding too much catalyst to the resin.Trying
to achieve a gel time faster than the recommended
30 minutes will result in a cracked and unreliable
field closure.

CAUTION: Over-catalyzation can result in an
explosive reaction with the resin.

ROLLING OUT
PERMA-PIPE provides a finned, metal laminating
roller for rolling out the hand lay-ups.The fins are
designed to allow airto escape.This roller is made
specifically for this type of application. It does a
very good job of impregnating the bi-ply with resin.
Consult your PERMA-PIPE representative if any
other types of rollers will be used.

Make sure that the entire bi-ply surface appears
clear after rolling it out on the supported plastic
sheet. This indicates a properly wetted-out hand
lay-up Once it is fully wetted out, all the excess
resin must be removed. Leaving excess resin on
the hand lay-up may make it sag when wrapped
around the conduit.

Position the hand lay-up onto the jacket
described in Section I. If for some reason the hand
lay-up is put on incorrectly, carefully peel it off and
re-wrap it while it is still wet.

When rolling out the hand lay-up on the jacket, it is

xtremely important to follow the step-by-step

attern described in Section I. This pattern is

designed to remove all the air from underneath

the hand lay-up. Most air pockets will be visible

through the hand lay-up if it has been properly

wetted out. The rolling pattern moves any air

around the conduit and out the top in a systematic

way.

When the hand lay-up is dry, inspect if for loose

strands (especially the bottom). Trim the strands
and repaint the areas with catalyzed resin.

Field Alterations

All field modifications to the Poly-Therm system
must be cleared with PERMA-PI PE. Changing the
length or direction of the system may result in a
faulty installation requiring costly repairs in the
future.

Every installation should have field verification of
the submittal drawings. This will eliminate most
dimension problems and will also allow PERMA-
PIPE time to re-engineer the system if needed.

Even with field verification, there will occasionally
be an installation that does not run true to plan. If
additional materials are required, contact your

representative immediately.



If it is necessary to lengthen or shorten a run, your
PER MA-PI PE representative will specify where tq. Awlatllel" I=fect$

make the modifications. The position of the modifi-,’
cation will depend on the nature and location of OLD WEATHER
the problem. As with most plastics, a low ambient temperature

will adversely affect the expansion of the insula-

tion and the curing of the resin.You must also contact your PERMA-PIPE repre-
sentative before modifying the direction of a run.
Written authorization is required or PERMA-PIPEs
warranty may be void.

Jacket Repair

In some rare cases, severe mishandling of the
Poly-Therm assemblies may result in a scratch or
chip in the FRP jacket. Following the guidelines in
this manual should prevent most mishaps If
damage is found on the surface of the jacket,
contact your PERMA-PIPE representative.

If the jacket is determined to be severely scratched,
it will be necessary to perform a simple, quick
repair, see Section I-page 46.

The repair follows essentially the same procedure
as the hand lay-up. A repair hand lay-up uses a
piece of bi-ply, but is wetted out directly on the
jacket instead of a plastic sheet. Roll out the hand
lay-up to conform to the repair surface. If the repair
is on the lower half of the jacket, keep rolling it out
until it begins to harden, i
PERMA-PIPE provides enough material to make
one repair for every ten assemblies shipped

Use the following tenting procedure in cold

weather.

Fabricate a tent around each field joint. It should
be large enough to enclose two men and the entire
working area needed to fabricate the field closure.
Tie down the tent so that cold drafts don’t flow
through the tent.

Field Closure Tent
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Heat the tent to a minimum temperature of 60F
using a heat source at one end of the tent If 1,
flame type heat source is used, it is recommende(
to mount it outside the trench. Duct work should
be placed to direct the heat into the tent.

Provide ventilation in the tent to remove any fumes
given off by the insulation or resin.

The insulation required increases as the ambient
temperature is lowered. Shortages on joints insu-
lated at temperatures below 60F will be replaced
at the customers expense.

-[he amount of catalyst may need to be increased
depending on the ambient temperature and irld
chill. The jacket will tend to be colder at the :’s-
tem grade, especially in deep trenches because
of the shade from direct sunlight. The bottom of
the jacket can also be significantly cooler than the
top side This may require tenting and/or a heat
source. Contact your PERMA-PIPE representative
if any problems arise.

Wipe off any frost on the Poly-Therm jacket arot4nd
the field joint area before any field joint closure
fabrication.

RAIN AND SNOW
t insulating or hand lay-ups are done during rain.

is extremely important to keep the field joint and

materials completely dry. PERMA-PIPE does not

recommend any insulating or hand lay-ups in a wet

environment since even the smallest amount of

water contamination will damage the materials.

Insulated field joints soaked with water are con-

sidered damaged and must be replaced. If an

uncovered field joint becomes soaked with water
it may be necessary to replace any damaged pre-

fabricated sections of pipe.
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BACKFILL CHEMICAL SAFETY
The most crucial part of the backfill process is the
compaction of soil underneath and alongside

llthe pipe. A hand tamping device can be cor Part A} Diisocyanate
structed easily and economically by joining small
diameter pipe.This tool will compact the soil firmly
and evenly around the pipe. It should be used in
place of mechanical tampers when compacting
around the pipe to prevent damage to it.

Compaction Tool

(Part B) blowing agent

CAUTION-Flammable Liquids

FIRE: Keep away from heat, open flame, and

sparks. No smoking is permitted around this

material. Fight fire with CO2, water, dry chemical,

or foam extinguishers. Never use welding equip-

ment or a cutting torch near any insulation con-

tainers. Excessive heat may produce pressures
that will rupture shipping containers.

WARNING: Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing
vapors. Use a NIOSH approved respirator and
have adequate ventilation. Harmful if swallowed.
Do not store near food or drink. Do not get in eyes
oron skin.Wear chemical splash goggles and rub-
ber gloves.

FIRST AID:
EYE--Immediately flush with plenty of water for at
least 15 minutes. See a physician immediately.

SWALLOWING--Immediately contact a physician.
Refer physician to local poison control center or
213/664-2121 or 617/232-2120, day or night.

SKIN--Flush with soap and water.

,IHALATION--Remove to fresh air and contact a

’!ysician if discomfort persists.
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Catalyst

BENZOYL PEROXIDE (BFF-60)

CAUTION-- Flammable Solid

FIRE: Keep away from heat, open flame, and
sparks. No smoking is permitted around this ma-
terial. Fight fire with water, dry chemical or foam
extinguishers. Never use welding equipment or
a cutting torch near any catalyst containers

WARNING: Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing
dust. Use a NIOSH approved respirator and have
adequate ventilation. Harmful if swallowed Do
not store near food or drink. Do not get in eyes
or on skin. Wear chemical splash goggles and rub-
ber gloves.

FIRST AID:
EYE--Immediately flush with plenty of water for at
least 15 minutes. See a physician immediately.

SWALLOWING-Induce vomiting. Immediately
contact a physician. Refer physician to local
poison control center or 213/664-2121 or 617/
232-2120 day or night.

SKIN--Flush with soap and water.

INHALATION--Remove to fresh air and contact
a physician if discomfort persists.

This information is intended for First Aid only
patients must contact a physician for treatment.

IrPILLS OR LEAKS: Cover with sand or earth.

ansfer to waste container. Flush residue with

ater. Dispose of, consistent with Federal, State

and Local regulations.

Resin

THERMOSETTING RESIN

CAUTION-Flammable Liquid

FIRE: Keep away from heat, open flame, and

sparks. No smoking is permitted around this

material. Fight fire with water, dry chemical or

foam extinguishers. Vapors are heavier than air

and may travel along the ground. Never use weld-

ing equipment or a cutting torch near any resin

pails or containers (even if empty).

Flashpoint--73-100F (23-38C).

WARNING: Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing
vapors. Use a NIOSH approved respirator and
have adequate ventilation. Do not get in eyes or
on skin. Wear chemical splash goggles and rub-
ber gloves.

FIRST AID:
EYE--Immediately flush with plenty of water for at
least 15 minutes. See a physician immediately.

,SWALLOWlNG--Do not induce vomiting. Imme-
ately contact a physician. Refer physician to
’[ocal poison control center or 213/664-2121 or
617/232-2120 day or night.
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SKIN--Remove contaminated clothes, wash with
soap and water for at least 15 minutes. Wash com,
taminated clothing before reuse.

INHALATION--Remove to fresh air and contact
a physician if discomfort persists.

This information is intended for First Aid only and
patients must contact a physician for treatment.

SPILLS OR LEAKS: Cover with sand or earth.
Transfer to waste container. Flush residue with
water. Dispose of, consistent with Federal, State
and Local regulations.

EMPTY CONTAINERS: Resin containers when
empty will contain vapors, liquids, or solid residue
that may be hazardous. Keep all containers away
from heat, sparks, and flames.

GLOSSARY

RESPIRATOR

RUBBER GLOVES

CHEMICAL GOGGLES

Safety Equipment
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Anchor
Blocks

Assembly

Bell Hole

Bi-ply

Carrier Pipe

Casing

Catalyst

Coupling
Gap

Critical
Period

Elbow (ell)

Expansion

A metal plate, factory joined to both the

service pipe and casing to arrest move-
ment of the pipe.

Concrete poured around t’te anchors.

A preinsulated piece of Poly-Therm

A hole dug out at field joint locations to
enlarge the work area.

A fiberglass material consisting of
woven roving and chopped mat that
provides the structural strength to the
hand lay-up.

The service pipe.

The FRP outer jacket protecting the
insulated pipe line.

A chemical which starts the reaction
between the resin and the bi-ply.

The extra space needed between two
service pipes when welding with a
socketweld coupling.

An installation period requiring super-
vision by your PERMA-PIPE represen-
tative.

A mitered fitting which produces a
change in direction.

A U-shaped assembly which allows for
thermal expansion of the pipe.

The time it takes for the catalyzed resin
or hand lay-up to harden.



Gravel

Hand
Lay-up

Hydrostatic
Test

Modified
Proctor

Mold
Release

Natural
Angle of
Repose

Nominal

A coarse grained soil with 50% or more
of coarse fraction retained on a #4
sieve. ASTM D 2487.

Manually combining resin and fiber-
glass and applying it to the field joint
closure or repair area.

A water pressure test of the service pipe
welds.

A density scale of soil compaction

A grease which prevents the pour foam
insulation from sticking to the metal
mold.

Indicates that a provision is mandatory
if the system is to be installed properly.

The slope at which soil rests without
artificial support.

Outer diameter of Poly-Therm assembly
Casing Size in inches.

PDL The Part Drawing Layout is a dagram
indicating the relative positions of the
assemblies.

Preinsulated All possible work is done in the Perma-
Pipe factory, leaving only field connec-
tions of assemblies.

Resin The liquid which combines with he bi-
ply to form a reinforced plastic iackeji:,,

Sand A coarse grained soil with more than
50% of coarse fraction passing on a #4
sieve ASTM D 2487.

Socketweld
Coupling

Wetted Out

or "it is recommended" indicates that a
provision is not mandatory, but con-

sidered good practice.

A coupling used in weldirt9 small diam-
eter pipe (2 in. or less).

The state in which the bi-ply and resin
have been properly combined.
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INTRODUCTION
EsCon-A arrives at your job-site virtually assembled. Our
in-plant fabrication means less field work and fewer com-
plications at the job-site. This installation manual is

designed to make the field work as easy as possible. The
lanual is divided into two sections for your convenience.

is a set of step-by-step instructions supported by
helpful illustrations which will guide you through comple-
tion in a straightforward manner.

Seolior II offers the reader a more detailed description of
our product. This section will also answer many questions
about the "crucial" periods of installation. Section II
serves as an aid, not only to the contractor, but to the con-
sulting engineer as well.

EsCon-A comes complete with experienced field service,
assuring you a quick and smooth installation. Calling our
convenient hot line connects you directly to one of our
trained field servicemen 312/966-2150.

EsCon-A is a fully engineered system. Our expert project
design staff has tailored the system to your needs. If re-
quired, our entire engineering staff is prepared to work
through field service to ensure the best possible technical
assistance.

If installed using the recommended practices of this
manual and the field service of Perma-Pipe. you can be
sure that EsCon-A will give you the performance you
require.

We’re sure you’ll complete a successful installation and
join our growing list of satisfied customers.
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The following checklist should be used by the con-
tractor when receiving the shipments:

Our local field representative is to be present
when shipment arrives and is unloaded.

Check all shipped materials against the pack-
ing list for shortages.

Inspect the EsCon-A as it is unloaded:
1. EsCon-A pipe
2. Boxes of insulation
3. Repair materials
4. Fittings and accessories

List on the freight receipt all damages or shor-
tages; otherwise claims cannot be accepted
by the freight company.

The subject of these claims should be brought
to the attention of the Perma-Pipe field
representative.

Visually inspect all assemblies as they are un-
loaded and holiday test any coating areas that
appear damaged.

Locate the part drawing layout (P.D.L.) packed
with each shipment.
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Unloading Unloading

To protect the Elephant HideT’ coating, support

each straight section of EsCon-A with the

slings provided. The slings should be spaced about

20 ft. apart. A spreader bar is recommended for ths

task.

Steel cables or chains must not be used.

If a spreader bar is not available, the slings can be

choked together as shown.
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Unloading Storage

If accidental abuse occurs, inspect the Elephant When stacking the EsCon-A for storage, restack it in
HideTM coating for damage. Repair if necessary, the same fashion that it was received.

FOR PROLONGED STORAGE of EsCon-A, consult
the Technical Supplement.

Storing EsCon-A for future use:
Stack on the wooden shipping braces.

!V Use foam or other padding between layers.
Stacks should be located on high ground.
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Storage

WIDTH

Store all field joint materials in a dry place. Single Pipe. The minimum recommended trench
width for single pipe is 12" plus the diameter of the
conduit.

O NOT REMOVE

_-

Do not remove plastic coverings or end caps fr>m

the EsCon-A.

6 :EIVING

WIDTH

Multi-pipe. Centerline dimensions can usually be
found in the submittal drawings. If centerline dimen-
sions are not specified in the drawings.
Perma-Pipe’s standard recommendations can be
found in Tables D and E in Section II. The center-to-
center distance "x" for various combinations ofEsCon-A is listed in Table E.
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Trench Depth

24"
MIN.

DEPTH

The total trench depth should allow for a 4-inch bed-

ding, the pipe diameter, and a minimum 24" cover

depth above the pipe. See contract drawings for

specific pipe burial depths.

Bell Holes

The trench should be made slightly wider at field
joint locations, to allow for welding and testin.(:].

A minimum bedding of 4 in. must be raked uniformly

along the entire length of the run. The bed of the run

must be graded to a minimum slope of in. per 40 ft.

The bedding material should conform with the

recommendations in Backfill.

PROFILE
VIEW

BELL HOLE

.ell holes approximately 3 ft. across should be dug
at every field joint location before the EsCon-A is
placed in the trench. For field joint locations, see the
Part Drawing Layout. It may also be necessary to
enlarge the trench at concrete anchor block loca-
tions, see page 20.
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Special Trench Conditions

BEDDING

SOIL OR
GRAVEL

Rock bottom trench: A rocky or uneven trencr, t.un

dation should be covered with a firm soi! or gravel

before the bedding is constructed.

Special Trench Conditions

Granular soil: In granular soil. the trench wall should
be sloped at the natural angle of repose.

Unstable soil: When trenohn r unstable

not lay any

Over-excavation: Any accidental over-excavation
should be filled with bedding material and com-
pacted to 90-95% modified proctor.
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P.D.L.

ANCHOR

EXPANSION LOOP

The part drawing layout (P.D.L.) shows the Iocton
for each EsCon-A assembly.

Layout

Laying assemblies in order next to the trench may
simplify installation.

P.D.L. NUMBER

ASSEMBLY
Each assembly is marked with a number that mat-

ches a number on the P.D.L. drawing.

BLUE STRIPE

Straight run assemblies with a blue stripe on the end
must be placed with that end toward the adjacent
elbow.
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Layout

WHITE STRIPES

ing

Free-standing water in the trench
must be removed and disposed of
before lowering assemblies.

Do not remove the protective end
bags until the carrier pipes are to be
welded.

Adjacent assemblies with white stripes should be
positioned with the striped ends together.

P4 P5

c.s. 3" P.D.L.

The white stripes show that this is a cold-spring lo-

cation. This is also shown on the P.D,L. as "C.S. Do
not connect these pipes until these instructions say
to do so, It is important to maintain a 12" gap between

all adjacent outer casings.

Lowering EsCon-A should follow the same handling
guidelines discussed in Unloading.
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Lowering

Each assembly should be positioned with the TOP
side facing up in exactly the 12 o’clock position.

Since holiday testing is required after assemblies are
in the trench, it is recommended to support the as-

semblies with sandbags.

Pipe Connections

If sufficient lowering equipment is available, it may
be easier to complete some field joints above the

trench.

The closure sleeve must be around the conduit
before welding the carrier pipe.
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Pipe Connections Pipe Connections

Remove the protective end bag.

Weld all straight assembly joints.

Weld all expansion loop joints.

Do not weld the white striped

joints.

/’ Remove shipping bars.

_MAIN RUN /7PARALLEL

Loop and elbow legs must be perpendicular to the

main run, and loop legs must be parallel to each

other.

PLASTIC
TAPE7 //- SHEET

If field joint closures are not completed immediatel

after the carrier pipe connections, it is recommend-
ed to use a temporary covering such as plastic

sheeting and seal it with tape to keep out moisture,

rain and dirt.

LAST

Cold springing is to be done only after all other
welds are completed and concrete anchor blocks
are in place.
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Concrete Anchor Blocks

Concrete anchor blocks must be poured at each an-
chor point, Do not cold spring unless the run is solid-
ly fixed at both ends.

Concrete Anchor Blocks

Refer to Table A & B for the recommended concrete
anchor block dimensions. If you need further infor-
mation, consult page 74 in Section II.

SIDE
VIEW

TOP
VIEW

The concrete anchor must be poured through the
bedding material into undisturbed earth in the foun-
dation or trench walls.

TABLE A
Minimum Concrete Anchor Dimensions

Single Pipe

Conduit Concrete Dimensions
Size
(Inches) Height Width
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Concrete Anchor Blocks
TABLE B

Minimum Concrete Anchor Dimensions
Multi.pipe

Conduit Concrete Dimensions

Combination Height Width
(Inches)

18

Concrete Anchor Blocks

Conduit
Combination

(Inches)

Concrete Dimensions

Height Width

NOTE: For other combinations of conduit:
Height: Use the height value in Table A of your
largest conduit size.
Width: For each additional conduit, add 6" plus
the conduit diameter.
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Cold Springing Cold Springing

REMOVE

With the use of a cutting torch, completel,,, r r.,,,,’e

the shipping bars from all EsCon-A assemblie, *qy

damage to the conduit or pipe must be r.,d

Remove the weld scale.

Insert a bolt through the two angles.

Place the nut on the bolt and tighten until the two
pipes come together.

Tack weld angles 1/2 in. from the top edge of each

carrier pipe. Angles are supplied by the contractor.

TACK WELD

Tack weld the pipe joint.
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,,
Cold Springing ringing

Table C indicates the required gap between carrier

pipes. If a field joint also has a cold-spnngng gap. it

should be added to the coupling gap iA). Before do-

ing a cold spring, the coupling should be welded to

one of the pipes.

Remove the angles.

Butt weld the pipe joint.

Inspect the surface for damage. Repair if necessary.

SOCKETWELD

COUPLING ./ COUPLING

For 2 in. diameter steel pipe and smaller, socket-

weld couplings and fittings are required at the field

joints. The couplings are supplied by others, Refer to

Table C for required coupling gap.

TABLE C

Socketweld Coupling Gap
(inches)

Nom.
Pipe
Size A

Nom.
Pipe
Size

1/4 I/4

3/8 !/4 1/4

1/2 3/8 1/2

3/4 3/8 2

A

!/2

1/2

3/4

If field problems are encountered while doing the
prescribed cold-springing procedures, consult your
field representative.
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Hydrostatic Test
*v/ After the carrier pipes are welded together, con-

nect test caps at the ends of the run.

All valves should be set so the entire line can be
tested.

The pipe should be completely filled with water.

All air should be vented so that the carrier pipe is
void of air.

The ppe section should be brought up to
tmes the operating pressure unless otherwise
stated.

The pressure should be maintained for a min-
mum of two hours allowing for temperature un-
less otherwise stated.

Any faulty weld should be repaired aqd retested.

Field Joint Closure

After the pipes have been welded and hydrostatical-

ly tested, a field closure is required. Perma-Pipe pro-
vides the following materials for field joint closure:

(’ Pipe insulation

Stainless steel banding and fasteners

’ Closure sleeves

I’ Shrink sleeves

Propane torch (fittings and tank not included)

Half round pieces of insulation must be cut for us
at each field closure. Press two halves firmly
together onto the bare pipe to provide the required
insulation around the field joint.
NOTE: More than two pieces may be required.
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Field Joint Closure

The strips of steel banding must be tightened
around the halves of insulation and secured with the
metal fasteners.
NOTE: One strip of steel banding is required for every
two pieces of insulation.

Field Joint Closure

Use a come-along or comparable tool to draw th

closure sleeve tightly around the conduit. Exert con-
stant pressure while doing this.

Tack weld the closure sleeve.

Remove the come-along.

Slide the closure sleeve over the field ioint and
center it.

Lap weld the closure sleeve along the seam and
edges. These welds must withstand the conduit air
test.
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Conduit Air Test

To perform a conduit air test, Perma-Pipe furnishes:

Test cap

Rubber gasket

The contractor furnishes:

Pressure gauge

J bolts or threaded rod, nuts and washers

If the end seals are connected, no test caps are
needed, Follow steps 7 through 11.

Conduit Air Test

TEST
CAP -- RUBBER

Place the gasket over the open end of the
pressure cap and lift the cap onto the bolts. Ap-
ply the nuts and washers. Tighten by hand.

J BOLT

WELD

Tack weld the head of a J bolt to the edge of the

conduit. Tack weld the head of a similar bolt to
the opposite side of the conduit. Leaveeough
thread extending past the conduit for the

pressure cap to fit on.

Weld the other bolts onto the conduit to match
the pressure cap holes. Place the nuts and
washers on the bolts. Tighten.
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Conduit Air Test Conduit Air Test

4. Make a firm weld over the tack welds on the
first two bolts.

6. Tighten ali nuts carefully and evenly so that the
pressure cap and gasket make a firm sea; wth
the conduit.

6. Be sure the cap is tightly fastened. Make sure
the drain and vent plugs are closet,.

7. Build up the test pressure in the system.

11. Soap test all welds to indicate pin hole leaks.

12. Release air pressure before removing the
pressure cap or loosening the bolts.

13. Remove the J bolts and all rough weld edges.

Manhole Connections

If the run ends at a manhole it is necessary to do
the following:

1 Plug the drain (lower hole) on the end plate.

Tell-tale the end plate vent (upper hole) above
ground.

8. Do not exceed 15 PSI air pressure.

9. Do not stand in front of or in line with the
pressure cap while the pressure is on.

10. Maintain test pressure for a minimum of hour,

allowing for fluctuations in temperature,
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Shrink Sleeve Shrink Sleeve

Before applying the shrink sleeve, all bare metal at
the field joint must be wire-brushed clean of scale
and dirt.

With a measuring tape, chalk mark a guideline on
the coating 3 in. from each edge of the Elephant
HideTM coating.

Wipe off the field joint area. Preheat all bare metal at the entire field joint area
until it is warm to the touch (approximately 130F).
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Shrink Sleeve

Identify the correct sleeve size by the conduit size
label on the backing material. One edge will
measure 24". Hold this starting edge up and remove
the first 6-10" of backing material.

Shrink Sleeve

Heat the top 2 in. of the sleeve with a torch until it
becomes soft and adheres to the metal. Use only the
provided torch or an approved substitute.

Continue to hold the shrink sleeve right side up.
Press the top edge into place just below the top of
the conduit so that the sleeve is centered between
the chalk lines.

Pull the backing material off as the sleeve is wrap-
ped around the conduit.
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Shrink Sleeve

LOOSE GAP

Wrap the sleeve around the conduit so that the lower
portion hangs loose about an inch from the bottom
of the conduit. Stay within the chalk guidelines.
Reheat the top 2 in. of the sleeve before overlapping.

Shrink Sleeve

Peel the back strip off the closure tape.

Preheat the tape until it is limp. Do not heat longer
than 5 seconds.

NOT
CORRECT RECOMMENDED

Be sure to overlap downward.

Note: larger than 16 nConduit
may require two torches

Apply the tape across the seam made by the overlap.
The sticky back strip should be face down.
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Shrink Sleeve

Heat the closure tape with a torch untie it sticks to
the rest of the sleeve. Pat the tape down with a hand
for a good bond.

Heat the center section of the sleeve all the way
around until it shrinks. Keep the torch in constant
motion. Do not burn the surface.

Shrink Sleeve

When the center of the sleeve has shrunk, begin to

move the torch with an up-and-down spiral motion

around the sleeve toward the left edge.

When left side has shrunk, heat the right side in th
same up-and-down spiral manner.
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Shrink Sleeve

Reduce the flame slightly and shrink the edges of
the sleeve onto the pipe. Black adhesive escaping at
the edges indicates a good bond.

If the sleeve edge raises up, reheat and press down
firmly.

Holiday Test

The Perma-Pipe field representative will supply a

holiday testing kit and demonstrate its operation.

The holiday detector will be set at the required

voltage. Consult your field representative if you have

questions.

Check the detector by passing it over the bare metal
atthe end of the conduit or by touching the coil or the
rake directly to the ground wire.
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Holiday Test

Keep the coi moving along the conduit at a stead--pace. If the rake is used, keep the rake movingaround the conduit in smooth circular motions. Stayclose to the surface. Do not rest the rake on the con-duit as this can damage the coal tar coating.

Test every assembly and field joint closure beforebackfilling. Areas failing the test should be repaired
and retested, but only the repaired areas should be
retested. Do not retest the entire assembly.

This section of the manual discusses steps
necessary to correct certain installation problems

that could occur:

1. Coating Repair

2. Cathodic Protection

3. Field Alterations

4. Wet Insulation

BRUIS

The coating is bruised if the felt is torn. exposing the
coal tar. Bare metal is not showing.
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Coating Repair

To repaira bruised area, cut apieceof Perma-Tape
large enough to cover the repair area. Apply Perma.
Kote to the smooth side of the Perma-Tape.

Coating Repair

Position the Perma-Tape over the repair area coated

side down. Press firmly into place and work out air

bubbles.

Apply a layer of Perma-Kote inside and around the
repair area. Let dry until tacky.

pply a heavy layer of Perma-Kote over and around
the Perma-Tape. Let dry for 30 min.
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Coating Repair
DAMAGED COATING Coating

showng. Use a wire brush to remove any remaining loose par-
ticles and rough up the surface that needs repair.

TAPER EDGES
INWARD

Chip away all loose coating material from the area tobe repaired.

Taper the coating edges for a smooth transition bet-ween the coating and the metal surface

Apply
repmr

a layer of Perma Kote within and around the
area. Let dry until tacky.
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Coating Repair

Cut a piece of Perma-Tape the size of the metal area.
Apply Perma-Kote to the smooth side of the tape.

__
ring Repair

Cut another piece of Perma-Tape large enough to

coyer the repair area. Apply Perma-Kote to the

smooth side of the tape.

Position the Perma-Tape with the coated side down. Apply a layer of Perma-Kote over and around the
Press firmly into place and work out the air bubbles, area to be repaired. Let dry until tacky.
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Coating Repair
hodic Protection

Position the Perma-Tape coated side down over therepair area. Press firmly into place and work ou theair bubbles.
Find the anode connection !ocations from the sup-
plied drawings.

Remove a 2 in. section of coating and rasp the metal

surface.

Apply a heavy layer of Perma-Kote over and around Strip the insulation off the end of the wire and lay it
the Perma-Tape. Let dry for 30 min. on the metal surface.
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Cathodic Protection
To prepare the welder:

"/ Place the metai disc in the bottom of th pocketof the welder.

’k/ Open a cartridge and dump the meta PO,’,’derin.to the pocket.

// Squeeze the base of the cartridge and :imp thestarting powder into the pocket.

’/ Close the cover.

k’/ Place the welder over the wire and hoJd , firmlyin place. ]-he gun should be pointed a,.W fromthe operator when ignited.

odic Protection

File off excess welding slag. Repair this area fol-
lowing the guidelines in Bruised Coating.

CADWELD

WIRE " WELDER

STARTING
POWER

METAL POWDEI:

METAL DISC

CONDUIT
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Field Alterations

If the size or shape of a run must be modified to com.plete the job, consult the Perma-Pipe field represen.
tative or call Perma-Pipe’s Field Service Department
at 312/966-2150.

Wet Insulation

If the EsCon-A insulation gets wet, t must .: drain.ed before start-up.

Contact the Perma-Pipe field representative

Unplug the vent and the drain at the high erd of the
run.

Drain the conduit at the low end of the rur’

Connect the carrier pipe to a hot line. Slo.wV heat
the system up to at feast 220 F.

on

HOT
FLUID

SERVICE INSULATION CONDUIT
PIPE

Force at least 2 cubic feet of air per minute into the

low end of the run.
CAUTION: Do not stand in front of the exhaust vent
during this procedure. The hot fluid should dry out
the insulation and the forced air will carry out the

moisture.

Place a cold mirror at the exhaust vent. If the mirror
fogs, the insulation is still wet. Continue the drying
process until moisture is no longer being vented.

It may be necessary to increase the air pressure
and/or fluid temperature.
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Backfill materials should have:

1. Sand or a sand-with-gravel mixture in which
the gravel is either pea gravel or crushed
stone without sharp edges.

2. Particles not larger than 1/2 in.

3. 90 percent of the material passing a No. 4
sieve.

4. 90 percent retained by a No. 200 sieve.

5. All unsuitable material removed from the
backfill soil.

90.95/0
PROCTOR

RAISE IN
6" LAYERS

Fhe recommended backfill material should be used

to at least 12 in. above the pipe. Compact in 6 in.

layers to 90-95% proctor. If surface loading condi-

lions exist, backfill to grade in this manner.

LAYERS

Prior to backfilling, remove any foreign materials such
as shoring, braces, support blocks. Carefully com-
pact the area directly around the pipe in6in layers.

RAISE IN
12" LAYER,

RAISE IN
6" LAYERS

Under normal condition, backfill to grade in ft. lifts
and compact to 85% proctor. Native soil can be us-
ed provided it is non-organic and all particles are
less than 1/2 in. in size.
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’ING Unloading

EsCon-A assemblies must be handled with care to

avoid damaging the protective outer coating, the

conduit, the insulation, or the carrier pipe.

Each section should be supported by two or more

ltlylon slings. The protective outer coating is de-

lsigned to protect the casing from corrosion after it is

buried. The slings are needed to protect the coating

during handling. Slings are provided free of charge

by Perma-Pipe. Steel cables or chains are not accep-

lable. A choke sling and a spreader bar are shown in

Section as ways of lifting the assemblies.

Improper handling or impacts on the conduit result

in damages that must be either repaired or replaced

at the customer’s expense. Proper handling will

result in a successful installation at a minimal cost.

Upon unloading, each EsCon-A assembly must be

visually inspected and tested.

All EsCon-A assemblies should be holiday tested in

accordance with the procedure outlined in Sectio I.

Storage
If the EsCon-A is stored at a central location, it

should be restacked in the same fashion that it was

received. Foam or other soft padding should be used

between the layers.

considerable amount of damage to the EsCon-A

,,,ay result from improper storage. EsCon-A is shipped
with foam padding between the wooden braces and

the conduit. These materials should be taken from

the truck and used for protecting the coating at the

project site.
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For long-term storage of EsCon-A. when the PPe isto be unused for 2 months or longer, the f-;!OWing
recommendations should be observed:

The assemblies must be stored on high .qrbund to
prevent water damage. The end caps ar blaStic
bags must be retained on the ends of theassmbl
to prevent water from getting into the anrcs be-
tween the casing and the insulation If ;re end
closure is damaged or removed, the
should make provisions to protect the asset :biy in.
terior from water or debris A small amout time
spent in preventing water ntrusion is rTIuC’ LSS ex-
perssive than a ’dryng out" operation !?,t the
project.

in extremely hot or cold environments extra care
may be required to prevent damage to the coating.

In very cold weather:

Assemblies should not be moved or bandied
below 25 F.

Assemblies should not be stacked m:re than
two layers high.

All stacks of EsCon-A should be covered ’ith a
tarp to shade them from the sun and to }revent
ice formation on the conduit.

Light colored, opaque tarps are preferred

All type of pipe derive some of their strength from

te passive soil resistance on the sides of the pipe.

Terefore, the proper excavation of the trench is very

inportant to ensure a structurally sound system.

8ually the centerline dimensions for the placement

the pipe in the trench can be found in the submit-

tal drawings. If the trench dimensions are not

specified, Perma-Pipe offers its standard recommen-

dations.

The trench width should allow at least inches be-

tween the conduit and the trench walls as shown in

Section I, EXCAVATION. Tables D & E give the

trench width for single or double combinations of

conduit along with the centerline dimensions. If

more than two pipes are used in the same trench,

add 6 inches plus the outer diameter of the addi-

tional pipe to the double conduit trench width for

each additional pipe.

It is important to note that this minimum trench

width is for the general width of the run. The trench

should be considerably wider at field joint locations

to allow room for welding and field joint closure. Ad-

ditional room should be provided by digging bell

holes. Bell holes are simply small ditches dug in the

base of the trench at field joint locations. Ex-

perience shows that bell holes about 3 ft. in

diameter permit the most freedom at a minimum ad-

ditional excavation cost. After completing the field

joints, the bell holes should be compacted to a

Shipping bars are always to remain on the assembly t-95% modified proctor density.

ends until the carrier pipes are to be welded "1
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The trench width should be kept to a minimum and
the walls should be as vertical as possible.

TABLE E

Minimum Trench Dimensions
Multi.pipe

Trench Dimensions
Conduit

Combination X Width

(Inches) (Inches) (Inches)

TABLE D
Minimum Trench Dimensions

Single Pipe

Conduit
Size Trench Width

(Inches) (Inches)

65/8 19
88/8 21

10/4 23
12,/4 26
14 26
16 28
18 30
20 32
22 34
24 36

13 31

8/8+ 6% 14 33

+ 8[ 15 35

10/, + 6% 15 35

+ 8% 16 37

+______10_0. 17 39

12/4 + 6% 16 37

+ 8% 17 39

+ 104 18 41

+ 12/4 19 43

14 + 6% 17 39

+ 8/ 18 41

+ 10/4 19 43

+ 124 20 45

+ 14 21 46

16

18

+ 6% 18 41
/ 8% 19 43

+ 10/4 20 45

+ 124 21 47

+ 14 22 48

+ 16 23 50

+ 6% 19 43

+ 8% 20 45

+ 10 21 47

+ 12 22 49

+ 14 23 50
+ 16 24 52
+ 18 25 54
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TABLE E
Minimum Trench Dimensions

Multi-pipe (continued)

Conduit
Combination

(Inches)

Trench Dimensions
X Width

(Inches) (Inches)

20 + 6, 20 45
+ 8 21 47
+ 10 22 49
+ 1234 23 51
+ 14 24 52
+ 16 25
+ 18 26 56
+ 20 27 58

22 + 6.’ 21 47
+ 8. 22 49
+ 10’ 23 51
+ 12.. 24 53
+ 14 25 54
+ 16 26 56
+ 18 27 58
+ 20 28 60
+ 22 29 62

24 + 6/ 22 49
+ 8/’, 23 51
+ 10/4 24 53
+ 123/4 25 55
+ 14 26 56
+ 16 27 58
+ 18 28 60
+ 20 29 62
+ 22 30 64
+ 24 31 66

unstable soil condition is sometimes en-

countered during excavation. Usually this exists

with deep casing burials. This condition must be

stabilized before laying any conduit systems; and

the installing contractor should use staybracing,

trench jacks or sheeting to prevent any cave-ins dur-

installation.

State and federal regulations for sheeting or bracing

should be followed where applicable. Where shoring

or sheeting is removed, backfill should be placed

and compacted as the sheeting is removed to

minimize voids beneath the sheeting. Should

organic soils or plastic clays and silts with high li-

quid limits that are incapable of supporting the cas-

ing be encountered when the excavation is opened,

the poor soil should be removed and replaced with a

suitable bedding material to a depth that will provide

a firm, stable foundation.

The depth of burial should be between 2 and 12 ft.

deep. See Section I, TRENCH DEPTH.

The trench floor must be completely clear of stones

and rocks, and a bedding material must be laid on

the trench floor. The bedding material should be

within the limits of the material specified in Section

I, BACKFILL.
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ASSEMBLY

Layout
After excavation is complete and the customer is

Pipe Connections

Check to make sure that the closure sleeve is

around the conduit before welding the carrier pipes

ready to install the system, the EsCon-A should be together. It may be impossible to slip the closure

d!strib.u.ted along, the trench. Installation can bell ,,.leeve over the conduit a.fteethernuWseldeS ruatClilftahli,smplfied by laying the assemblies in order alone. aopens, the closure see
the trench according to the P.D.L. litioned around the condut ano rewel{]ee n

Certain assemblies are marked with a stripe to in.
dicate the specific orientation of the pipe.
Assemblies with a blue stripe on one end must be
placed with that end toward the adjacent elbow.
Elbows are sometimes modified to allow for the ther.
mal expansion of the carrier pipe. Part of the expan.
sion movement will be transferred to the straight
assembly it is connected to. Perma-Pipe utilizes oval
supports at one end of the straight assembly to
allow for this movement. The blue stripe indicates
the location of those oval supports.

place.

Before continuing, check to see if the legs of the ex-

pansion loops are perpendicular to the rest of the

run and parallel to each other. If the legs of the loop

are not positioned correctly, it may affect the cold

springing and/or the length of the run.

The oval supports must also be oriented correctly
with respect to the adjacent pipe. The proper posi-
tioning of the pipe can be found because Permao
Pipe has marked the word "TOP" on each assembly.
The "TOP" label should be facing exactly straight up
in the 12 o’clock position.

Adjacent assemblies with white stripes should be
positioned with the striped ends together. When
cold springing is used in the EsCon-A system, the
field joints to be sprung are pre-cut to specific
lengths. The correct pipe ends must be weldeq;
together for them to be sprung correctly. Thus,
white stripe is painted on the pipe ends which are to
be positioned together for cold springing.

Welding Procedures

Do not remove the protective end bags and pipe

caps until the carrier pipes are to be welded. If field

joint closures are not completed immediately after
the carrier pipe connections, it is recommended to
use a temporary covering such as plastic sheeting
and seal it with tape to keep out moisture, rain and

This will prevent the need for an expensive "dry-
out" procedure at the end of the project.
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Cold Springing
Cold springing is designed into the EsCon-A

systernj L
by Perma-Pipe to reduce the amount of oversized
casing needed at ells to allow for pipe expansion.
This significantly reduces installed cost.

If cold springing is done incorrectly, the expansion’
of the service pipe will cause a loop to swetl as Figure2. With Correct Cold Springing

shown in Figure 1, and destroy the insulation on that
section of pipe.

Figure 1. Pipe Expansion without Proper Cold Springing

When cold springing is utilized, the legs of the ex-
pansion loop are initially pulled out as shown in
Figure 2. These pipe ends are then connected to the
rest of the run of pipe. Although the pipe will now ex-
pand just as much when put into service, it will only
swell out a fraction of what it would without cold
springing and thus, allow the insulation to remain
intact.

It must be noted that the key to the above

description is that the legs of the expansion loop

cannot be allowed to pull back to their original

positions before the line is put into service. This is

why Perma-Pipe recommends that concrete blocks

be poured around each anchor before cold

springing.

Perma-Pipe realizes that there are other ways to cold

spring, however, care must be taken to prevent any

movement of the pipe back to its original position.

The amount that is effectively cold sprung in the

field must be exactly the amount calculated and

specified by the Perma-Pipe engineers.

If time is taken to plan the installation, work can

proceed at another location while waiting for

anchors to be poured and cured.

Occasionally, pouring anchors first is not possible

or desirable. In this case, the Perma-Pipe field

resentative must be consulted. The field

)resentative might provide an alternate recom-

mdation similar to the following Bridge Method.
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BRIDGE METHOD

Cut the shipping bars off the ends of the
assemblies.

Carefully measure the gap between th,e two.
outer casings at the cold spring location. IL must
remain a 12-inch gap. This gap must remain e.
actly 12 inches throughout the entire procedure.

Position a shipping bar or similar piece of metal,
the BRIDGE. between the two casings and weld
it to the inside edges of the conduit as shown in
Figure 3.

Repeat this at every field joint location on the
run.

BRIDGE

FIELD JOINT

Figure 3. Bridge Method

Follow the regular cold spring steps.

Do not remove the BRIDGE from between the"casings. Complete the field closures with the
bridges in place.

Bleeve

Field joint closure is a critical part of any pipe in-

stallation. A poor field closure can lead to corrosion

and, ultimately, failure of the section of pipe.

EsCon-A system offers maximum protection at

closures with a minimum amount of labor. Con-

sisting of a metal closure sleeve welded across the

field joint opening and a heat shrinkable sleeve

covering the exposed metal, EsCon-A field closures

are virtually corrosion proof.

The shrink sleeve forms its seal in two ways

simultaneously. The recovery (shrinking) of the

sleeve is due to the heat that it absorbs. As the

sleeve recovers, an adhesive sealant softens and

forms a bond with the pipe surface. The effec-

tiveness of the seal is dependent upon how well

these processes are completed.

In order to heat the sleeve correctly, the proper pro-

pane equipment should be used. Perma-Pipe,

through the field representative, will loan the

customer the necessary standard propane torch,

free of charge. The LP tank, hose, fittings, unions,

valves and regulators are provided by the customer.

If the customer wishes to supply the propane torch,

it should meet the following specifications or be ap-

proved by Perma-Pipe field service.

Heavy duty hose type LP torch

gh capacity flame, min. 12-18 in.

1, Gas consumption, min. 140,000 BTU/hr.
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THE SHRINK SLEEVE

After wrapping the shrink sleeve, the closure tape

should be preheated for about 5 seconds. Do not

overheat the tape as it will soften too much. Apply it

Figure 4. Propane Torch directly over the seam of the overlap and press down

Do not try to smooth the patch out.

When using the torch, the flame should be kept at If care is not taken in applying the tape, the sleeveleast 6 inches away from the shrink sleeve and at an could separate at this point during the recovery.
angle to the surface. Holding the torch at an angleallows the flame to bounce off of the sleeve anddecrease the local intensity of the heat. Distributedheat results in a more even recovery. If the flame isheld too close to the surface, the material will burnand the sleeve may tear around the burned areas.
The entire metal closure sleeve should be preheatedwith the torch until it is warm to the touch approx.imately 130F). Taking the time to properly preheatthe closure sleeve results in a better bond ’with theshrink sleeve. If the closure sleeve has been suffi.ciently preheated, the shrink sleeve will adhere tothe metal immediately.

WRAPPING

After the top of the shrink sleeve is bonded to theclosure sleeve, as described in Section I, the rest ofthe sleeve will be wrapped around the conduit, Stay-ing within the chalk guidelines when wrapping willhelp the sieeve to shrink uniformly.

Wheq wrapping the shrink sleeve, leave a gap of ap!
proximately inch between the sleeve and the bot.’’tom of the conduit. This gives the sleeve ;oom toshrink properly. If the sleeve is wrappecJ snuglywithout a gap, it may pull apart or tear duringheating.

The shrink sleeve must be heated first in the center

and then out toward the edges. This prevents air

pockets from forming underneath the sleeve and

causing the sleeve to tear. Starting at a bottom

center point, wave the torch across the surface of

the sleeve, keeping it in constant motion to prevent

burning.

As this section begins to shrink, move circumferen-

tially around the center of the sleeve. The sleeve on-

ly tolerates a certain amount of heat as it shrinks,

thus the torch should be moved as soon as a section

starts to shrink and then brought back later if

needed. Continue until the entire center section is

shiny and even.

Begin moving the torch to the left and repeat the
above procedure until the entire left side is done.
Then move the torch to the right side and heat it in
the same way.

e torch must follow a continuous path as it is
ved around the sleeve. Skipping to different

tions will result in air pockets underneath the
sleeve. See Section I, SHRINK SLEEVE.
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The edges of the sleeve should be heated last an
then pressed down firmly by hand. Black adhesiveoozing along the entire edge indicates a good seal.Check the adhesion of the closure tape and press itdown firmly if necessary.

If the wind is a problem, use your body as a shield toiprotect the flame. Continue to keep the torch at an
angle to the sleeve and pointed in the direction the
wind is blowing. This should result in a fairiy even
flame. Do not increase the size of the flame, as this
could overheat the shrink sleeve.

The Perma-Pipe field representative will be on hand
to demonstrate and check the applicator, of the
shrink sleeves.

COATING REPAIR

Occasionally, a section of pipe will be damaged or
bruised during shipment or installation. !f the bare
metal of the conduit is exposed, the coating is con.
sidered DAMAGED. The coating is BRUISED if the
felt is torn and the coal tar is showing, but no bare
metal is exposed. A DAMAGED or BRUISED coating
must be repaired with Perma-Kote and Perma-Tape,
as specified in Section I. COATING REPAIR.

When applying the Perma-Kote and Perma-Tape, the
following environmental limitations should b
observed:

’v The Perma-Tape should be applied in
temperatures above 25 F. Should it be
necessary to apply the material in outside

rtemperatures below 50 F, the Perma-Tape

should be stored in a heated area (70 F) prior to

use. Repairing DAMAGED coating in extreme

cold(less than 25 F) should be avoided. Once in-

itial adhesion of the Perma-Tape is attained.

complete fusion bonding will occur. While

mechanical adhesion is attained immediately.

the complete cure will take several hours:

however, the repaired pipe can be backfilled

within 2 hours.

The Perma-Kote should be applied at

temperatures above 25F. Since it will become

viscous at temperatures below this point, it

should be stored in a heated area (70F) to

facilitate application. Normal drying time will in-

crease approximately 10 min. per 10F drop in

temperature.

The Perma-Kote must not be applied over wet

surfaces. Any condensation must be removed

before application of the Perma-Kote. In ex-

tremely high humidity, a longer drying time is re-

quired. No loss of protection will occur,

regardless of the humidity, once the Perma-Tape
has sufficiently cured.

in areas where the damaged area is greater than

200 sq. in., or at a field alteration, a shrink sleeve

should be used for the coating repair. See Sec-
tion I, SHRINK SLEEVE and consult your field
representative.
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CATHODIC PROTECTION

Cathodic Protection may be required in EsCon.A
systems where the soil is determined to !;. highly
corrosive.

Corrosion of the conduit is the result of ar eiectro.
chemical reaction between the metal pipe rd the
soil. A galvanic potential exists between tn ,nodic
and cathodic areas of the pipe, and this {;[ential
drives current through the soil between qe two
areas. At anodic areas (anodes) there s cor’=:son: at
cathodic areas icathodes) there is not

Cathodic protection is a process which r a-es the
entire pipe a cathode by means of an ,mpre:-;ed cur.
rent or a sacrificial anode.

,e pipe and connected to a wire which is wetd-

el tO the pipe. The potential difference existir:g bet-

Ween the pipe and the anode makes the entire pipe a

cthode. The current is driven from the cathode

lbrough the wire to the anode and back to the

lode through the soil.

is important that:

1. The potential between the anode and the pipe is

sufficient to overcome the anode-cathode areas

of the pipe

2. The sacrificial anode has enough material to last

for a reasonably long time.

3. The anodes have a high efficiency. Most of the

energy generated from the anode should be

directed to the cathodic protection system.

A.C. INPUT

RECTIFIER

primarily for small to medium-iength T],: ,,irons. CURRENT FLOW
An anode, usually, made cf maqnesu. ::uried THROUGH SOIL

THROUGH SOIL EFigure 5. Sacrificial Anode System

Figure 6. Impressed Current System
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current, they will not deteriorate: however, if thepositive connection from the rectifier is attached tothe pipe. the pipe will corrode very quick y. This isthe opposite of the desired effect.

The impressed current method (Figure 6)is used :ATIONS
pipe systems that are very long. A rectifier delivan electrical current from an externai source into.
ground anodes. This impressed (or forced) CUrre All field modifications to the EsCon-A system must

i, :wtin. discharged through the soil and into th i cleared withePsersmPIpp chthen becomes the cathode Thec r,-’-

completec oy a wire running from the pipe back Ilation requlnng uu,,}, ,a
the rectifier. ’,t" Ilation should have field verification o!

EVeI’ irl ...... This will eliminate most
Becausene anodes are not using a self-generating the slbmitta drawmLj

Perma-Pipe

dimel’sion problems and will also allow

lime to re-engineer the system if needed.

Even with field verification, there will occasionally

be an installation that does not run true to plan. If

additional materials are required, the Perma-Pipe

field representative should be contacted

immediately.

If it is necessary to lengthen or shorten a run, the

field representative will specify where to make the

modifications. The position of the modification will

depend on the nature and location of the problem.

The Perma-Pipe field representative must also be

contacted before modifying the direction of a run.
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BACKFILL
materials and procedure should be as

The most crucial part of the backfilling process in Section I, BACKFILL.
the compaction of soil underneath and alongside,
th.e conduit. A hand tamping device can be co uter conduit is a flexible pipe capable
sTructed easily and economically by joininQ Ii’llla’llpe ,.’’- ,4^fl.ctions of its geometric shape
diameter pipe. This tool will compact the soi ’,’","! O| withstan-g-^u’",-,,a’e As the conduit deforms

-,.,,i t structure,and evenly around the pipe. It should be used ;)lllIIOu ,,’,,,,, ,-,ads and soil loads, the sdes
place of mechanical tampers when comna.’,_"lltO su.rTau ’-’";’’t the soil developing passive
around the ppe to prevent damage to the Ele,-- "ove m the soil Ths passve sol

m’,nt resistance pu=ou,,- .ro
Hidev coating.

essure can be great enough to increase the Ioad-
pr ^a,-,acity of a flexible pipe significantly. The
carrying " e Y "extent ofth=sncr ase =s dependent on man cond=

tions, in particular, the type of soil and the degree of

compaction. If Perma-Pipe’s recommended proce-

dures are followed, a minimum burial depth of 2 feet

can be established. It should be noted that

shallower burial depths increase heat losses

slightly.

Special analyzation of minimum burial depths is re-

quired at taxiways, runways, railroads, and other

areas of high surface loading conditions. It is recom-

mended that the customer contact both Perma-Pipe

and the local authority for more specific instruc-

tions.

Figure 7. Compaction Tool
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Air Test

Anchor

Anchor Blocks

Annular Air Space

Assembly
Bell Hole

Butt Weld

Carrier Pipe

Casing

Cathodic Protection

Closure Sleeve

Cold Springing

Coupling Gap

Crucial Period

Elephant HideTM

Ell (conduit elbow)

End Seal

Expansion Loop

Field Joint

88/TECHNICA L

GLOSSARY
Pressure testing the casing
welds with air.
A metal plate factory welded to
both the conduit and carrier pipe,
used in arresting movement of
the pipe.
Concrete thrust blocks pourer
around the anchors.
The gap between the insulated
carrier pipe and the inside con-
duit wall.
A prefabricated section of pipe.
A hole dug out at a field joint
location to enlarge the work area.
A weld made between two adjoin-
ing pipe ends.
The pipe through which the
steam or liquid is transported.
The metal conduit protecting the
insulated pipe line.
An electro-chemical method of
preventing pipe corrosion.
A prefabricated metal sleeve
which acts as the casing at field
joints.
Shifting the position of the car-
rier pipe during assembly to
counteract the pipe expansion.
The extra space needed between
two carrier pipes when welding
with a backing ring.
"An installation period requiring
supervision by the local Perma.
Pipe field representative.
The factory applied, protective
coal tar coating on the conduit.
A mitered fitting which produces
a change in direction. .:
A metal plate sealing off the pi
at the end of the run, usually at a
manhole.
A U-shaped assembly which
allows for thermal expansion of
the pipe.
A field coupling of two carrier

pipes.

Gland Seal

Holiday

liday Detector

ydrostatic Test

Leak Plate

Modified Proctor

Natural Angle of

Repose
PDL

Perma-Kote

Perma.Tape

Prefabricated

Shipping Bars

Should

ink Sleeve

ketweld Coupling

Spreader Bar

Tack Weld

An end seal which allows lateral
movement of the pipe within a
wall.
A void or hole in the Elephant
HideTM coating, commonly called
a "jeep."
An electronic detector used to
locate voids.
A water pressure test of the car-
rier pipe welds.
A plate welded to the pipe at end
seal locations to prevent water
from entering the manhole.
A density scale of soil compac-
tion.
The slope at which soil rests with-
out artificial support.
The Part Drawing Layout is a
diagram indicating the relative
positions of the assemblies.
The black mastic used to repair
bruises and/or damages in the
coal tar coating.
The patch material used in repair-
ing bruises and/or damages in
the coal tar coating.
All possible work is done in the
Perma Pipe factory, leaving only
field connections of assemblies.
Metal bars welded on the ends of
the assemblies to prevent
damaging movement during ship-
ping.
"Should" or "it is recommended"
is used to indicate that a provi-
sion is not mandatory, but recom-
mended as good practice.
A heat-shrinkable mat which
tightly seals the closure sleeve.
A coupling used in welding small
diameter pipe (2 in. or less).
A bar used with two nylon slings
that controls the swinging of the
assembly during handling.
A weld made to hold parts of a
weldment in proper alignment un-
til the final welds are made.
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FRP POLY-THERMTM GENERAL NOTES

1.0 All preinsulated pipe shall be POLY-THERMTM as manufactured by PERMA.PIPETM, whi"s
comprised of service pipe, rigid polyurethane foam insulation, and fiberglass reinfo,_.,d
polyester outer jacket.

1.1 Service pipes shall be:

1.2 Service pipe fittings shall be: OHD7"/91V/-

1.3 Insulation shall be rigid polyurethane foam, applied directly onto straight sections of
pipe. The polyurethane foam insulation shall have the following density and initial K factor at 75F
(24C).

: ] 2 Ibs/ft3 with a K factor not greater than .13 BTU-IN/HR-FT=.F [.019 W/M-K]
] 3 IbslfP with a K factor not greater than .14 BTU.IN/HR.FT=.F [.020 W/M-K]
other

1.4 The outer jacket fOr standard straight sections of pipe shall be continuous rovings of
fiberglass saturated with isophthalic polyester resin wound in a helical pattern to the minimum
thickness indicated below:

Service Pipe Sizo Outer Jacket Thickness

2.0 Dimensions shown are to the inside face of building walls and manholes. Taking of field
measurements and their verification are entirely the responsibility.of the purchaser. Any char,-’es
must be indicated on this drawing. In addition, before manufacturing can begin, the purcl Jr
must furnish and/or verify the following information:

2.1 Wall thicknesses at all points of entry

2.2 Serviceline design temperatures: Line@ /OF
Line @ F
Line @ F

3.0 Each POLY-THERMTM unit shall prevent moisture ingression into the insulation with end
seals in the factory by winding the FRP jacket over the tapered insulation and bonding it onto the
service pipe.

4.0 Thrust and anchor blocks shall be field poured and keyed into undisturbed earth by others
at changes in direction and, if specified, at building entries. All thrust blocks shall be allowed to
completely cure before operating the system at design temperatures: The Owner’s engineer is
responsible for thrust block design.

5.0 Wall and floor sleeves, including packing, shall not be furnished by PERMA-PIPETM.

6.0 FRP pipe to be shipped in OFT": random lengths.

7.0 PERMA-PIPETM shall supply FRP flanges (shipped loose and uninsulated) for all building
and manhole entries. The contractor shall furnish all steel components within structure to connect
up to FRP flanges.

8.0 All connections between FRP pipe and metal pipe shall be made within manholes or
buildings. Metal pipe must be anchored within 5’ of flanged connection, f-
9.0 Each pipe section shall be marked with the following: PERMA.PIPETM POLY.THERMTM
BONDSTRAND SERIES 20001SPEC. MIL-P-28584.

,/

INSULATION
THICKNESS

PiPE SIZE 

POLY-THERM CROSS SECTION

-B

CONDUIT O.

INSULATION
THICKNESS

I0" XIO" X
LOop
/0’

LEGEND

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

t’;’- ":,<’7

CONDUIT--GENERAL NOTES
1. Conduit Casings shall be spira’lly welded steel, nanufactured to the specification/
ASTM A-211, having wall thicknesses per conduit diameter ,as follows:
21 7/8" and below- 10 gauge 22"-26" gauge 27"-36" gauge

2. Conduit Casing Coating shall conform to military slpecifications.
/v_] Exterior PERMA-PIPE "elephant hide" and consist of coal tar enamel, inter-

posed layer of glass fabr,c and an outer protect,ve jacket of 15 pound coal tar saturated
asbestos pipe line felt to a minimum coating thickn,sss of 1/8", exclusive of felt over
wrap. Coating shall be holiday spark tested at-}"O; ."--:....,, , volts.

Interior Heat and corrosion resBtani-’Drinr.
[ ]Other- ; -"’ ;" ".

6. All s,ervice piping shalJ, be hydrostatically te,sted at the mill Test certificates are
available if:requested with:approvl" of this sJbmitlal. ,-
7. Testin,g of Bctory service pipewelds: Randorp [/] X-Ray ]

Not Specified ] i.i .. i" ’, 0/,0 [ ] Hydrostatic [,-4 at psig.

8. All casing shall be air pressire tested a{ th mill at / psig.

9. All factory casing welds shall be air pressure tested to a minimum of L{ psig.

10. A stress analysis of this system has been nade in accordance with the rules and
procedures as set forth in the/n’i:6an National Standard Code For Pressure Piping

.:_(ANSI B-31), Power Piping Sectb’n B31.1 latest dition. This stress analysis ws made
assuming that the dimensions and service line tenperatures shown on this drawing are,, :correct. This system is within the limits set forth /or allowable stress in that code.based
upon the assumptions herein. ..
11. The purchaser must furnish and/or Pifythetfollowing information before mdn.Ufac-
turing of the system can begin: ; .:

A. Field measurements ingludi.’.g wail thicknesses at all points of entry. The
accuracy of field measurernent, are, entirely the responsibility ofthe purchaser.
This information must be !Shown on tliese drawings.

B. Service line temperatures: TE// Line

_
Line F Line F /

12. Dashed lines indicate oval pipe supports. All xp. loops require oval supports.

13. Where required, service piping shall be cold sprung in the field 50% of the total
amount of expansion. The amount of cold springing is :indicated on the layout drawing(s)
by the symbol C.S.

14. Units shall be shipped with a shipping bar w,=lded to both the conduit and service
pipe(s). Removal of said bars and repair of service ipels) and/or conduit, if needed, shall
be the responsibility of the installing contractor: /

15. Building. and manhole pipe entries require th following:

[<.] For end seals, leak plates to be shipped loose by P-P to be welded in field.

[ ] Wall sleeves and link seals to be provided
Y P-P l[ ] y OtheB [ ]. Fo,r QOand Seals Only [ .]4" "

-AtIowanees-ior-.te-4o[a-m..;,he-eouplk.9wiIkoemad,;-be-faeo:ry-and4hese-pipe-ends-witl.
.4emain-u.nbeveeddt-is-the-. purchaser-s-respnsibiIit.it..prvid+the-scketwed-couping=.
17. A blue stripe on the exterior of the casing indic tes oval type pipe supportsand
must be connected to an adjacent compensating elboW..Similarly, a. white stripe on the
casing indicates cold springing is required at this joht. Provisions for cold springing
were made at the factory. This location will be shown on the Part Drawing Layout.

18. For pipe support details, see drawing no. (oval), (straight).

19. Field joints shall be patch coated with a standard Perma-Pipe heat shrinkable sleeve.
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A COMPL.ETE L.INE OF POFiTABLE AND BUILT.IN TIME ,SWITCHES AN[)
BEL.L. TIMERS FOR HOME, IN[)USTFIY, AND

90000 Serios-S.P.S.T.

pc’p.Jl..3r M !K-TIME 90(100 Series utomatically turns
:" venlilatil fans, heaters, heat lamps, lights, and can
ate as a the ,nee!at :ypass. Saves ENERGY, MONEY, and
and tear of equipm at. Adds convenience to installations
)tels. motels, hospitals, homes, scho, Is’.’ offices and in-
hal planls. As easy to install as a toggle swilch. In-
lually packed with, wood grain fini3h, metal calibrated;, pl;.e, knob and mounting hardwale.
Fealure: Holds currenl ’ON" witllout operation of timing
anism; limit b,=.;;ins when knob is turned to a time
)d.

F" type switch breaks circuit at end of time cycle
type switch makes circuit at end of time cycle and is

able on sp,cial order..

WALL BOX
TIME SWITCHES

Gang Mounting Plates

c.,..o, cyc,, If ,’G-

WITHOUT HOLD

90004 0-5 m,n.

90005

90006

90008

90281

90102

90240

90007

90001

90021

90030

90032

90024

90017

90015

0-15

0-30 m=n

0-60 min.

0-2 hrs.

0.3 hrs.

0-4 hrs

0-6 hrs.

[-12 hrs

HOLD

C)-3 mm.

0.5 rain.

3-30

3-60mm
]-6 hrs.

)-12 hrs.

DI4L

D14J

Dt4G

DI4N

D140

D14C

D14A

D14LB

D14JB

D14GB

D14NB

D14QJ

D14QH

D14QG

D14QB

DI4LA
D14JA

014GA

D14NA

D14QF

D14QE

D14OD
D14QA

D14EB D14EA

D14CB D14CA

D14AB D14AA

D517

0511

D510

D674

D2080

D208t

D2060

D2044

D55

D516

D499

Aluminum
fin,shed plates

also

evadable to
accommodate

the lime Swllch

end IA) up to
three Oespard

(Ct duple.

Oullel. Adhes*ve
backed MYLAR
DIALS IOI

modd
slandad gang

RATING: 20 Amps, 125V. AC., lhp., tO Amps, 250 V. AC,, lh),
10 Amps, 277 V. AC., 7 ^,rips, 125V AC. ’ungsten rating S.RS.T.,
UL & CS/, listed. For .)utside ins!.zllati.n NEMA lype 3R en-.
clo.,:ure recommended.

WALL BOX TIME SWITCH
WITH

MOVABLE STOP

90500 Series.... , ..
:T ’Box time switches with movable Stop have the same char-

istics and use as the above 90000 series Wail Box time
:hes. The movable stop allows ma(imum timings to be
[Jed in the field. It is available in 6 hour and 12 hour timings.
6 hour time switch can be set at 30 minule increments from
5’/z hours. The 12 hour time switch can be set al hour
menls from 2 hours to 11 hours.

No. 90504-6hr, No. 90503-12hr.

vable ;tln k,Is to converl already installed
n tt(1 "ll’0 series 6 hour and 12 hour

MovableKil Stop

I)BX6201 6 hr

HEAVY DUTY WALL BOX TIME SWITCH

70e ?&aD.P.S.T. I.P,D.T.

These eerie,,= time switches are designed t( be installed n double gang wall bom 21,, dent). ":They make :}or,lible inexpens, simple, mlnual onlrol el 240V.
equpmenlsuchesercondtoneel h()aler$ Indvntillhnglu ,. " ; ;’: , t: "; :’,-"
Tame switches individually packed with brushed aluminum aalin finish dl,,ae with INec ’ ’

Cetalog Number

WITHOUT HOLD
?2000 AB D.P.S.T.

72 30 AO
72132 A8
72133 AB
72134 AB
72136 AB

74000 AB S.P.D.T.

74112 AB
74114 AB
74115 AB
74t 16 AB
74118 AB

WITH HOLD

72131 AB

72135 AB
72137 AB

74t 13 AB

741tTAD
7411 A(l

Cycle

0-I hr.
0-2 hrs.
0-4 hrs.
O-S hrs.
0-12

0-1 hr

0-2 hrs

0 hrs
0-5 hrs
0-t 2 h$
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RH SERIES
MIDGET POWER/GENERAL PURPOSE

SPECIFICATIONS
Contacl Material
Contact Resistance
Operate Time
Release ime

Power Consumption
(Approx.)

Insulation" Resistance

Dielectric Strength

i_Fr_equ__en__cY .Re__s__pons_e
Temperature Rise
-vii; Resistance
"S-c Resistance

.O_pecMing Temperature
Weight (Approx.)

Life Expectancy

Nole" 200,000 operat4ons or more

50 .l!t max (Inlhal value)
SPDT(RH1) DPDTIBH2) 20 msec max 3PDT(BH3), 4PDT(BH) 25 msec max
SPDTiRH1) DPDTIH2) 20msecmax .3PDT(RH3),4PDT(RH4)..25mcmax
SPDTiRH1) AC 1VA(50 Hz). VA(60Hz). DC 08W
DPDTIRH2) AC 4 VA (50 Hz), 2 VA (60 Hzl. DC: 09W
3PD[IRH3) AC 2 VA(50 Hz) 1.7 VA(60 Hz). DC 5W
4PDT(RH4) AC 25 VA (50 Hz), 2 MA(60 Hz) DC. 5W
100 M{ mm (measured at 500V DC megger)
SPDTiRH1)
Between hve and non-bye paris 2MAC, minute
Belween conlacl crcut and operahng coil. 2V AC, minute
Between conlacls of lhe same pole: lV AC, minute
DPDTiRH2). 3PD(RH3), 4PDTJRH4)
8elween live and non-hve parls 2MAC, 1minute
Belween conlacl crcul and operating coil 2V AC, minute
Between conlacl crcuts 15VAC, minute
Between conlacts of Ihe same pole lV AC, minute
1800 operahons,’hour

Coft 85 deg max. Contact 65 deg max
0 to g (55 Hz max
SDT(RH1). DPDT(RH2) 20g. 3PDT(RH3). 4PDTIRH4) 10g
-22 to 58F (- 30C to 70C)
RHI 24g. RH2 37g. RH3 50g. RH4 74g
leclrcal 500.000 operahons or moe (20V AC, 10A)"
Mechamcal 50,000000 operations or more

120V AC. 10A) SPDTIRH1). 3PDiRH3), 4PD(RH4)

COIL RATINGS

Vo#lgt

8V

120V

"24ovi

iv

12v
OC

24V

4IV

lOV

Note: Rated

SPOTI DPDT
150 200

7,’ 100

50

5 11

t28

64

32

18

80

Rated Currant (mA) 15% at 20"C

Hz 11 50 Hz

k3PDT f4PDT’- SPDT DPDT 3POT

170 238

86 110

260 I.._330
140 165

"4POT
330 387

165 196

98

195

96

etance (11) :ontiuo Pick up

SPDT DPDT 3POT r4PDT" a.. )O’C
181 96 6C 54

761 40 5 25: 2t.2

300 156 7 103 845

7680 4280 770 2220

SPDT "Olll4Ir 3POT 4lqT

47 40 25 24

1oo 160 lOO

70 83 42

142 165 66

7 83

DPBlllll 3PDT

1,50 240

75 120

369 60

18 5 30

91 128

59 81

129 164

65 82

4POT

25O

12,5

62

31

15

750 650 400 388

2660 2660 1600 1550

13800 12100 8600 7340

I10% of
rated el
voltage riled
without vclllge

110% of
rated 60% of
votive rated
without voltie

ovathetin

voltages marked wtlh are rol avmlable for SPOT moOels

CONTACT RATING UL RATINGS |RHI, RH2, RH3, RH4)

VOLTAGE
"(v)

120AC

240AC

30 DC

RESISTIVE (A)

SPOT DPDT 3POT 4POT

10 10 10 10

10 10 7.5

10 10 10

INDUCTIVE (A)

SPOT DI:)T 3PDT 4POT

7 7 7.5

77 7 6.5A/Pole 5
20A Total

--’7-1 0

HORSE
POWER

SPDT
DPOT 3POT

1/3 1/6

1/3





P74 PRESSURE CONTROLS, Q15 MIZER IGNITION SYSTEMS +[ 43 ;
RA

P74 SERIES DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONTROLS
Series P74 measures the pressure difference be-
tween two sources (supply and return lines). A
change in pressure st either control element will
reposition the switching mechanism to cause cor-
rective action of supplementary control equipment.

Typical Applications Include:
Pressure sensing on chillers, water cooled con-
densors, or heating systems for proof of flow.
Lube oil protection for refrigeration compressors
(same as the P28, but does not incorporate time
delay).

--Positions M100 series motor actuated valves
(P74JA-2),

Features Include:
--Field proven Pennswitch with completely en-

closed contact mechanism.
Pressure differential setting easily changed with-
out removing cover.
Universal mounting bracket supplied.

TO ORDER: Specify Catalog Number only.

FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS EXCEPT AMMONIA

P74AA.1

P74BA-1

P74FA-1

SPST
Coses On

Decreases In
Press. Diff.

SPST

Pres. Diff.

SPDT

SPOT
(Floating)

8 Io 70
Adjustable
55 to 483)

81o60
(55 1o 414)

36" Cap.
with V4
Flare Nut

V4" Male
Flare

1/1" FNPT

1/4" Male
flare

avmc
50]6O Hz

6 amp.
120 V AC
50/6O Hz

50/6O Hz

325 (2241)

180(1241)

Slalnless Stee

Baas

2.4 lb.
(I.+ ko.)

1174

Q15 ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS
FOR NATURAL GAS FURNACES AND BOILERS

This solid state ignition control lights a pilot burner
by spark. Pilot gas is ignited and burns during each
running cycle (intermittent pilot). This system per-
mits the main gas valve to open only when the pilot
burner is proven to be lit. Applicable to all gas burn-
ing equipment using a proven pilot.

With its fast response to loss of flame, the Q15 is
ideal for power vent o gravity vent equipment.

OFFERED ONLY THROUGH
JOHNSON CONTROLS

AUTHORIZED QUALIFIED ENERGY
CONSERVATION WHOLESALERS.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features Include
--Saves gas energy. Pilot gas is on only during

running cycle. No need to shut off pilot during
summer air conditioning season.
Flame detection system provides long life due to
solid state components.
Fast response-control recycles within 0.8 second
from loss of flame.
Eliminates most purge requirements.
Fully automatic operation on demand for heat.
Redundant gas valve.
AGA & CGA design certified.

TO ORDER: Specify Catalog Number only.

i/. Male
Quick Connects

25 V.
60 Hz

3" to 6" W.C
(0.7 to 1.5 kPa)

0.5 psig
(34 kPa)

Valve Amblem
Stz T

/2+ :+/4"
Includes a -40 to 150 F

to 1,,, Reducer 40 to 66"C)

CI18EA,A-I Automatic Reset 35 0.2" 125,000 Btuh
OlM:AA-1 Automatic Resel 3 5 0 2" 125,000 Btuh Slow Opening Valve
*OlEGAA-I Manual Reset 3.5 0+2" (+r 125,6O0 Btuh 100% Lockout

30 second trial 1O pilol gas Ignlllon+

19nltlo Con#

High Voltage enslng Prabe

Riffle

Extension

Spacers aM Nut

I.IcMII In.mellon Itlek

The QIS MIZER system ome





ENERGROUP TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
2730 IOUTH TIBB$ INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46241
317-243-1636

Products Division
Technical Data Sheet

DIGITAL
RESISTIVE NETWORK
CONTROLLER DRN

FEATURES

* Electron|c Control of
Resistance Networks

* On Board Failback Capabilities

* Isolated Resistance Network

* Virtual Linear Output

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The DRN is an electronic interface product that allows microprocessor control of a variable resistive

controlled circuit. The DRN directly replaces a variable resistive controller and accepts a single puls width
modulated input, a 4-20 ma analog input or 0-5 vdc analog input signal.

All versions of the DRN have on board failback relays that lock out the original resistive controller during
DRN operation. However, if the DRN supply voltage is lost, control of the circuit will revert back to the original
controller. This feature allows remote hand & system overrides.
The standard resistance ranges available are 135 ohm and 1000 ohm. The 135 ohm model has 127 steps of

accuracy and the 1000 ohm model has 255 steps of accuracy. Custom ranges are available.
There are LED indicators for power and signal voltage.
The DRN signal input terminals are wired to the normally open contacts of one output on tile controlling

microprocessor. The DRN 1 accepts a single pulse width modulated input signal (time duration of contact
closure) that ranges from.1 to 25.4 seconds in duration. The DRN 2 accepts either a continuous analog 4-20ma
or 0-5 vdc input signal.
The DRN will then select a binary sequence of resistors that is proportional to the input signal,
All three connections of the simulated potentiometer are available: the wiper and both the clockwise and

counter clockwise end connections.

APPLICATION
Typical applications include the replacement of a rotary or slide wire potentiometer as a controlling device.

An example of these type of controls is a proportional thermostat or a manual proportional control that is used
HVAC applications. The DRN can thus be used to control actuators for valve, vane or damper positioning.

Other applications include any requirement for analog resistance.



O O

INPUT SIGNAL---
DRN1

PULSE WIDTH MODULATED MODEL
.lS- 25.5S

4ma DRN2
CURRENT/VOLTAGE
SUPPLIED MODEL

20ma

Sv

SPECIFICATIONS
SUPPLY VOLTAGE
SUPPLY CURRENT
INPUT PULSE (DRN1)

INPUT SIGNAL CURRENT (DRN2C)
INPUT SIGNAL VOLTAGE (DRN2V)
TEMPERATURE RANGE
RELAY CONTACTS

RESISTANCE OUTPUT

24 vdc -/- 20%
350 ma
.1 to 25.4 seconds of dry contact or solid state closure
sink to 24vdc @ 11 ma
4-20 ma source (sink version optional)
0-5 vdc
20 degrees to / 150 degrees F.

gold overlay silver palladium cross bar 20 million closure
life expectancy.
135 ohm, /- 5%, 3 watts, 127 steps resolution.
1000 ohm +/- 5%, .25 watts, 225 steps resolution.

ORDERING INFORMATION
TO ORDER SPECIFY:

1 pulse width modulated input.
2V 0-5 vdc input.
2C 4-20 ma

135 135 ohm resistance range.
1000 ohm resistance range.

*custom ranges available.

DRN



Johnson C0nlrols. In
Penn DivisiOn

2221 Camclen
Oa ook IL b021

Type F61MB
Vaportight Flow Switch
With NEMA 4 Enclosure

APPLICATION
This Vaportight Flow Switch meets NEMA Type 4 re-

quirements and is U. L. listed as raintight. Type F61MB
is recommended for use on indoor or outdoor applica-
tions in. high humidity atmospheres, on liquid lines

handling fluids below dewpoint temperature or below
32 F (0 C). Typical applications of T)’pe F61MB arc

for automatic control, interlock or alarm sounding
where some minimum liquid flow is required.

Type F61MB is used on liquid lines carrying well water,

swimming pool water, seawater, brine or ethylene glycol.
Not for use with hazardous fluids or in hazardous at-

mospheres.
The SPDT switch can be wired to close one circuit and
open a second circuit when liquid flow either exceeds
or drops below the adjusted flow rate.

This flow switch may be mounted in a horizontal

pipe line or a vertical pipe line with upward liquid
flow. it is not recommended for installations where
liquid flow is downward. When mounted in a vertical

pipe line with upward flow, the switch will trip at a

higher flow than shown.

FEATURES
--Conduit hoi is vapor-sealed at the factor)..
--Sturdy, gasketed drawn steel NEMA 4 enclosure.

Dependable enclosed snap-acting switch.

Packless construction-switch assembly is sealed from
line by phosphor bronze bellows.

Easy to wirepre-wired, color coded, solid conductor
leads.

blax(mum liquid pressure of 1S0 pig. (1034 kPa).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This flow switch has a NEMA 4 enclosure with brass

pipe connector. All parts in contact with the liquid are

brass or bronze. The switch compartment is completely
sealed from the liquid in the line by a phosphor bronze

bellows seal. The paddle has three segments designed for

pipes 1" and larger. Segments of the paddle can be re-

moved or trimmed as needed for pipes under Y’. A 6"

Fig. --Type F61MS flow lwitch.

paddle is also included for installing in pipes larger
than Y’.

The SPDT Pennswitch has three #14 AWG solid con-

ductor colored wire leads for easy wiring. The switch is
factory set at approximately the minimum flow rate

(see table). It must not be set lower than the factory
setting as this may result in the switch failing to return

at a "no flow" condition. A higher flow rate setting may
be obtained in the field by turning the range adiusting
screw clockwise.

SPECIFICATIONS
IYPICAL FLOW RATES- G.P.M. (m3/kr) REQUIRED 1’O

ACTUATE SWITCH

Line Pipe Sice I"’ IIA IW’ 2" 2W’: S" 4"OIs"eI6"eIs"*
Flow dq.O 125.0111m.OISTS.OI

Inmle 4.2 $,l ?.S 13.7 II.0 T/.$ (14.91 (30.4)i(1.1)1
StoY (1.0i (I.3) (I.7) (3.1) (4.1),(6.3) 37.01" 57.Ot174.0t1305.Oll

AIn. Closes (I,4) (12.9}1(16.S)1(6.)1
so.o tOl.OltSa.Ol 3O.Ol

Ie 2,8 3.7 $.0 9,$ 12.$ 19.0 {11.4] (3.9)I(aS,9)I
i0,6} (0.|) [I.I) (3.3) (2,|) (4,3) 2"LOt 41.0?1S4.011170.011

(6.t) (9.3) 1(12,3q 13.6)1
t.o =4$.olS.olTa.ol

II’se |.8 13.3 19.2 .0 .S .,0 I.l)
ItoY 2.0) 13.0) :4.4) 16.i) .l) 13.0] II.0t Ill.0;p.0q415.l

x. [13.4) (26,8)1132.7)1(94.2)l1. fbw I.0 IS,OI.01.0
1.8 12.5 I1.0 27,0 320 .0 f.7)[.4)1.I)J(l.lj

Il [1,) (2.1) ’A.1) [6,1) (7,3) 11.4] 76.0f11.Hl.O,O?i
c fl7) 1(2s.2)

Thin g figuras lee switch with 6" le. For
pl t dle is trimS.

Penn-Baso Products

62-201-0



F61

I

re ius

ximum Uquid Psre: [50 sig. (i04

ximum Liquid Temperature: S0 ( ).
nimum Uquid Temra: -0 F (-Z9 ).
Swi Aai: SPDT sp-anS contact.

Conduit Connor: I/2" ele connector.

Paddle: Three paddies aached. Removable paddle
i" and 2" p. Use all three for pipes " and larKer.
" paddle s included and can [rimmed o fi ’" and

" pipes.

Ca and Cover: .062" (I.S7mm) drawn seel wi
e.el fimsh.

Shiplng Weight: Individual pack 2.8 Ibs. (1.3 ks).

ELECTRICAL RATINGS

Horsowe
A.C. Full Load Amps.

A.C. Locked IIotor Amps.

Nan-lnductlve
Resistance Load Amps,

120 V.

16.0

96.0

16.0 16.0

2C V. 240 v.

|.8 |.0

$2.| 48.0

Piio! Duly- 125 VA 24 to 277 V. A.C.

277 V.

16.0

REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT
Paddls and cover may be replaced in the field. Other
field repas mu no( be made. Replacemem flow
switches may be obtained from the nares Penn-Baso
Wholesaler. When ordering a replacemeoc switch,
specify Product Number as shown on the flow switch.

Number DeKrJplon

KIT21A.4O 3
KIT21A-601 6" ..,,.,cAm.

ORDERING INFORMATION,
To order, specify Produc( Number F61MB-L.

DIMENSIONS

..,
PiPE SiZE "A" "8"

]" ’3Z" I’/e(z
UL Gue .

Fib

T" NPSM



INTERFACE
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HEVI-DUTY ELECTRIC
SERIES E CONTROL
TRANSFORMERS
UL & CSA USTED

High-lorque pleted lminlile.
Promols simplified *tthO. Ter-

easy Io hook up.Fwilh

Swing-Klip onnecling links.
Simlie sios-paliol le,mid

uppliedjumpm"win.

Precise spscing belwen
windings. Helps ruc maclive
component Io improve secondary
regulation.

Interloaved windings.
Primary windings (A)
and seconda windings (B)
are inlleaved to reduce reac-
tance and maJmtze voltage regulation.
Ovwsized coppe windings,

loltod mouuUng feel Aik)ws
tot quick, easy, unolrued mounting.

Mechsnll listening. Coe is
bound with Jsulated dyers rame; than
welding Io malnt=In Insuialm belwen
laminations lot reduced losses and neat

Iolid epoxyncapsulilion.
heatz quiddy,elenUy.

Completely coa against
moblum, clid and other aidxxne

--u A$OCIA



FBol fuse block

OpUonal luse block is easy to mourn.
It will accommodate 114" x 1/4" type
MDL or MDX dual element fuses which are
designed for circuits lot high Imush
currents. Maximum voltage raling is 250
volts end maximum current raling is 15
amperes. Due to this vo#aoe raling, the
FB-I is always used on the output
terminals o the transformers. The
secondmy must be a single winding, under
250 volts, d the luse homer musl be
altached to the X-1 lerminal. The FB-1.
with screws and inslruclions, is packaged
separalaly, ready to use.

55(; .,c50C Number
105 100 E106
180 150 E180
32O 30O E320_-

CATALOG NUMBERS & DIMENSIONS

VOLTAGE
12G’240:24
120/240:24
20Q40:24/48

A B G
16 3l 3 ’I/4

47116 4 i/2 4 I/8

4 13/16 5 I/4 4 516

E F G H
2 3/8 213/16 13/64 21/64

1/4 3 3/4 1,4 21/64

114 4 /8 /16 III6
Fuse bled(canno be used on number E320

SHIP

4.1

6.8

12.0
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RET SERIES
LARGE ENCLOSURES WITH

PERFORATED METAL SUB PANELS

Can be mounted with door hinged on left or
right side.

Door is removable.

Perf Panel is attached to outside of the en-
closure shipping caxton. Panel can be
removed and shop fabricated without re-
moving enclosure from the carton.

Perf- Panel simplifies mounting of control
components. No drilling or lay out. Just
set the control components on the panel and
attach with #6 or #8 self tapping screws in
the pro-punched holes.

Attractive two tone brown and tan bubble
finish.

Furnished with key lock.

INSTALLATION

It is recommended that the enclousure be
installed before constyuction is completed.
Base the timing on ease of installation and
conduit runs in the walls. All wiring must
conform to applicable local codes, ordin-
ances, and regulations.

Use dimensions in Figure 1 to mark mount-
ing locations, and drill four mounting holes.

3. Remove all necessa conduit knockouts.

4. Using proper mounting hardware for the
type of wall constructaon involved, secure"
the enclosure to the surface.

5. Pull the conduit and wiring runs through the
knockouts into the enclosure and tag (identi-
fy) perjob drawings.

6. After completion of construction, clean out
any debris or dust from the cabinet before
installing the subpanel.

DISTRIBUTED BY INFORMATION/ORDER MANUFACTURED BY

KELE&"’ ASSOCIATES

901-382-4300
KELE & ASSOCIATES

P.O. BOX 34817
BARTIETT, TN 38184



PNEL

STAND-

118-32 Wash I’ied Screws Standoffs

FIG #1

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES AND ARE NET INSIDE.

MODEL

RET2018
RET2620
RET3626

A B C D PERF-PANEL STAND NET
OFFS WT.

20 18 161/2 14 18"H x 16"W 4 341).

26 20 181/2 20 24"H x 18"W 4 461).

38 26 241/2 32 36H x 24"W 6 761b.

KNOCKOUTS
TOP & BOI"I’OM

3
3
4.

ENCLOSURE
DOOR
PERF-PANEL

16 GA. GALVANEAL
16 GA. GALVANEAL
16 GA. BLACK IRON

BROWN
TNI
FLATBLACK



PA.qAGO/I/ELECTR/C
COMPAIIIY, INC.

EC72 and EC72D
Electronic Time Controls

DESCRIPTION

The EC72 and EC72D are o-channel
microprocessor-based solid-state ti contro]s.
These controls are used for switching two
different electrical circuits according to a
pre-set time-of-day program. The momentary
option converts both outputs to two second
momentary contact closure.

APPLICATION

Applications include control of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, indoor and
outdoor lighting, traffic intersection
lights and school flashers. The 12 volt DC
model is ideal for battery powered
applications such as security systems,
remote deer feeders and air sampling
machines. Homentary contact is applicab]e
to ringing bells and operating latching
relays.

The EC72D is typically used in panels,
indoor or outdoor. The EC72 is used for
indoor stand-alone app]ications.

BENEFITS

Precise control of 2 loads from time
base
Application flexibility from choice of
two models (DIN-rail and NEMA housing)
365 day programming provides "set and
forget" operation
15 amp contact rating eliminates need
for contactors
Easy to understand programming

SPECIFICATIONS

Programmin9 Capabilities

True 7-day Programming Each day of
the week can be programmed uniquely
plus a special holiday program.

Holiday Programming Twelve single
day holidays and two holiday durations
(multiple day) programmable by date.

Daylight Savings Time and Leap Year
Correction Control can be programmed
for automatic daylight savings time
changeover in the spring and fall.
Control automatically adjusts for leap
year correction.

16 Events (Operations) Per Channel
Avai|ab]e An event is a programmed
time for energizing or de-energizing
the load relay.

Repeat Program Up to 112 events per
week per channel available by using
the repeat (daily) function.

Nanual Override A temporary override
starts immediately when initiated and
will remain in effect until the next
scheduled event.

Bulletin 2188



Electrica!

Power requirements:
EC72D-12 12Vdc

EC72(D)-24 2qVac (/10 -]S), 50/6OHz
qVA

EC72(D)-120 100-120Vac, SO/6OHz, VA
EC72(D)-2qO 200-2qOVac, SO/60Hz, 4VA

Output Two SPOT relays with contacts
rated as follows:

Voltage Resistive Inductive H.P.
12Vdc .1A 15A
2qVac ,1SA 1SA 1/10 6OVA
12OVac 5A 15A 1/3 345VA
2OVac IOA 8A 1/2 SOVA

Wiring Terminals can accommodate 12 to 2q

AWG wire.

W|rin9 Diagram lot NIghlime Setback Damper Control

Wiring Dtlgllm lot Llghl|ng

Momentary Option By removing a jumper
wire, the EC72(D) can be converted to a

momentary output timer with a|] events ON.
An ON event causes a two second contact

closure.

Power Outage Carryover

Program and Time-of-day Backup 100 hours
of carryover with an alkaline 9 vo|t

battery (not provided).

Following a power outage, the contro|

assumes the programmed mode of operation.

Accuracy

Time-of-day Maintained time ia as
accurate as line frequency.

Resolut|on One minute for time-of-day
and prograrred ON and OFF eventa.

Physical

Mounting:
EC72D EC72
Surface or DIN-rat1 NEMA type case
(35mm, DIN-ENSO022)
with plug-in base

Weight: Approximately Approximately
lb. 3 oz. 2 Ibs. 8 oz.

--4%"

HOW TO SPECIFY EC72 Dimensions

Installer shall furnish and install Paragon
EC72 or EC720 Electronic Time Control. The
microprocessor-based, solidostate tim
control shall have the capabiltLies of
being programmed for each day of the eek

plus special holiday and being progrd
for welve single day holidays and to
multiple day holiday durations. Control

shall have 16 events per channel. The
control shall have a momentary option
providing for a two second momentary
contact closure. The control shall have
automatic daylight saving time changeover.
During power outages the control shal!
have 100 hours of carryover. The contro|

sha|| have manual override capabt]|ty.

EC720 Dimensions

PAP,Ar__.NELECTRICCOMPANY, IIVC
606 Parkway Blvd., P.O. Box 28, Two R=vers, Wl 54241
414-793-1161 Fax 414-793-3736 Telex 26-3450

IN CANADA: Paragon Electric Canada Ltd.
440 Phdlip Street, Unit 15, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 5R9
519/746-2290 Fax (519} 746-2441 Telex 069-55168

IN EUROPE: Paragon Elect.ric Lim=ted
Unit 5, Bonville Trad=ng Estate
Brslington, Bristol, England BS4 SOU
44{272}778-383 Fax 44(272)721704 Telex 44-9481



TC-II02-404
TC-4111
VC-9313-401-5-13
VS-9223-211-4-8
CP-8102
TS-8501
TS-8201
AT-215
TC-I161-479
VA-1403-301-4-4
TC-2974





GeneralInstructions
TC-1100 Series, TCR-1101

Two-Position Electric
Room Thermostats

APPLICATION
For low or line voltage on-off control of fan coils, fans,

motor starters, contactors, two-position electric actuators.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensing Element: Bimetal.
Differential: 2F (1 C).
Electrical Switch: Snap action SPDT.

Ratings, Bee Table 3.

Connections: Color coded 8" (152 ram)leads.
Cover: Beige plastic as standard.
Locations: NEMA Type indoor only.
Mounting: Flush or surface 2 x 4 switch box or directly to wall

(24 volt only).
Dimensions: 4-3/8" high x 2-7/8" wide x 1-5/8" deep

(111mmx73mmx41 mm).
Anticipators Are Recommended:
Parallel for cooling. Series or parallel for heating.

OPTIONS
Add "dash-number" (-XXX) suffix to base part number for desired

option. For metal covers, specify TC2-110X-XXX.

Anlicipalors: All thermostats mounted on concrete walls, or other

wall surfaces that change temperature slowly, have red uced response
time to changes in space temperature. Response time is further

reduced for thermostats with guards that restrict air flow over the

thermostat. Anticipators are recommended on thermostats that are
subjected to restricted air flow conditions and in small spaces
intended for human occupancy, i.e., hotel guest rooms and offices.

Standard -400 -401 tt -4021-t -4031-t -404tt
-116 -410 -411tt -412tt -413tt -4141t

F (C) C

-500 parallel heat or cooling anticipation 24V standard cover
-501 parallel heat cooling anticipation 120V standard cover
-502 parallel heat or cooling anticipation 240V standard cover
-601 10F night depression 120V standard cover
-602 10F night depression 24V standard cover tt5/64" Allen screw
-603 10F night depression 240V standard cover used to secure cover.

ACCESSORIES
AE-170 Series
AT-61 Series
AT-82 Series
AT-101
AT- 04
AT-136
AT-504
AT-505
AT-546
AT-602
AT-603
AT-1100 Series
TOOL-11
TOOL-13

Electric time clock
Brushed bronze cover plates (except TCR-1101
Digital thermometer cover kit (except TC2-110X)
Lock cover kit
Dial stop pins (NOTE: Pins included with each unit.)
Title plates (day, night, heat, cool)
Plaster hole cover kit (small)
Surface mounting base
Auxiliary mounting plate
Selector switch sub-base DP4T
Selector switch sub-base one DP4T, one DPDT
Thermostat guards
Calibration wrench
Contact burnishing tool

TC-110X with
Digital Thermometer

Kit Installed

BIk/Yel n t
BIk/Red

t R....\\\\
/ Temp.

BIk/Yel \\ / Drop BIk/Red

Optional L1 Optional
Heat Orange (common) Night

Anticipation Brown makes ON temp. drop. Depression

Figure 1. Switch Action and Lead Identification

TABLE 1. SPECIFICATIONS

Part
Number

TC-1101

TC-1102

TC-1103

TCR-1101

Setpolnt Dial Range*

Standard -116
& -40X & -41X
F (C)** C
55 to 85 13 to 29
(13 to 29)
45 to 75 7 to 23
(7 to 23)
75 to 105

24 to 40
(24 to 40)

55 to 85

Cover
Configurations

See Options

One Blank Cover Insert &
One Cover Insert with

only Control Dial Cutout***

*Diat stop pins included to limit setpoint range.
Dual marked (except TCR-1101 ).
One (1) 5/64" Allen head screw and 5/64" Allen wrench for securing cover to
thermostat base included along with standard single slolled screw.

TABLE 2. AGENCY APPROVALSt
Configuration UL CSA

Metal Case (TC2-110X) No Yes

Yes NoPlastic Cover (TC-110X)
Heat Anticipation
or Night Depression
(-500 or -600 Series)

No No

TABLE 3. MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL RATINGS

Full Load Amps Locked Rotor Amps Pilot
Switch
Action 24/120 240 24/120 240 Duty

Vac Vac Vac Vac (VA)

Make
4.4 2.2 26.4 13.2 40 @

for Orange Orange Orange Orange 24
Heating

to Brown to Brown to Brown to Brown Vac
Lead Lead Lead Lead

Make 3.0 1.5 18 9 210 @
for Orange Orange Orange Orange 120/240

Cooling
to Red to Red to Red to Red Vac
Lead Lead Lead Lead

LITHO IN U.S.A. 7-87 F-18785-4



PRE-INSTALLATION

Inspection

Visually inspect the carton for damage. If damaged, notify the
appropriate carrier immediately. If undamaged, open the car-
ton and visually inspect the device for obvious defects. Return
damaged or defective products.

Required Installation Items

Wiring diagrams
Tools (not provided):
Volt-ohm meter
Appropriate screwdriver for mounting screws and terminal

connections
Appropriate accessories
Mounting screws, two (2) provided for securing to a 2 x 4
conduit box

INSTALLATION

CAUTION
1. Installer must be a qualified, experienced technician.

2. Make all connections in accordance with the wiring
diagram, and in accordance with national and local
electrical codes. Class wiring is required unless all
circuits to contacts are powered from a Class II
source. Use copper conductors only.

3. Do not exceed ratings of the device.

Mounting

Thermostats require upright mounting on a properly flat verti-
cal surface. Locate the thermostat where it will be exposed to
unrestricted circulation of air which represents the average
temperature of the controlled space.

CAUTION
Do not locate the thermostat near sources of heat or
cold, such as lamps, motors, sunlight or concealed
ducts or pipes, or where there is a danger of electrocu-
tion (i.e., shower rooms).

The thermostat is designed for service in any normally
encountered human environment. Avoid locations where
excessive vibration, moisture, corrosive fumes or vapors
are present. NEMA Type covers are intended for
indoor use primarily to provide a degree of protection
against contact with the enclosed equipment.

Thermostats with guards that restrict air flow must have
heating or cooling anticipation.

Thermostat Mounting
Screws (2)

Thermostat
Cover Screw

Rounded Tab Up

Mounting Plate

Switch Box
Figure 2. Thermostat Mounting

Procedure

1. Pull all wires.

2. Make electrical connections to thermostat. (Typical heat
anticipation and night depression wiring diagrams are
shown in Figures 6 through 8.)

3. Remove thermostat cover and fasten thermostat to box or
wall.

4. Attach thermostat cover.

CHECKOUT
After installing a thermostat, make an initial check of the
switching action. Verify the switch action by listening to and
watching the switch contacts or by using a voltmeter between
the proper sides of the switch.

1. Run the setpoint dial to a temperature above ambient. This
should cause the thermostat to make a circuit between
orange and brown leads.

2. Turn the setpoint dial setting down below ambient. This
should cause the thermostat to make a circuit between
orange and red leads.

CALIBRATION (See Figure 3)

All thermostats are precision calibrated at the factory and
normally will not require any further attention. However, if recal-
ibration is necessary, proceed as follows:

1. Turn off control power and power to night depression cir-
cuit, where applicable.

2. Set setpoint dial to correspond to actual stable room
temperature, as read from an accurate thermometer.

3. Remove thermostat cover. Do not breathe on the thermo-
stat or handle excessively as this will affect the accuracy of
the final calibration.

4. If contact blade is made to the left (red) contact, with a small
screwdriver, turn calibration screw counterclockwise (look-
ing at head of screw) until blade makes to right (brown)
contact.

NOTE

Each complete turn of screw changes calibration ap-
proximately 15F (8C).

Now turn screw very slowly clockwise until blade just
makes the left (red) contact. Thermostat is now properly
calibrated.

If contact blade is originally made to the right (brown) con-
tact, turn calibration screw slowly clockwise until element
just makes the left (red) contact. Thermostat is now prop-
erly calibrated.

Replace thermostat cover.

Turn on control power.

Recheck calibration about 30 minutes later to be sure heat
from handling of or breathing on bimetal element did not
result in an erroneous setting.



HEAT ANTICIPATION (See Figures 6 and 7)

Heat anticipation, series or parallel, is recommended for:

Systems with excess heating capacity that can cause
objectionable space temperature swings.

Thermostats mounted on walls (i.e., concrete) that change
temperature slowly and/or have insufficient air flow over the
device.

COOLING ANTICIPATION (See Figure 8)

Parallel cooling anticipation is recommended for:

Cooling anticipations where current draw exceeds ampere.
Cooling lockout (self heat of the thermostat causing over
cooling of the space) can occur on these applications.

Systems with excess cooling capacity that can cause
objectionable space temperature swings.

Thermostats mounted on walls (i.e., concrete) that change
temperature slowly and/or have restricted air flow over the
device.

Common

Location for Heat Anticipation
Resistor, if used

Location for Night Depression
Resistor, used

Thermostat
Contacts
to Red
and Brown
Wires

Red

Brown

Calibration
Screw

Setpoint
Dial

/
Thermostat Cover Screw

Figure 3.

CONCEALED CONTROL DIAL

Knurled Dial Removal (See Figure 4)

1. Remove thermostat cover.

2. Secure the control dial with hand so that the dial will not
rotate.

3. Place needle nose pliers at knurled ring of the control dial at
the points where the knurled ring is attached to the control
dial.

4. Twist the pliers at each knurled ring attachment point until
the entire knurled ring of the control dial is removed.

Twist
Needle Nose
Pliers (above
connection post)

Knurled Ring

Setpoint Connect=on
Dial Post

Figure 4. Knurled Dial Removal

LIMIT CONTROL DIAL RANGE

Dial Stop Pin Insertion Included with
Mounting Plate (See Figure 5)

1. Remove thermostat cover.

2. Secure the control dial with hand so that the dial will not
rotate.

3. Place a dial stop pin in the jaws of a needle nose pliers.

4. Insert the dial stop pin in the appropriate hole on either (or
both) side(s) of the control dial to restrict dial rotation.

Setpoint
Dial Dal Stop Pm

\ / Insertion Hole

./-...’/ (add,t,onal holes

I1i /o Needle Nose

I / ./ hes

Figure 5. Dial Stop Pin Insertion

MAINTENANCE

Regular maintenance of the total system is recommended to
assure sustained optimum performance.

Open areas at bottom and around base of thermostat should
be kept clean and free from obstructions to allow proper flow of
air. If switch contacts need cleaning, this may be done with
TOOL-13 (burnishing tool).

NOTE

Thermostat may require calibration after cleaning the
contacts.

REPAIR

These thermostats are not field repairable. Replace a defec-
tive thermostat with a functional unit.



Parallel Heat Anticipation

Red (Cooling)

Brn

elk/Yel

Nght Depression (certain models)

Note: Normally, night depression is
controlled by a centrally located
lime clock such as AE-174 or
AE-178, or by selector switch
sub-bases (AT-602 or AT-603).

elk/Red To Night
Depression

elk/Red Switch and
Power Supply

Figure 6. Typical of Parallel Heat Anticipation (heater size determined by voltage)
with or without Night Depression

Drop
Temp

Red (Coohng)

Sene Heat Anticipation

Org I ) 0
Voltage

Cmmn ,t

elk/Yell
BIk/Yel

Blk Hed fo Nghl
Night Depression Icertaln models) Depression

elk Red Swlnh and

Power Supply

Nole: Normally. night depression is
controlled by a centrally located
time clock such as AE-174 or
AE-178, or by selector switch
sub-bases (AT-602 or AT-603).

Figure 7. Typical of Series Heat Anticipation (heater size determined by ampere rating of load)
with or without Night Depression

L2

Source
Voltage

Red Temp. I ern

glk/Yel

Blk/Yel

Parallel Cooling
Anticipator

Figure 8. Typical o! Parallel Cooling Anticipation
(anticipator size determined by voltage)

Temp
Drop Brrl

Heat

Red (Coohng)

L Source

Org Voltage
o

Common
L1

Nght Depression

Note: Normally, night depression is
controlled by a centrally located
time clock such as AE-174 or
AE-178, or by selector switch
sub-bases (AT-602 or AT-603)

elk/Red To Nghl
Depression

elk/Red SwIch and

Power Supply

Figure 9. Typical Night Depression
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION

1354 Clifford Avenue
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GeneralInst uctions
TC-4100 Series
TC-4200 Series

Bulb Thermostats
Return Air Thermostats

For on-off control of media temperature in ducts, tanks, liquid
lines, etc.

TC-4100 Series one stage units control one electrical circuit.
Available in single or dual bulb configurations. (See Perform-
ance Table.)

TC-4200 Series two stage units control two electrical circuits

in sequence. Available in single or dual bulb configurations.
(See Performance Table.)

Typical Single Bulb
(Single or Two Stage)

Dual bulb units are used to vary the control point of the
controlled media as a function of outside air temperature. The
ratio specified is outdoor to indoor. A unit with a to 1-1/2 ratio
will increase the water temperature 1-1/2F for a IF
decrease in outdoor temperature.

Air bulb units feature a coiled, fast responding air bulb. Used
in return air control applications.

Device: Liquid filled thermal element actuates one snap act-
ing SPDT switch per stage. Large color coded terminals. Set-
point adjustment dial plate is marked in F on one side and C
on the other. The thermal differential is adjustable within the
limits shown in the performance table. The mechanism is
enclosed in a metal case and the cover, and has 1/2-inch to
3/4-inch conduit opening in the bottom of the case. Remote
bulbs are suitable for immersion, duct, or outside air mounting.

Typical Dual Bulb
(Single or Two Stage)

Dimensions

Bulb Units: 2-1/4" (57 mm) Wide x 4-5/8" (117 mm) High x 2"
(51 mm) Deep.
Air Bulb Units: 2-1/4" (57 mm) Wide x 9" (229 mm) High x 2"
(51 mm) Deep.

Electrical Rating:

Full Load Amps

Locked Rotor Amps
Pilot Duty VA

All Units Except TC-4115*

Switch Rating (50/60 Hz) 24V 120V 240V

9.8 9.8 8.0

58.8 58.8 48.0

60 360 360

22 22 22

16 16 8.0

Non-Inductive Amps (Resistive)

Single Stage
Two Stage

*TC-4115 for System 8000 and dry circuit switching.
Electrical Rating: 1.0 amp at 24 Vac; .25 amp at 24 Vdc.

Typical Air Bulb
(Single or Two Stage)

LITHO IN U.S.A. 10-83 F-18895-1



Performance and Selection Table

Type

Single Stage
Single Bulb

Single Stage
Dual Bulb

PeN
Number

FC-4111-020

8etpolnt
Adjustment
Range

-40 tO 120F

TC-4112 100 to 260F

TC-4115*
-40 to 120F

TC-4121

TC-4122 100 to 260F

TC-4123 190 to 350F

TC-4151

TC-4152

70 to 120F

TC-4211

TC-4221

One Stage TC-4166 50 to 90F
Air Bulb

-40 to 120F

TC-4222 100 to 260F

TC-4223 190 to 350F

TC-4251

TC-4252

Two Stage
Single Bulb

Two Stage
Dual Bulb

Two Stage
Air Bulb

TC-4266

DualS"
Bulb
Ratio

1:1-1/2

1:1

Capillary
(Copper)

20’

10’
Armored

30’
Each Bulb

None

6’

10’
Armored

1:1-1/2 30’
70 to 120F

Each Bulb

1:1

50 1o 90F None

Dlmenllonl

Bulb (Copper)

3/8 4"

Indoor Outdoor

318 4" 3/8 5-1/2"

3/8 4" 318 4"

Coiled
2-1/2 2"

3/8 4"

Indoor Outdoor

3/8 5-1/2" 3/8 4"

3/8 4!’ 3/8 4"

Coiled
2-1/2x2"

Differential

Factory
Adjustable

3OF

3OF

3to 16F

1.51o 10F

31o16F

2F Fixed

Per Stage
Fixed

3F Between
Stages

2 to 10F

Per Stage
Fixed

Between
3OF Stages

1.5 to 6.5F

2 to 10F

Per Stage
Fixed 2F

3F Between
Stage Adj.

tO 5F

Maximum
Sate Bulb

Temperature

170F

310F

170F

310F

400F

Total ofindoor
and outdoor
temperatures

mustnotexceed
280F

-40 to 145F
Safe Bulb Range

170OF

310OF

400F

Totalofindoor
and outdoor
temperatures

mustnotexceed
280F

-40 to 145F
Safe Bulb Range

Call
Ambient

Temperelure

-40 to 150F

-40 tO 150F

-40 1o 150F

-40 to 150F

-40 to 150F

-40 to 150F

"TC-4115 tor System 8000 and dry circuit switching. Electrical Rating: 1.0 amp at 24 Vac; .25 amp at 24 Vdc.

"’TC-4151 and TC-4251 For 1-1/2:1 ratio reverse bulbs and use extra dial supplied with unit.

-First number of reset ratio typically indicates outdoor air temperature change required to increase the setpoint by the second number.

Ratio Selection Table

Outdoor
Temperature

(F)

-3O

Ratio

to 1-1/2

ltol

1-1/2 to
to 1-1/2

ltol

1-1/2 to

Dial Set at 70F
70t0 220
7010 170
70to 137
70 to 205
70 to 160
70 to 130

Dial Set at 80F

801o 230
801o 180

801o147

Change in Water Temperature for Different Ratios as
Ouldoor Temperature Drops from 70F to Deslln Temperature

Dial Set at 90F Dial Set at 100F Dial Set st 110F
100 to 250 110 to 260
100 to200 110 to 210

80to 215
80 to 170

80 to 140

90to 240

90to190
90to157

701o 160
70 to 130
70 Io 110

90 to 225

90 to 180

90 to 150
-20

to 1-112 70 to 190 80 to 200 90 to 210
-10 to 70to 150 801o 160 901o 170

1-1/2 to 70 to 123 80 to 133 90 to 143
lto1-1/2 70 to175 80 to185 90 to195

0 to1 70 to140 80 to150 90 to160
1-1/2 to 70 to 117 80 to 127 90 to 137

+10
to 1-112

ltol

1-1/2 to

to 1-1/2

ltol

1-1/2 to

+2O

+3O

801o170
80to 140
80to120
80 to 155
80 to 130
80to 113
80to140
801o 120
801o107

to 1-1/2

tol

1-1/2 to

701o 145
701o120
70to 103

70 to 130
701o 110
70 to 97

90 to 180

90 to 150
90 to 130
901o165

901o140
901o123
901o 150

901o130
901o117

Dial Set at 120F
120 to 270
120 to 220

100 to

100 to 120 to 255
100to 1201o 210
100 to

100 tO 120 tO 240
100 to 120 to 200
O0 1o

100 to 120 to 225
100 to 120 to 190
O0 to

1001o 1201o 210
00 to 120 to 180
100 to

100 to 120 to 195
100 to 120 to 170
100 to

100to
1001o140
100to127

167

235 110 tO 245
190 110 to 200
160
220 110 to 230
180 110to 190
153
205 110 to 215
170 1101o 180
147

190 110 to 200
160 11010 170
140

175 110 to 185
150 110 to 160
133
160 110 to 170

1101o 150
1201o180
120 Io 160



Interlocking - Adaptor (From AT-209 Kit)

Packin Nut Retainer / or Bulb Well

\ Washers I_
’4

Optional
// I/ N/

Bulb
Bulb Well

Preferred
Packing / Liquid Flow

AT-209

Figure 5. AT-201 or AT-203 Installation

Install bulb well or adaptor from AT-209 into 3/4" FNPT open-
ing. Place packing nut, washers, and packing from AT-209
over bulb support section and insert bulb into well or AT-209
adaptor. Push interlocking washers and packing into well or
adaptor and tighten packing nut until firmly seated.

1/2" MNPT AT-206
Bulb Support / Bulb Bulb Well

’ Preferred
Packing Liquid Flow

Figure A. AT-206 Inalallatlon
Install AT-206 bulb well into 1/2" FNPT opening. Place pack-
ing (included with AT-206) over bulb support section and
insert bulb into well. Push packing into nut on well using a
screwdriver.

Concealed Setpolnt and Lock Cover Screw
Order AT-210 Concealed Adjustment Kit separately.
1. Peel off adhesive film from the concealed adjustment

plate and place into the recess of cover.
2. Remove screw from cover.
3. Install lock cover screw provided with AT-210.

Wiring
The thermostat has one 1/2-inch to 3/4-inch conduit opening
in bottom of housing. Make all electrical connections in accord-
ance with the job wiring diagram and in compliance with
national and local electrical codes. Terminal coding and
switch action is shown in Figure 6, and Figure 7 shows two
stage switching sequence.

RED
Makes ON
Temp. Rise STAGE c HI RED

ORN (30HI BRNHI ORN
(common) Q LO RED

BRN
LUur’ u

LO BRN
Makes ON
Temp. Drop

Figure 6. Terminal Coding and Switch Action

HI ORN t Temp. Drop

B eaks BRN Stage Stage
LO ORN D!ff. Diff. 1MakesRED } O --L’L-HI ORN

Staae I(ter- Breaks RED,BreaksBRN / stage
Diff s[if Makes BRN

Temp Rise J ’ )i LO ORN

Dial Setting
‘‘/ Breaks RED,

Makes BRN
Figure 7. Two Stage Switch Sequence

Typical Applications

Figure 8 shows a typical heating or cooling application for
single stage units. Figure 9 shows typical heating and cooling
applications for two stage units.

Brn

Orn

Switch
Terminals

N.C. Heating Valve
or Contactors for Red (’-’..

L2 Brn
Heat

L1 Orn

Switch COOLING APPLICATION
Terminals WIRING

Typical Heating or Cooling Application for Single-Stage Units

HEATING APPLICATION
WIRING

Figure 8.

oCling ValveL2

L1

STAGE
LO HI

Brn

Orn

Add Jumper

+ Loads
N.C. Heating Valve
or Contactors for
Electric Heat

+
First Stage (HI) Load Red

L2
Second Stage (LO) Load

L2
Brn

LI OrnSwitch Terminals

TYPICAL HEATING APPLICATION WIRING
FOR TWO-STAGE UNITS Figure 9

STAGE
LO HI

NOTE: Some compressor unloaders must be de-
energized to increase cooling capacity. Connect
these to the hi stage brown contact instead of the
red contact.

Second Stage (HI)
L2

Energizes Unloader to Increase Coohng

IFirsl Slage (LO)

Compressor O L2

Switch Terminals

Add Jumper

Two Compressor Packages May Be Sequenced
With The Wiring Shown

TYPICAL COOLING APPLICATION WIRING
FOR TWO-STAGE UNITS



Alr Bulb Models

Mounting Outside of Return Air Duct

1. Prepare duct for mounting by cutting hole and providing

mounting screw holes per Figure 1.

2. Fabricate a cover as shown in Figure 2.

3. Carefully roll bulbs toward back of unit and insert through

2-1/4" x 2-1/2" hole.

4. Remove cover and attach unit to duct with #10 screws.

5. Attach cover over 2-1/4" x 2-1/2" hole.

Remote Bulb Mounting Duct and Outdoor

Maximum insertion length (6 inches). Maximum safe bulb

temperature above scale range. For dual bulbs, total of indoor

and outdoor bulb temperatures must not exceed (280F).

Duct: Install bulb with AT-208 kit as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Field Supplied Duct
Hole Cover Plate

Sealing Cut 1/2" Dia.
Gasket Hole in Duct

Support Tube \
ofCapill:run

Figure 3. Duct Mounting with AT-208

Outdoor:.

1.

2.

Install with AT-211 kit as shown in Figure 4.

Mount bulb to outside wall or surface with bulb clip.

Place shield over bulb and fasten to mounting surface.

,C_ ------:-::""

Clip

Figure 4. Outdoor Mounting with AT-211

Bulb Mounting Liquid Line and Tank

St,aight Pipe Mounting

1[! NOTE: Angle Must Not Allow

End of Well to Contact

Tee Mounting Tee Mounting Elbow Mounting Side of Pipe

Installation Hardware and Application Limitations

Part
No.

AT-201

AT-203

Description

Copper
Bulb Well**

Stainless Steel
Bulb Well**

Mtg.
Fitting

Insertion
Size

Applications Limitations
at 250F Fluid Tamp.*

3/4"
MNPT

1/2" Dia. O.D.
9-1/2" Long

Max. Recommended
Velocity (FPS)

11

2O

Max. Recommended
Static Press. (PSIG)

25O

5OO

nstallatlon
Per

Figure

Copper 1/2" 1/2" Dia. O.D. 11 250 5A
AT-206 Bulb Well MNPT 4-1/2" Long

Bulb Mounting 3/4" Length of 4 150 5
AT-209t Kit MNPT Bulb

*Max. Recommended Fluid Temperature is 350F.

**Requires AT-209.

1Recommended Installation is with a Bulb Well.



Dual Bulb Selection

On the dual bulb units, indoor and outdoor bulbs are deter-
mined by the ratio selected. See Performance and Selection
Table. Ratio refers to the outdoor air temperature change
compared to the water temperature change. The dial setpoint
is the water temperature setpoint when the outdoor tempera-
ture is 70F.

To select ratio, it is necessary to know only: (1) outdoor design
temperature, (2) maximum water temperature at outdoor

design temperature, and (3) desired water temperature at

70 F outdoors. Use the Ratio Selection Table to determine the

required ratio based on this information and set the dial per
item (3). NOTE: If a 1-1/2:1 ratio is selected, the extra dial

supplied with the unit must be used.

Example: Select ratio for an installation with a -10F design
temperature and estimated supply water temperatures of 75 F
at 70F outdoors and 125F at -10F outdoors. From Ratio
Selection Table, -10F for 1-1/2:1 ratio, note by interpolation
(70F to 123F with dial at 70F, 80F to 133F with dial at
80F) that water temperature varies from 75F to 128F as
outdoor temperature drops from 70F to -10F.

For this application, the 1-1/2:1 ratio should be selected. The

extra dial supplied with the unit would be used, and the dial set
at 75 F.

Immersion Well AT-20X

Options

Single bulb units are available with optional capillary lengths of

20’ or 45’.

Accessories: (Order Separately)

Part No.
AT-201
AT-203*
AT-206

AT-208

AT-209

AT-210

AT-211

Description

Copper, 3/4" MNPT 9-1/2"
Bulb Well Stainless, 3/4" MNPT 9-1/2"

Copper, 1/2" MNPT 4-1/2"

Duct Mounting Kit for Bulb

Liquid Line, or Tank, Bulb Mounting Kit.
A Bulb Well is recommended.
(Required with AT-201 or AT-203.)

Concealed Adjustment Kit.
Includes plate to conceal setpoint
adjustment and lock cover screw.

Outside Bulb Shield

"Requires AT-209 Bulb Mounting Kit.

Bulb Duct Mounting Kit
AT-208

Liquid Line or Tank
Bulb Mounting Kit

AT-209
(Also Required with

AT-201 or AT-203 Well)

Concealed
Adjustment Kit

AT-210

Pre-lnstallatlon

Refer to the INSTALLATION and Performance Data applica-
ble to the part number of the device being installed. Make a
visual inspection of the device for obvious signs of damage.
Avoid locations where excessive moisture, corrosive fumes,

vibration or high ambient exists.

Installation

Location

Locate the device allowing proper distance to the bulb loca-

tion. The case can be mounted in any position. Refer to Figure
for case dimensions.

Procedure

Remote Bulb Models
Air Bulb Models Mounting in Return Air Duct

1. Remove cover and provide 2 holes for #10 round head

screws using the housing as the template or by using the

dimensions shown in Figure 1.

2. Partially insert the mounting screws in the screw holes. Fit

the housing over the screws, slide housing down on the

screws and tighten the screws.

TC-4166
TC-4266
Only

TC-4 66

1C-466
Onl’

4-5/8"

Hole for 1/2" Conduit
for 3/4" Conduit

-5/64"

Bottom

3-5/8" Back
TC-4166
TC-4266
Only

--- 13/64"
114"

1-9/16"

5/16"

2-1/4"

TC-4166

TC-4266
Only

Cut Hole in

Duct 2-1/4" W
2-1/2" H for

Mounting in

Return Air

Figure 1. Case Dimensions



Checkout

After installing a thermostat, make an initial check of the
switching action. Verify the switch action by listening to the
switch contacts.

1. Turn the setpoint dial to a temperature above ambient.
This should cause the thermostat to switch, making
orange to brown.

2. Turn the setpoint dial setting down gradually. Orange to
brown must break, making orange to red.

3. Compare the differential of the device to the differential
shown on the performance charts by turning the dial. The
differential of the devices is the difference in dial reading
between the make of orange to brown and the make of
orange to red on single switch units.

Run/Adjust

Setpoint

Screwdriver adjustment. Scales dual marked F on front and
C on back. To change scale, remove spring retaining ring,
select scale and replace retaining ring.

Differential Adjustment

The differential is adjustable by turning the adjustor located on
side of device (see Figure 0).

Single stage: Each line represents approximately 3 F change.

Service and Repair

Calibration

1. With all power disconnected, soak bulb(s) for 10 minutes
at known temperature (must be 70F for dual bulb).

2. Turn dial and note where switch contacts make.

3. Turn dial midway between click points.

4. Turn the calibration nut (located under dial) until the
temperature of the bulb is indicated on the dial. (See
Figure 10.)

NOTE
On two-stage units follow above procedure. "LO" switch
is first stage on cooling applications. "HI" switch is first
stage on heating applications.

Repair

Field repair is not recommended. Replace defective device.

Calibration Nut
(Turn with
1/2" open

end wrench)

Differential
Adjustment

Figure 10

Two stage: Each notch represents approximately 2F change
between stages. (Differential per switch is fixed.)

To adjust differential:

1. Disconnect power to unit.

2. Remove cover.

3. Turn adjustor to approximately desired position.

4. Check out by turning dial and noting dial readings where
switch contacts make.

5. After changing differential, recalibrate. See Service and
Repair.

Ba l e .Colman Coml anq
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION

1354 Clifford Avenue
P.O. Box 2940
Loves Park, IL U.S.A. 61132-2940
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TABLE 2. Select Actuator Type or Actu-
ator Code (XXX) series with correct Input
Signal having sufficient close-off for the
application. If selection Component Parts,
select.".1k

Input Signal Two Position See Tables
SPST 3C, 3D, 3E See Tables 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E See Table 3E

:-:NgJt.--4*.,;.,..., ,-’:","’.,-

Normal Pltlon See Table See Table, 3E None None None None
A=uator Code IXXXI 3XX 3XX X, 41 X, 42X X

MA-31XXX MP-XgXX,XTXX
A=uator Types MAIXXX MU610X, MCI, MCXX, MUIOX

MA41XXX 4710X PX,,X,XX MP-07 MP-IO

CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATIN6
SU" SO" SU" SD* SU SD" SU" SD SU" SD SU" SOVllvo Aiiiidbly Valve llody P Code Slzo

-2-4 112" 250 250 250 250 250 250
VA-9313-3XX-4-P -6 314" 220 200 220 200 250 250VC-9313.4XX.4.P .8 I" 150 140 150 140 250 250VP-9313. XXX.4-P VB-O313-O4-P
VS-9313-XXX-4-P -9 I.I14" 100 95 100 95 200 190
VU-9313-XXX-4-P .IO !-!12" 35 33 35 33 80 75

-1 2" 35 33 35 33 80 75
-12 2-112" 20 20 50 50 112 112VC-9313-4XX.5-P -13 3" 12 12 34 34 77 77VP-931 3-XXX-5-P

VS-9313-XXX.5-P VB-9313-0-5-P -14 4" 8 8 17 17 42 42 71 71
VU-93t3-XXX-5-P -15 5" 18 18 45 40

-16 6" 11 11 31 31 48 48
-4 112" 250 250 250 250 250 250

VA-9323-SXX-4-P -6 3/4" 250 250 250 250 250 250
VC-9323-4XX-4-P -8 1" 250 250 250 250 250 250
VP-9323- XXX-4-P VB-O323-0-4-P

-9 1-1/4" 250 250 250 250 250 250VS-9323-XXX-4-r -10 !-t12" 250 250 250 50 250 250
-i 2" 250 250 250 250 250 250
-12 2-112" 125 125 125 125

VC-O323-4XX.5- P -I 3 3, 125 125 125 125
VP-O323-XXX.5- P VD-B323-O-5-P -14 4" 125 125VS-9323-XXX-5-P -15 5" 125 125

-16 r 125 125su Stem Up; $0 Stem Down; See Table(s) 3 and 5 for flow patlern, port designations, and normal position.Closeoffratingsformixingor sequencing valves: (SU="A"port, SD="B"port). "A"port(SU)ratingsequalpressureatPort"A"minuspressureatport ,,B,,;,,B,,POrt(SO)ratings equal pressure at port "B" minus pressure at port "A".

TABLE 3A. Two Position SPST Input, select exact Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) is factory assembly is available.VA-93X3 assemblies)

Wlrlnl Figure

See Figure No. 2
on Page V65

iF HZ VA 3;ih

NO
24 92 Yes

No120 108
60 Yes

No
Yes
No240 120 Yes

;-’-’l’-"- itlllnll i[iil POSlIIOll

Two
Position Stem Up
SPST

MA-Sl6
HA-318-500 302
MA-418 303
HA-416-500 304
HA-416
IltA-416-500
MA419 305

TABLE 3B. Two Position SPDT Input, select exact Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) if factory assembly is available.VC-93X3 assemblies)

Input Signal Normal Position Wiring Figura Number

Two None
Position (Non-Spring See Figure No. 5
SPDT Return) on Page V66

acto assemblies not available on 2-1/2" to 4" valves.

Aux.Voltage Hz VA Switch
24 53 Yes

120 60 96 Yes
120 60 9 Yes
240 60 96 Yes
240 60 96 Yes

V45
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TABLE 3C. 2-15 Vdc System 8000 input, select exact Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) if Factory Assembly, is
available. (VS-93X3 asemblies)

2-15 Vdc, System 8000,
start 6 Vdc Factory Set Adj
2-12 Vdc, 3 Vdc Span,
Positive Positioning

Input Signal Normal Position Wiring Figure No.

Stem Down
Stem Up

Voltage Hz VA

120 60 50
See Figure No. 13 120 60 50 Yes

on Page V69 120 60 50 Yes
120 60 50 YesNone

Aux. Switch Actuator
Yes

Feuterf Avalluhlo Asosmblv ,
ur-461-ffiO 11
MP471-600 :[112
MP-481-OO0 414
NP481-O00 462

TABLE 3D. Temperature Input, select exact
(vu-93X3 Assemblies.)

Input Signal Normal
Position

Stem Down
Temperature
(Actuator
has Built-in
Temperature
Controller)

Stem Up

None

Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) if Factory Assembly is available.

Aux. Setpolnt RangeWiring Veltage Hz VA
Switch of Controller IF]Figure No.

120 60 50 No 100-180

See 120 60 50 No 150-230

Wiring 120 60 50 No 10-90
Figure 120 60 50 No 10-90

No. 17 on 120 60 50 No 50-130
Page V72 120 60 50 No 100-180

120 60 50 No 150-230

*Facto assemblies not available on 2-1/2" to 4" valves.

Acluatarl

MU-104
uU-46tO5
uu-4zW
MU-46102
MU-48103
uu.4allM
NU.4615

Factarf Available Assembly

:P01*

TABLE 3E. Multiple Input (see below) select exact Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) if Factory Assembly is available.
(VP-92X3 Assemblies.) See Wiring Figures on Pages V65 to V72.

INPUT SIGNAL

X
SPOTNormal ,Micro--15Vdc 20m SIIdewire Pneumatic

Position itharm(R) SYo)m
4-
etc. ISorles ;SPST Snap taActing Electric? 90i g 10

Yes 2 Yes Yes

Stem Yes
Down Yes 3 4 2 Yes Yes 12

Yes 5 4 2 Yes Yes 12
Yes 2 Yes Yes

Stem Yes
Up Yes 3 4 2 Yes Yes 12

Yes 5 4 2 Yes Yes Yes
Yes 2 Yes
Yes 2 Yes
RS

None Yes 3 4 2 Yes 12
Yes 3 4 2 Yes 12

Non Yes
Spring yes
Return yes 5 4 2 Yes 12

Yes 5 4 2 Yes 12
Yes 2 Yes
Yes 3 4 2 Yes 12
Yes 3 4 2 Yes 12
6 7 4 8 Yes 12

1. Requires CP-8301-024 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 13.
2. Requires AE-504 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 15.
3. Requires CP-8301-120 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 13.
4. Requires CP-8391-716 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 16.

SPOT Floating Veltaoe Vac Aux. Actuofor IX,YJO
Direct Digital IHz) Switch Pad Number for Factory

Control Available
11 Assembly
Yes 24 (6O) Yes NP-Sll 3D!

24 (6o) er-,t mtt
24 (60) Yes uP=l alstt

Yes 120 (60) Yes Nr-4115 313
120 (60) Yes liP-4115-304 31577

Yes 240 (50) Yes MP54651 3421"?
Yes 24 (60) Yes Nr-371 302

24 (60) ;ar-Tn
24 (60) Yes Nr.371.o4 3o61"?

Yes 12o (60) Yes ilp.475 314
12o (60) Yes NP47SS04 31677

Yes 240 (5O) Yes NrS4751 3441"?
Yes 24 (60) Yes HIP-,I! 401
Yes 24 (60) Yes laP-SO2"" 402

24 (6o) Br-,p7 40s
24 (60) Yes NP-31t04 4051"?

Yes 120 (60) Yes MP-405 415
Yes 120 (60) Yes Np.406 4161.1.

120 (66) Yes NP-440.304 4191"?
120 (60) Yes er mtt

Yes 240 (so Yes ups1 Att
Yes 240 (5o) Yes uml Att
Yes 24 (60) Yes NP.! 401
Yes 120 (60) Yes IIP4 40
Yes 20/60) Yes
Yes 120 (60) Yes

8. Requires AE-347 or AM-345 and AE-504 ordered separately,
see Wiring Figure No. 1,5.

9. See Wiring Figure Nos. 3 and 4,

10. See Wiring Figure Nos. 6 encI 7.
5. Requires CP-8301-240 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 13. 11. See Wiring Figure Nos. 8 and 9.
6. Requires AE-347 or AM-345 ordered separately, see Wiring Figure No. 11. 12. Requires CP-8391-716 and PP-8311 ordered separately.
7. Requires AE-347 or AM-345and CP-8301-120ordered separately, see Wiring

Figure No. 14.

*Reversing series, sequencing of 2 actuators with Microtherme input, see Wiring Figure No. 18.
"’Adjustable speed actuator.
l"Microtherme Models Tpo2xx, 3XX, 4XX, 10XX, 101XX; TPC-1010X; PP-22X, see Wiring Figure No. 10

tlFactory assemblies not available 2-112" Io 4" valves.
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TABLE 4. Dimensions

Part Number
VA-g313-XXX-4-P
VC-9313-XXX-4-P
VP-G313-XXXA-P
VS-9313oXXX-4-P
VU-9313-XXX-4-P
VA-G323-XXX-4-P
VC-O323-XXX-4-P
VP-9323-XXX-4-P
vs-g323-XXX-4-P

VC-O313-XXX-5-P
VP-9313-XXX-5-P
VS-O313-XXX-5-P
VU-O313-XXX-5-P

VC-9323-XXX-5-P
VP-9323-XXX-5-P
.VS-9323-XXX-5-P

"Subtract 3/4" on VA assemblies.

TABLE 5. Flow Pattern

DIMENSIONS Ilnches)
Valve Body Actuator Series

Size

112"
3/4"

1-1/4"

3-5/8

4-5/8

4-5/8

6.1/8

6-1/8

8-1/2

9-1/2
11-1/2

13

1-7/16

1-7/8

2-1/4

2-3/4

3-7/8

3-7/8

5-3/8

6-3/8

8-112
8-314

E
13-11/16

14

14-1/4

14-1/4

15

15
15-7/8

16.1/4

16-7/8

6" 14 9-3/4

2-112" 9 7 17-1/2

3" 10 8 18
12
13

10
10-1/2

11-1/814-1/8

40X, 41X, 42X 460
E E

13-11/16

14

14-1/4

14-1/4

15

15

15-7/8 14-7/8
16-1/4 15-1/4

16.7/8 15-7/8

18-1/4

19
17-1/2

18
24-1/8

24-518
25-1/4

24-3/8

25-1/8

Body Part Number

VB-9313O-X-P
VB-O323-O-4-P
VB-O323-O-5.P

Flew Type

Mixing
Diverting
Diverting

Flow
Stem Up ISUJ

Closed Port
A

FIm
Stem Down ISD)

Closed Porl
B to AB A to AB B
B to A8 A B to A AB
C to L U C to U L

American Standard 125 lb. Cast Iron Pipe Flanges

Length of Mach=ne Bolt

Flange Detail

Nominal
Pipe
Size

Flange
Diameter

A

Flange
Drilling

Diameter of Diameter of Number Diamcter
Flanges

Thickness
D

Bolt Holes
E

Bell Circle
O

of
Belt=

Bolting

of
Bolts

Dimensions in Inches

Length of
Machine
Bolts
F

2-1/2 7 11/16 5-1/2 3/4 4 518 2-1/2
3 7-1/2 3/4 6 314 4 5/8 2-1/2
4 9 15/16 7-1/2 3/4 8 518 3
5 10 15/16 8-1/2 7/8 8 3/4 3
6 11 9-1/2 7/8 8 3/4 3-1/4
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TABLE 1. Select Valve Body cuang
(Valve Size, Cv Rating, Port Code) or select Valve
Assembly with correct Input Sigral (see Table 3
also) less Actuator Code (XXX) "cluding the
P Code (Size, Cv Rating, Port )de).
(See Pages V59-63 for Valve Sizing.)

Sizes
Normal Posltlon’l"Valve Body. Actuator Provide=

Actuator Types Input Signal
MA-318-XXX. MA41B-XXX. MA-41-XXX SPST (See Table 3A)
MC-51,421, 41, 411. MC5-4! SPDT (See Table 3B)
MPAEI-800, 471-E00, MP.481-800 2-15 Vdc, System 8000

(See Table 3C)
MU-4810X. 4710X, 4S10X Temperature (See Table 3D)
MP-36X, 37X. 38X. 445, 46X, 47X, 48X.
46XX, 47XX, 48XX

NOTE: These charts are color coded as
shown below to assist valve selection.
Note it is possible to select either a ,alve
assembly or component pads (actuator,
valve linkage, valve body).

ORDERING EXAMPLES:
1. Valve

Assembly VP-9313-301-4-10
2. Valve Body VB-9313-0-4-10

Actuator MP-361
Linkage

Valve Body Data less P Code (Size,
Cv Rating, Port Code) or Valve

(See Table 3E)

Flow Type
Body
Seat
Stem

Material Plug

Packing

Oisc

APPLICATION
Chilled or Hat Water

Screw Flan0e Scre.__w Flan0e.

I/2"--2" 2-112"--6" 12"--2" 2-I/2---6"
VB-9313-0-4-P VB-O313-O-5-P VB-9323-0-4# VB-9323-O-5-P

F=__.n_ry Available Valve
VA-9313.XXX.4.P VA-9323-XXX.4-P
VC-O313-XXX-4-P VC-O313-XXX.5# VC-O323-XXX-4-P VC-9323-XXX-5-P

VS-O313-XXX-4-P VS-D313-XXX-5-P VS-9323-XXX-4-P

VU-9313-XXX.4-P VU-9313-XXX-5-P
VS-9323-XXX-5-P

VP-O313-XXX-4-P VP-O313-XXX-5-P VP-O323-XXX-4,P VP.O323,XXX-5-P

Diverting DivertingMixinQ
Bronze

Mixing
iron Bronze Iron

Bronze Bronze Bronze Bronze
Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

Brass Brass Stainless Steel Brass
Spring Loaded
Teflon "V" Rings

None

Spring Loaded
Teflon "V" Rings

None

Spring Loaded
Teflon "V" Rings Grafoil

None None
WATER

125 250Static 250Pressure
(psloI Recom. 35Diff.*

Fluid Temp. MIn. 40 (4)
F ICi Max. 281 (138o)

TO SELECT A PORT CODE (P)

125

40o (40) 400 (4
300 (149o) 281 (138o) 300 (149o)

Cv
2

Assembly less Actuator Code (XXX)
and less P Code (Size, Cv Rating,
Pod Code)
P Code (Size, Cv Rating, Pod Code)
Actuator or Actuator Code (XXX) for
Valve Assemblies

P Cede Valve Size

-4 112-

-6 3/4"
-8 I"
-9 1-1/4"
-i0 1-1/2"
-11
-12 2-1/2"
-13
-14 4"
-15 5"
-16 r

6.8
12 12
16 16
33 30

42
4

101
I0
29O
39O

Port
"U L"
68 75
85 95
160 180
195 22O
250 275

"Maximum recommended differential pressure in full open position. Do not exceed recommended differential
pressure (pressure drop) or integrity of parts may be affected.
NOTE: Do not exceed close-off rating.

"*NOTE: Factory assemblies are not available for 2-position applications using reduced port valve bodies.
1"See Tables 3 and 5 for flow pattern, port designalions, and normal position.
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GenePalIns PucCions

TC-1161 Series
Two-Position

Electric Duplex Room
Thermostats

For on-off control applications requiring two individually

adjustable thermostats under one cover, such as day/

night control, night and warm-up control, gummer/winter

and other energy conserving systems.

Two complete thermostat mechanisms secured to a single

base. Bimetal elements with enclosed silver contacts. Coded

screw terminals. Differential 1-1/2F. Units have plastic

covers as standard. Metal cover options available (order
TC2-1161 -XXX) CSA requirements. Mounts on flush single

or 2-gang switch box or 4" x 4" surface box or directly to wall

(24 volt only).

DIMENSIONS
4-3/8" high x 4-3/4" wide x 1-5/8" deep.

OPTIONS
Add "dash-number" (-XXX) suffix to
base part number for desired option.

Order TC2-1161 -XXX for metal covers.

4-3/8"{

4-3/ 4" (119cm)"
1-5/8" (4 lcm)

Standard -400 -401 -402 -403 -404

Thermostat
Switch Action

2 SPDT

2 SPST

Part
Number

TC-1161

TC-1161-479

[hermom-
Heat Anticipation** eter

No Yes

No No

Electrlcal
Ratlng A-C Only

*3 amp at 24V
3 amp at 120V
1.5 amp at 240V

Dial Scale1"
Left Side Right Side

55-85F 55-85F
(13-29C) (13-29C)
75-105F 45-75F
(24-40C) (7-23C)
75-105F 45-75F
(24-40C) (7-23C)
75-105F 45-75F
(24-40C) (7-23C)

Fixed 3F heat & cooling anticipators
for 120V, .082 amp load onl}’

Determined byFixed 3F heat & cooling anticipators No 2 SPSTTC-1161-530 for 24 Vac, 41 amp load only heater size

Determined by
2 SPSTTC-1161-531 No

heater size

Differential: t-1/2F (8C).
*Locked Rotor Currents: 18 amps at 120V; 9 amps at 240V. Pilot duty rating 140VA at 120/240 Vac, 28 VA at 24 Vac.

**Heat Anticipation: The heat anticipating type minimizes over and under-shoot by causing the thermostat to cycle more often, thereby

maintaining a more stable space temperature.
tUnit dual marked in F and C, dial stop pins included to limit dial range.

Typical Wiring for TC-1161
(Day, Night Heating)

II co, o,, lay

ACCESSORIES: r, /, ,, z(nVeAF-. L2orG

I x2 Supply

C C

/ Manual

AT-101

AT- 104
AT-136

AT-546

AT-607

AT-608

AT-1163

AT-11 55

AT-1165

Tool #11

Tool #13

Lock cover kit (2 required per thermostat)

Dial stop pins (note: pins included with each unit)

Legend plates marked (day. night, heat, cool)

Auxiliary mounting plate

Selector switch sub-base DP4T switch

Selector switch sub-base one DP4T, one DPDT
switch

Wire guard

Plastic guard

Plastic guard

Calibration wrench

Contact burnishing tool

aulomatc
& ’R1 Closes temp drop day/mght

"B" & "B1 Closes temp

,B1 r,,///
TYPICal Wiring fr TC’1161"4"

R / (Healing, Cling)

Blue Slrap-on Cot fan elay
aquaslat VA valve

’R’ Closes temp droo TC-2931
"B1 Closes temp Htg -CIg Swflch

"R" Closes temp. drop
"B1" Closes temp rise

Typical Wiring for TC-1161-530
TC-1161-531 (Heating, Cooling)

Blue Collof fan
Strap-on Aquastat relay VA

TC-2931 rnanua valve

HTG--CLG switch

LITHOINUSA 2-83 F-16290-2



INSTALLATION

Requirements

Locate thermostat where it will be exposed to unrestricted
circulation of air which represents the average temperature
of the controlled space. Do not locate the thermostat near
sources of heat or cold, such as lamps, motors, sunlight or
concealed ducts or pipes. The thermostat is designed for
service in any normally encountered human environment.

Procedure
1. Pull all wires (Use copper wire only).

2. Fasten mounting plate to box or wall.

3 Make electrical connections to thermostat screw type
terminals. (See typical wiring diagrams for applications).

Make all connections in accordance with the job wiring
diagram and in compliance with national and local
electrical codes. Class wiring is required unless all
circuits to contacts are powered from a Class II source.

4. Hook thermostat on top of mounting plate and swing down
into place.

5. Remove thermostat cover, attach thermostat to mounting
plate with mounting screws, and attach thermostat cover.

Thermostat - Plate
Mounling

Mounting
’", Screws (4)

Screw (111g
Box

Thermostat ’ Thermostat
Cover \
Screws (2)

Mounting
Plate

CHECKOUT
After installing a thermostat, make an initial check of the
switching action. Verify the switch action by listening to and
watching the switch contacts, using a voltmeter between the
proper sides of the switch, or observing the controlled device.

1. Slowly turn each setpoint dial to a temperature above
ambient.

a. TC-1161, "R" contact and "R1" contact should make.

b. TC-1161-479, "R" contact should make. "B1" contact
should break.

c. TC-1161-530 and TC-1161-531, "R" contact should
make. "B1" contact should break.

2. Slowly turn each setpoint dial to a temperature below
ambient.

a. TC-11 61, "B" contact and "B1" contact should make.

b. TC-1161-479, "R" contact should break. "B1" contact
should make.

c. TC-1161-530 and TC-1161-531, "R" contact should
break. "B1" contact should make.

CALIBRATION
All thermostats are calibrated at the factory and normally
will not require any such attention. However, if recalibration
is necessary, proceed as follows:

1. Disconnect power to thermostat.

2. Set the adjusting dials to correspond to actual room
temperature.

F-16290-2BK

Remove thermostat cover, remove screw that secures
right-hand of insulator, fold back insulator, and remove
contact covers. (Figure 1.)

Do not breathe on the thermostat or handle excessively
as this will affect the accuracy of the final calibration.

If the right contact blade is not made to "R" contact, use a
3/16" open end wrench to turn dial calibration screw
clockwise (looking at the head of screw) until element
makes to "R" contact.

NOTE

Each complete revolution of screw changes calibration

approximately 6F (3.3C).

5. Turn dial calibration screw counterclockwise until blade

just breaks "R" contact.

6. If contact blade is originally made to "R" contact, turn
calibration screw counterclockwise until blade just makes
"B" contact.

7. Repeat steps 4 6 for the left contact blade. THERMO-
STAT IS NOW PROPERLY CALIBRATED.

8. Replace contact covers, insulator and thermostat cover.

9. Recheck calibration about 30 minutes later to be sure
heat from handling did not result in erroneous setting.

MAINTENANCE
Open areas at bottom and around base of thermostat should
be kept clean and free from obstructions to allow proper flow
of air. If switch contacts need cleaning, this may be done with

a Tool-1 3 contact burnishing tool.

REPAIR
Field repair of the thermostat is not recommended. If the

system is not operating correctly and the reason is traced to
the thermostat, it should be replaced.

Cover

’ Dentent Magnets

Insulator

Contact
Covers

Magnets
Contact

"B1" Contact
Cover

E Screws

Figure 1

Ba ’l eP.Colman Coml an i
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION

1354 Clifford Avenue
P.O. Box 2940
Loves Park, IL U.S.A. 61132-2940

LITHe IN U .S.A.



GeneralInst uc#ions
Solid State Sensing

Temperature and Humidity
Series TS-8000 and HS-8000

Temperature Sensing

GENERAL INFORMATION

Sensing is accomplished by the use of a temperature sensitive
Balco resistance wire packaged in the form of room, duct,
averaging and outdoor type configurations. The design of the
entire system is around a 1000 sensing element at 70F.

WIRING

Make all electrical connections to the element in accordance
with the installation and wiring diagram for the job. Comply with
national and local electrical codes. Do not use the element box
as a junction box for other control circuits. It is generally
advisable to use flexible conduit for connecting box to rigid
conduit. Restrict element leads to shortest length practical.
Barber-Colman twisted cable or factory approved cable
should be used.

::’ T-S.,tLSeries

Ouct
TS-8201

_TS-8201-106

TS-8400 Series

Part No. Use Location Mounting Terminal Code Wiring

TS-8101

TS-8111

TS-8201

Room Sensor
w/o Setpoint

Room Sensor
w/Setpoint

Duct
Immersion
7" Immersion
Length

Wall

Wall

Duct or
Well
AT-215
3/4" NPT

Immersion WellTS-8201
4" Insertion AT-225-106
Length 1/2" NPT

TS-8331 Lagged DuctSensor

TS-8405 5’ Average Duct

TS-8422 22’ Average Duct

Outdoor
Air

Mounting
Screw

Printed

Circuit
Board

Outside of
Building

AT-215 Thermowell
Immersion Temperature

/!//"’2
(2) 1/8" Dia

f,
Dia.

_
_..o,__es__(__

Duct Mounting Dimensions

() Output
() } Terminals

Pigtails:

Black } (C) ControllingBlack

Black }Black (L)* Controlling

*Found only on the TS-8331

TS-8241 Diffuser Ceiling
Mount on Face of Ceiling Diffuser. See Instructions Pigtails: Black
for B-C Models PB, PS or SFS, SFB. Pg 2 Black

TS-8261 Light Light Mount in Return Grill of Light Fixture
Pigtails: Black

Fixture Fixture Black

TS-8501

Use Conduit Connectors

Outside of
Building

Pigtails: Black }Black Controlling

Orange } Element
Orange (Solar)

Red } Heater
Red (Econostat)

Outside ofTS-8531 Solar
Building

TS-8533 Econostat

LITHO IN U.S.A. F-14970-4



Solid State Humidity Sensing

Sensing is accomplished by the use of a nonorganic resist-
ance type material which will be housed either in a room or
duct type mounting base. Selection of the proper AH-100
series element will provide the capability of control over a 15%
range. Elements are available through the span of 5% to 95%
R.H.

The average resistance of each element at midrange is
approximately 22,000 ohms; except the violet element, which
is 50,000 ohms. A resistor of appropriate value may be substi-
tuted in the bridge circuit to verify the element resistance.

Duct
HS-8200 Series

CAUTION

DO not measure resistance of elemenl with an ohmmeter,
as DC voltage across the element will cause polarization and a
new element will be required. Basic element is not repairable.
Order a replacement from the factory or local branch office.

Room
HS-8100 Series

CARE OF ELEMENT
The elements are wrapped with a moisture pervious cello-
phane, which actually is an air filter. On installations using duct
elements, where air velocities are reasonably high do not
remove cellophane. Always install element with wrapping so
that perforations in cellophane are on downstream side of air
currents. Punch more holes (only in dowrstream side of cello-
phane) to increase element sensitivity.

TABLE 1.

Air Flow

Perforations

in Cellophane
Should be on
Downstream
Side

Part Sensing Relative
Element HumidityNumber Color Range

AH-100 Violet 85% to 95%

AH-101 Blue 70% to 85%

AH-102 Green 50% to 70%

AH-103 Yellow 40% to 55%

AH-104 Orange 30% to 45%

AH-105 Brown 10% to 30%

WIRING

Make all electrical connections to the device in accordance
with the installation wiring diagram for the job. Comply with
national and local electrical codes. Restrict element leads to
shortest length practical, using three conductor twisted cable,
18 gauge minimum.

CAUTION

Power wiring must never be installed in the same conduit.

LOCATION
Locate the sensing element where it will be exposed to unre-
stricted natural air circulation and to the average conditions of
the controlled space. Do not locate it near extreme sources of
heat, cold, or moisture.

AH-100 Series

Humidity Element

Setpoint
Pins

CALIBRATION
1. Place DC-VOM on output of CP-8102 controller, OP1 (+)

and COM (-).

2. Read humidity at the sensor.

3. Place jumper on proper pin, per chart below.

4. Adjust the controller (CAL A) to 7.5 Vdc output.

5. Refer to CP-8102 literature if further details are required.

GENERAL INFORMATION
100 .
90

80. 70

20

10 ..... f"
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Setpoln! Pin Number



MOUNTING OF DIFFUSER SENSOR TS-8241

Sensor should be mounted to the face of the ceiling diffuser so
that it projects downward into the room. See Figure 1. If the
diffuser has an adjustable pattern, the discharge air direction
must be adjusted to a horizontal pattern. This will insure a
representative sample of room air over the element (Figure 2).
The transmitter will not perform satisfactorily if the discharge is

adjusted to a vertical pattern.

Figure 1.
Sensor Mounted in Perforated Face Ceiling Diffuser

Model PB or PS

’,,,\ -,,,, f
Discharge Air / I t Induced Room Air

Figure 2.
Room Air Induced over Sensor by Discharged Air

A 7/16-inch hole is required in the diffuser face for mounting.

The SFS and SFB louver faced diffusers are available in nine
air patterns, both in the square and rectangular design. For
proper installation, use Table 2 which shows sensor location
and the mounting figure referred to in the installation proce-
dure. APNS-107 must be ordered separately.

SENSOR MOUNTING PROCEDURE ON SFS
AND SFB USING APNS-107 KIT
1. Drill a 5/16" hole for sensor leads.

a. Fig. 3. Locate hole center on an angled surface about
5/16" from an edge of the 1/2" square so as to avoid
drill contact with the welded center plate mounting
brackets.

b. Fig. 4. Locate the hole center on one louver about
5/16" from junction of two center back to back
louvers.

c. Fig. 5. Locate hole center on an end louver about
1/2" from the junction of the louver and the mounting
flange.

2. Bring field leads through the 5/16" hole. If required,
remove the louver assembly from the mounting flange.

3. CentertheAPNS-107bracketoverthe5/16"hole(useas
a template) and drill 1/8" holes for the mounting screws.

a. Fig. 3. Drill two holes near edges of square center
plate.

b. Fig. 4. Drill two holes, one each on bottom edge of
back to back louvers.

c. Fig. 5. Drill one hole on end louver.

4. Assemble the sensor to APNS-107 bracket as shown in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Fig. 5. Cut off one side of APNS-107 as shown.

5. Make field connections to sensor leads and push leads up
through the 5/16" hole.

Wrap friction or electrical tape around the leads and fill the
5/16" hole, preventing direct primary air passage over the
sensor.

6. Attach APNS-107 as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 using #6
screws.

Fig. 5. Cover the crack between the end louver and mount-
ing flange at least 12" on each side of the sensor. A 24"
length of 3/4" tape stuck to mounting flange can be used.

7. The sensor installation is complete.

Square
\

Center N /"7 5/16" HpOeFiller

#6 Mounting / \ "APNS-107
Screws /TS 8241 Bracket

Figure 3

Center Luvers

5/16;’ Hole

#CMounting / \ ’APNS-107
Screws /TS 8241\ Bracket

Figure 4

End
Tape Jl Louver
,’[L,/ Mounting

6c,eMw:nting /T’S.8;41\Cutoff

Figure 5



TABLE 2. SENSOR LOCATION AND FIGURE
SHOWING MOUNTING DETAILS

SENSOR LOCATION

Center of Corner End
Center of Side with Opposite Opposite
Diffuser No Air Air Air

Throw Throw Throw

Sq. Rect. Sq. Rect. Sq. Rect. Sq. Rect.

Fig. 3 Fig. 4
Fig. 4

Air
Pattern

Fig. 4

Fig. 3 Fig. 5

Fig. 5

TS-8241 must not be located nearer than 18" from a wall or
corner of a room when used on air patterns 2, 6, 7, 8, or 9. This
allows space for induced air to pass over TS-8241.

AIR PATTERNS (As Viewed from Diffuser Face)
Number is air pattern designation when ordering.

6 7 8 9

5

Specifications

Package

Sensor

Room
Light
Fixture

Diffuser*

Temperature Sensors

Selective
Ratio

Discharge

Size** 4x23Ax1,% 43 3Vx9V8

Mounting Wail

Vertical

Terminals

-40 to 250

1000 Q

2.2 Q/F

Mounting Position

Connection

Amblenl Temp. Limits

Resistance

Duct

Duct/
Immersion Averaging

43x3Yx9Ye 43 3’/ -Duct/
Duct

Immersion

Vertical Vertical

Pigtails Pigtails

-40 to 250 -40 to 250

1000 Q 1000 D

2.2 /F 2.2 ’/F

6" 5’ or 22’

Sensitivity

Length 6"

Control Range

Impedance

Input Setpolnt Range 55 to 85

Callbrction Range
Adjust

Throttling Range

Ratio

Impedance

Voltage Range

Reference
Output

Voltage
Power
Supply Current

Regulation

Voltage
Load

Current

Vertical

Terminals

-40 to 250

1000

2.2 Q/F

5 tO 20/1

Humidity 8ensore

Senor must be
ordered eparately.

Refer to Senor Range
Table 1.

Room Duct
4,x 2.4x 1% 4%x3Yx9Y8

Wall Duct

Vertical Vertical

Pigtails Pigtails

35 to 135 35to 135

Up to Up to
20% R.H. 20% R.H.

+5% +/-5%

Negative Negative Negative

Voltage 6.2 Vdc +/-.4 24Vac+/-10% 24Vac+10%
Power

Current mA 25 mA 25 mA

BaPl eP.Colman Companq
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION

1354 Clifford Avenue
P.O. Box 2940
Loves Park, IL U.S.A. 61132-2940

F-14970-4 BK LITHO IN U.S.A.



L ene allnst ucCions Strap-On-Thermostat
TC-2974

DEVICE INFORMATION

Identification

These thermostats are used to either open or close

electrical circuits when the temperature of a pipe
exceeds the thermostat setting. The orn-red circuit is

often used on the unit heater installations to prevent
operation of the fan unless heat is actually available.

The orn-brn circuit is usually used for control on hot
water boilers.

Pre.lnstallation

The thermostats are shipped with a metal strap and
spring, which will fit supply lines up to 4-inch O.D. For
dimensions see Figure 1.

Before installing the thermostat, look for bent or
broken parts.

TC-2974

Conduit
Opening

118mm
(4-5/8"1

Figure I

Pipe

SPDT Switch Ratings (ac Only)
Scale" Differential Pilot
C C Voltage FLA LRA Duty
(OF) (OF) (Vac) (amps) (amps) (VA)

10-99 Fixed 5.5 120 9.8 58.8 360

(50-210) (Fixed 10) 240 8 4 8 360

*The scale is dual marked in degrees C and degrees F.

INSTALLATION

Requirements

The thermostat can be mounted in any position on a

smooth clean pipe. Be sure pipe is free of rust, scale

or insulation material.

Ambient Rating: -40 to 60C (-40 to 140OF).

Procedure

Insert the spring loops into the holes provided in

the strap and in the side of the housing.

Wrap the strap around the pipe and thread through
the opening provided in the housing.

Push the device against the pipe to compress the
foam spacer until the bulb is 6 mm (1/4-inch) from
the back of the housing.

4. Pull the strap tight and bend to lock the device in

place.

5. Clip off or bend back the excess strap.

F-16441-2



Wiring: The ther
conduit opening in bottom of housing.(3/4-inch) following switch action:

Make all electrical connections in accordance with
the job wiring diagram and in compliance with
national and local electrical codes. Device terminal
coding, switch action, and wiring is shown in typical
application (Figures 2 and 3).

Contact Makes
on Temp.

Rise Red

Drop Brn

Common Orn

Room Thermostat
TC-1101

0 JRed
Orn I IBrn

J
Unit Heater
Fan Motor

Switch Terminals

L1

a. At 5OF above the setpoint an orn-red circuit is
made.

b. At 5OF below the setpoint an orn-brn circuit is
made.

RUN/ADJUST
Setpoint

Screwdriver adjustment. Scales dual marked F on front
and C on back. To change scale, remove spring retain-
ing ring, select scale and replace retaining ring.

Refer to CHECKOUT for manual operation.

CALIBRATION

1. Disconnect power to thermostat.

Typical unit heater application wiring for strap-on ther-
mostat TC-2974. Unit heater fan runs only when heating
supply media is above the setpoint of TC-2974.

Figure 2

Contact Makes
on Temp.

Rise Red

Drop Brn

Common Orn

To Boiler Controls

L1

Switch Terminals

Typical hot water boiler application wiring for strap-on
thermostat TC-2974. Boiler runs only when water tem-
perature is below the setpoint of TC-2974.

Figure 3

Soak the bulb for 10 minutes at a known tem-
perature.

Turn the dial until the thermostat clicks, reverse
the dial until it clicks again.

Turn the dial midway between the click points.

Turn the calibration nut (located under the dial) un-
til the temperature of the bulb is indicated on the
dial.

CONCEALED SETPOINT AND LOCK
COVER SCREW
Order AT-210 Concealed Adjustment Kit Separately.

1. Peel off adhesive film from the concealed adjust-
ment plate and place into the recess of the cover.

2. Remove screw from the cover.

3. Install lock cover screw provided with AT-210.

CHECKOUT MAINTENANCE

After installing the thermostat, proceed as follows:

1. With electrical power on and hot water flowing
through the pipe, rotate the setpoint dial from
minimum to maximum and check fan operation. If
wired orange and red, the fan will start at minimum
dial setting and stop at maximum dial setting. The
reverse will occur if wired orange to brown.

2. If no electrical power is available, contact closure
may be checked with an ohmmeter.

F-16441-2 BK

If excessive corrosion develops between the sensing
element and the pipe, clean the pipe and apply a
silicone lubricant such as #6 compound from Dew
Corning Company between the pipe and sensing
element to prevent additional corrosion.

REPAIR

Field repair of the thermostat is not recommended. If
the system is not operating correctly and the reason is
traced to the thermostat, it should be replaced.

Ba/’ber.Colman Cornpanq
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS DIVISION
1354 Clifford Avenue
P.O. Box 2940
Loves Park, IL U.S.A. 61132-2940

LITHO IN U.S.A.



CP-8102
Electronic Two Input

Temperature or Humidity
Controller

FUNCTIONS

Electronic controller receives temperature or humidity sensor
inputs and sends a variable electronic signal, to 15 Vdc, to up
to six System 8000(R) actuators or relays (controlled devices).
Additional devices can be controlled with the use of adapters.
These actuators or relays operate heating, cooling, humidifica-
tion or dehumidification equipment in HVAC systems.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

The reliable, easy to install CP-8102 electronic controller
incorporates an amplifier with inputs for 1000ohm Balco(R)

temperature sensors, humidity sensors or remote setpoint
adjustor. Two setpoint dials, ratio authority dials, throttling
range dials and calibration potentiometers are visable and
accessible without removing controller cover allow for easy
field adjustment. Coded screw terminals make sensor, remote
setpoint, power supply and output signal wiring easy to install
and change. The CP-8102 controller is used with other System
8000 devices.
Table 1. Specifications

CP-8102

Wiring Connections: Coded screw terminals for all control
inputs and outputs.

Safe Ambient Temperature Limits:

Operation: 40 to 135F (4.4 to 57C)
Storage: -40 to 160F (-40 to 71 C)

Dimensions: 4" (102 mm) high x 11" (279 mm) wide x 2-1/2"
(64 mm) deep

Part Number

CP-8102

CP-8102-116

Control Dial
Range

Setpoint "A"

20 to 120F

-6 to 48C

Control Dial
Range

Setpoint "B"

20 to 120F

-6 to 48C

Throttling
Range for 3 Vdc
Output Change

Adjustable
2 to 10F by Dial*

Adjustable
to 6C by Dial*

Authority Ratio
Adjustment
Setpoint "A"
Setpolnt "B"

.5:1 to 25:1 Adjustable
by Dial

Control
Output

Voltage1.

to 15 Vdc
10 mA Max.

Factory
Set for
D.A.

Power
Required

20 Vdc
23 mA

Power
Supply

Available

6.2 Vdc
7 mA Max.

See ADJUSTMENTS for additional throttling ranges.
1- Units factory calibrated for 7.5 Vdc output with sensor at setpoint
temperature.

Options: None.

ACCESSORIES:
AD-8122

AD-8123

AD-8124

AD-8912
AD-8969-201
AD-8969-901
ASP-301

ASP-581
AT-8122

AT-8155

AT-8158

AT-8222-101
AT-8435

CN-8101
HS-8101
HS-8201
TS-8101

Signal adaptor for dual outputs
(two direct acting)
Signal adaptor for dual outputs
(one direct, one reverse acting)
Signal adaptor for dual outputs
(one reverse, one direct acting)
12" enclosure

Off set resistor kit: 5, 10, 15 & 20F
Extended throttling range jumper
Power supply required for HSP-6X81
humidity transmitter
Indication meter 20 to 80% RH
Remote setpoint adjuster, dual scale 20 to
120F (-6 to 49C)
Remote setpoint adjuster, dual scale 50 to
250F (10 to 121 C)
Remote setpoint adjuster, dual scale 55 to
85F (13 to 29C)
Setpoint scale for humidity 20% to 100%
Remote setpoint adjuster, dual scale 50 to
450F (10 to 232C) for use with TS-8204
only
Multi-purpose bridge
Room humidity sensor
Duct humidity sensor
Room sensor

LITHO IN U.S.A. 9-84

TS-8111
TS-8131

TS-8201
TS-8204

TS-8241
TS-8261
TS-8331
TS-8405
TS-8422
TS-8501
TS-8531
TS-8533
Tool-201

DEFINITIONS

Room sensor with setpoint
Room button type sensor
Duct/immersion sensor
High temp. duct/immersion sensor
requires AT-8435 remote setpoint for all
applications except differential control
Diffuser sensor
Light fixture sensor
Lagged sensor (CN-8101 is required)
5’ averaging sensor
22’ averaging sensor
Outdoor sensor
Solar sensor (CN-8101 is required)
Econostat sensor
Calibration kit for system 8000

Mode of Operation: Either direct-acting or reverse-acting.

Direct-acting (D.A.) means that an increase in temperature at
the sensor(s) causes the voltage output (OP1) to increase.

Reverse-acting (R.A.) means that an increase in temperature
at the sensor(s) causes the voltage output (OP1) to decrease.

Reset Control Action: The direction of reset determines
whether input A setpoint is reset upward or downward on a
temperature decrease at input B.

Direcl reset: (D.R.) A temperature decrease on input B resets
input A setpoint downward.

Reverse reset: (R.R.) A temperature decrease on input B
resets input A setpoint upward.

F-14969-2



Selpoint "A"

J9 Jumper

Setpoint "A" 15, 25, 40 and 60F Bridge "A" Jumpers

Calibration TR Pins Bridge "B" Jumpers

Sensor "A"
(Main) Input

Tie Point

Auxiliary Input
Auxiliary Input 2

Auxiliary Input 3
Sensor "B"

(Secondary)
Input

+20 Vdc Input
23 mA min.

+6.2 Vdc 7 mA
Output

Proportional
Output

to 15 Vdc
System
Common

Jumper
Setpoint"B"

Setpoint "B"
Calibration Ratio Adjustment

for Setpoint "B"

Figure 1. CP-8102

Throttling Range Adjustment
(with Respect Bridge "9")

CONTROL TERMINAL INPUTS (See Figure

ISA: Any TS-8000 Temperature Sensor (1000 ohm Balco)

ISB: Any TS-8000 Temperature Sensor (1000 ohm Balco)

AB1, AB2, AB3: Auxiliary inputs; any remote setpoint adjus-
ter AT-8000 series, HS-8X01 humidity sensor, CN-8101 multi-
purpose bridge

CONTROL TERMINAL OUTPUT (See Figure

OPI: to 15 Vdc (10 mA maximum). Units factory calibration
for 7.5 Vdc output with sensor at setpoint temperature.

ADJUSTMENTS: (See figure

Temperature Setpoint "A": By dial 20 to 120F (-6 to 48C),
or by remote setpoint adjuster (See Accessories).

Temperature Setpoint"B": By dial 20 to 120 F (-6 to 48C),
or by remote setpoint adjuster (See Accessories).

Setpoint "A" Calibration: By potentiometer.

Setpoint "B" Celibretion: By potentiometer. For reset con-
trol, set Setpoint "B" at value where Setopint "A" will be reset.
Adjust Setpoint "A" at control point required with no reset from
sensor "B".

THOTTLING RANGE: By dial 2 to 10F, to 6C. By pin
selection 15, 25, 40 and 60F (8, 14, 22, 33C). Remove J9
jumper from JC9 and attach to required throttling range pin. By
extended throttling range adjuster, AD8969-901 (order separ-
ately), 55, 65, 75, 85, 100, 115, 125 and 140F (31,36, 42, 47,
56, 64, 69 and 78C). The throttling range is the sum of the T.R.
pins connected.

AUTHORITY RATIO
ADJUSTMENT: By dial .5 to 25:1. Ratio is the number of
degrees change at Sensor "B" required to reset Setpoint "A"
one (1) degree. Example: 25:1 means a 25F (14C) change
at Sensor "B" will reset Setpoint "A" F (.5C).

Table 2

Controller Function

Direct Acting*

Jumper Connections Require(I

Bridge "A"
J4 to JC6
J3 to JC5

Bridge "B"
J5 to JC5
J6 to JC6

Reverse Acting J4 to JC5 J5 to JC6
J3 to JC6 J6 to JC5

Internal Setpoint Active* J1 to JC1 J2 to JC3

Internal Setpoint Inactive J1 to JC2 J2 to JC4
for Remote Setpoint

Disable Bridge "B" for Remove Jumper
Single Sensor Input from AB2 to AB3

As supplied from factory.

To Obtain Reverse Reset: Both bridges should have the
same action. Example: both direct acting, or both reverse
acting.

To Obtain Direct Reset: Bridges should have different
action. Example: one direct and one reverse acting.

Disable "A" Bridge Setpoint
Disconnect Jumper J1 from JC1
Pin and reconnect to JC2 Pin.

Disable ’B" Bridge Setpoint
if "B" Bridge is to be used.
Disconect Jumper J2 from JC3 Pin
and reconnect to JC4 Pin.

Figure 2. Disabling Setpoint "A"
and/or Setpoint "B"



ISA (

ISA ( -
AB3)

Input A
Bridge

__
SPA

20 120

Power

Jumper

Supply

Prprtinall Output
1 Voltage I,,J Current

Control Limit
Amplifier I/ Circuit

TO Control
Amplifier

JC1

JC2

ISB
Input B
Bridge

SPB 2P’20
J2 JC4

Figure 3.

JUMPER

Throttling Range Adj.
JC9

40: J9

CP-8102 Controller Block Diagram

To +6.2
Supply and
Amplifier

: L +20

+20

+62

SW

OP1

OP1

PRE-INSTALLATION: Open the carton and visually inspect
the device for part number and obvious defects before pro-
ceeding with the installation.

NOTE

Mounting screws are not provided.

INSTALLATION: Device may be mounted, in any position, in

an inside location near the controlled equipment using the two
slots in the track. AD-8912 enclosures can be ordered separ-
ately for remote installations.

CAUTION

Avoid locations where excessive vibration, moisture,
corrosive fumes or vapors are present, or where high
radio frequency or electro-magnetic interference gen-
erating devices are near.

See Figure 4 for mounting dimensions.

1/4"
(6 mm)

11/64"
(4 ram)

11" (280 ram) ]

10-3/4" (274mm)

DEPTH 2-1/2" (63 mm)

1-15/16"
(49 ram)
__L

3-7/8"
(98 mm)

Figure 4. Mounting Dimensions

GENERAL WIRING INFORMATION

Make all connections according to job wiring diagrams and in

compliance with national and local codes.

Two separate No. 18 twisted pair wires (six turns per foot

[.3m]).
Class II, low voltage, are suitable for up to 1000 feet (300 m) for
the sensor leads. See table 3 for longer runs.

CAUTION

Never run line voltage in the same conduit with un-

shielded sensing element leads. Use copper conduc-
tors only.

Shielded cable (Belden No. 8422 or equivalent) must be used

when it is necessary to install the DC signal leads in the same
conduit with power wiring, or when it is known that high
RFI/EMI generating devices are near. Ground the shield at the
controller only on the COM (-) terminal.



Table 3. Wiring Lengths

Wire
Gauge

22
18
16
14

"HS"
Sensor
To

CP-8102

125
3O0

LENGTH OF RUN IN FEET**

Sensor
To

CP-8102

1,000
2,250
4,000

CN-8101,
AT-81X4

TS-8601 To
CP-8102

1,000

"HSP"
Transmitter

To
CP-8102

25O

TSP-8101
TO

CP-8102

Should be
in Same
Panel as
Controller

CP-8102
To

Controlled
Device

1,000
2,250
4,000

CP-8102
To

Adaptor*

1,000
2,250
4,000

AD-8101, AD-812X, AD-8201, AD-8301, AD-8501
*’1 Ft. approx..3 meter

GENERAL RULES FOR WIRING CP-8102
TO CONTROLLED DEVICE(S)
1. Never connect red lead (or +20 terminal) of any controlled

device which has a regulated power supply to the red lead
(or +20 terminal) of any other controlled device (see Fig-
ure 5).

2. Controlled devices(Mpo52XX) with unfiltered and unregu-
lated power supplies must be filtered. CP-8102 will pro-
vide filtering for a maximum of two MP-52XX by connect-
ing the two red leads together at the controller’s +20
terminal (see Figure 6).

3. Controlled devices with filtered and unregulated sup-
plies: Up to six controlled devices with the red leads (+20
terminals) can be connected together. Number of units
paralleled depends on the current (mADC) requirements
of the controller or adaptor.

Table 4. Controlled Device
Power Supply Characteristics

Filtered &

Relulated
CC-8101
CC-8102
CC-8103
CC-8111 Series
CC-8118 Series
CC-8218 Series
Cpo8161 Series
CP-8301 Series*
CP-8425 Series
CP-8501 Series
CP-8502 Series

Filtered &

Unrelulated

MP-54XX
MS-8XXX
Actuators

Unfiltered &
Unregulated

MP-52XX
Actuators

Except CP-8301-101 which does not have a power supply.

(/20) Red (*20)

Yel (OPf) Max

To BIu (Corn)
Max of

ftl[ered

Figure 5. Controlled Devices All Filtered

FIELD CHECKOUT
Units are factory calibrated and tested and should not
require field checkout. If required, proceed ms follows (see
Figure ):

NOTE
The following procedures can be used for either reverse
or direct acting connected CP-8102 controllers.

1. Initial Conditions for CP-8102

A. Jumper between AB2 and AB3 disconnected.

B. 20 Vdc +1 1.5 Vdc (23 mA) applied to the +20 and
common terminals. This power is normally supplied
by the controlled device.

2. Connect a 20,000 ohm/volt DC VOM meter between the
OP1 (+) terminal and COM (-) terminal of the CP-8102.
Use a 20 Vdc or less range.

3. Disconnect the temperature sensing element "A" from
the ISA terminals of the CP-8102. Short ISA terminals
together and VOM reading should be Vdc or less if
bridge "A" is direct acting and more than 15 Vdc if bridge
A is reverse acting.

4. Open ISA terminals and VOM reading should be greater
than 15 Vdc if bridge "A" is direct acting and less than
Vdc if bridge "A" is reverse acting.

5. The CP-8102 is a good unit if it passes tests in steps 3 and
4. Replace the unit if tests 3 and 4 are not met.

ToYelIOP1)
Max

TO (Coral
Blue

MP-52XX

AD-8969-611 Fdter

MP-52XX

Tape Red (.201 control

Figure 6. At Least One of the Controlled
Devices in MP-52XX (Unfiltered)



FIELD CALIBRATION PROCEDURES FOR
CONTROLLERS WITH ONE AND TWO INPUTS
(See Figures 7 and 9):

The following procedures can be used for either reverse or

direct acting connected CP-8102 controllers.

The CP-8102 is factory calibrated and shipped with both

inputs connected for direct acting output.

Normally, the CP-8102 (connected for either direct or reverse

acting) requires no field calibration but if a field calibration

check or recalibration becomes necessary, then proceed as
follows:

1. Initial Conditions for CP-8102:

A. Setpoint "A" set for: 70F.

B. Setpoint "B" set for: 70F.

C. Ratio adjustment set for: 1:1.

D. Throttling range adjustment set for: 3F.

E. Jumper between AB2 and AB3 disconnected.

F. 20 Vdc (23 mA) applied to the +20 and common
terminals. This power is normally supplied by the

controlled device.

2. Connect a 20,000 ohm/volt DC VOM meter between the

OP1 (+) terminal and COM (-) terminal of the CP-8102.
Use a 20 Vdc or less range.

3. Calibration of "A" input. Use one of the following two
methods.

A. Temperature measurement methods:

Accurately measure the temperature at the tempera-
ture sensing element "A". Adjust setpoint "A" until
the dial reading agrees with the temperature mea-
sured. Rotate setpoint "A" calibration potentiometer
(located just to the right of setpoint "A" dial) until a
VOM reading of 7.5+.2 Vdc is obtained.

B. Sensing element subst!tution method:

Disconnect the temperature sensing element "A"
from the ISA terminals of the CP-8102. Reconnect a
1000 ohm +.1% wire wound resistor (TOOL-203) to
the ISA terminals. Adjust setpoint "A" for 70F.
Rotate setpoint "A" calibration potentiometer (located
just to the right of setpoint "A" dial) until a VOM
reading of 7.5+.2 Vdc is obtained.

NOTE

Method B above does not calibrate out any errors due to

sensing element tolerances or wire lead resistance.

Calibration of "A" input complete.

If "B" input is not being used (jumper between AB2 and
AB3 removed) then proceed to step 7 below.

Reconnect jumper between AB2 and AB3.

Calibration of "B" input. Use one of the following two

methods.

A. Temperature measurement method:

Accurately measure the temperature at the tempera-
ture sensing element "B". Adjust setpoint "B" until

the dial reading agrees with the temperature mea-
sured. Rotate setpoint "B" calibration potentiometer

(located just to the right of setpoint "B" dial) until a
VOM reading of 7.5+-.2 Vdc is obtained.

B. Sensing element substitution method:

Disconnect the temperature sensing element "B"
from ISB terminals of the CP-8102. Reconnect a

1000 ohm +-.1%, wire wound resistor (TOOL-203) to
the ISB terminals. Adjust setpoint "B" for 70F.
Rotate setpoint "B" calibration potentiometer (located
just to the right of setpoint "A" dial) unti a VOM
reading of 7.5+.2 Vdc is obtained.

NOTE

Method B above does not calibrate out any errors due to

sensing element tolerances or wire lead resistance.

CP-8102 calibration is complete. Remove all test meters,
test resistor, etc. Reconnect all elements, place setpoints,
throttling range and ratio adjustments as required for the

application.

Or TOOL-203 o
Optional I-" t B,ue (corl

Sensing Element BI "----_,- i(o
Or TOOL-203 1

Optional QTS-8000 Series Remove jumper if no sensor is connected to ISB.

Q DC VOM test meter connection.

Figure 7. One or Two sensor Application

To
---Controlled

Device

FIELD SERVICE

Units are factory calibrated and tested for direct acting control

(D.A.) and reverse reset (R.R.) and should not require service.

If required, proceed as follows (see Figure 8):

Power Supply

Apply +20; +1, -1.5 Vdc (23 mA) to the +20 and common
terminals. Proper power supply is always required for unit to
function properly. The +6.2 (-+.3) Vdc should be available from
the controller, if required.

Test

Connect a 20,000 ohm/volt DC VOM meter between +20 and
common terminals. Controller power supply +20, +1 -1.5 Vdc

(indicated by M1 in Figure 8) should be measured. Power
supply is normally supplied by controlled device. Check +6.2

(+.3) Vdc power supply of controller with VOM.

Service

If the +20 Vdc level is not measured, service the (lead) con-
trolled device, power supply or installation wiring as necessary
to insure proper power supply.

Controller Output

See Field Calibration Procedures, on this page, for calibration

of "A" setpoint using sensor element substitutes.



Test

With signal output measured between OP1 and COM at 7.5 -+ .2
Vdc, rotate setpoint "A" dial several degrees (in increments of
F) each way from 70 setting to vary the M2 reading from

to 15 Vdc. The number of degrees that setpoint dial "A" is
changed to vary the reading on M2 3 Vdc should be approxi-
mately 3F (if T.R. is set at 5F, 3 Vdc will change over 5F).

Service

See Field Calibration Procedures, on page 5, for calibration of
"B" setpoint using sensor element substitutes. (Make certain
that jumper is connected to AB2 and AB3.)

Adjusting setpoint "B" several degrees from 70F setting will
cause the M2 reading to vary from to 15 Vdc.

If output voltage cannot be made to vary over a to 15 Vdc
range, then replace the CP-8102 as defective.

Bridge A Sensor
or

(1K+/-
Precision Resistor)

Bridge B Sensor
or

1K+/-

Precision Resistor)

Bridge
B

CP-8102
2-Input Controller

Control Signal

Common (Test Meter Reference)

Figure 8.

Bridge B Bridge A
Jumper., 3ers

CALIBRATE A

CALIBRATE B

Figure 9.

MAINTENANCE

This is a quality product. Regular maintenance of the total
system is recommended to assure sustained optimum per-
formance.



TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

SI \Red(+20)r Yellow (IVl)
TO

Optooa, II I--" , B,ue Icoml
Sontro,,ed
Device

Sensing Element B

:,i!, oi 1[]!!
Remove jumper if no sensor is connected to ISB

Figure 10. One or Two Temperature
Sensor Application

Hot water reset is typical application for a two sensor applica-
tion of the CP-8102. For example, perimeter radiation tempera-
ture, with hot water as a heating medium, is increased as the
temperature of the outside air decreases. This method of
control is known as reverse reset. A reset schedule shown
below in table requires the hot water temperature to increase
from 100 to 170F, a change of 60F, as the outside air

temperature decreases from 60 to 0F. If the throttling range
of the CP-8102 controller is 10F the setting of the CP-8102
will be as follows:

Setpoint "A": 110
Setpoint "B": 60
Ratio Adjustment: (change in outside air temperature/
change in hot water temperature)
Throttling Range: 10F
Note: Controller function is Direct Acting (see table 2)
Factory setting

Table 5. Reset Schedule
Outside Air Temp.

(F)
6O

Water Temperature
(F)
110

0 170

TS-8101 TS-8111
Room Sensor

Sensing I"_.1
Elements I---o ",-’I

n_3u..ate_d. .
TS-8331

i,::o 20
’,’, ]- "*’ ...-Yellow

Blue (Corn)/ To Controlled
Devices

Figure 11. Derivative (Lagged) Sensor

Sensing Element A

Sensing Element B

Sensing Element C

TS-8000 Series
(except TS-8331,8531 *)

1K__+l%
Wire wound 3W
(included with CN-8101

Red(+20)
I,..,. ,

Yellow _’IV1)--- TO

’’ Blue(corn); Contro,,edDevice

For lagged or solar applications see sensor section,

Figure 12. Three Temperature Sensor Application*



Orange i"S-8201 Hot Water Sensor

"(-O--L Black

I] I-::, -] "::]L.Yellow
Elements rl I+l .,.;-I .L_;.. <,vt)

edI.
TS-8531 Black

Devices

Solar Sensor
TS-8501
Outdoor Air Sensor

Figure 13. Solar and Outdoor Air Reset
of Hot Water (Direct Acting Output)

Bridge "A" Jumpers

Yel ’’ .,,,, Yellow Controlled

l!i! -] !’._ (IV1) Device

TS-SXXX Blue (Com)
Temperature
Sensor

AT-SXXX
Remote Direct Acting._Setpoint Controller
Adjuster

Blue

Red

NOTE: If the controller bridge is reverse acting, the red and
blue wires at the AT-SXXX Series must be reversed (red to
common, blue to +6.2).

Figure 14. Single Input with Remote Setpoint

Winter

Jumper Connections
Shown As Unit is

Shipped From Factory J3 J4

Cut Jumpers J7 and
J8 at "X" Marks.

COM

J5 J6

Figure 15. Single Unit Winter-Summer Switching

1. Cut both jumpers that are located between the terminal
strip and cover on the left hand side of the device. (See
Figure 5).

2. Connect D.P.D.T. Switch (CYZP-1 or equivalent) accord-
ing to Figure 5.

NOTE

Switch contacts should have pilot duty ratings and main-
tain a ohm or less contact rating over its normal life.

No recalibration of CP-8102 is required.



SINGLE UNIT SUMMER/WINTER SWITCHING (Continued):

Table 6. Bridge Connections for Summer/Winter (See Figure 15.)

BRIDGE

(MAIN SENSOR)
Winter Summer

BRIDGE
B"

(RESET SENSOR)
Winter Summer

RESET
OF

SETPOINT "A"
Winter Summer

J3

JUMPER TO PIN CONNECTIONS

J4 J5 J6

+6.2D.A. R.A. D.A. Reverse Direct JC5 JC6 COM

R,A. D.A. D.A. Direct Reverse JC6 JC5 COM +6.2

D.A. R.A. R.A. Direct Reverse JC5 JC6 +6.2 COM

R.A. D.A. R.A. Reverse Direct JC6 JC5 +6.2 COM

D.A. D.A. R.A. Re)erse Direct COM +6.2 JC5 JC6

R.A. D.A. R.A. Direct Reverse +6.2 COM JC5 JC6

B.A. B.A.
B.A.

B.A.
B.A.

Direct

Reverse
Reverse
Direct

COM
+6.2

+6.2
COM

JC6
JC6B.A.

JC5
JC5

In Supply water Line
TS-8201

In Outside Air
TS-8501

Remove
Jumper

TC-4111

Temp, R

Set 70

I$I

]- INPUT CONTIOLLIR

J5 J6 ’-
SWe--"

OPI

COM

Coil Voltage of Relay

D.P.P.T. Relay

Red(+20)

Red

Blue

AT-8122

Yellow (IV1)

L1

L2

Blue (Com)

To
Valve
Actuator

Table 7. Typical Reset Schedule

Outside Air Temp.(F) Water Temperature(F)

70 110

0 140

Above 70 85

Outside air temperature reset of supply water temperature with fixed
temperature of 85F with outside air temperature of 70F,

Setpoint "A": 110F

Setpoint "B": 70F

Ratio Adjustment: 2.33

Throttling Range: 10F

AT-8122: Set 45F for S.P. of 85 where O.A. is above 70F.

Relay is energized with outside air temperature below 70

Figure 15. Outside Air Temperature Reset of
Hot Water with Fixed Temperature with

Outside Air Temperature Above Selected Value



TS-8XXX
Temperature Sensor

S.P.D.T. Switch,
(i.e., timeclock,
manual switch)

Z-INF’UT CONTROLL|I |., J3,! J4
,s +2o Red (+20)

I---TI! ; +z To Controlled

I;I / Devicei sw
Yellow (IV1)

co_ Blue (COM)

Resistor (5, 10, 15, 20F offset) use AD-8969-201 kit.

Offsetting setpoint for Direct Acting Controller:

Raise, connector resistor to +6.2 terminal.

Lower, connect resistor to COM terminal.

Offsetting setpoint for Reverse Acting Controller:

Raise, connect resistor to COM terminal.

Lower, connect resistor to +6.2 terminal.

NOTE
Standard two conductor twisted wire should be used if
remote switching is employed.

Resistor must always be located at star.

Figure 16. Setpoint Offset

TS-8XXX
Tem )erature Sensor

1K

Time Clock
AE-178

K..1%
(TOOL-203)

CP-8102. 2-Input Controller
ISA /0 Red (+20)

Yellow (IV2)

Blue (COM)

To Controlled
Device

Install 1000 ohm 1% (TOOL-203) resistor in ISB. Install AE-
178 7 day time clock. Set setpoint "B" as desired for night
setback.

Table 8.

Setpoint "B"
70F (21.1 C)
65F (18.3C)

Night Setback

No Setback

5F (2.8C) Setback

60F (15.6C)
55F (12.8C)

10F (5.6C)Setback
15F (8.3C) Setback

Figure 17. Night Setback

10



Humidity Senstng Element
HS-8X01

Yellow

This connection must " 24 Vac 10%

be made at HS-8X01 25 mA

i.e. 4 Wires to HS-8X01

Unplug brown wire (common
of Setpoint "A" Pot) & Tape

/

" (IV

Blue (COM)
To Controlled

Devices

+20) /Note: Output

," signal can only

" be reverse achng

Note: Sethngs of 2-6 throttling range result in 2-6% RH throttling range for 3 Vdc output change
6 TR is maximum setting

Figure 18. Humidity Control

Typical with HSP-6X81

/ Power Supply

L2 UC50
No|e: AT-8222-101 Setpoint scale for humidity 20% to 100% or]

CP-8102,

Bridge A
Note: Bridge "A" must
be connected for reverse /’3 J.4
acting output as shown
in insert.

Note Resistors
provided with
HSP-6000

","910" +1 Vo Red
/-- 2 Input Controller

tl 1I Indication kl ,SA.O
Meter TIE +6 Yellow

or / 5621% e21
Remove ’"

Note: Output Signal
can oly be reverse acting,

Figure 19. Humidity Control & Indication

11
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1354 Clifford Avenue
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VALVES ELECTRIC ZONE, 2-WAY

TO SELECT A VALVE BODY
APPLICATION HOT OR CHILLED WATER

Rttlno SAE FLARED SWEAT SWEAT

Complete Assembly 1,1! 
Flow Type

Body

Saat
Material Stem

Plug

Packing

Flow Coufflclsnt Cv

EP. Rubber

al XXX ISee AMuathr1 VA-1203-XXX-44 VA-1403-XXX-4-4 VA-1403-XXX-4-5

Size 5/8" O.O. 5/8" O.O. 7/8" O.D.

Two-Position Two-Position Two-Position

Brass Brass Brass
Brass Brass Brass

Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Stainless Steel

E.P. Rubber EP. Rubber

"0" Ring"0" Ring "0" Ring

3.5 3.5 3.5

Maximum Prmure IPSI61 F (C)

Static 200 200 200

Close.Off 20 20 20

Ambient Rsllng F (C)

Operating 40-200 (4-93) 40-200 (4-93) 40-200 (4-93)

8hipping -40 to 200 (-40 to 93) -40 to 200 (-40 to 93) -40 to 200 (-40to 93)

Maximum
Wmr Temparelurs 200 (90) 200 (93) 200 (93) 200 (93)
Wlthoul
Auxllllry Switch

Maximum
Wmr Temperature
With
Auxiliary Switch

20O (90)

185 (85)

125(51)

185 (85)

125 (51) 125 (51)

185 (85) 185 (85)

TO SELECT AN ACTUATOR CODE
ACTUATOR CODES

Input te
Motor

With
Manual
ousr

Voltage 50/60

Amp
Without
Auxiliary
Switch

With
Auxiliary
Switch*

Without
Auxiliary
Switch

24

32

301

126

.O7

311

312

220-240

321

201 211 221

With
Auxiliary 202 212 222
Switch"

Add actuator code to the assembly number for the complete part number Example: To
VA-1203-XXX-4-4 (5/8" flared) add 311 (for a 120 volt actuator without an auxiliary swtch)
to get VA-1203.311-4-4.
"SPST moisture sealed, makes at energized position. Rating: 5 amp running current at
120/240 Mac, 30 amp locked rotor at 120/240 Vac, 250 VA pilot duty rating,

Black Leads 18"

To Two Position Thermostat
and Power Supp|y

To Circulator
nether Valve

Red Leads 18"

Auxiliary Switch

V56
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE





TABLE 2. Select Actuator Type or Actuator Code (XXX)
series with correct Input Signal having sufficient close-off for
the application. If selecting Component Parts, select

Two Position SPST

Actumr Cede
Nemal Pmltlen bleValve

VA-D213-|XX-P

VA-9253.ZXX.4.P
Normally VA-O273-ZXX.4-P

VS-9213-XXX.4-P
VS-9253-XX-4-P
VS-O273-XXX-4-P

Normally OIN= VS-O213-36X-5:P

VA.9223.ZXX.4-P
VA-9263.?.XX-4-P

a VX---r
VS-OZ23-XXX.4-P
VS-O26-XXX-4-P
VS-O283-XXX-4-P

Nermaily Clozed VS.O223-3.5.P

** Certain models hve built-in

2XX 2XX 35X
MA-521X-XXX MP-5XIX MS-OXXIX-XXX

CLOSE-OFF PRESSURE RATING"
160 190

6

35
20
12
6

TABLE 3. elect exact ACttltlor or Actuator Code (XXX) if Factory Assembly is available.

Two-posibon SPST

2-15 Vdc, System 8000, Stroke occurs 6-9 Vd approx,
Non-positive positioning

2-15 Vdc, System 6000, start 6 Vdc factory set,
Adjusalde 2-12 Vdc, 3 Vdc spa, Positive positioning

Bilt-in System 8000 controller, Uses TS-SXXX sensor

24 Yes
120 NO
120 Yes BIAIO.5OOSee Figure 1 on Page V65 16

206 Yes MA.5212.500
240 No liA-6Zl
240 Yes lIA.Stl XIOO
24 NO liP-5213
24 Yes lIP.GZl 3-,500

120 No IIP-SZIO
12o Yes HP-52.10-500See Figure on Page V68
206 18

No MP-SZIZ
206 Yes lIP-StlZXd)O
240 No MP.SZi
240 Yes IflP.S211
24 No BP-5413

See Figure 12 on Paoe V68 120
18 No MP-5410

206 NO IP-541Z
240 No MP-541
24 36 NO MS-03013

120 37 No MS3010
See Figure 12 on Page V68 120 37’ Yes il831)10-500

240 39 No
240 30 Yes MS-83011
120 37 NO IIS.4110
120 37 No ’MS-6411NI I*See R0ure 19 on Page V72
120 37 Yes MS-84110-,500
24 36 NO

Irm..JucliT$-8201-105 sensor.

lot
tll
tlZ

351

V17



.,BE 4, DimenMoni

Part ."’--r

VA-O213-2XX-P
VA-O253-2XXP
VA-O273-2XX-4-P
VS-9213-XXXP

-VS23-XXX-P
VS-XXX-P

..:’

vslSsxr

-VA-O83-2XX4-P,
VSXXX-P
VS-O203-XXX-4-P
VS-OXXXP

I/2’

3/4"
!"

1-1/4"

-!/2"

1-1/2"

Valve Bedy

3
3.5/8
4-5/8
4-5/8

OlNIENSlONSIoCbIsL ...........

:_ 1-3/8

1-1/2

1-5/8

:" E E
."":-...J/’, 17-112

6.1:1/f 18
9: 18.-3/8

9

-6-178 2-1/2

18-318
-19-1/8



Amedcan Standard 125 lb. Cast Iron Pipe Flanges

Maximum Ambllnt 14(P

!: +: 20o. (930)
,l’Fluidw.IS : 281

V 11P (46o)
VB-OE 3400 (171)

VB-n
VB-9283 Resultant Ambient

"180F (82C) flutlperature results in 11 ,.5=-(.4C n,dmum
NOTE: With 40F’v’l the minimum dew IXkhter,atutelS 68F.

Resultant.A,mblent
Maximum Fluid

],:Ultantmmnt
MaXimum Fluid

100"

90, (3P)

140" (6(P)
281 (1380)

V19
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TABLE 1. Select Valve Body including P Code
(Valve Size, Cy Rating, Port Code) or select Valve
Aasembly with correct Input Signal (see Table 3
also) less Actuator Code (XXX) including the
P Code (Size, Cv Rating, Port Code).
(See Pages V59-63 for Valve Sizing.)

Size

Nomally

Valvll

Nermlly

Valves

Valve Body’
Valve Assembly.2,!5.Vdc Input, Sltlll IMlO0

NOTE: These chads ere color coded as
shown below to assist valve selection.
Note it is possible io select either a valve
assembly or component parts (actuator,
valve linkage, valve body).

ORDERING EXAMPLES:
1. VMve,
AsemMy V$-922312-4,8. Valve Body VB-9223-O-4-e
Actuator 1P-5210-500.
Llnkao I.y00

i Valve Body Data less P Code (Size,
Cv Rating, Port Code) or Valve
Assembly, less Actuator Code (XXX)
and less P Code (Size, Cv Rating,
Port Code)

IB p Code (Size, Cv Rating, Porl Code)
ilActtmtor OrAetuMer (XXX)for

Valve AIsemblie$

Valvl Assembly, Built-in System 6000 Contrlllm"
Z-PesHion SPST VIIva Ammblr

Valv!Dmly
Valve Assembly 2-15 Vdc Input, $ystm’iiO’

Valve Assembly, Built.In 8ystlm 60110 Clobll.Ira’
2.Pesltlen SPST Valve Assealldy

Finw Type

Mmrlal Plug
Packing

Bisc

I.

YD.9213.Q-4.P VB-i3-0-5" V. VO-O273-O.4-P
vs-e2ts-xxx+r vs.e21s,ssx.r vs Vs7x4
ysx vtx. x, ,vs7x
VAI VA7XX
V& -VD VB.. VB
v vsx-v- -xx
vsx vsx k vsx
VA VA..VA

Equal % Equal % Equal % Equal %

Broe Broe Stainl Stl Staini Steel
Stainle Steel SinSt Sainl eei Stinl Steel

Brass Bra Stainl1 Sinle Steel
Spring Led Spring’Loaded ’SpringL SpringL
Teflon "V" Rings Teflon "’ RinQs Teflon:’’s Teflon "Y" RinQs

STeM ..
125

+ "’ "-m ’+
am."

FP.. ,-- I.+ "-,. 10 (1’) (1+) . (10)

FMdT i (4,) (4;) ’(47) (4o)

TO ELICT A PORT CODE (P)
P Ce Va Sla

-2** I/ 1.3 1.3 1,3

’" 22 22 22
3,6 3,6 3.6

s.2 .2
-7"_ I" B2 82 62

11,0 11,0 11,0

_c+ I-I/4" 16.0 i6 16,0

xmended differential pressure in fulln sition. notex
Wesa (pressure drop) or integrity of pads may
NO: Do exceed close-off ratio.
": Fact assemblms are not available for 2-=i applitit =t d valve.

V16


